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Investment Products

!

խഏՠᎬ۩)
խഏՠᎬ۩)ࠅ*
ࠅ*ૻڶֆ!
ૻڶֆ!
ጵٽයཱི֗යٙ!
ጵٽයཱི֗යٙ!.!ދᇷข!
ދᇷข
!
2/!
2/2!

ᔞ!ࢤش
ᔞࢤش
ءයཱི֗යٙΔຑॵٵٙ֗۩ءڶጵٽයཱི֗යٙ!.!Ꭼ۩ࣚ೭ΔڇᔞشऱᒤփΔᔞ࣍شፖ܃
)܃ড়֪*ၞ۩ऱࢬڶᢞࠦΕैٝΕैปΕֆ
႘ࠦΕ႘ࠦΕปᖕΕႃ᧯ދᇷૠቤΕഗ८ΕຄኞΕڶᣂऱᦞܓΕཚᦞ֗ܓஒΔދהࠡ֗אᇷٌ࣐)ᢞࠦ
ᢞࠦ*Ζ!
ᢞࠦ
)۩ءխഏՠᎬ۩)ࠅ*ૻڶֆ*ԯπᎬ۩ᄐයࠏρႈՀऱྨᎬ۩֗πᢞࠦ֗ཚຄයࠏρႈՀऱုםᖲዌΔխ؇ᒳᇆ։ܑ
BB!J781Ζ!
۩ء

2/3!

ॵٙዌءګයཱི֗යٙऱԫຝ։Ζଣଡܑࣚ೭ऱය֮ፖԫය֮ࣂڶᤛΔଡܑࣚ೭ऱය֮ലରᕏ࣍ԫය֮Ζ!
!

2/4!
!

ᓮ܃าᔹءයཱི֗යٙΔ
֗ร : ය)ࠃאԳߪ։ૡ*ٌ࣐م
ٍᓮาᔹ۩ءऱ
าᔹ۩ءऱ
ᓮ܃าᔹءයཱི֗යٙΔܑਢร 7 ය)۩ءຂٚऱૻࠫ*
۩ءຂٚऱૻࠫ*!֗
ࠃאԳߪ։ૡ*ٌ࣐مΔץਔร
ץਔร :/9 ය)༼*ַึڰ
༼*ַึڰΔٍᓮาᔹ
ଅᙠࢶᜢࣔΖ
Ζ!!
ଅᙠࢶᜢࣔ

3/!

ᇷற!
ᇷற

3/2!

۩ءऱᇷறԯഗ࣍ط௫֗࿇۩ࢨጥઌᣂᢞࠦऱԳՓΕᇷறנഇृࢨֆၲຜஉࢬ༼ࠎᇷறΖࠏڕΔڇଉཽैปٌ࣐ࢬऱᢞࠦᏝԯطଉཽ
ᜤૻڶࢬٌ࣐ٽֆ)ࠎ༼ឈྥᇠֆીԺᒔঅᇷறإᒔྤΔլመࠀ۩ءլנ܂ٚ۶ᖜঅΔٍլ൷࠹ٚ۶ᙑᎄऱຂٚ*Ζ۩ءઌॾᇷறإ
ᒔאףྤࠀ܀ுኔΖᇷற༼ࠎृլᄎ༉ᇷறࢭᖜຂٚΖ۩ءኙรԿृᇷறᄗլຂΖ!

3/3!

ڶࠩگࢬ۩ءᣂ܃ऱᢞࠦऱܫΕᔁؾΕຏव֮֗ࠡהٙലٽ۩ءڇެࡳऱཚၴփڶΔࠀ࣍ࢬ۩ءਐࡳऱᙄࠃڇՂ૪ཚၴࠎ܃
ᔹΖհ৵ᇠ֮ٙല۩ءطᔭᄤΖೈॺڶ૿࠰ᤜΔܡঞࠀ܃լڼނ۩ءޣ֮ٙ᠏ٌղࢨ܃ຏवڼࠩگ܃֮ٙࢨࠡփ୲Ζ۩ءല
ጐݶᚨڶࠎ༼܃ٻޣᣂ۩ء܃অጥऱᢞࠦऱֆ۩೯ऱᇷறΖ!!

3/4!

܃ലլᄎᓤ፹ΕཋᐾΕࠎ༼ࢬ۩ءޏޓࢨشܓऱٚ۶ᏝΕܓࢨࠡהᏝΔࢨࠌشᇠᏝΕܓࢨࠡהᏝ۞ࠎ܂աאە؆ऱٚ۶
شຜΖ!

3/5!

۩ءലᄎڶނᣂټ۩ءጠΕᛜᄐܿچΕုםൣउΕխ؇ᒳᇆΕࣚ೭ࢤᔆΕ၄گࢨش၄ऱٚ۶ૹՕ᧢ޏຏव܃Ζ!

4/!
4/!

ࠎ༼۩ءऱࣚ೭!
ࠎ༼۩ءऱࣚ೭

4/2!

ڇ࿇נٚ۶ਐقհছΔٵ܃რᔹᦰΕᇞٚ۶࿇ഇ֮ٙΕයཱིΕعᓮΕ࿓֗ݧ௫֗ᢞࠦऱ֮ࠡהٙࠀ࠹ছ૪ٺႈࢬપޔΖ܃ᒔᎁ܃ฤ
ٽᇷԵᢞࠦΔ܃֗אऱਐقฤڶࢬٽઌᣂऱࡳΖ۩ءլຂࣔࠃኔਢڼڕܡΔࠀאױച۩ࢬࠩگऱٚ۶ਐقΔࢨנ܂ٚ۶ଥאޏ
ฤٽઌᣂࡳΔۖྤႊຏव܃Ζ!

4/3!

ټז۩ءࢨ۩ءאױ۩ءԳټᆠΔࠀ܃ނऱਐ܂قለՕᠰਐقऱԫຝ։ച۩Ζ۩ءലאֆֱؓࢬނڤԵऱᢞࠦ։הࠡ֗܃ড়
֪Ζ!!!

4/4!

ڇ൷ࠩ܃ऱਐقழΔڶނױ۩ءᣂཱིႈଗಖ࣍܃ऱᔁ֪Δհ৵Κ!
)b*! ਐقᆖધࢨࠡהԳՓ၇ԵࢨᔄנᢞࠦΙࢨ!
)c*! ٻ࿇۩ԳΕᆖࢨࠡהԳՓعᓮᎁࢨعᓮᢞࠦऱᦞࢨۯ墿ΔࢨعᓮᦱڃΕ᠏ᨃΕ᠏ངࢨ܋ང܃זڶऱᦞࢨۯ墿Ζ!

4/5!

۩ءլזٚ۶ᢞࠦऱᆖࢨࠡהԳՓ۩ࠃΖױ౨ࢴ܃ऱعᓮΖ܃൷࠹۩ءፖᇠᆖࢬ࠰ࡳऱٌ࣐֗ࠡה࿓ݧΖ!!

4/6!

ೈॺڶ૿࠰ࡳΔࢨ۩ءբ܃ڇऱᔁ֪ߩڶജ८ࢨᢞࠦΔ܃ല܃ڇ࿇נਐقऱᛜᄐֲխ֑ࢨհছΔࢨ۩ءڇຏव܃ऱழၴࢨհ
ছΔב֭۩ءٻբ堚ऱᇷ८ࢨבٌ۩ءٻڤֱگٌױאᢞࠦΔࠌ۩ءאٌ࣐ࡲޢၞ۩ጩΖבٌࢨב֭ڼڕڶآ܃ڕΔึױ۩ء
ַڶᣂٌ࣐ΔࢨנഇբԵऱᢞࠦΔࢨଗԵࢨ၇ڶᣂᢞࠦאጩڶᣂٌ࣐Ζ܃ലኙࢬڶ႘Εٽჾ؈֗ၲ֭ᓽᚍ۩ءΖ!

4/7!

۩ءᄎ࣍۩ءኔᎾࠩگ৵֗ڬೈٽၲ֭৵ΔࡨᄎނᢞࠦΕࢬگ墿Εಯཱི֗گԵ၊ಖ࣍܃ऱᔁ֪Ζױ۩ء၊ಖ܃ऱٚ۶ԫଡࢨڍଡᔁ
֪Ζೈॺא૿࠰ࡳ܂ࣚ۩ء೭ऱԫຝ։Δܡঞྤࠀ܀)אױ۩ءᆠ೭*ආ࠷ٚ۶۩೯܃࠷گᚨऱٚ۶ᢞࠦࢨཱིႈΖྤ۩ءᏁຏव܃ٚ
۶ཱིבբࠩཚࢨማཚΔࢨ༉܃ऱᢞࠦਢܡᏁנ܂ٚ۶۩೯Ζآ܃ڕᅝ૿࠷گᢞࠦΔבٌ܃ٻᇠᢞࠦऱଅᙠΔᄗࢭ܃طᖜΖ!

4/8!

܃ലᚨ۩ءޣਐࡳԫଡࢨאՂᔁ֪܂ጩᔁ֪Ζ܃ऱᢞࠦᔁ֪ࢨጩᔁ֪ऱᦞڗԳױᖙא܂Ղࠟଡᔁ֪Ζ!

4/9!

Ա֭בၞ۩۩ءऱࣚ೭ۖᚨבऱٚ۶ཱིႈΔٽڇ)ױ۩ءࠃ۩چऱൣउՀ*נഇ܃ऱᢞࠦࢨࠡٚ۶ຝٝΖ!

4/:!

܃ڕլਢ່ึ࠹墿ԳΔٍॺڇଉٌཽ࣐ࢬՂؑࢨ၇ᔄऱᢞࠦΔࢨسՠࠠ)ץਔ؆ٌ࣐سՠࠠ*່ॣ࿇ਐقऱ່ึຂԳΚ!
)b*! ٵ܃რ࣍ࢨ۩ءଉٌཽ࣐ࢬ֗ᢞᄎٚ۶ࠡխԫֱ༼נޣऱࠟଡᛜᄐֲփΔऴ൷ٻଉٌཽ࣐ࢬ֗ᢞᄎ༼ࠎ່ึ࠹墿Գ່֗ॣ࿇
נਐقऱ່ึຂԳऱᇡาᇷற)ץਔߪ։Ε֗ܿچᜤᇷற*Ι!
)c*! ࣍܃Ղ֮!)b*!ऱ࠰ᤜലᄎࣚ۩ءڇ೭ึַ৵ᤉᥛڶயΙ֗!
)d*! ࠹ڕ墿Գࢨ່ॣ࿇נਐقԳՓߪଉཽቼ؆Δ܃ᒔᎁڼය֮ᖕڶᣂऱ௧؆ऄ৳ࠠڶપޔԺΖ!

4/21!

܃ڕႃ᧯ދᇷૠቤΕ಼ൣᔁ֪ࢨ಼ൣॾಜ۩ࠃΔۖ༉ଡٌܑ࣐ۖߢΔ܃ऱދᇷ಼ൣᦞᇠૠቤΕᔁ֪ࢨॾಜऱԫאࢨۯՂऱ࠹墿Գࢨ
ਬࠄࠡהԳՓެܡΔ܃ലᄎڇ༼נޣऱࠟଡᛜᄐֲփΔܫवࢨ۩ءଉٌཽ࣐ࢬ֗ᢞᄎڶᣂ܃ऱދᇷ಼ൣᦞ֗ެܡ࿇נਐقԳՓऱ
ᇡൣΖ!

4/22!

܃ᒔᎁ༉ࢨڇ܃ຘመଉٌཽ࣐ࢬנ܂ऱᢞࠦᔄנਐחലψ९ପωᔭഇΔೈॺڇ܃࿇נᔄנਐחழຏवڶ۩ءᣂਐقਢ௫֗ࠀ܃լᖑ܀ڶ
࠷ᦞڶऱᢞࠦΔܛ௫֗ࢹ़Δࠀٵழࠎ༼۩ءٻᇠᔄנ᥆ψբኙޱωऱؘᏁঅᢞΖ!

4/23!

ڕٚ۶ٌ࣐௫֗سՠࠠขΔץਔཚᦞΔ۩ءലᚨ)!ࠎ༼܃ٻޣb*!ข֗אො።ᇠขऱٚ۶ີ࿓ࢨࠡה࿇ഇ֮ٙΔ֗!)c*!
অᢞ८࿓ݧऱᇡጐᎅࣔ֗ขྤسႊٵ܃რۖؓପऱٺጟൣउΖ!

4/24!

ᅝ۩ء܃ޣᒔᎁٚ۶ՑᙰਐقழΔ܃ലൕຒᆟ૿ਐقΖ!

4/25!

۩ءऱ֗ז।լᄎ୲۩ء൷࠹ᛧࡡٚ܃ऱזԳΔᖙ܃܂ऱᔁ֪Ζ۩ءऱ֗ז।լ۞ա၇ᔄٽપΖ!

4/26!

אױ۩ء༉ױ܃౨ࡳٽપऱ᜔ଖࡳૻᠰΖ۩ءലא૿ຏवڶ܃ᣂૻᠰ֗ٚ۶ޏޓΖ!

4/27!

ױ۩ءڶፖ܃ऱਐقઌ֘ऱପᒌΖ!

4/28!

ױ۩ءಖᙕፖ܃ऱኙᇩۖྤႊղᤞܫΖ!

4/29!

ೈॺڶࡳ࠰ᤜΔڕᢞࠦڇ၌መԫଡٌ࣐ࢬٌ࣐Δٽڇ)ױ۩ءࠃ۩چऱൣउՀ*!ڇٚ۶ԫଡٌ࣐ࢬၞ۩ٌ࣐Ζ!
1

5/!
5/!

অጥ!
অጥ!

5/2!

܃ٚࡎ۩ء܃ऱঅጥԳΔ܃ז۩ءطڶࢬڶ၇ऱᢞࠦΖ۩ءലᖕᔞشऄ৳Δڜඈ܃ނऱᢞ࿆ࠦಖࢨݔঅጥΔץਔ۩ءڇऱᙇᖗ
ՀΔټז۩ءאԳऱټᆠ࿆ಖಖټᢞࠦΖ۩ءᄎല܃ז۩ءڶऱᢞࠦಖᙕ࣍܃ऱᢞࠦᔁ֪փΖ!

5/3!

گࢴאױ۩ءٚ۶ᢞࠦ֗)ٽڇࠃ۩چऱൣउՀ*ڃ࠷܃ޣٚ۶ᢞࠦΖ!

5/4!

܃ऱᢞࠦലױ܂ཙངΔࠀ܂۩ءড়֪ࢬڶऱለՕᠰઌٵᢞࠦऱࠡխԫຝٝڶΖ܃ലᦞڶᛧڶᢞࠦࢬขسऱܓᦞཱི֗בΔ
ᚨ۾ٝᠰፖ܃ڶၦઌኙ᜔ڶၦऱٝᠰઌٵΖٚ۶ჾ؈ٍലਊֺࠏ։ٺطᖑڶԳࢭᖜΖ!

5/5!

ނאױ۩ءٚ۶ٽᇷᢞࠦژԵאሽࢨԵᔁֱڤᖙ܂ऱጩߓอΖ܃ऱᢞࠦطאױรԿृڇ௧؆ڶΖ!

5/6!

ೈॺፖڶ܃૿࠰ࡳΔܡঞྤ۩ءႊஂנٚ۶ᢞࠦڶԳऱᄎᤜࢨ۩ࠌٚ۶ᦞܓΖ!!

5/7!

ڇױ܃բᙅٽڇ)ࢬ۩ءښࠃ۩چऱൣउՀ*ࡳऱයٙ֗բᢆࢬ۩ءבࡳऱཱིႈհ৵Δࡨࢨ࠷༼ױᔄ܃נऱᢞࠦΖآࠀ۩ءڕኔ
Ꮎࠩگઌᣂऱᢞࠦࢨ࿆ګݙآࠀڕಖࢨ᠏ᨃ֫ᥛΔ܃լࢨ࠷༼ױᔄ܃נऱᢞࠦΖ܃ല࣍ٽ۩ءਐࡳچរᏆ࠷ٚ۶ᢞࣔࢨ֮ٙΖ!

5/8!!

ڕᢞࠦԯ᜔אᢞࢨڤݮኙᔁڤݮ࿇۩Δঞլאאױኔढ༼࠷Ζ!!!

6/!
6/!

۩ءऱߡ!ۥ
۩ءऱߡ!ۥ

6/2!

۩ءᖜٚ܃ऱזԳΔۖॺ࠹ಜԳࢨ࠹ॾԳΖ܃זڇച۩܃ऱਐقழΔ۩ءലආ࠷ٽ᠃შൻਜΖ۩ءऱຂٚႛૻ࣍۩ءڇऱᔞشයཱི֗
යٙխࢬ֮ࣔሉ٨ऱຂٚΖࠃאאױ۩ءԳߪ։ٌ࣐ڇխ۩ࠃΔڼڕڕΔ۩ءലຏव܃Ζءයཱི֗යٙױڇ౨ऱ࿓৫փΔᔞ۩ء࣍ش
ז।܃ၞ۩֗ፖ۩ءၞ۩ऱٌ࣐Ζ!

6/3!

ٵ܃რאױ۩ء൷࠹ࠐ۞௫֗܃ऱٌ࣐ऱᆖધΕഗ८ᆖ֗ࠡהԳՓऱٚ۶८ΕຄढΕࣚ೭Εהࠡࢨڬڃຌࢤ܁८Ζ!!!

7/!

۩ءຂٚऱૻࠫ!
۩ءຂٚऱૻࠫ

7/2!
7/2!

ֹ۩ءႊுᢞٽ۩ءچ
ֹ۩ءႊுᢞٽ۩ءچઌॾਢటᒔऱࢬ۩ء൷ᛧࢨڶᣂ࣍܃ऱತขऱٚ۶֮ٙࢨࢬᦞڶऱڶயࢤࢨటኔࢤΖ
ઌॾਢటᒔऱࢬ۩ء൷ᛧࢨڶᣂ࣍܃ऱತขऱٚ۶֮ٙࢨࢬᦞڶऱڶயࢤࢨటኔࢤΖ!

7/3!
7/3!

ྤ۩ءᆠ೭܃ٻ၇ٚ۶ᢞࠦΔ
ྤ۩ءᆠ೭܃ٻ၇ٚ۶ᢞࠦΔլᓵ۩ءਢ܃זܡ၇Եࢨנ܃ٻഇᇠᢞࠦΖ
լᓵ۩ءਢ܃זܡ၇Եࢨנ܃ٻഇᇠᢞࠦΖ!

7/4!
7/4!

ྤ۩ءᏁᇬٚ۶ᢞࠦᆖࢨࠡڶהᣂԳՓਢܡᐌ۩ຂΖ
ྤ۩ءᏁᇬٚ۶ᢞࠦᆖࢨࠡڶהᣂԳՓਢܡᐌ۩ຂΖ!

8/!
8/!

܃ऱຫ૪!
܃ऱຫ૪!
۩ءٻ܃ຫ૪Κ!
)b*! ೈॺ܃բא૿ຏवڼڕॺࠀ۩ءΔܡঞ܃ਢᔁ֪ऱഄԫኔ墿ᖑڶԳΔլ࠹รԿֱᚍࢨܓ墿ᐙΔ֗܃ᄎࠃאԳߪ։ۖࠀॺٚ
۶ࠡהԳՓऱזԳૡޢمႈٌ࣐Ι!
)c*! בٌ܃ղ۩ءऱ٤ຝ֮ٙ݁ڶய֗ݙᖞΙ!
)d*! ܃ਢᖕߪءऱᗑࡳެمૡޢمႈٌ࣐Δٌ࣐ኙ܃ᔞᅝፖܡਢᖕ܃ऱ۞۩ܒឰࢨ܃ᎁᏁऱรԿֱംრߠΙ֗ػࣔ܃൷ڶ
ᣂٌ࣐ऱයཱི֗ଅᙠΔլᄎଘᘸ۩ءऱრߠࢨ৬ᤜΙ֗!
)e*! אՂຫ૪ڻޢڇၞ۩ٌ࣐հֲല᥆టᒔऱΔ࣍ึַࣚ۩ء೭৵ലսྥڶயΖ!

9/!
9/

ૹՕܓ墿!
ૹՕܓ墿
ᅝ܃ၞ۩ٌ࣐ழΔ۩ءऱᜤᢀԳࢨڶڇ۩ءᣂऱٌ࣐խૹڶאױՕܓ墿ΖࠏڕΔ۩ءऱᜤᢀԳࢨױ۩ءΚ!
)b*! ༉ڶᣂᢞࠦପΔࢨא࿇۩ԳΕᆖᙄԳΕঅጥԳΕ࠹ಜԳࢨࠡߪה։ፖࠡխΙࢨ!
)c*! ല܃ऱ၇ᔄਐقፖࠡהড়֪ऱ၇ᔄਐחၞ۩ኙΖ!
ڇ۩ءڕਬࡲٌ࣐ՂנኔᎾࢨᑨڇऱܓ墿ᓢડΔೈॺ۩ءբڶࢶ܃ٻᣂܓ墿ᓢડΔࠀբආ࠷ԫ֊ٽޡᨏᒔঅ܃ᛧֆؓৱሖΔܡঞ
۩ءലլᄎၞ۩ڶᣂٌ࣐Ζ!
ࢨ۩ءፖ௫֗ٚ۶ᢞࠦऱ࿇۩ࢨጥࠃࡵऱٚ۶ԳՓࢨऱᜤᢀԳڶࠐآࢨژऱᄐࢨᎬ۩ᄐ೭ᣂএΔԾࢨ۩ءലঅᎽܓ۩ء墿ۖ
ٺנ܂ጟ۩ءᎁٽᔞऱ۩೯Ιྤࠀ܀ᆠ೭ٌࢨࢶ܃ٻৱՂ૪ࠃࡵΔٍլᓵᇠ۩೯ਢױܡ౨ኙ܃ዌګլܓᐙΖ!

:/!
:/!

ࠃאԳߪ։ૡ!ٌ࣐م
ࠃאԳߪ։ૡ!ٌ࣐م

:/2!

ࠃאױ۩ءԳߪ։ፖ܃ૡٺمႈٌ࣐)࣍යཱིร:යփΔޢႈٌ࣐ጠψٌ࣐
ٌ࣐ω*Δۖޢႈٌ࣐݁ࠠ۩ءڶ࿇נऱᒔᎁ)ψᒔᎁ
ᒔᎁω*܂
ٌ࣐
ᒔᎁ
ᖇᢞΔࠀ֮ࣔုࣔႊฤءٽයཱི֗යٙΖࢬဲشᚨࠠڶᒔᎁࢬᓿղऱොᆠΖ!

:/3!

נڕࣴฆΔ༉ڶᣂٌ࣐ۖߢΔᄗࠉڕՀאݧڻᇠ֮ٝٙऱයཱིᄷΚ)2*!ᒔᎁΔ)3*!۩ءऱᔞॵشٙΔ֗!)4*!ءයཱི֗යٙΖ!

:/4!

۩ءፖ܃༉נഇࢨ၇ᢞࠦۖૡمऱٽપԯ࣍۩ءᛧᦞԳՑᙰᒔᎁයཱིழΔࢨ࣍۩ءᛧᦞԳ૿ᆟࠡයཱིழૡمΖՑᙰٽપऱ
යཱིലሉ٨࣍۩ءऱ૿ᒔᎁΖ!!!

:/5!

ࢬٌ࣐ڶዌֱٺګհၴऱԫႈԫ࠰ᤜ)ψ࠰ᤜ
࠰ᤜω*Ζֱٺᄎࠉᖕڼԫࠃኔૡٌ࣐مΖ!
࠰ᤜ

:/6!

ڇฤྤٽሔપࠃٙ)ߠයཱིร:/8ය*ࢨᑨڇሔપࠃٙ࿇ڇإॺࠀृࠟ֗س࿇سऱছ༼යٙՀΔֱٺലᖕޢٝᒔᎁگٌཱི֗בΖψᑨڇሔ
ᑨڇሔ
પࠃٙωਐڇ࿇נຏवࢨழၴመࢨװଫࠠՂ૪ࠟृऱൣउՀΔױ౨ᄎዌګሔપࠃٙऱٚ۶ࠃٙΖ!
પࠃٙ

:/7!

܃ڇ۩ءޣᐌ۩ຂٚছΔ܃ലݙ٤ᐌ۩܃ऱᆠ೭Ζ!

:/8!
!

ሔપࠃٙ!
ሔપࠃٙ!
࣍ٚ۶ழଢ࿇سՀ٨௫֗ࠎ༼ࢨ܃ٚ۶অᢞࢨࣂࢽ֭א࠰ڇ܃ᤜႈՀऱᆠ೭ऱٚ۶ԳՓ)ܑٺጠψڶᣂԳՓ
ڶᣂԳՓω*ऱࠃٙዌګሔપࠃٙ
ڶᣂԳՓ
ሔપࠃٙω*Κ!
)ψሔપࠃٙ
ሔપࠃٙ
)b*! آ౨گٌࢨཱིבΖ࣍ࠩཚழΔآ౨ਊ࠰ᤜႈՀऱࡳگٌࢨཱིבΖ࠵ඵΕᐒೈࢨࢴ൷)٤ຝࢨຝ։*࠰ᤜ)ࢨٚ۶ٌ࣐*Ζ!
آ౨گٌࢨཱིב
)c* ሔપࠃႈΖآ౨ᙅ࠰ښᤜऱٚ۶ࠡהᆠ೭Δࠀآ౨ڇ࿇܃ຏव৵25ֲփᇖඑΖ!
ሔપࠃႈ
!
!
2

)d*! ֭ऱ؈Ζ!
)j*!

آ౨ᐌ۩֭࠰࣍܃ᤜႈՀऱᆠ೭ۖ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞࢨᖜঅऱٚ۶࠰ᤜΙ!

)jj*! ྤ۩ءऱ૿ٵრΔᇠᖜঅࢨঅᢞࡻየΔࢨլ٦ࠠڶԼߩயԺ֗ش܂Ιࢨ!
)jjj*! ٚ۶ڶᣂԳՓ)ࢨᛧਐጥࢨࠃ۩ࠡזऱٚ۶ԳՓ*༼࠵נඵࢨᐒೈ)٤ຝࢨຝ։*ᇠᖜঅࢨঅᢞΔࢨᔆጊᇠᖜঅࢨঅ
ᢞऱڶயࢤΖ!
)e*! ؈ኔຫ૪Ζٚ۶ຫ૪ᢞࣔڇٚ۶ૹՕֱ૿᥆լإᒔࢨڶژᎄᖄګٝΖ!
)f*! ٌՐ؈ຂΖ࿇ڇژࢨسՀ٨ٺႈऱൣउՀΚ!!
)j*!

ڇԫႈࢨאՂ८ᘜΕᢞࠦΕسՠࠠࢨଗٌཱི࣐Հऱ؈ຂ)լᓵؾټ۶*Δۖڶᣂऱ؈ຂᖄીᇠٌ࣐ګΔࢨګߩא
ؒΕࠩཚ֗ᚨࢨཱིבᚨٌگΔࢨַึڰ༼ڤֱהࠡאΔ!

)jj*! ࣍ࠩཚֲڇٚ۶८ᘜΕᢞࠦΕسՠࠠࢨଗٌཱི࣐)ڇሒࠩᔞشऱຏवࡳࢨᐈૻཚ৵*ႈՀऱԫႈࢨאՂऱگٌࢨཱིב؈
ຂΔࢨ!
)jjj*! ٚ۶८ᘜΕᢞࠦΕسՠࠠࢨଗٌཱི࣐ऱ࠵ඵΕᐒೈࢨࢴ൷)٤ຝࢨຝ։*)ࢨᇠ۩೯ԯطᛧਐࢨᛧᦞጥٚ۶ڶ
ᣂԳՓऱٚ۶ԳՓࢨࠃ۩ࠡזऱٚ۶ԳՓၞ۩*Ζ!
)g*! ྤᚍ႘౨ԺΖٚ۶ڶᣂԳՓΚ!
)j*!

ګྤᚍ႘౨ԺΔࢨآ౨ࢨא૿ࢭڤݮᎁࠡྤ౨Ժ࣍႘೭ࠩཚழᚍࠡב႘೭Ι!

)jj*! ࢨא႘ᦞԳऱܓ墿܂ԫנᨃΕڜඈࢨ႘೭ૹᖞ࠰ᤜΙ!!
)jjj*! ࢨٚ۶ࠡהԳՓ୶ၲٚ۶ऄΕ۩ਙࢨࠡהऄ৳࿓ݧΔࢨආ࠷ٚ۶ऄ৳۩೯Δ)2*!༉ڶᣂԳՓΔࢨࠡ႘೭ࢨᇷข༈ޣԫႈ
ྤᚍ႘౨ԺΕధขΕ堚ᒌΕૹิࢨޏመ۞ߪऱڜࢨެܒඈΔ)3*!ڶᣂԳՓࢨࠡᇷขऱٚ۶ૹຝ։ऱᇷข༈࠹ޣಜԳΕ
൷ጥԳΕ堚ᒌԳΕᅮԳࢨঅጥԳऱਐΔࢨ!)4*!אሒ۟ઌૉயԺΙ!
)jw*! ڶԫႈࠡ堚ᒌΕૹิࢨૹᄅᖞቅۖຏመऱެᤜூΙ!
)w*!

ڶԫࢽࣂڶټԳՓጥࠡڶᇷขऱ٤ຝࢨٚ۶ຝ։Δࢨڶಾኙࠡᇷขऱ٤ຝࢨٚ۶ຝ։ۖൎࠫച۩ऱࢽڬΕച۩חΕࢽڬ
ࢨࠡהऄ৳࿓ݧΙࢨ!

)wj*! ֧ીᖕٚ۶ᔞشऄ৳ࠠڶઌૉ࣍אՂٚ۶ԫႈऱயԺऱٚ۶ࠃٙࢨ࠹ࠡૻΖ!
)h*! ࠓٽΖٚ۶ڶᣂԳՓፖ؆ԫଡኔ᧯ଫࠓࢨࠓٽΔࢨ᠏ᨃࠡᇷขऱ٤ຝࢨٚ۶ૹຝ։ղ؆ԫଡኔ᧯Δࢨૹิ؆ԫଡኔ᧯Ζ!
)i*! ߪਚΖ܃ڕ᥆ଡܑԳՓΔۖߪ܃ਚࢨګڇ壀ཕՂྤ౨Ժ۩ࠃΖ!
)j*! ൳ࠫᦞ᧢೯Ζٚ۶ԳՓऴ൷ࢨၴ൷࠷ٚ۶ᖑᦞᦞڶ墿Δࠌࠡࡡאٚᇀࠃᄎ)ࢨࠡิٵ៣*ऱՕڍᑇګΔࢨኙࢨ܃ኙ֭܃
ऱᆠ೭ۖ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞࢨᖜঅऱٚ۶ԳՓ۩ࠌ൳ࠫᦞΖ܃ΕᇠᖜঅԳࢨঅᢞ༼ࠎृࠡڇᇷءዌֱ૿ၞ۩ٚ۶ૹՕޏޓΖ!
)k*! լݼױԺΖ!
)j*!

࣍طٚ۶ࠃٙࢨൣउΔٚ۶ڶᣂԳՓآ౨ࢨױ౨آ౨ᙅښΔࢨࠃ᥆ࢨױ౨ࠃ᥆լױ౨ᙅ࠰ښᤜऱٚ۶ૹය֮Δࢨᙅ࠰ښ
ᤜऱٚ۶ૹය֮ࠀॺ֊ኔ۩ױΔۖᇠࠃٙࢨൣउࠀॺ࠹ᐙԳՓࢬ౨൳ࠫऱΙࢨ!

)jj*! ᖕٚ۶ᔞشऄ৳Δٚ۶ڶᣂԳՓᙅ࠰ښᤜऱٚ۶ૹය֮ԯ᥆ࢨױ౨᥆լٽऄΖ!
༉ߢۖڼΔૹՕය֮ץਔٌ࣐ႈՀᄷழگٌࢨཱིگࢨཱིבऱᆠ೭Ζ!
)l*! ךٝঅᢞΖᅝٽڶ۩ءطլڜΔۖآ܃౨༼ࠎךٝঅᢞΔঅᢞڶ܃౨Ժ࣍۩ء࿇נ૿ޣ৵ร3ଡᛜᄐֲࢨհছᐌ۩࠰࣍܃
ᤜΔࢨٺᅝࠃԳૡمऱٚ۶ࠡ࠰הᤜႈՀऱࡸآᐌ۩ᆠ೭Ζ!
:/9!!

༼!ַึڰ
)b*! ڕሔપࠃٙ࣍ٚ۶ழଢ࿇ڇإ֗سᤉᥛΔ֟۟࣍ױ۩ء25֚ছ܃ٻ࿇ࣔုנሔપࠃٙऱຏवΔ༉࠹ᐙࢨࢬآࡸڶᐌ۩ٌ࣐ਐࡳ
ԫଡֲ܂༼ڶۖ)ֲַึڰᣂٌ࣐ല࣍ਐࡳֲึַ*Ζ!
)c*! ۩ءലאటᇨኪ৫᠖ࡳࠉᖕᅝழຏ۩ൣउ࠷ࡲޢ۩ءࠎ༼ࢨזᔡึַٌ࣐ऱૹයཱིऱᆖᛎଖढۖࢵીࢨኔࢨױ౨ࢵીࢨኔ
ऱჾ؈ࢨ墿֗၄شΔࠡխץਔ֭ב塒ཱིΕٌگႈܓᦞ֗ؾΖ۩ءല࣍ԫଡڇᄐՂٽऱֲ᠖ࡳᇠ८ᠰΔאᄐՂٽऱ࿓
ݧΔૡנԫଡᄐՂٽऱ࣠Ζٌ࣐ီױ۩ءऱᣊীΕᓤᠧ৫ࢨࠡڶהᣂࡳۖైڂΔኙࡲޢլٵऱٌ࣐ආشլٵऱ۷ଖֱऄΖ
ەױ۩ءᐞٚ۶ઌᣂऱᇷறΔࠡխץਔᄭ۞۩ءփຝऱؑᑇᖕ֗ᇷறΔۖૹڶΚ!
)j*! ႃᇷऱ၄شΙ!!
)jj*! ༉࠷ࢨַึ۩ء௫֗ኙᔡึַٌ࣐ऱٚ۶ኙ㢿ڜඈۖࢵીऱٚ۶ٽჾ؈Ε၄گࢨش墿Ζ!
ࢬڶ८ᠰലཽאցࢨٽࢬ۩ءᙇᖗऱ؆ԫጟຄኞૠጩΖ۩ءലਊ۩ءऱຄႪངጩ؆ԫጟຄኞऱ८ᠰΖ!!
۩ءലڬೈ!)j*!࣍༼ֲַึڰᅝֲࢨհছᚨבղ௫֗ࢬڶᔡึַٌ࣐ऱٚ۶ԫֱऱ८ᠰ֗!)jj*!ઌ࣍Ꮑ࣍༼ֲַึڰᅝֲࢨ
հছٌ࣍܀בᇠֲࠀྤڕਢٌבղ௫֗ࡲޢᔡึַٌ࣐ऱٚ۶ԫֱऱٚ۶ٌࠐ࣍۫ࣟבૠቤֲऱֆؓؑଖऱ८ᠰ)ਊٽ۩ءچ
᠖ࡳ*Δຑٵਊማཚܓૠጩ۞ࡳࠩཚֲ)ץਔᅝֲ*ದૠ۟)܀լץਔ*༼ֲַַึڰऱܓஒΖ!!
)d*! ֲַึڰ༼ڇ৵ٽ֊چኔ۩ױऱழၴփΔ۩ءല܃ٻ࿇נԫٝΔࠡխٽאچᇡጐ٨ڶנᣂૠጩ֗۩ءᖕՂ֮!)c*!ૠ
ጩऱٚ۶ᚨཱིב८ᠰΖᇠ८ᠰᚨ࣍ຏवփ٨ࣔऱֲ)ຏवֲ৵۟֟8ֲ*ղב֭אΔຑࠡٵਊማཚܓૠጩ۞)֗ץਔ*༼ַึڰ
ֲದૠ۟)܀լץਔ*֭בᇠ८ᠰᅝֲַဪެհছ֗հ৵ऱܓஒΖ!!
)e*! ૡપᠨֱٵრᖕՂ֮!)c*!ױಳ८ᠰԫႈٽऱࠃছ۷ૠჾ؈ۖࠀॺԫႈፆ८Ζᇠ८ᠰਢಾኙֲ৵ጟጟଅᙠऱᚨב၇ᔄჾ
؈֗অᎽჾ؈Ζೈ࠰ᤜڶࡳृ؆Δٚ۶ԫֱലྤᦞಳڶᣂᇠჾ؈ऱٚ۶ᠰ؆ჾ୭ᓽᚍΖ!

21/!

ᔞࢤٽ!ޣ
᧹ࢵ܃ٻ۩ءڕᔭഇࢨ৬ᤜٚ۶८ᘜขΔᇠ८ᘜขؘႊਢ۩ءᆖەᐞ܃ऱತਙणउΕދᇷᆖ᧭֗ދᇷؾᑑ৵ۖᎁٽچᔞ܃ٽऱΖ
ءයཱི֗යٙऱࠡהය֮ࢨٚ۶ࠡױ۩ءה౨܃ޣᆟऱ֮ٙ֗ױ۩ء౨נ܂܃ޣऱᜢࣔᄗլᄎ྇ჾءයཱིऱயԺΖ!
ုΚϘ८ᘜขϙਐπᢞࠦ֗ཚຄයࠏρࢬࡳऱٚ۶ᢞࠦΕཚຄٽપࢨዋථڤ؆Ⴊٌ࣐ٽપΖ༉Ϙዋථڤ؆Ⴊٌ࣐ٽપϙۖߢΔࠡᔞش
࣍ڶร 4 ᣊ࠹ጥ೯ྨᅃऱԳՓࢬ၇ᔄऱᇠዋථڤ؆Ⴊٌ࣐ٽપΖ!

!
3

!
ॵٙ 2Κᢞࠦঅᢞ८ᔁ֪!
ࠦঅᢞ८ᔁ֪!
ᓮาᔹΔܑਢՀ֮ 3!)ᠰ؆অᢞ८*!Δ6)ሔપࠃٙ*Δ7)ܓஒ*֗ 8)ॵףଅᙠࢶ*Ζ!
2/!
!

ᢞࠦঅᢞ८ᔁ֪!
ᢞࠦঅᢞ८ᔁ֪!

2/2!

אױ܃۩ءޣၲمᢞࠦঅᢞ८ᔁ֪Ζ۩ءٻאױ܃࿇܃זנ၇ԵᢞࠦऱਐقΖ༉ޢႈٌ࣐ۖߢΔ܃ᄎ֭ࢬ۩ءطבࡳऱၲପ८অᢞ
८Ζױ۩ءਊ۩ءऱ಼ൣᦞΔ൷ࢨࢴ൷܃ऱਐقΖ۩ءڕ൷܃ऱਐقΔ۩ءലא၊ཱི܃ऱֱڤΔ༉၇Եᢞࠦႊ֭בऱᏝ塒
ᠰ༼ࠎᘜᇷΖࢬڶբ၇Եऱᢞࠦല܃ڇऱঅᢞ८ᔁ֪ڶΖ!

2/3!

ױ۩ءᙟழྤႊղຏवΔ۩ءޏޓലᄎ܃ऱঅᢞ८ᔁ֪၇Եऱᢞࠦᣊܑࢨ࿇۩ᢞࠦΔࢬᏁऱঅᢞ८८ᠰࢨ܃ڇऱঅᢞ८ᔁ֪խऱشױ
၊ཱི८ᠰΖ!

2/4!

܃༉܃ऱঅᢞ८ᔁ֪ࢬֶՀऱࢬڶ८ᠰႊᚨޣᚍᝫΖ!

2/5!

ױ۩ء౨ྤழၴு܃ਢב֭آࠀܡၲପ८অᢞ८ࢨբ၌ڇנঅᢞ८ᔁ֪խشױ၊ཱིऱ࠷༼آ८ᠰΖڕ࿇سছ૪ٚ۶ԫጟൣउΔ۩ء
ྤאױᏁղຏवΔ࠷ਐࢨقᔄנբ၇ԵᢞࠦΖ܃ലᄎᓽᚍ۩ءऱࢬٽڶჾ؈֗ၲ֭Ζ!

2/6!

܃ڇഗ࣍ٚ۶܃ַึطऱঅᢞ८ᔁ֪ழΔ܃ലᚍᝫࢬڶଗֱ塒ᠰຑܓࠡٵஒΖ!

3/!
!

ᠰ؆অᢞ८!
ᠰ؆অᢞ८!

3/2!

܃ലᄎᚨ۩ءב֭ޣլழࡳऱᠰ؆८অᢞ८Ζױ۩ءലٚ۶ၲପ֗ᠰ؆অᢞ८ଗಖ࣍܃ऱٚ۶ᔁ֪Ζ!!

3/3!

אױ۩ءᙟழྤႊղຏवΔല܃ڇऱঅᢞ८ᔁ֪խऱٚ۶८)ץਔঅᢞ८*אشਊٽࢬ۩ءطᙇᖗऱݧڻΔֶࢬ܃྇ڬՀऱٚ۶८
ᠰΖ!

3/4!

܃ലழࠥ܃ڇऱঅᢞ८ᔁ֪խፂߩڶജऱၲପ֗ᠰ؆অᢞ८Δીࠌ܃ڇऱঅᢞ८ᔁ֪խࢬڶऱঅᢞ८ףՂآᔄנᢞࠦऱؑଖ)ࢬ۩ءط
ٽ᠖ࡳ*ലழࠥ၌܃נऱآᚍᝫ၊ཱིΔ၌ۍנ։۩ءط᠖ࡳࠀբࠃছຏव܃Ζآڕ౨ᅃᙄ)լᓵ܃ਢܡ༼נᠰ؆অᢞ८ऱཱིב*ޣΔ
ܛ᥆ሔપࠃٙᓵΖ!

3/5!

܃ലᄷໂࠩگႝᢆঅᢞ८ຏवΖٚ۶অᢞ८ऱཱིבޣΔڇਊ܃ऱሽᇩᇆᒘڇٚ۶ᖲᕴՂࢨٻٚ۶ԳՓఎՀՑಛ৵Δࢨ܃ٻڇࢬ۩ءव
ऱሽၡࢨܿچႚటᇆᒘ࿇נሽၡࢨႚట৵ܛ᥆ڶயΔլᓵ܃ਢڇࢨ)ܡ۶ழ*ࠩگຏಛΖ!!

4/!
!

ࢽಖ!
ࢽಖ!!

4/2!

܃ᄎല۩ء܃ऱঅᢞ८ᔁ֪ࢬ၇Եऱࢬڶᢞࠦࢽಖղ۩ءΔ܂ኙֶ֭܃בՀ۩ءऱࢬڶ८ᠰ)լᓵਢܡፖ܃ऱঅᢞ८ᔁ֪ઌᣂ*ऱᥛ
ࣂࢽΖᇠࢽಖല֧ۖۼᔞ࣍ش༉ᢞࠦۖีጩΕ֭בΕנ܂Ε༼ࠎࢨขسऱࢬैڶஒΕܓஒΕ։Ε։ΕપΕܓ墿ΕࠆᦞڶΕࣂࢽ֗ᦞ
ܓΔ֗אᢞࠦऱഇᔄ墿Ζ!!

4/3!

܃ലᄎࢬ۩ءڇࡳऱழၴփᙄٽ۩ءࡳऱࢬࡵࠃڶΔ۩ءګݙאऱࣂࢽᦞܓΖ܃ലᄎ)ڕᔞشழ*༉բࢽಖऱᢞࠦΔࢬ࣋ژ۩ءٻ
ैڶٝ֗ࠡהᢞࣔΔࠀڇ᠏ᨃ֮ٙ֗ᔄנᖕՂݔᆟ֗ף።ٱक़Ζբࢽಖᢞࠦലᄎڇଅᙠ֗ٽ၄ش٤ࢭ܃طᖜऱൣउՀ
ڶΖբࢽಖᢞࠦڇ۩ءطױଉཽቼփࢨቼ؆ऱټזԳࢨזԳڶΖױ۩ءᙟழټז۩ءאԳऱټᆠ࿆ಖٚ۶բࢽಖᢞࠦΔࠀലٚ۶բࢽ
ಖᢞࠦژԵٚ۶ጩߓอΔྤႊղຏवΔࢬ௫ଅᙠ֗ٽ၄ࢭ܃طشᖜΖ!!

4/4!

ኙ࣍آ۩ء౨ڃگ༉բࢽಖᢞࠦႊ֭בऱٚ۶८ᠰΕ༉բࢽಖᢞ֭ࠦבٚ۶ႝᢆैཱིࢨ։ཚࢨཱིבආ࠷ٚ۶۩೯Δࢨኙ࣍ፖբࢽಖᢞࠦઌ
ᣂऱٚ۶ჾ؈Δ۩ءലլႊՂऄ৳ຂٚΖ!!!

4/5!

ڇ࿇ᝫٚ۶ᢞࠦழΔ۩ءᄎຘመല᥆ઌٵᣊܑ֗૿ଖ)࠹ױ౨բ࿇سऱٚ۶ᇷࢬิૹءᐙ*ऱᢞࠦ)ࢨᢞࣔΕ᠏ᨃ֮ٙ֗ᔄנᖕ*᠏Ե
ࢬ܃طਐࡳऱᔁ֪ࢨ༼ࠎղ܃Ꮖ࠷Δᇞೈ۩ءኙ܃ऱຂٚΖ!

5/!
!

ഇᔄ!
!!
ഇᔄ
ڇ࿇سሔપࠃٙছΔ֗ᆖٵ۩ءრ৵Δאױ܃ਐ۩ءقᔄ܃ڇנऱঅᢞ८ᔁ֪խऱᢞࠦΖ!

6/!

ሔપࠃٙ!
ሔપࠃٙ!

6/2!

ڕ࿇سٚ۶ሔપࠃٙ)ࡳᆠߠՂ֮ 3/4 ࢨ۩ءጵٽයཱི֗යٙΚދᇷขऱයཱིร : ය*Δࢨڕ࿇)سᖕ۩ءऱრߠ*ױ౨ჾ୭۩ءኙ
܃ऱঅᢞ८ᔁ֪ܓ墿ऱٚ۶ൣउΔঞլᓵ۩ءམנ܂ܡႝᢆঅᢞ८ຏव֗լᓵᐌ۩ႝᢆຏवऱழၴਢܡբࡻየΔ܃ڇऱঅᢞ८ᔁ֪խ܃ط
ࢬֶՀऱࢬཱིڶႈലګࠩܛمཚᚨבΔۖྤױ۩ءႊղຏवΚ!
)b*! ܃طऱٚ۶ࢨࢬڶᔁ֪)լᓵ᥆ٚ۶ࢤᔆ֗լᓵ८ᠰਢࠩܡཚ*᠏ᐸٚ۶८ᠰ۟܃ऱঅᢞ८ᔁ֪Ι֗!
)c*! ᔄ܃ڇנऱঅᢞ८ᔁ֪խऱٚ۶ࢨࢬڶᢞࠦΔࠀലഇᔄ墿ڬڇೈࢬٽڶၲ֭৵Δਊٽࢬ۩ءطᙇᖗऱݧڻΔࢬ܃طב֭אش
ֶՀऱٚ۶८ᠰΖ!

6/3!

ڕ࿇سٚ۶ሔપࠃٙΔ࠷ױ۩ءᣂ࣍܃ऱঅᢞ८ᔁ֪ऱٚ۶ګݙآਐַึࢨقᣂ࣍܃ऱঅᢞ८ᔁ֪ऱٚ۶ٽપΔྤႊղຏव֗ྤႊ
Ղऄ৳ຂٚΖ!!

7/!
!

ܓஒ!
ܓஒ!!

7/2!

۩ءലᄎ༉܃ڇऱঅᢞ८ᔁ֪խऱଗֱ塒ᠰΔਊ۩ءطլழެࡳऱܓֱ֗ีڤૠܓஒΔࠀലᄎࡳެࢬ۩ءطڇऱழၴଗಖ࣍܃ऱᔁ
֪Ζ!!

7/3!!!!!۩ءലᄎ༉ࠩ܃ཚᚨבآ܀בऱࢬཱིڶႈΔ֗༉၌נቃ٣ڜඈ၊ཱིૻᠰऱٚ۶ଗႈΔਊ۩ءطլழެࡳऱܓஒΔ۞ࠩཚֲದऴ۟٤ᑇᚍᝫ
)ެܒڇհছ֗հ৵*ַีૠܓஒΖ!!
7/4!

۩ءലᄎ༉܃ڇऱঅᢞ८ᔁ֪խऱ၊ֱ८塒ᠰΔਊ۩ءኙ࣍ઌᣂຄኞᚏ፝ᔁ֪ऱܓ֭ܓבஒΖ!

8/!
!

ॵףଅᙠࢶ!
ॵףଅᙠࢶ!
অᢞ८ᢞٌ࣐ࠦڂႊ֭ב՛ᠰၲପঅᢞ८Δਚ௫֗৫ዋථயᚨΖ৫ዋථயᚨኙױ܃౨ױٍܓڶ౨ڶኤΔࠀױ౨֧ીૹՕઆΖڇਬࠄ
ؑൣउՀΔױ܃౨ᣄࢨאլױ౨ඛପΔױؘآڼڂലჾૻ࣍܃բב֭۩ءٻऱঅᢞ८ࢨ܃բࢽ۩ءٻಖऱᢞࠦΖ!

4

ॵٙ 3Κଈڻֆၲ࿇ഇᎁ)
ଈڻֆၲ࿇ഇᎁ)၊ཱི*
၊ཱི*!
ᓮาᔹΔܑਢՀ֮ 7Ζ!
2/!

ױ۩ءᚨ܃ऱޣղԫ८ᠰ۩ءط᠖ࡳऱ၊ཱིΔᇠ၊ཱིലב֭אش܃ז۩ءطຝ։ᎁᏝΖ܃ലᄎڇᎁཚࡻየছࠟଡᛜᄐֲࢨ۩ء
ࢬຏवऱለֲڰཚΔ࣋ދ۩ءٻᇷ८Δב֭אش٤ᑇᎁᏝऱ塒ᠰ֗ࢬڶ၄֗شၲ֭Ζ!

3/!

ᎁعᓮലټז۩ءאԳऱټᆠ༼נΖ܃ᦞ۩ءऱټזԳ֗۩ءᙄ༉ !عᓮؘۖᏁऱࢬࡵࠃڶΔࠀലᄎ༉ٚ۶ऄ৳ຂٚΔᓽᚍ۩ء
ऱזԳ֗ٽڇ)۩ءࠃ۩چऱൣउՀ*Ζ!

4/!

۩ءലᄎ༉၊ཱིਊᤜࡳऱܓֱ֗ڤΔ۞ٻ࿇۩Գಬٌᎁعᓮֲཚದ۟٤ᑇᚍᝫֲཚ)ެܒڇհছ֗հ৵*ַีૠܓஒΖ!!

5/!

၊ཱི֗ܓஒലᚨנ༼ڶڇ)֗ޣޣऱൣउՀ*۩ءڇբല܃ऱᎁ࣠ܫव܃৵ 6 ଡᛜᄐֲփᚍᝫΖ!

6/!

ڶᣂ܃ऱعᓮऱٚ۶ಯཱིലਊٽࢬ۩ءᙇᖗऱݧڻΔֶࢬ܃྇ڬאشՀऱ८ᠰΖ܃ലᄎࠩگࢬ܃ב֭۩ءٻܛمऱٚ۶ಯཱིΔࠀലॾא
ಜ۩ءזڤݮཱིڶႈΖ!
!

7/!

ڕ၊ཱིࢨࠡܓஒऱٚ۶ຝ։ࠀࠩڇآཚழᚍבΔྤױ۩ءႊղຏवΔᔄנբ։܃ऱٚ۶ࢨࢬڶᢞࠦΔࠀലഇᔄ墿ڬڇೈࢬٽڶ
ၲ֭৵Δਊٽࢬ۩ءᙇᖗऱݧڻΔֶࢬ܃ב֭אشՀऱٚ۶८ᠰΖ܃ᄎല܃ऱعᓮࢬขسऱࢬ֗ܓᦞڶբ։ղ܃ऱࢬڶᢞࠦࢽಖղ
܂۩ءኙֶ֭܃בՀ۩ءऱࢬڶ८ᠰऱᥛࣂࢽΖ܃ᄎࢬ۩ءڇࡳऱழၴփᙄٽ۩ءࡳऱࢬࡵࠃڶΔ۩ءګݙאऱࣂࢽᦞܓΖ!

!
!
!
ॵٙ 4Κᢞࠦᚏ፝ૠቤ!
ᢞࠦᚏ፝ૠቤ!
2/!

ױ۩ءլழ༼ࠎਬࠄᢞࠦ)ץਔैปΕॾۯಜΕյ༡ഗ८֗ࠡދהᇷႈࠎא*ؾᙇᖗΔࠀਐࣔᣂ࣍ᢞࠦᚏ፝ૠቤऱࡳΖڶ܃ڕრࠫ
ૡૠቤΔ܃ᚨࠎ༼ࢬ۩ءאऱ।༼عנᓮΖ܃ലᄎൕࠎ༼ױऱᢞࠦխਗᙇڶ܃რ၇ԵऱᢞࠦΔࠀਊᅃ۩ءऱࡳΔਐࣔ܃ലᄎ༉ڻޢ࿇
۩ᢞ֭ࠦבऱཱིࠎִޢ८ᠰΖ!

3/!

܃ڕऱعᓮ൷Δ۩ءലᄎຏवڶ܃ᣂ܃ऱૠቤऱၲࡨֲཚΖ܃ലᄎޢڇԫֲᖟִऱ࠰ࡳֲཚ)ࢨ)ڕᇠֲࠀॺᛜᄐֲ*ڇՀԫᛜᄐ
ֲ*Δຘመԫଡ۩ءᎁױ൷ऱᔁ֪Δཽאց۞೯᠏ᔁऱֱཱིࠎִޢࡳ࠰ב֭ڤ८ᠰΖ۩ءլᄎ࿇ق༼נຏवΖߩڶڕജᇷ८Δ۩ء
ڇאױᇠִփ۩ᇢቹཱིࠎִޢ࠷گ८ᠰΖ܃ലᄎ֭ٽڶࢬבऱگ၄֗၄شΖ!

4/!

ڇאױ܃ղ ۩ء25 ֲऱࠃ٣ຏवࠀᙅᅃٽ۩ءऱࡳऱൣउՀ܃ַึࢨޏޓऱૠቤ)ࢨᄎขس၄*شΖ܃ޏޓऱ۞೯᠏ᔁᦞࢬᏁऱ
ழၴലီ܃ऱၲ֪Ꭼ۩ۖࡳΖڇאױ۩ءղ ܃41 ֲऱࠃ٣ຏव৵ึַ܃ऱૠቤΖ!!!

5/!

۩ءᄎലࢬ܃ኔᎾ֭בऱޢཱིࠎִޢ८ᠰ)ڬڇೈ۩ءऱࣚ೭گ၄֗ࢬٽڶऱ၄֗شၲ֭৵*Δ܃זאش၇ԵᖞᑇऱᤜࡳᢞࠦΖ!

6/!

۩ءլᄎ༉ലڶᣂ८ᠰאش၇Եᢞࠦছऱཚၴࢨ༉ٚ۶شࠌآऱ८ᠰ֭ܓבஒΖٚ۶شࠌآऱִޢ८ᠰڇאױ၇Եᢞֲࠦཚ৵ร 3 ଡᛜᄐ
ֲհ৵༼࠷Ζ!

7/!

ڕٚ۶բᢞࠦ֟࣍ڶࢬ۩ءড়֪ٵᣊૠቤऱࢬᏁ᜔ᠰΔאױ۩ءֆֱؓڤ։ᇠᢞࠦΖ!

Ղؑᢞࠦ!
8/!

ױ۩ءຘመཱིࠎִޢࠩگڇ८ᠰֲཚ৵ऱՀԫଡٌ࣐ࢬֲٌ࣐Δ࣍ٚ۶ழၴڇઌᣂٌ࣐ࢬࡳؑᏝ၇ᔄᒌ၇ԵՂؑᢞࠦΖ!!!!!

9/!

ڇ᠖ࡳ܃ᚨבऱᏝழΔױ۩ءආشᖕڶࢬ۩ءড়֪ऱٵᣊૠቤΔ၇ᢞࠦऱؓ݁ᏝΖ!!

ॾۯಜΕյ༡ഗ८֗ࠡהႃ᧯ދᇷૠቤ!
:/!

۩ءຏൄᄎཱིࠎִޢࠩگڇ८ᠰֲཚ৵ 5 ଡᛜᄐֲ)*ޏޓאף۩ءطױփ༼נ၇ۯऱعᓮΖ!

21/!

ڶᣂ܃ऱۯऱٚ۶։ലދᇷ࣍၇ᠰ؆ڕ)ࢨۯᛧڶᣂഗ८ڼڶ܃ڕ֗ױᙇᖗ*ژԵ܃ऱጩᔁ֪Ζ

22/!
!

ॵףऱଅᙠࢶ!
ॵףऱଅᙠࢶ!
ᅷैᢞࠦދٌؘآᥬΔۖᅷैאױՕ༏࣍܅ԫ֫ैऱᏝנഇΖ!!
אױؘآ۩ء܃၇ԵࢬᏁࢨٚ۶ᑇၦऱᢞࠦΖ!

5

ॵٙ 5;!؆Ⴊ֗၆८᥆ٌ࣐Яঅᢞ८؆Ⴊ֗၆८᥆ٌ࣐
A.

ᔞࢤش

1.

ٵ۩ءڕრΔ܃
ױ܃ຘመ؆Ⴊ֗၆८᥆ٌ࣐Яঅᢞ८؆Ⴊ֗၆८᥆ٌ࣐ፖ۩ءૡمԫࡲࢨאՂऱٌ࣐ΰଡܑጠψٌ
ٌ࣐ωαΔٌ࣐ࠠ݁ࡲޢ
ᒔᎁωαဳΔࠀ֮ࣔࡳ࠹ءයཱི֗යٙࢬપޔΖ ࠰ڇֱٺᤜΰՑᙰࢨࠡڤݮהαԫᆖૡم৵Δലᄎኙࡲޢ
۩ءڶ࿇נऱᒔᎁΰψᒔ
ٌ࣐ขسऄ৳પޔԺΖ۩ءല࿇נᒔᎁٌ࣐ࡲޢࣔဳאऱයཱིΖ ٌ࣐ࡲޢऱයཱིലሉ࣍ઌᣂᒔᎁփΖ אֱٺהࠡࢨ۩ءٚ۶༼ࢬڤݮ
ࠎऱٚ۶ࠡהᇷறႛࠎ܂شەຜΖ

2.

ءයཱི֗යٙΰץਔॵᙕαຑ۩ءٵ۩ऱጵٽයཱི֗යٙΩᎬ۩ࣚ೭֗אΰڇᔞشᒤփα۩ء۩ऱጵٽයཱི֗යٙΩދᇷข݁ᔞ
ٌ࣐ࡲޢ࣍شΖ!ૉڶٚ۶լԫીհΚ!
(a)

ᒔᎁലରᕏ࣍ءයཱི֗යٙΙ

(b)

ءයཱི֗යٙലରᕏ࣍ጵٽයཱི֗යٙ – Ꭼ۩ࣚ೭֗ጵٽයཱི֗යٙ – ދᇷขΙ֗ʳ

(c)

༉ଡܑขۖߢΔᇠขऱය֮ലରᕏ࣍ࠡהය֮Ζ

3.

ဲნࠠڶઌᣂᒔᎁፖءයཱི֗යٙࢬᓿղऱොᆠΖ!ࢬࠌشऱຄኞΕܓֺ֗ࠡהΕֲཚૠጩᑑᄷΕᏝΕࠐᄭ֗ٚ۶ဲნΔڕᒔᎁ
ࢨءයཱི֗යٙխࠀྤᤩᆠΔঞࠡොᆠ۩ءطᅃؑክࠏࢨ۩ءᎁᔞᅝհٚ۶ࠐᄭղאᒔࡳΖ!ױ۩ءᅃؑክࠏᓳᖞࠐء᥆࣍ॺᛜ
ᄐֲऱٚ۶ֲཚΖ!ױ۩ءᅃؑክࠏലۍ։֗८ᠰᓳࢨᓳ່۟܅൷२ᖞᑇΖ!ױ۩ء༉ٚ۶ؾऱټڇᆠՂࢨኔᎾՂਊ۩ءᒔࡳऱ
ຄႪലԫጟຄኞངጩԫጟຄኞΖ!

5/!

ૉءයཱི֗යٙխऱٚ۶ය֮լᔞ࣍شਬࡲٌ࣐Δࢨᒔᎁࢨءයཱི֗යٙխࠀآො።ऱٚ۶ࠃࡵΔױ۩ءኙፖᇠٌ࣐ઌᣂऱᏝΕֺ
֗ٚ۶ࠡ᧢הᑇנ܂ٚ۶ऱଥૡΔאঅᎽᇠٌ࣐ऱᆖᛎයཱིΖ!

5.

᠃۩ءᓮࣹ܃რΔ࣍܃ၲمᔁ֪ழ܃ٻᇞᤩࡉٌבऱଅᙠࢶᜢࣔΔᇠᜢࣔሉ࣍ጵٽයཱི֗යٙΩᎬ۩ࣚ೭Εጵٽයཱི֗යٙΩދᇷข
ٌ࣐֮֗אٙΰץਔॾࠤΕයཱི䇣ࣔ֗ᒔᎁαփΖ!

B.

؆Ⴊ֗၆८᥆ٌ࣐Яঅᢞ८؆Ⴊ֗၆८᥆ٌ࣐

1.

ٌ࣐

1.1

ٵ۩ءڕრΔױ܃ຘመױ܃ຘመ؆Ⴊ֗၆८᥆ٌ࣐0অᢞ८؆Ⴊ֗၆८᥆ٌ࣐ፖ۩ءૡمԫࡲࢨאՂऱٌ࣐Ζ!۩ءലᚨޣᇡา䇣ࣔઌᣂ
යཱི֗යٙΔۖ܃ԫᆖૡمઌᣂٌ࣐Δܛᎁբ൷࠹ઌᣂයཱི֗යٙΖ!

1.2

܃ૡٌ࣐مऱਐڇقᛧ۩ء൷ছኙྤࠀ۩ءપޔԺΔࠀױ౨൷ࢨࢴΔֹۖ۩ءႊנ܂ٚ۶ᇞᤩΖ

2.

ܓஒ
༉܃ᖕ۩ءא؆Ⴊ֗၆८᥆ٌ࣐Яঅᢞ८؆Ⴊ֗၆८᥆ֱٌ࣐ڤૡمऱٚ۶ٌ࣐ۖᚨבऱޢآᚍᝫཱིႈۖߢΔ܃ലਊ۩ءլழ᠖
ࡳऱܓΰࢨਊࢬ۩ء᠖ࡳऱൾཚរڤݮα༉ᇠཱིႈ֭ܓבஒΖ!լٵऱܓΰࢨൾཚរαױᔞ࣍شլٌ࣐ٵऱآᚍᝫཱིႈΖ!ڶᣂܓஒᚨ
בֲ֭ޢΰࢨࡳެ۩۩ءطα֗࣍ޣழ֭בΖ

3.

অᢞ८

4/2!

؆Ⴊ֗၆८᥆ٌ࣐!
༉؆Ⴊ֗၆८᥆ٌ࣐ࠀࠎ༼ڶዋථΔড়ؘ֪ႊژԵٌ࣐८ᠰऱ 211&ᇷ८ࢨଖٌ࣐܂ཱིژΔܛದࡨֺ 211&Ζᇡาᇷறല٨࣍܃ড়
֪ऱॾ֮ٙΖ!

4/3!!

অᢞ८؆Ⴊ֗၆८᥆ٌ࣐!
(a)

ڇૡٌ࣐مছΔ܃ႊژ۩ءٻԵԫ८ᠰઌ࣍ॣࡨۍ։ΰψॣࡨۍ։ωαΰ۩ءطլழຏवαଊ۩ءطא᠖ࡳऱٌ࣐֗ٚ
۶ݙآٌ࣐ऱᏝଖऱঅᢞ८Ζ

(b)

܃ႊᚨژ۩ءٻܛمޣԵ८ᠰઌ࣍ᠰ؆ۍ։ΰ۩ءطຏवαଊ۩ءطא᠖ࡳऱݙآٌ࣐ऱᏝଖऱᠰ؆অᢞ८Ζ

(c)

ࢬ֗ࡨॣڶᠰ؆অᢞ८ലא८ژڤݮԵ۩ءΖ!ྥۖΔࢨ۩ءᄎ൷ࠡא൷࠹Δࠀ࣍۩ءࡳऱழၴփբݙໂ۩ءא࠹墿Գऱ
ᇷขΰ८ೈ؆αࣂࢽ܂অᢞ८Ζ!ࢬڶ८অᢞ८ലژԵፖࡳ࠰۩ءऱਐࡳᔁ֪Ζ܃ലਊ۩ءլழ᠖ࡳऱܓΰࢨਊࢬ۩ء
᠖ࡳऱൾཚរڤݮα༉ᇠᔁ֪փऱٚ۶ଗֱ塒ΰլૹᓤૠጩα֭ܓבஒΖ!ڶᣂܓஒᚨִޢΰࢨࡳެ۩۩ءطα֗࣍ޣழ֭
בΖ

(d)

ଣૉژ܃Ե۩ءऱঅᢞ८ΰࢬ۩ءא᠖ࡳऱݙآٌ࣐Ꮭଖऱۍ։।قαլᓵ۶ழၓ۟۩ءط࣍܅լழຏवऱፂۍ։
ΰψፂ
ፂۍ։ωαΔ܃ႊב֭ܛم८אലঅᢞ८ᇖߩ۟ॣࡨۍ։ࢨ۩ء᠖ࡳऱٚ۶ᠰ؆ۍ։Ζ

(e)

܂܃ፖ۩ءૡࢨمᤉᥛૡٌ࣐مऱזᏝΔ܃ΰ܂ኔ墿ᖑڶԳα᠃ٵࢨנ܂ڼრ۩ءאנ܂࠹墿ԳऱࢽಖΔڇڱኙٚ۶֗ࢬ
ڶழࢨࠡ৵ٚ۶ழၴࢬ܂ڶٌ࣐ऱࣂࢽۖڶऱᔁ֪ऱၞᔁࢨ܃א࠹墿ԳऱཱིႈΔຑॵࠡٵࢨีૠऱࢬᦞ֗ܓᦞڶ墿
مรԫࡐࡳࢽಖΔ܂ᄷழᚍᝫᖕࢨ࠰ءڂᤜขسऱٚ۶႘೭ऱᥛࣂࢽΖঅᢞ८ല۩ءطڶΔ܂ݔ܃ᐌ۩ຂٚऱ
ࣂࢽΔآᆖٵ۩ءრլ༼࠷Ζ!ೈॺٵ۩۩ءრΔܡঞᄗլ༉অᢞ८֭ܓבஒΖ!ٚ۶ᚨܓבஒΰࢨൾཚរαലਊ۩ء᠖ࡳ
ऱܓֱ֗ڤૠጩΖଣૉ܃ऱঅᢞ८լߩΔڶᣂᠰലਊ۩ءլழ᠖ࡳऱܓีૠܓஒΰࢨൾཚរαΖ࿇سሔપࠃٙΔ۩ء
ലᦞڶച۩ࢽࣂڼΖ

(f)

༉᠖ࡳٚ۶ࢬᏁঅᢞ८ऱ८ᠰۖߢΔױ۩ءᅃࠡլழ᠖ࡳऱֆڤլழૠጩࢬݙآڶٌ࣐ऱᏝଖΖ!ૠጩࢬᏁঅᢞ८ऱ८ᠰΔ
ױ۩ءല܂অᢞ८ऱຄኞ८ᠰࢨࠡࢽࣂהऱᏝଖΰ۩ءط᠖ࡳαਊࢬ۩ءຏवऱۍ։྇މΔࠀૠ֗ٚ۶ีૠܓஒΖ!ٌՐ
ຄኞ၇ᔄ֗᠙ପֱ૿Δೈॺࡳެڶ۩ءΔܡঞᏁԫႈঅᢞ८Ζ

(g)

܃ലᄷໂᙟழࠩگಳٌঅᢞ८ऱຏवΖڇᐸ່۩ءؚ৵ࢬव൜᥆࣍܃ऱሽᇩᇆᒘࠀڇٚ۶ᖲᕴࢨٻٚ۶ԳՓఎՀՑಛΔࢨءٻڇ
۩່৵ࢬव൜᥆࣍܃ऱሽၡࢨܿچႚటᇆᒘ࿇נሽၡٙࢨႚట৵Δٚ۶ႝᢆঅᢞ८ऱܛޣ᥆ڶயΔլᓵ܃ਢܡΰࢨڇ۶ழα
ࠩگຏಛΖ

(h)

۩ءലຏव܃ᇡาऱঅᢞ८ޣΔڇ۩ء֗אᙇᖗᏝࢨܓאਊؑᏝૠጩ܃ऱؓآପٽપ֗ૠጩ܃ऱܓஒگԵ֗ၲ֭ழࢬආش
ऱֱऄࢨ࿓ݧऱᄗ૪Ζ!
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4.

ؓପ!

4.1

ଣૉٚ۶ሔપࠃٙΰࡳᆠߠءයཱི֗යٙॵٙ D!ຝ։ร 6!යΰሔપࠃٙαα࣍ٚ۶ழଢ࿇سᥛ࿇سΔঞਊᅃءයཱི֗යٙॵٙ D
ຝ։ร 7 යΰ༼ַึڰαࢨΰ۩ءڕ༉ٚ۶ࠠ᧯ൣउࡳެڼڕנ܂αਊᅃॵᙕऱઌᣂය֮Δױ۩ءᙟழࠀڇլ࿇נຏवऱൣउՀΔਊࠡഄ
ԫ֗ኙ಼ൣᦞ༉ԫࡲࢨאՂݙآऱٌ࣐ၞ۩ؓପΔۖ܃ႊਊֶ܃ב֭۩ءٻޣࢨᚨבऱٚ۶ཱིႈΖ!

5/3!

ڇଉཽᔞشऄ৳֗Яࢨऄւऱ່ՕᒤփΔΰڶڇง࢙ࢨਚრ؈ຂऱൣउՀα۩ءലլᄎ༉ᖕร 5/2 යආ࠷ࢨլආ࠷ٚ۶۩೯ࢬ
ᖄીऱٚ۶ჾ؈ࢨၲ֭ࢭ܃ٻᖜຂٚΖ!

C.

ࠡהԫය֮
ᓮา䌸ءයཱི֗යٙΔܑਢءයཱི֗යٙॵٙ ءD ຝ։ऱร 3/6!යΰፆஒαΕร 6!යΰሔપࠃٙαΕร 7!යΰ༼ַึڰαΕร 8!ය
ΰᦞז।αΕ֗ร :!යΰၲ֭αΖ

1.

ԫ࠰ᤜ
ᖕءයཱི֗යٙૡمऱࢬٌ࣐ڶዌֱٺګհၴऱԫ࠰ᤜΰψπ࠰
࠰ᤜρωԫဲො።ࢨࡲޢٚ۶ٌ࣐αΔࠀലഗ࣍ᇠࠃኔૡمΖ!ֱٺլᄎ
ڤݮהࠡאૡمٚ۶ٌ࣐Ζ!

2.

ཱིבЯٌב

2.1

٣ެයٙʳ ڇฤڶٽ࿇֗سᥛ࿇سሔપࠃٙΰߠร 6 යαࢨᑨڇሔપࠃٙऱ٣ެයٙՀΔֱٺലਊᅃޢٝᒔᎁၞ۩בٌཱི֗בΖ
ψᑨ
ᑨڇሔપࠃٙωਐڇ࿇נຏवࢨᙟழய؈ࢨଫࠠՂ૪ࠟृऱൣ㤝ՀΔലᄎዌګሔપࠃٙऱٚ۶ࠃٙΖ

2.2

ֱڤʳ ലᄎط۞ױא᠏ᨃ֗բ堚ጩऱᇷ८Δࠀਊክൄֱאڤઌᣂຄኞၞ۩ཱིבΖ!ٌבലאઌᣂᢞࠦࢨತขऱክൄֱڤΔࢨٽ۩ءא᠖
ࡳऱֱڤၞ۩Ζ

2.3

ᇖߩࢬڬ࿔ႈೈॺऄ৳ࢬڶࡳΔܡঞΔ܃ऱࢬཱིבڶലլڂٚ۶࿔ႈנ܂ٚ۶ࢨ྇ڬቃڬΖ!ૉ܃ႊࠉऄࡳࢨ྇ڬቃཱིڬႈΔ܃ലΚ
(a)

ܛمຏव۩ءΙ

(b)

ڶٻܛمᣂጥᖲዌ֭בࡳࢨ྇ڬቃڬऱ٤ຝ८ᠰࠀലگڤإᖕಬٌ۩ءΙ֗

(c)

۩ءڂڕፖ࿔೭ᖲዌࢬڇऄጥᝤᦞऱᜤ仱ۖᐛگᇠ࿔ႈΔঞೈ֭۩ءבᚨࠆڶऱཱིႈ؆Δ܃ᝫႊב֭۩ءٻԫᠰ؆ཱི
ႈΔאᒔঅ۩ءኔᎾ࠷گΰլॵٚ۶࿔ႈαऱᠰઌֹ࣍ڇ۩ءႊࢨ྇ڬቃڬൣउՀءᚨ࠷گऱ٤ᑇ८ᠰΖ!

࿔ႈωץਔٚ۶࿔೭ᖲዌழࢨࠐآᐛگऱٚ۶ࢤᔆऱ࿔ႈΕᐛ၄Εᣂ࿔ࢨေ࿔ΰץਔܓஒ֗ፆ८αΔ܀լץਔٱक़࿔Ε࿆ಖ࿔Ε֮ٙ
ψ࿔
࿔ࢨᣊۿ࿔ႈΖ
2.4

ᠰጩʳ ڇڕٚ۶ֲΔֱٺႊࠟࡲࢨאՂٌ࣐ٵאԫጟຄኞ֭בᚨཱིבႈΔঞ࣍ᇠֲΔֱٺᏁ֭בᇠ८ᠰऱຂٚലᇞೈΔࠀط
ءᚨ֭בለՕٽૠ८ᠰऱԫֱٻԫֱ֭בᇠ८ᠰ၌נለ՛ٽૠ८ᠰऱᠰऱຂٚࢬ࠷זΖ

2.5

ፆஒ
(a)

ૉآ܃౨֭בٚ۶ࠩཚཱིႈΔΰެܒڇհছ֗հ৵αൕࠩཚֲΰץਔᇠֲαದ۟ኔᎾֲཱིבΰլץਔᇠֲαַΔ܃ႊ༉ማཚֶཱི
ב֭۩ءٻਊڶ۩ءᣂآᆖڜඈຘ֭ऱܓΔࠀەኔᎾማཚֲᑇִޢאᓤڤૠጩऱܓஒΖ

(b)

ૉآ܃౨ਊࡳၞ۩ٚ۶ٌבΔ܃ႊ༉ٽ۩ءط᠖ࡳऱٚ۶ჾ؈ΰץਔڶᣂঅᙠΕژΕሎᙁࢬٽڶ၄֗شଗ၊ءګαኙ
נ܂۩ءᓽᚍΔࠀႊ༉ԫઌ࣍ࢬࡳٌृבൕࡳֲٌבཚΰץਔᇠֲαದ۟ኔᎾֲٌבཚΰլץਔᇠֲαַऱֆؓؑଖ
ΰٽ۩ءط᠖ࡳαऱ८ᠰܓב֭۩ءٻஒΖ

2.6

ཱིבຄኞʳ ܃ऱཱིבലᄎא႘ຄኞ֭בΖ!א۩ءԫጟຄኞ࠷گऱཱིႈዌګᇞೈ܃ऱ႘Δ൫۩ءא౨ജ֊ڇኔ۩ױൣउՀጐאݶբ
࠷گऱ८ᠰԵ܃ऱ႘ຄኞᠰૻΖ!܂ԫႈᗑمऱຂٚ֗լᓵਢڶܡٚ۶ެܒΔ܃ലᄎ༉ٚ۶ٽऱჾ؈֗ၲ֭ኙנ܂۩ءᓽᚍΖ!
۩ءᏁ᧩قૉբኔᎾႪࢨ܋၇ڶᣂຄኞΔء۩ءᚨ፞࠹ჾ؈ܛ᥆ࠠךڶٝᢞࣔΖ

3.

ຫ૪
ڇ܃ૡٌ࣐ࡲޢمհֲ۩ءٻຫ૪Κ

3.1

ۯچʳ ܃࣠ڕਢԫၴٞᄐΔ܃ਢᖕڇࢬ܃ऄᦞᝤऱऄ৳ิڤإ৬ࠀڶயژᥛΔړߜڶࠠ֗אऱᇷΖ

3.2

ᦞԺʳ ܃ᖑڶૡ֗مᐌ۩π࠰ᤜρऱᦞԺΔࠀբආ࠷ԫ֊ؘᏁऱ۩೯Δאᦞૡࡉمᐌ۩π࠰ᤜρΖ

3.3

լሔ֘ʳ ૡ֗مᐌ۩π࠰ᤜρլᄎሔ֘ࢨࣂᤛ܃ऱີ࿓֮ٙΰڕᔞشαΕࢨٚ۶ऄ৳Εٚ۶ऄೃࢨਙࢌᖲᣂࢬቇ܉ऱऄࢨחࡳΕࢨኙ܃
ࢨ܃ऱٚ۶ᇷขዌګᐙऱٚ۶ٽપࢤຂٚΖ

3.4

ᎁױʳ ܃ႊ༉π࠰ᤜρࡳ࠷ऱࢬڶਙࢌ֗ࠡהᎁױΕຏवࢨໂூբᆖ࠷ࠀڶࠠԼߩயԺࡉش܂Δۖࢬڶઌᣂයٙ݁ࠩᙅښΖ

3.5

પޔԺʳ ڇ܃π࠰ᤜρႈՀऱຂٚዌ܃ګऱٽऄΕڶய֗ࠠપޔԺຂٚΔױਊᅃࠡයཱིൎࠫച۩Ζ

3.6

ྤሔપࠃٙʳ ڶٚ۶բᆖ࿇֗سᥛڇژऱሔપࠃٙࢨᑨڇሔપࠃٙΖ

3.7

ྤ္ʳ ܃լव൜ٚ۶ࠐ۞ऄೃΕऄஅΕਙࢌᖲᣂࢨ٘ဪᖲዌऱৱެࢨױ౨༼נऱ္Δۖᇠ္ᄎᐙπ࠰ᤜρऱٽऄࢤΕڶயࢤࢨױ
ൎࠫച۩ࢤࢨ܃ᐌ۩π࠰ᤜρႈՀຂٚऱ౨ԺΖ

3.8

ྤࠉᘸʳ ࠉڶ܃ᘸ۩ءኙڶᣂٌ࣐ࢨٚ۶ቃཚ࣠༼ࠎऱٚ۶რߠΕ৬ᤜΕঅᢞࢨᖜঅΰྤᓵ૿ࢨՑᙰαΔۖਢᖕߪء܃ऱܒឰࢨ
ီ܃ؘᏁऱรԿֱംऱრߠߪء܃נ܂ᗑمऱެࡳૡڶمᣂٌ࣐Δࠀެࡳᇠٌ࣐ਢܡᔞ܃ٽΖ

3.9

ࠃԳʳ ܃ਢࠃאԳߪ։ۖլਢאٚ۶ࠡהԳऱזԳࢨ࠹ಜԳߪ։ૡڶمᣂٌ࣐Ζ

4.

ຂٚ
ٵ܃რڇ܃π࠰ᤜρႈՀڶٚ۶ຂٚΚ

4.1

ᇷறʳ ܃ലᄎਊ۩ءऱٽޣΔڶࠎ༼۩ءٻᣂ܃ऱತ೭णउࢨᄐ೭ऱٚ۶ᇷறΔ൫܃࣠ڕਢՂؑֆΔঞڶᣂࢶႊฤٽᔞشऱՂؑ
ঞΖ!

4.2

ᎁױʳ ܃ലᄎ࠷ڶᣂπ࠰ᤜρױ౨ࡳऱٚ۶ਙࢌࢨࠡהᖲᣂऱࢬڶᎁױΕຏवࢨໂூΔࠀঅࠡࠠԼߩயԺ֗ش܂Ζ!

4.3

ऄ৳ʳ ܃ലᄎڶࢬڇႈՂᙅښᔞشऄ৳֗ऄΖ
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4.4

ٱक़࿔ʳ ܃ലᄎ֭בኙٚ۶ٌ࣐ᐛگऱٚ۶ٱक़࿔Ε࿆ಖ࿔Ε֮ٙ࿔ࢨᣊۿ࿔ႈΔࠀലᄎ༉آ౨֭בᇠ࿔ႈנ܂۩ءٻᓽᚍΖ

5.

ሔપࠃٙ
蠇ٚ۶ழଢ࿇سٚ۶௫֗ࠎ༼ࢨ܃ٚ۶ᖜঅࢨࣂࢽ֭אڇ܃π࠰ᤜρႈՀऱຂٚऱٚ۶ԳՓΰܑٺጠψڶ
ڶᣂԳՓωαऱሔપࠃٙΖ༉
ॵءٙऱයཱི֗යٙۖߢΔሔપࠃٙਐጵٽයཱི֗යٙΩދᇷขร :/8 යΰሔપࠃٙαૡࣔऱٚ۶ሔપࠃٙ֗Հ٨ࠃٙΚ!
(a)

ߪਚG ڕٚ۶ڶᣂԳՓଡܑԳՓΔۖᇠڶᣂԳՓߪਚࢨ壄壀Ղྤ۩౨ԺΖ!

(b)

൳ࠫᦞ᧢೯G ٚԳՓऴ൷ࢨၴ൷࠷ٚ۶ᖑᦞᦞڶ墿Δࠌࠡࡡאٚᇀࠃᄎΰࢨࠡิٵ៣αऱՕڍᑇګΕࢨ۩ࠌٚ۶ڶᣂԳՓ
!
ऱ൳ࠫᦞΖ!ٚ۶ڶᣂԳՓኙࠡᇷءਮዌֱ૿ၞ۩ٚ۶ૹՕ᧢೯Ζ!

(c)

ך։অᢞʳ ᅝٽڶ۩ءطլڜழΔۖٚ۶ڶᣂԳՓآ౨༼ࠎך։অᢞΔঅᢞࠡڶ౨Ժ࣍۩ء࿇נ૿ޣ৵รԲଡᛜᄐֲࢨ
հছᐌ۩ࠡᖕπ࠰ᤜρࢨૡપֱհၴૡمऱٚ۶ࠡ࠰הᤜႈՀऱࡸآᐌ۩ऱຂٚΖ!

(d)

অᢞ८ʳ آڕ܃౨ᙅءښයཱི֗යٙॵٙ C ຝ։ร 4)e*යΔࢨૉ܃ऱঅᢞ८ΰݙآאٌ࣐ऱᏝଖΰ۩ءط᠖ࡳαऱۍ։।
قαၓ۟࣍ࢨؓ࣍܅ପۍ։ΰψؓ
ؓପۍ։ωαΰ۩ءطլழຏवऱڶᣂۍ։αΖ

6.

༼ַึڰ

6.1

࣍ڕٚ۶ழଢ࿇֗سᥛ࿇سሔપࠃٙΔ܃ٻױ۩ء࿇נլ၌መ 25!֚ऱຏवᢝܑᇠሔપࠃٙΔࠀ༉࠹ᐙࢨࢬݙآࡸڶऱٌ࣐ਐࡳ
ԫଡֲ܂༼ֲַึڰཚΰۖڶᣂٌ࣐ല࣍ᇠਐࡳֲཚึַαΖ!

6.2

ࡲޢࠎ༼ࢨז࠷ڇբึַٌ࣐ऱૹයཱིऱٵᆖᛎய墿ழΔ۩ءലאటᇨኪ৫᠖ࡳ࣍ᅝழൣउՀࢬࢵીࢨኔࢨױ౨ࢵીࢨኔऱჾ؈
ࢨگ墿֗၄شΔץਔ塒ՀऱཱིבΕٌܓᦞ֗בΖ!۩ءലආشᄐՂٽऱ࿓ݧ᠖ࡳኲ۟ਬଡᄐՂٽֲཚऱڶᣂ८ᠰΔࠀሒીᄐՂٽ
ऱ࣠Ζ!ٌ࣐ီױ۩ءऱᣊীΕᓤᠧ࿓৫ࢨࠡהઌᣂۖైڂኙլٌ࣐ٵආشլٵऱ۷ଖֱऄΖ!ەױ۩ءᐞٚ۶ઌᣂᇷறΔץਔᄭ۞
փຝऱؑᑇᖕ֗ᇷறΔૹྤࠀૠ֗Κ
(a)

ᇷ८ءګΙ

(b)

༉࠷ࢨַึ۩ء௫֗բึַٌ࣐ऱٚ۶ኙ㢿ڜඈۖࢵીऱٚ۶ٽჾ؈Ε၄گࢨش墿Ζ

ࢬڶ८ᠰലאભցࢨٽ۩ءᙇᖗऱԫጟຄኞૠଖΖ!۩ءലਊ۩ءऱຄႪངጩאԫጟຄኞૠଖऱ८ᠰΖ
۩ءലڬೈ!)j*!ٚ۶ԫֱ࣍༼ֲַึڰཚࢨհছᚨ࣍܀בᇠֲսڶב֭آᣂࢬڶբึַٌ࣐ऱ८ᠰ֗!)jj*!ઌᅝ࣍Ꮑ࣍༼ֲַึڰཚࢨ
հছٻٚ۶ԫֱٌ࣍܀בᇠֲսڶבٌڼڕآᣂࡲޢբึַٌ࣐ऱٚ۶ٌבढ࣍ࡳֲٌבཚऱֆؓؑଖऱ८ᠰΰٽ۩ءط᠖ࡳαΔ
ຑࠩࡳ۞ٵཚֲΰץਔᇠֲαದ۟ΰ܀լץਔα༼ֲַึڰཚַਊማཚܓૠጩऱܓஒΖ
6.3

࣍༼ֲַึڰཚ৵Δ۩ءലٽڇ۩ױൣउՀጐ܃ٻݶ࿇נԫٝΔࠡխٽچᇡጐ٨ڶנᣂૠጩ֗۩ءᖕร 7/3!යऱૠጩࢬנऱ
ٚ۶ᚨཱིבႈΖ!ᇠ८ᠰႊ࣍ຏवփ٨ࣔऱֲΰܛຏवֲཚ৵۟֟ 8!֚αղב֭אΔຑֲַึڰ༼۞ࠡٵཚΰץਔᇠֲαದ۟ΰ܀լץ
ਔα֭בᇠ८ᠰᅝֲַΰެܒছࢨެܒ৵αਊማཚܓૠጩऱܓஒΖ!

6.4

ٵֱٺრร 7/3!යႈՀऱױಳ८ᠰԫႈٽऱࠃছ۷ૠჾ؈ۖॺፆ८Ζ!ᇠ८ᠰਢಾኙֲ৵ٺጟଅᙠۖ༉ჾ؈ٌ࣐ऱჾ୭֗ჾ؈অᎽ
ࢬᚨृבΖ!ೈπ࠰ᤜρڶࡳ؆Δٚ۶ԫֱലྤᦞ༉ᇠჾ؈ಳٚ۶ᠰ؆ऱჾ୭ᓽᚍΖ!

7.

ᦞז।

7.1

ೈॺ۩ءٻ۩܃࿇נ૿ຏवΔܡঞ܃ऱᛧᦞז।ᖑז૿ֱٺڇڶ।ࠃ۩܃ऱ٤૿ᦞΔץਔז।܃ૡمٚ۶ٌ࣐Εཱི֭࠷گࢨבႈ
ࢨٌבٚ۶ᢞࠦࢨತขΔ֗ז।܃ղ۩ءٚ۶ਐقΖ

7.2

۩ءऱ֗ז।լᄎ୲۩ء൷࠹ᛧࡡٚ܃ऱזԳᖙ܃܂ऱᔁ֪Ζ۩ءऱ֗ז।լܓߪء墿၇ᔄٽપΖ

8.

᧢ޓ
ױ۩ءᙟழءޏޓයཱི֗යٙΔࠀ܃ٻ࿇נຏवΖ!ڇኔᎾ۩ױൣउՀΔᇠຏवല࣍ 41 ֲࢨ۩ء᠖ࡳऱٚ۶ֲࠡהཚ৵سயΖ!

9.

ၲ֭
ڇଉཽᔞشऄ৳֗Яࢨऄւऱ່ՕᒤփΔ܃ႊ༉࣍طൎࠫച۩ࢨঅᎽڇ۩ءπ࠰ᤜρႈՀऱᦞַึڰ༼࣍طࢨܓٚ۶ٌ࣐ۖٽข
سऱࢬٽڶኔבၲ֭Δץਔऄ৳၄شΕച۩၄ٱ֗شक़࿔Ε࿆ಖ࿔Ε֮ٙ࿔ࢨᣊۿ࿔ႈΰץਔಳಘ၄شαΔנ܂۩ءٻᓽᚍΖ

10.

ࠡࠃהႈ

10.1

ױ۩ءڶፖ܃ऱਐقઌ֘ऱପᒌΖ

10.2

܃ፖ࣍۩ءᄐ೭መ࿓խऱࢬڶሽᇩຏᇩല۩ءאᖙ܂ऱխ؇ᙕଃߓอಖᙕΖ

10.3

ᅝ۩ء܃ޣᒔᎁٚ۶ՑᙰਐقழΔ܃Ꮑܛمᆟ૿ਐقΖ

10.4

אױ۩ء༉ױ܃ࡳऱٽપ᜔ଖࡳૻᠰΖ ۩ءലא૿ຏवڶ܃ᣂૻࠫ֗ٚ۶᧢೯Ζ

10.5

ଣ۩ء༉ؓآପٽપऱٌ࣐౨Ժڂጥᖲዌᖕᔞشঞ֗ࠏආ࠷ऱ۩೯ࢨٚ۶ࠡڂה྇இࢨૻࠫΔױ܃౨ᄎ࠹ࠩᐙΖ ڼڇൣउ
ՀΔױ܃౨ႊ྇ࢨؓପ࣍۩ءऱؓآପٽપΖ

10.6

π࠰ᤜρዌֱٺګհၴ༉ࠡᠲࠃࡵࢬሒګऱ٤ຝ࠰ᤜࡉᓪᇞΔࠀ࠷ڶࢬזፖࠡڶᣂऱՑᙰຏಛ֗հছऱ૿֮ٙΖڼࡳլᐙኙུ
့۩ऱٚ۶ऄ৳ຂٚΖ

10.7

ڇऄ৳ւऱ່ՕᒤփΔ܃լױ࣋چڃඵഗ࣍הࠡࢨᦞאڶࠆۖطՀᦞ܍:္Εٚ۶ऄೃऱऄጥᝤᦞΕאऄڤֱחऱᐈ܍Ε
܃ࢽڬऱᇷขΰެܒছࢨެܒ৵α֗ٚ۶ެܒऱച۩ࢨൎࠫച۩Ζ

10.8

۩ءޏޓױ۩ءຘመࠡ۩ࠃאၞ۩ٌ࣐ऱᙄࠃΖ

8

旬堐 1
⢾⋗Ṍ瀮⍲屐⸋㛇㪲
A.

忂⇯

䆇㤕㖍ㄋ瀃
ẍᶳ娆⼁冯ˬ䆇㤕㖍ㄋ瀃˭Ἕ䓐㗪炻堐䣢濂ảỽ㚱斄㖍㛇᷎朆䆇㤕㖍⇯㚫ἄ↢婧㔜炻㒂㬌烉
(i) ˬᶳᾳ˭烉㚱斄㖍㛇⮯䁢℞⼴椾ᾳ䆇㤕㖍炚
(ii) ˬ㕤℞⼴ἄ↢婧㔜˭ㆾˬ䴻婧㔜˭烉㚱斄㖍㛇⮯䁢℞⼴椾ᾳ䆇㤕㖍炻῀娚㖍Ⱄ㕤ᶳᶨᾳ濚㚰炻⇯䁢ᷳ⇵椾ᾳ䆇㤕㖍炚
(iii) ˬ㚨㍍役䘬˭烉῀㚱斄㖍㛇䁢㗇㛇㖍ㆾ㗇㛇ᶨẍ⢾䘬㖍⫸炻娚㖍⮯䁢ᷳ⇵椾ᾳ䆇㤕㖍炻濂㚱斄㖍㛇䁢㗇㛇㖍ㆾ㗇㛇ᶨ炻⇯䁢℞⼴
椾ᾳ䆇㤕㖍炚
(iv) ˬᷳ⇵䘬˭烉㚱斄㖍㛇⮯䁢ᷳ⇵椾ᾳ䆇㤕㖍ˤ
₡㟤潻㸸炾⋗澯炾⍾㔜
῀㕤妰䬿㖍㛇᷎䃉⎗䓐㊯⭂₡㟤潻㸸ㆾ屐⸋⋗澯炻⎗ἧ䓐㛔灖慸⭂䘬ảỽ℞Ṿ⎗䓐₡㟤潻㸸ㆾ⼴临⋗澯ˤ!
⯙ảỽ妰䬿侴妨炻妰䬿䓊䓇䘬䘦↮澯⍲妰䬿ᷕἧ䓐ㆾ䓊䓇䘬ảỽ屐⸋潘柵⮯㕤㛔灖娵䁢⎰怑㗪⍾㔜ˤ!
悐↮忂䓐慳佑烉
娵岤屐⸋

῀䡢娵㚠ᷕ㛒㚱妪㖶炻㊯䓙屟㕡岤屟䘬屐⸋ˤ

娵岤屐⸋潘柵

῀䡢娵㚠ᷕ㛒㚱妪㖶炻㊯娵㱥屐⸋潘柵Ḁẍ灖ἧ₡炻℞ᷕ灖ἧ₡濪䣢䁢㭷╖ỵ娵㱥屐⸋㓗Ẁ䘬娵岤屐⸋潘柵ˤ

娵岤㛇㪲

⛐ảỽ⃰㰢㡅ẞ⍲㛔㡅㫦⍲㡅ẞ夷旸ᶳ炻岎Ḱ屟㕡㪲瀫炻⛐灖ἧ㛇㪲⼴炻炷⤪Ⱄ⎗ṌẀ屐⸋㛇㪲Ṍ瀮炸㊱灖ἧ₡屟ℍ娵
岤屐⸋潘柵炻᷎ᶼ炷⤪Ⱄ澵⎗ṌẀ屐⸋㛇㪲Ṍ瀮炸㓞⍾₡ℏ潘柵炷⤪Ⱄ㬋澷炸ˤ

攳⥳㖍㛇

㛇㪲⎗Ḱ灖ἧ䘬椾㖍炻⌛Ṍ瀮㖍㛇炻ょ䡢娵㚠ᷕ⎎㚱夷⭂侭昌⢾ˤ

⎗ṌẀ

昌朆䡢娵㚠⎎㚱夷⭂炻⏎⇯Ṍ瀮⮯⎗ṌẀˤ

ˬ㫸⺷˭㛇㪲

⎗㕤⯮㺧㖍㛇灖ἧˤ

灖ἧ㛇攻

⯙ˬ㫸⺷˭㛇㪲侴妨炻㕤䡢娵㚠妪㖶⯮㺧㖍㛇䘬⯮㺧㗪攻ˤ

⯮㺧㖍㛇

㛇㪲䘬ˬ⯮㺧㖍㛇˭⮯䁢䡢娵㚠ᷕ妪㖶䘬⯮㺧㖍㛇⍲㛇㪲⎗䌚⼿灖ἧ䘬㚨⼴㖍㛇ˤ昌朆⎎㚱妪㖶炻娚㖍㛇⮯㊱ᶳᾳ䆇㤕
㖍ㄋ瀃ἄ↢婧㔜ˤ㛇㪲䘬ˬ⯮㺧㗪攻˭⮯䁢䡢娵㚠ᷕ妪㖶䘬⯮㺧㗪攻⍲㛇㪲⎗䌚⼿灖ἧ䘬㚨⼴㗪攻ˤ

怈㛇⋗澯ġ

ẍ澹侫屐⸋㎃㭷╖ỵ䳸䬿屐⸋䘬⼊⺷堐䣢䘬⋗澯炻ㆾ炷⤪䡢娵㚠ᷕ㛒㚱妪㖶炸澹侫屐⸋⎵佑潘柵昌ẍ⎵佑炷⎰䲬炸潘
柵⼿↢䘬⋗澯ˤġ

⢾⋗Ṍ瀮ġ

䓙ᶨ㕡屟ℍᶨ䧖屐⸋⋼⭂潘柵炻ẍ㎃⍾䓙℞岋↢⎎ᶨ䧖屐⸋⋼⭂潘柵ˤġ

澵⎗ṌẀ

῀䡢娵㚠妪㖶䁢澵⎗ṌẀˣˬ䎦潘䳸䬿˭ㆾˬ₡ℏ䳸䬿˭炻Ṍ瀮Ⱄ澵⎗ṌẀˤ

⎵佑炷⎰䲬炸潘柵

῀䡢娵㚠ᷕ㛒⯙澵⎗ṌẀ⢾⋗Ṍ瀮妪㖶炻䳸䬿屐⸋澷柵䫱㕤澹侫屐⸋⎵佑潘柵昌ẍ怈㛇⋗澯ˤ!῀䡢娵㚠ᷕ㛒⯙澵⎗ṌẀ
屐⸋㛇㪲Ṍ瀮妪㖶炻⇯娵岤屐⸋潘柵ㆾ娵㱥屐⸋潘柵⮯ẍ䳸䬿屐⸋妰ῤˤ

㚨⼴灖ἧ㗪攻

῀䡢娵㚠ᷕ㛒㚱妪㖶炻㊯⯮㺧㗪攻ˤ

㛇㪲潘

⛐ảỽ⃰㰢㡅ẞ夷旸ᶳ炻屟㕡㕤㛇㪲潘㓗Ẁ㖍㛇ㅱẀ岋㕡䘬潘柵ˤ

娵㱥屐⸋

῀䡢娵㚠ᷕ㛒㚱妪㖶炻屟㕡⮯↢ⓖ䘬屐⸋ˤ

娵㱥屐⸋潘柵

῀䡢娵㚠ᷕ㛒㚱妪㖶炻㊯娵岤屐⸋潘柵昌ẍ灖ἧ₡炻℞ᷕ灖ἧ₡濪䣢䁢㭷╖ỵ娵㱥屐⸋㓗Ẁ䘬娵岤屐⸋潘柵ˤ

娵㱥㛇㪲

⛐ảỽ⃰㰢㡅ẞ⍲㛔㡅㫦⍲㡅ẞ夷旸ᶳ炻岎Ḱ屟㕡㪲瀫炻⛐灖ἧ㛇㪲⼴炻炷⤪Ⱄ⎗ṌẀ屐⸋㛇㪲Ṍ瀮炸㊱灖ἧ₡岋↢娵
㱥屐⸋潘柵炻᷎ᶼ炷⤪Ⱄ澵⎗ṌẀ屐⸋㛇㪲Ṍ瀮炸㓞⍾₡ℏ潘柵炷⤪Ⱄ㬋澷炸ˤ

澹侫屐⸋屟㕡

῀䡢娵㚠ᷕ㛒㚱妪㖶炻㊯㕤䳸䬿㖍㛇㫈屈炷ㆾ῀Ṍ瀮Ⱄ⎗ṌẀṌ瀮炻⇯䁢⮯㫈屈炸澹侫屐⸋䘬ᶨ㕡ˤ

澹侫屐⸋⎵佑潘柵

῀䡢娵㚠ᷕ㛒⯙澵⎗ṌẀ⢾⋗Ṍ瀮妪㖶炻澹侫屐⸋澷柵䫱㕤⎵佑炷⎰䲬炸潘柵Ḁẍ怈㛇⋗澯ˤ!῀䡢娵㚠ᷕ㛒⯙澵⎗ṌẀ
屐⸋㛇㪲Ṍ瀮妪㖶炻⇯娵岤屐⸋潘柵ㆾ娵㱥屐⸋潘柵⮯ẍ澹侫屐⸋妰ῤˤ

䳸䬿⋗澯

⤪⛐澵⎗ṌẀṌ瀮䡢娵㚠᷎㛒㊯㖶ㆾ慸⭂炻⌛㊱㛔灖ẍ⓮㤕⎰瀲㕡⺷慸⭂炻⯙䚠斄屐⸋⮵䘬⢾⋗Ṍ瀮㊱䳸䬿㖍㛇₡ῤ慸

灖ἧ₡

䡢娵㚠ᷕ㊯㖶䘬屐⸋⋗澯ˤ

Ṍ瀮㖍㛇

䡢娵㚠ᷕ㊯㖶䘬㖍㛇炻⌛⎬㕡妪灅Ṍ瀮ᷳ㖍ˤ

䓇㓰㖍㛇

⤪⛐澵⎗ṌẀṌ瀮䡢娵㚠᷎ᷕ㛒㊯㖶ㆾ慸⭂炻㊯炷῀䁢ẍ≈㊧⣏⃫㓗Ẁ䘬⢾⋗Ṍ瀮炸䳸䬿㖍㛇⇵ᶨᾳ䆇㤕㖍ˣ炷῀䁢ẍ

⭂屐⸋⋗澯ᷳ㗪䘬䎦屐⋗澯ˤ

℞Ṿ屐⸋㓗Ẁ䘬⢾⋗Ṍ瀮炸䳸䬿㖍㛇⇵濆ᾳ䆇㤕㖍⍲炷῀䁢屐⸋㛇㪲炸㛇㪲塓灖ἧ䘬䆇㤕㖍ˤ
昌朆⎎㚱䓴⭂炻⏎⇯㚱斄娆⼁℟㚱䚠斄䡢娵㚠ᷕ岎Ḱ䘬㵝佑ˤ!
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B.

؆Ⴊٌ࣐

೭ᓮาᔹࢬڶයཱི֗යٙΔܑਢร 4!යΰܓஒα֗ร 5!යΰؓପαΖ!
1.

؆Ⴊٌ࣐Яঅᢞ८؆Ⴊٌ࣐
ٵ۩ءڕრΔױ܃ຘመ؆Ⴊٌ࣐Яঅᢞ८؆Ⴊֱٌ࣐ڤፖ۩ءૡم؆Ⴊٌ࣐Ζ!۩ءലᚨޣਐࣔࠎ༼ױऱٽપ८ᠰ֗ຄኞΰֹڇױႊຏ
वऱൣउՀղޏޓאαΖ!۩ءല࠰ࡳࢨਐࡳਬጟຄኞഗ៕ຄኞΔאૠጩٚ۶ᚨב८ᠰΖ!ԫิຄኞኙխऱԫጟຄኞലࠡהຄኞΖ!Ⴊ
࣍ၞ۩؆Ⴊٌ࣐ΰଈࡲ؆Ⴊٌ࣐αழࡳΔڶᣂٌ࣐ᙟܛሒګΔ൫ٌבലᎠ۟Κ!

2.

(a)

܃ፖ۩ءૡمԫࡲ؆Ⴊٌ࣐ΰรԲࡲ؆Ⴊٌ࣐αང࠷בֱٌהࠡطऱٵԫຄኞኙΙࢨ!

(b)

ٵֱٺრၞ۩ኔຄٌگΖ

ᠰጩ
ଈࡲ֗รԲࡲ؆Ⴊٌ࣐ലਊאՀֱڤၞ۩ᠰጩΚ!
(a)

ࡲࠟڕ؆Ⴊٌ࣐ڶઌٵऱࠡהຄኞ८ᠰΔঞؘႊאഗ៕ຄኞ֭בٚ۶ለՕཱིႈऱԫֱലאഗ៕ຄኞ८ᠰ֭בᠰΔۖࠟࡲ؆Ⴊ
ٌ࣐݁ലᛧᇞೈΖ!

)c*! ڕԫࡲ؆Ⴊٌ࣐ऱࠡהຄኞ८ᠰለՕΔࠡലီ܂։ࠟࡲ؆Ⴊٌ࣐Κઌٵऱࠡהຄኞ८ᠰऱԫࡲ܂ԫࡲڶૡمऱ؆Ⴊ
ٌ࣐Δႊאร 3)b*යֱऄΤۖԫࡲ؆Ⴊٌ࣐ലፂڶயΖ!
)d*! ࣍ڍڶڕԫࡲऱรԲࡲ؆Ⴊٌ࣐Δೈॺ۩ءፖࡳ࠰۩܃Δܡঞࡳެױ۩ءലୌࡲٌ࣐ၞ۩ᠰጩΖ!
)e*! ױ۩ءᎠၞ۩ᠰጩΖ!
3.

ܓஒ
)b*! ༉؆Ⴊٌ࣐ΰࠡط٣ጩֲཚ۟ࠡᇞೈֲཚαۖߢΔֱٺലਊ۩ءլழ᠖ࡳऱܓΰࢨਊࢬ۩ء᠖ࡳऱൾཚរڤݮα༉ലղٌ
בऱ८ᠰ֭ܓבஒΖ!լٵऱႪΰࢨൾཚរαലᔞ۩ء֗܃ط࣍شᚨבऱ८ᠰΖڶᣂܓஒᚨבֲ֭ޢΰࢨࡳެ۩۩ءطα֗ᚨ
ב֭ޣΖ!
)c*! ᚨܓבஒ۩ءڇױᙇᖗՀΔ༉ޢԫጟຄኞၞ۩ᠰጩΖ!

5/!

ؓପ!
)b*! ڇ࿇سٚ۶ሔપࠃٙհ৵Δױ۩ءᙟழڇլղຏवऱൣउՀΔ༉ԫࡲࢨאՂݙآऱ؆Ⴊٌ࣐ၞ۩ؓପࢨኙޱΰࢬ௫၄֗شଅ
ᙠࢭ܃طᖜαΖ!؆Ⴊٌ࣐ലਊᅃร 3)b*යאᠰጩֱؓڤପΔྫڶڕᣂรԲࡲ؆Ⴊٌ࣐բਊ࣍ؓପհழऱຄႪૡمԫ
ᑌΖ!
)c*! ຄႪਐ۩ءطᅃٚ۶փຝࢨ؆ຝᇷறࢨᏝࢬ᠖ࡳऱຄຄኞႪΖ!ױ۩ءഗ࣍ٚ۶ؾऱΔਊຄႪലԫጟຄኞ܋ང
ԫጟຄኞΖ!

D/!

լבٌױ؆Ⴊٌ࣐!
༉լבٌױ؆Ⴊٌ࣐ۖߢΔڕጩຄኞ८ᠰਢإᑇΔঞەຄኞ၇ֱല࣍ጩֲཚאጩຄኞٻەຄኞᔄֱ֭בᇠ८ᠰΖ!ڕጩຄኞ८
ᠰᑇΔঞەຄኞᔄֱല࣍ጩֲཚאጩຄኞٻەຄኞ၇ֱ֭בᇠ८ᠰऱኙଖΖ!ٺڇൣउՀ݁ႊᙅښٚ۶٣ެයٙ֗ءයཱི֗
යٙΖ!

ጩຄኞ८ᠰ!>!ټᆠΰٽપα८ᠰ!y!)2!.!ཚႪ*!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!ጩႪ!
ᅝխΔཚႪ֗ጩႪਢאەຄኞ܋ངޢۯጩຄኞऱڤݮᏝΖ!!
E/!

ຄኞཚᦞٌ࣐!
ཚᦞᓿղ၇ֱᦞܓΰۖྤᆠ೭α۩ࠌૉեᦞܓΖ!
ཚᦞ८݁լಯڃΖ!
ೈॺᒔᎁխڶૡࣔΔܡঞڇٚ۶ൣउՀࢬࢨڶٚ۶ຝ։ཚ
ཚᦞऱ۩ࠌ!
ೈॺᒔᎁխڶૡࣔΔܡঞຄኞཚᦞႛױ൜ᑇ۩ࠌΖ!
ೈॺڇᒔᎁխਐࣔ۞೯۩ࠌᔞشΔܡঞΔ၇ֱؘႊ࣍۩ࠌཚၴփ༉ࠡ۩ࠌཚᦞղᔄֱլױڃऱຏवΖ!ڕᔄֱࡻڇڶየֲཚऱࡻየ
ழၴࢨհছ൷ᛧڶᣂຏवΰۖ۞೯۩ࠌࠀլᔞشαΔঞཚᦞലࠩཚ֗᧢ྤګயΖ!
۞ڕ೯۩ࠌᔞشΰೈॺᒔᎁխڶૡࣔΔܡঞലᔞشαۖཚᦞ࣍ࡻየֲཚऱࡻየழၴࡸآ۩ࠌΔঞೈॺ၇ֱ࣍ᇠழၴছ۩ຏवᔄ
ֱΔܡঞΔڕᅝழऱᏝփ८ᠰ࣍ࢨ၌መՀ٨ᑇΔᇠཚᦞലီ࣍ᇠழၴ۩ࠌΚ!
۩ࠌᏝऱ 2&!y!ᎁຄኞ८ᠰࢨᎁࣿຄኞ८ᠰΰאᔞृشᄷα!
ڕ᥆בٌױຄኞཚᦞٌ࣐ΔᔄֱױᙇᖗאՀ٨ֱڤጩ)2*֭בᎁຄኞ८ᠰ֗ٻ၇ֱ࠷گᎁࣿຄኞ८ᠰΙࢨ)3*ٻ၇ֱ֭בᏝփ८ᠰΰڕ
إᑇαΔٺڇൣउՀ݁ႊᙅښٚ۶٣ެයٙ֗ءයཱི֗යٙΖ!ᔄֱല࣍ࡻየழၴ৵ٽڇ۩ױൣउՀጐݶຏव၇ֱࠡᙇᖗΖ!
࣍۩ࠌլבٌױຄኞཚᦞٌ࣐ழΔᔄֱല࣍ጩֲཚٻ၇ֱ֭בᏝփ८ᠰΰڕإᑇαΔ൫ႊᙅښٚ۶٣ެයٙ֗ءයཱི֗යٙΖ!
Ꮭփ८ᠰΚ!
)b*! ڕਐࣔጩຄኞΔঞ८ᠰਊՀ٨ֆڤૠጩאጩຄኞ।قΚ!
)j*! ૉەຄኞᎁࣿຄኞΔۖጩຄኞᎁຄኞΚ!
ᎁຄኞ८ᠰ!y!)ጩႪ!Ω!۩ࠌᏝ*!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ጩႪ!

!

!ᅝխऱጩႪ֗۩ࠌᏝਢאەຄኞ܋ངޢۯጩຄኞऱڤݮᏝΙ!!
)jj*!ૉەຄኞᎁຄኞΔۖጩຄኞᎁࣿຄኞΚ!
ᎁࣿຄኞ८ᠰ!y!)۩ࠌᏝ!Ё!ጩႪ*!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!ጩႪ!

!

ᅝխऱ۩ࠌᏝ֗ጩႪਢאەຄኞ܋ངޢۯጩຄኞऱڤݮᏝΖ!
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)c*! آࠀڕਐࣔጩຄኞΚ!
)j*! ༉ᎁཚᦞۖߢΔᏝփ८ᠰܛਐጩႪ၌ࠌ۩נᏝऱᠰଊאᎁຄኞ८ᠰΔᅝխऱ۩ࠌᏝ֗ጩႪਢאᎁࣿຄኞ܋
ངޢۯᎁຄኞऱڤݮᏝΖ!
!
)jj*!༉ᎁࣿཚᦞۖߢΔᏝփ८ᠰܛਐ۩ࠌᏝ၌נጩႪऱᠰଊאᎁࣿຄኞ८ᠰΔᅝխऱ۩ࠌᏝ֗ጩႪਢאᎁຄኞ܋
ངޢۯᎁࣿຄኞऱڤݮᏝΖ!
)d*! ڕૡࣔጩ८ᠰΔਐᒔᎁխૡࣔऱ८ᠰΖ!
F/!

ࡳཚᦞٌ࣐!
ࡳਐਊᒔᎁխૡࣔऱֱڤΔڂ࿇ڶࢨس࿇ࠃࡳسٙחຄኞཚᦞٌ࣐යཱིנ᧢೯ऱԫጟຄኞཚᦞٌ࣐Ζ!
ࡳֽؓਐᒔᎁխૡࣔऱຄኞႪΔല܂ش᠖ࡳࡳࠃٙਢܡ࿇سΖ!
ࡳࠃٙץਔΚ!
ᤛᅸ؈யࠃٙਐଣڇઌᣂࡳᏝֲऱຄႪ࣍ࢨ၌መࡳֽؓΔᖕຄႪਐقΔঞ۞೯ึַല࣍࿇ڶسᣂࠃٙ৵ᔞٌ࣐࣍شΤܡঞ
ٌ࣐ലᖕ E ຝ։ጩΖΰຄႪ۩ءᖕࡳႪࠐᄭࢨΰଣڶآૡࣔࢨྤࠐشױᄭαᖕ۩ءᙇࡳऱ؆ႪؑխԫࡲࢨאՂኔᎾ
؆Ⴊٌ࣐ऱᏝΔ༉ઌᣂຄኞኙ᠖ࡳऱຄႪΖα!
ᤛᅸسயࠃٙਐଣڇઌᣂࡳᏝֲऱຄႪ࣍ࢨ၌መࡳֽؓΔᖕຄႪਐقΔঞٌ࣐ലᖕ E ຝ։ጩΤܡঞ۞೯ึַല࣍ᒔᎁ
խૡࣔऱֲཚ֗ழၴᔞٌ࣐࣍شΖ!
ࡳࠃٙਢܡ࿇سലऺ۩ءطᇨਊᄐٽֱڤ᠖ࡳΖ!
ຄႪਐقਐຄႪؘႊᤛᅸࢨ၌መࡳֽؓאᤛ࿇ࡳࠃٙऱਐقΖ!
۩ࠌΚࡳཚᦞٌ࣐ႛ࣍Հ٨ൣउՀױᛧ۩ࠌࢨီ)!ࠌ۩܂b*ΰ༉ᤛᅸ؈யࠃٙۖߢαڶᣂࠃٙࠀྤ࣍ઌᣂࡳᏝֲ࿇سΤࢨ)c*ΰ༉ᤛᅸس
யࠃٙۖߢαڶᣂࠃٙբ࣍ઌᣂࡳᏝֲ࿇سΖ!
༉ࡳլבٌױຄኞཚᦞٌ࣐ۖߢΔᏝ
Ꮭփ८ᠰᚨࡨึإᑇΖ!
ጩ८ᠰല࣍ጩֲཚႛ֭בԫڻΖ!
ೈॺᒔᎁڶਐࣔΔܡঞڶ࣍ࠌܛᣂཚၴ࿇سԫאڻՂऱࡳࠃٙΔ
۞೯ึַਐٌ࣐ല٤ຝۖॺຝ։ึַΔ۞ᒔᎁࢬ٨ࣔऱֲཚದسயΖآڕ٨ࣔঞᖕ ءF ຝ։Δီࠃࡳٙ࿇سፖܡΔֹۖႊ֭זב
।ֲٌ࣐৵Ꮭଖऱٚ۶ጩ८ᠰΕึַ၄הࠡࢨش८ᠰΖ!

G/!

եឫࠃٙ!

2/!

ڶڕՀ٨ൣउΰ۩ءطᒔࡳαΔܛ᥆࿇سեឫࠃٙΚ!
!
)b*! ࡳຄኞऱႪ։ګԫጟאՂऱຄኞႪΰᠨ
ᠨૹႪαΙ!
!
)c*! ࿇سԫᄎࠃחٙຄኞࠃڇٙຄኞऄጥᝤྤऄຘመክൄऄ৳ຜ᠏ངॺࠃٙຄኞऱٚ۶ࠃٙΰԫ
ԫլױ᠏ངαΙ!
!
)d*! ࿇سԫᄎ)חj*ॺࠃٙຄኞྤऄࠃطٙຄኞऄጥᝤփٌࠃ۟בٙຄኞऄጥᝤ؆Ιࢨ)jj*ࠃٙຄኞऄጥᝤփຝᔁؾհ
ၴऱࠃٙຄኞྤऄٌྤࢨבऄٌבղࠃٙຄኞऄጥᝤॺࡺاԫֱऱٚ۶ࠃٙΰԫ
ԫլױ᠏ᨃαΙ!
!
)e*! ਙࢌጥᅝݝ௫֗ଗ၊ཱིႈࢨᖜঅऱٚ۶ࣂࢽࢨ႘೭ऱሔપΕሔપࠃٙࢨࠡהᣊࠃۿٙΰྤᓵڕ۶༴૪αΔץਔ)j*آ౨ݙ٤֗ழ
ᝫཱིΰֹႊᄎٚ۶ᔞشᐈૻཚαΙ)jj*բ܉ཚᚍבΕೖቅΕ܍ΕཚΕપࢨૹᄅૠቤΙࢨ)jjj*ଥૡࢨޏޓٚ۶ڶᣂࣂ
ࢽΕ႘೭ࢨᖜঅऱයཱི֗යٙΔۖآᆖࢬڶᇠ႘೭ڶԳऱٵრΔٺڇൣउՀΔྤᓵᇠਙࢌጥᅝݝਢࢨܡਐጠᦞ
ࢨߪٝΰਙ
ਙࢌጥᅝݝሔપαΙ!
!
)f*! ྤऄسڇயֲཚΰࢨڇլٵൣउՀΔઌᣂᏝࠐᄭ࣍إൄൣउՀֆس܉யֲཚऱႪऱֲཚαࢨࠡڇהᒔᎁխ༉ۖڼਐࣔऱֲ
ੌ೯ࢤլߩسயֲཚα࠷ԫࡲٌ࣐ࢨࡲڍᄐՂٽऱٌ࣐ऱ່܅८ᠰጩႪऱᒔࡳᏝΰੌ
ੌ೯ࢤլߩαΙ!
!
ཚΰੌ
)g*!
! լױ᠏ངЯլױ᠏ᨃਐԫլױ᠏ངΕܑլױ᠏ངΕԫլױ᠏ᨃܑ֗լױ᠏ᨃΙ!
!
)h*! ࣍ࠃٙຄኞऄጥᝤ࿇ٌ࣐سૡપֱࢬྤऄ൳ࠫ)j*חૡપֱྤऄᐌ۩ᇠٌ࣐ႈՀऱຂٚΙ֗)jj*ഗءՂྤऄᐌ۩ፖᇠٌ࣐ႈ
ൣउ࿇ૹسՕ᧢೯αΰ)b*۟)g*֗)i*۟)m*ऱեឫࠃٙࢬ٨ࣔृೈ؆αΙ!
!
Հᇠૡપֱऱຂٚᣊۿऱຂٚऱٚ۶ࠃٙΰൣ
)i*! ࠃٙຄኞऄጥᝤऱٚ۶ጥᅝאݝٚ۶ᐛگΕךֆΕᐛشΕូگഏ۩הࠡࢨڶ೯ଷኆԫֱΰࢨࠡᜤ᥆ԳՓα࣍ࠃٙຄኞऄ
ូگഏڶαΙ!!
ጥᝤऱ٤ຝᇷขࢨՕຝ։ᇷขΰگ
)j*!
! ૡપֱܑࠃٙਐܑլױ᠏ངܑ֗լױ᠏ᨃեឫΙ!
!
)k*! Ⴊΰᖕᒔᎁ᠖ࡳαፖ్ڻႪΰᖕᒔᎁ᠖ࡳαլٵΔࠟृऱᠰ۟֟ᒔᎁխ٨ࣔऱᏝૹۍ։ֺΰᏝ
Ꮭ
ૹࢤαΙ!
!
)l*! ྤऄ࣍سயֲཚΰࢨڇլٵൣउՀΔઌᣂᏝࠐᄭ࣍إൄൣउՀֆس܉யֲཚऱႪऱֲཚα࠷ጩႪΰᏝ
ᏝࠐᄭեឫαΙ
ྤᓵᒔᎁਢܡ٨ࣔΔᏝࠐᄭեឫലᚨ࣍شլٌ࣐בٌױΙ!!
)m*! ࿇חسԫֱΰࢨڶᣂᣊܑαྤऄ࣍ࠃٙຄኞऄጥᝤലࠃٙຄኞऱ່܅८ᠰ᠏ངॺࠃٙຄኞऱٚ۶ࠃٙΰ
ܑլױ᠏ངαΔ
൫ొጰڂᇠԫֱΰࢨڶᣂᣊܑαآ౨ᙅࠃښٙຄኞऄጥᝤऱٚ۶ऄ৳ࢨऄۖᖄીृೈ؆Δ൫ᇠႈऄ৳ࢨऄֲٌ࣐࣍ཚ৵
ਜ۩֗ᇠԫֱΰࢨڶᣂᣊܑαࠡڂլױ൳ࠫࠃٙۖྤऄᙅښᇠႈऄ৳ࢨऄΔঞᅝܑᓵΙ!
!
)n*! ࿇חسԫֱΰࢨڶᣂᣊܑαྤऄנ܂ԫլױ᠏ᨃร)j*ࢨ)jj*ႈࢬ૪ऱٌבऱٚ۶ࠃٙΰ
ܑլױ᠏ᨃαΔ൫ొጰڂᇠԫֱΰࢨ
ڶᣂᣊܑαآ౨ᙅࠃښٙຄኞऄጥᝤऱٚ۶ऄ৳ࢨऄۖᖄીृೈ؆Δ൫ᇠႈऄ৳ࢨऄֲٌ࣐࣍ཚ৵ਜ۩֗ᇠԫֱΰࢨڶ
ᣂᣊܑαࠡڂլױ൳ࠫࠃٙۖྤऄᙅښᇠႈऄ৳ࢨऄΔঞᅝܑᓵΖ!!
ࠃٙຄኞᒔᎁ٨ࣔࠃٙຄኞऱຄኞΔۖ༉լߢٌ࣐ۖבٌױΔآڕ٨ࣔᇠຄኞΔঞەຄኞΖ!
ࠃٙຄኞऄጥᝤਐࠃאٙຄኞऄࡳຄኞऱഏ୮Ζ!
ॺࠃٙຄኞਐᒔᎁ٨ࣔॺࠃٙຄኞऱઌᣂຄኞኙխऱຄኞΖ!
່܅८ᠰΔآڕ٨ࣔΔ༉ੌ೯ࢤլߩۖߢΔਐەຄኞټᆠ८ᠰΔۖ༉ܑլױ᠏ངۖߢΔਐઌᅝ࣍ 2!ભցऱࠃٙຄኞΖ!
!
!
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3/!

৵࣠!
ڶ࣍ڕᣂ؆Ⴊٌ࣐ࢨຄኞཚᦞٌ࣐ऱسயֲཚΕੌ೯ࢤլߩسயֲཚࢨጩֲཚ࿇سեឫࠃٙΔঞڇױ۩ءటᇨەچᐞԫ֊ઌᣂᇷற৵
ᙈΕ᠖ࡳࢨᓳᖞسயֲཚΕጩֲཚࢨጩႪΔࢨᚨشٚ۶ࠐᄭΕֱऄࢨഗᄷאጩٌ࣐ΔץਔΚ!
)b*! ࢬ۩ءא᠖ࡳऱٚ۶ຄኞΕ८ᠰֲ֗ཚጩٌ࣐Ι!
)c*! ࣍堚۩ء႘೭ழΔڇױᔞشऄ৳୲ऱൣउՀΔലࠡࢨ۩ءᜤ᥆ԳՓ༉ڃگ८ᠰઌ࣍ࠃٙຄኞ८ᠰऱូگഏڶᇷขٻٚ۶ਙ
ᚍα᠏ᨃղ܃Δࢨૉऄ৳լ୲ᇠႈ᠏ᨃΔঞലᚍऱኔ墿ᦞ墿᠏ᨃղ܃Ι!
ࢌጥᅝנ༼ݝऱڤإᚍΰ
)d*! ܃ޣലᄎ࣍ጩֲཚലᚨ֭בऱٚ۶८ᠰΔאಜጥڤݮᢆԵ۩ءऱԫଡॵஒᔁ֪Δ܂شᚍ܃בऱຂٚΙ֗Яࢨ!
)e*! ᖕءයཱི֗යٙร 8!යΰ༼ַึڰαึַٌ࣐Δྫڕբ࿇سሔપࠃٙΔᇠࡲٌ࣐ഄԫ࠹ᐙऱٌ࣐Δַึຄኞॺࠃٙຄ
ኞΖ!
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ॵᙕ 3!
၆८᥆ٌ࣐!
˔ˁʳ

ຏঞʳ

ࢬڶຄऱ၆८᥆ٌ࣐0অᢞ८၆८᥆ٌ࣐ΰ۞ٺԫႈψ၆
၆८᥆ٌ࣐ωαႊאᒔᎁխૡࣔऱڶᣂຄኞૠଖΔࠀאጩຄኞ८ጩΖ၆८᥆Ꮭ
ਊޢۯഗᄷאᒔᎁխૡࣔऱڶᣂຄኞᏝΖڇٚ۶ൣउՀΔٚ۶၆८᥆ٌ࣐ᄗլᄎٌگ၆८᥆ኔຄΖ!
၆८᥆ٌ࣐ലֲٌ࣐࣍ཚૡ࣍֗مጩֲཚጩΖ!
ࢬڶ၆८᥆ٌ࣐ႊ࠹ءයཱི֗යٙॵٙ D ຝ։ร 3/5 යΰᠰጩαΕءයཱི֗යٙॵٙ C ຝ։ΰ؆Ⴊ֗၆८᥆0অᢞ८؆Ⴊ֗၆८᥆ٌ࣐α֗
ॵᙕ 2ΰ؆Ⴊ0অᢞ८؆Ⴊٌ࣐֗ຄኞཚᦞαC ຝ։ΰ؆Ⴊٌ࣐αऱය֮ૻΰᣂ࣍ኔຄٌگऱය֮ೈ؆αΔྫڕ၆८᥆᥆࣍ԫጟຄኞΰܛભցαΖ
ॵᙕ 2ΰ؆Ⴊ0অᢞ८؆Ⴊٌ࣐֗ຄኞཚᦞαխ༼૪ऱψႪωਐەᏝΕψຄႪωਐຄەᏝΔࠀؘהࠡנ܂ऱޏ೯Ζ!
ױ۩ءլழ᠖ࡳ၆८᥆ٌ࣐ऱ່܅ᑇၦ֗ᏺףᑇၦΕאױၞ۩၆८᥆ٌ࣐ऱழΕࠎױᙇᖗऱٌ࣐ڣཚΔ֗אٚ۶ࠡהፖ၆८᥆ٌ࣐ڶᣂऱࠃࡵΖ!
۩ءലᄎ᠖ࡳᔞشऱܓΔࠀሉ٨࣍Հԫଡᛜᄐֲ࿇נऱֲޢΖ!
ᤩᆠΚ!
ٽપᏝ!

࠰ࡳط၇ֱ༉၆८᥆ٻᔄֱ֭בऱޢۯᏝΖ!

ཉ၆८᥆ؑ!

ཉ८Ꭼؑ࠰ᄎΰMpoepo!Cvmmjpo!Nbslfu!BttpdjbujpoαΕཉሬ☕ؑΰMpoepo!Qmbujovn!boe!Qbmmbejvn!
Nbslfuαࢨլழवᄎ܃ऱࠡ࠰הᄎΰီൣउۖࡳαऱګၞ۩၆८᥆၇ᔄᏝ೯ऱཉؑΖ!

၆८᥆!

۩ءլழवᄎ܃ऱ၆८᥆Ζ!

Ꮭࠐᄭ!

ሉࢨڶܫઌᣂەᏝऱעढΰࢨࠡהࠐەᄭΔץਔཉ၆८᥆ؑαΖ!

ەᏝ!

࣍ઌᣂᒔᎁխૡࣔऱᏝΖ!

ጩຄኞ!

࣍ઌᣂᒔᎁխૡࣔऱຄኞΖ!

ጩֲཚ!

ึֲַཚ৵ऱรԲଡᛜᄐֲΖ!

ึֲַཚ!

၆८᥆ٌ࣐ึַऱֲཚΖ!

ֲٌ࣐ཚ!

࣍ᒔᎁխૡࣔऱֲཚΔܛᠨֱૡمઌᣂٌ࣐ऱֲཚΖ!

!ۯ

࣍ઌᣂᒔᎁխૡࣔऱ၇ᔄۯΖ!

ೈॺࡳڶΔܡঞڶᣂဲნࠠڶઌᣂᒔᎁխᓿղऱොᆠΖ!
!
ೈॺڶૡࣔΔ༉ٚ۶ૠጩۖߢΔ)b*ଣࠀྤૡࣔψႛપᖞཱིבωΔঞΚ)j*ڶᣂૠጩխࢬࢬࢨشऱࢬۍڶ։݁ᄎપᖞΰڶڕᏁα۟ۍ։រऱ
່൷२ଡ՛ᑇۯΰۍ։រऱรնଡ՛ᑇۯၞ۩ඍնԵαΔۖ)jj*ڶᣂૠጩխࢬऱࢬڶભց८ᠰലᄎપᖞ່۟൷२ऱۯטΰטתඍնԵαΙ
֗)c*ଣૡࣔψႛપᖞཱིבωΔঞڶᏝփ८ᠰપᖞ່۟൷२ऱۯטΰטתඍնԵαΖ!
!
C/!

ؑեឫ!

ڶڕՀ٨ൣउΰ۩ءطᒔࡳαΔܛ᥆࿇ؑسեឫࠃٙΚ!
)b*!!Ꮭࠐᄭΰڶڕαྤऄࢨ܉ֆ܉ઌᣂەᏝΰࢨ᠖ࡳઌᣂەᏝழؘႊᛧऱᇷறαΔࢨृᏝࠐᄭึַࢨᑉழࢤࢨةՆࢤྤ
ऄ༼ࠎᇷறΙ!
)c*! ཉ၆८᥆ؑऱ၆८᥆ऱٌ࣐ᑉೖࢨ࠹ૻࠫΔۖ۩ءᎁڶᣂᑉೖࢨૻࠫ᥆ૹՕࢤᔆΙࢨ!
)d*! ၆८᥆ऱٌ࣐؈Δࢨ၆८᥆؈Ζ!
!
ઌᣂᒔᎁխױ౨༉၆८᥆ٌ࣐ૡࣔᠰ؆ؑեឫࠃٙΖ!
۩ءڕᒔࡳٌ࣐࣍ऱึֲַཚࢨհছ࿇ؑڇژࢨسեឫࠃٙࢨᠰ؆ؑեឫࠃٙΔঞאױ۩ءΚ!
!
)b*! ܃ޣല۩ء᠖ࡳ࣍܃ጩֲཚᚨ֭בऱٚ۶८ᠰΔאಜጥڤݮᢆԵ۩ءऱԫଡॵஒᔁ֪Δ܂شᚍ܃בऱຂٚΙ֗Яࢨ!
)c*! ᖕءයཱི֗යٙॵٙ D ຝ։ร 7 යΰ༼ַึڰαึַࢬ௫ऱٌ࣐Δྫڕբ࿇سሔપࠃٙΔۖᇠࡲٌ࣐ഄԫ࠹ᐙऱٌ࣐Ζ!
D/!

ᠰ؆࿔ႈ!

ଣ၆८᥆ٌ࣐Ꮑᢆٚ۶ၴ൷࿔ႈΔ܃Ꮑב֭۩ءٻΰॵֶ࣍ף۩ءऱٚ۶ཱིႈࠀֶ֭࣍ב۩ءऱٚ۶ཱིႈऱٵԫழၴנ܂αઌ࣍ᇠၴ൷࿔
ႈऱ८ᠰΖ!
!
ψၴ
ၴ൷࿔ႈωਐٚ۶ຄढ֗ࣚ೭࿔Ε၄࿔Εᏺଖ࿔ࢨٚ۶ᣊࢤۿᔆऱ࿔ႈΖ!
ʳ
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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ॵٙ 6Κຄኞ㾣
ຄኞ㾣ٽપ
㾣ٽપ!
ٽપ
ᓮาᔹΔܑਢՀ֮ 4 ֗ 8Ζ!
2/!

ڶ܃ڕრދᇷ࣍ԫႈאഗءຄኞፖԫጟຄኞ㾣)ψ㾣ຄኞ
㾣ຄኞω*!
!ٽપΔ܃ലᄎ۩ءشܓऱ।༼ٌਐחΖਐחլױڃΖຄኞ㾣ٽ
㾣ຄኞ
ٽપ
પലᄎ௫່֗ދ܅ᇷ८ᠰΕഗ࣍ࢬ۩ء൷ऱԫጟ㾣ຄኞΔࠀฤ۩ءٽլழࡳऱࠡהࡳΖ!!

3/!

ڇױ۩ء൷ᛧ܃ऱਐחழΔਊᚵژԵऱ٤ᑇދᇷ८ᠰΔઌᚨଯ܃ᔁ֪փऱ८ᠰΖࡳެױ۩ءਢܡ൷ਐחΖ۩ءڕլ൷ਐחΔ۩ء
ലຏव܃ڇ࣋ᤩ֗܃ᔁ֪փଯऱཱིژΖ!

4/!

ᇠٽપऱයཱིല۩ءڕᒔᎁࢬ٨נΖٚ۶ࠡהႪ֗ᇷறԯ༼ࠎ܂ەհشΔࠀྤપޔԺΖೈࡳ࠰ڶ؆ΔٽપڇױଉཽಯڃΖ!

5/!

ܓஒലᄎ༉ٽપء८८ᠰΔ۞ψسயֲωದ۟ψࠩཚֲωַีૠΔࠀല۩ءطਊڇᒔᎁխࢬਐࣔऱܓૠጩΖ!!

6/!

ٽપຑܓࡳ࠰ٵஒലਊᅃᒔᎁऱයཱིΔאഗءຄኞࢨא㾣ຄኞऱ८ᠰ֭בΖ!!

7/!

ψႪωല۩ءطڇەψ᠖ࡳֲωऱႪ᠖ࡳΖ᠖ࡳֲڕ᥆ॺᛜᄐֲࢨਣཚքΔঞᇠֲല۩ءؑەክࠏࢬެࡳऱֲࠡהཚΖ!

8/!

ೈٵ۩ءრ؆Δլ࣍ࠩཚছึַٽપΖ۩ءڕࠩཚছึַٽપΔױ۩ءൕދᇷٽપऱ८ᠰࢬ۩ءط࠷ڬ᠖ࡳऱ८ᠰΔאᚦᇖץਔึ
ַΕኙ㢿֗ႃᇷ၄شऱჾ֗ၲ֭Ζಯڃ܃ऱཱིႈױ౨֟࣍ދᇷ࣍ٽપऱء८८ᠰΖ!

9/!

යཱིࠠڇڶᒔᎁխࢬᓿղऱොᆠΖ!

!
ॵٙ 7Κ႓८ૠቤᔁ֪!
႓८ૠቤᔁ֪!
ᓮגาᔹᦰΔ֠ࠡਢՀ֮ร 4Ε5Ε6 ֗ 8 යΖ!
2/!
2/!

ᤩᆠ!
ᤩᆠ!

2/2!

࣍ॵءٙփΔೈॺ֮რࢬڶਐΚ!
ψٽપωਐਊ۩ءፖױ܃౨࠰ࡳऱයཱི၇ᔄ႓८ऱٽપΖ!
ψ႓८ωਐ᥆࣍۩ءլழૡࡳհऱ႓८Ζ!
ψ႓८ૠቤᔁ֪ωਐ܃ၲ࣍۩ءऱྤܓஒᔁ֪Δۖᇠᔁ֪ലಖᙕ܃ᖕٽપ၇ᔄऱ႓८ᑇၦΖ!
ࠟᣊ႓८ૠቤᔁ֪ጠΚ.!
႓८ૠቤ!Ϋ!ཽאցૠଖऱᔁ֪Δਐࡳཽא܂شցၞ۩ऱٌ࣐Ι֗!
Գاኞ႓८ૠቤ!Ϋ!אԳاኞૠଖऱᔁ֪Δਐࡳא܂شԳاኞၞ۩ऱٌ࣐Ζ!
٥ࠟߢۖٵଡᔁ֪ᄎጠψ႓८ૠቤᔁ֪ωۖޢଡᔁ֪ۖߢٍጠψ႓८ૠቤᔁ֪ωΖ!

2/3!

س܍ጊംΔՅ۩ءڇऱψጵٽයཱི֗යٙ!.!ދᇷขω༼૪ऱᢞࠦץਔ႓८Ζ!

3/!
3/!

ٽપ!
ٽપ!

3/2!

ױ܃լழ۩ءޣፖ܃ૡٽمપΔ៶۩ءٻ࿇נਐګݙאق၇ᔄ႓८Ζױ۩ءΰྤ܀ᆠ೭α൷࠹܃ऱ၇Ե႓८ਐقΖ۩ءڇጵٽයཱི
֗යٙ!.!ދᇷขऱයཱི֗යٙऱૻՀΔ۩ءലਊ۩ء༉ࣚء೭ᅝழࢬऱ႓८ഇᏝ܃ٻ၇Ե܃ڇऱ႓८ૠቤᔁ֪փऱ႓८Ζࢬ
ڶ၇ᔄᏝਢཽאኞ֗ԳاኞຄኞۯΖ۩ءڕ൷܃ऱਐقΔٽપයཱི֗යٙല۩ءڕ࿇נऱᒔᎁࢬሉΖࢬٽڶપ݁࠹ॵءٙ
ૻΖ!

3/3!

၇ᔄ႓८ऱᏝ۩ءطᅃچءཉ८ऱᏝΕሽႪ؆ኞຄႪ֗۩ءऱܓᑮֺ!)ᇠֺլ၌ማ 2&ऱ၇Ե֗ᔄנᏝ*Ζ࣍۩ء࿇נ
ᒔᎁছࢬऱٚ۶ᏝႛࠎەΔኙྤࠀ۩ءપޔԺΖٺٝٽપऱᏝ֗ࠡהයཱིڕઌᣂᒔᎁࢬሉΖ!

3/4!

ױ۩ءլழࡳ႓८ऱ່܅ۯΕٽપऱ່܅८ᠰ֗ࠡהයཱིΖױ۩ءլழޏޓૡٽمપऱٌ࣐ழၴΖ܃ऱਐقႛ࣍۩ءլழवᄎ܃ऱ
ழၴփၞ۩Ζڶᣂழၴ৵ࠩگऱਐقലီ࣍۩ءՀԫଡᛜᄐֲ࿇נΖ!

3/5!

ೈॺ܃ڇऱਐࡳᔁ֪փբ܃ࢨڶբߩࠎ༼۩ءٻ۩ജऱբ堚ጩᇷ८Δٽב֭אપ٤ຝཱིႈຑڶࢬٵઌᣂ၄شΕگ၄֗ၲ֭Δܡঞױ۩ء
ࢴ൷ࢨ၇႓८ٽપऱਐقΖ࿇נਐق৵Δ܃լᚨאઌᣂᔁ֪ၞ۩ٚ۶၇ᔄΔ܍אᔁ֪塒྇֟۟ࢬ࣍܅Ꮑऱ٤ຝཱིႈऱֽ
ؓΖ!

3/6!

ڇڕٚ۶ழၴΔ܃ऱਐࡳᔁ֪ऱॾشױ၊塒ࠀլߩജΔױ۩ءΰྤ܀ᆠ೭αൕ۩ءڇ܃ऱࠡהᔁ֪ڬೈ܃ᚨ֭בऱཱིႈࢨࠡٚ۶ຝ
։Ζױ۩ءਊ۩ءऱ۩Ⴊ܋ངٚ۶ຄኞԫጟຄኞΖ!

3/7!

࠷گ۩ءጩԵ႓८ٽપࢬᏁऱ٤ຝཱིႈຑڶࢬٵઌᣂ၄شΕگ၄֗ၲ֭৵Δٽપࡸآַึ۩ءΰࠏ܃ڂڕऱਐࡳᔁ֪ᇷ८լ
ߩαΔ۩ءലᄎ܃ނᖕᇠٽપԵऱ႓८ᑇၦಖԵ܃ऱ႓८ૠቤᔁ֪փΖ!

3/8!

ೈॺ܃ऱ႓८ૠቤᔁ֪ߩڶജ႓८ᑇၦאጩٽપऱ٤ຝཱིႈΔܡঞࢴױ۩ء൷ࢨנഇ႓८ٽપऱਐقΖ!

3/9!

ڬ࣍۩ءೈࢬڶઌᣂ၄شΕگ၄֗ၲ֭৵Δ۩ءലᄎ܃ނᖕٽપנഇऱٺጟᑇၦऱ႓८ऱࢬཱིႈಖԵ܃ऱਐࡳᔁ֪փΖ!

3/:!

ଣૉ۩ءᙇᖗאᠰጩ܃֗۩ءᖕٽપ࣍ٚ۶ֲཚऱཱིבᆠ೭Δঞޢԫֱऱཱིבᆠ೭࣍ᇠֲለՕཱིבᆠ೭ऱԫֱ֭בᚨٽבૠ८ᠰ
ழലᐌ۩֗ᛧᇞೈΖ!

4/!
4/!

ٌ!ב
ٌ!ב

4/2!

ڇ۩ءٚ۶ൣउՀլᄎבٌ܃ٻٚ۶ኔढ႓८Δٍլᄎ܃ऱᔁ֪ڶٚ۶ኔढ႓८Ζ႓८ૠቤᔁ֪փ႓८ऱ։ႛټᆠՂऱΔ܃ኙ
ٚ۶ኔढ႓८ࠀྤٚ۶ᦞܓΔڇᦞڶ܀ጩנഇ႓८ऱઌᣂٽપழΔ܃ڇऱ႓८ૠቤᔁ֪խ࠷گ႓८ࢬཱིႈΖ!

4/3!

܃լבٌ۩ءٻױٚ۶ኔढ႓८אጩ܃ऱٚ۶נഇٌ࣐Ζ!

4/4!

ڂٚ۶܃ַึۖطऱ႓८ૠቤᔁ֪ழΔ܃ലؘႊਊ۩ء༉ࣚء೭ᅝழࢬऱ႓८ഇᏝנ۩ءٻഇ܃ڇऱ႓८ૠቤᔁ֪փऱ႓
८Ζऺڇ۩ءᇨ۩ࠃ֗ٽᄐֱڤൣउՀΔױղ܃լ֟࣍ 41 ֲऱࠃ٣૿ຏव৵ึַ႓८ૠቤᔁ֪Ζ!

5/!

ᚦᚍঅᢞ֗ຂٚऱૻࠫ!

5/2!

܃ႊ۩ءٻ༉ᖕॵءٙၞ۩ऱٚ۶ٌ࣐ऴ൷ࢨၴ൷אٚ۶ֱڤขسऱࢬ္ڶΕعΕऄ৳ຂٚΕჾ؈Εٽ၄֗شၲ֭༼ࠎᚦᚍΖ!
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5/3!

༉ᖕॵءٙၞ۩ऱٚ۶ٌ࣐אٚ۶ֱڤขࢨسፖࠡڶᣂհٚ۶ࢤᔆհٚ۶ჾ؈Ε၄عࢨشΔࢨآڂ౨ࢨᙈച۩ٚ۶ਐقΕٚ۶ຏಛ
ߓอਚᎽࢨ؈ᨋࢨٚ۶ྤ۩ءऄ൳ࠫࢨቃறऱطΔྤ۩ءႊΰڶڇง࢙ࢨਚრ؈ᅝ۩ऱൣउՀαՂऄ৳ຂٚΖ!

5/4!

س܍ጊംΔॵءٙร 5 ය۩ءऱψጵٽයཱི֗යٙ!Ω!Ꭼ۩ࣚ೭ωร 21 යΰ۩ءຂٚऱૻࠫα֗ร 22 යΰ܃ऱᚦᚍঅᢞαऱᏺᇖΖ!

6/!
6/!

ࣂᔭ!
ࣂᔭ!

!

!ࢨࠓٽᦞڶ۩ءጵٽٚ۶ױಖԵ܃ऱ႓८ૠቤᔁ֪ऱ塒Δࣂאᔭֶ܃Հ۩ءऱٚ۶႘೭Ζ۩ءೈኙٚ۶ఎᆜᦞࢨᣊܓᦞڶࠆױܓᦞۿ
؆Δױ۩ءլ܃ٻ࿇ࠃנ٣ຏवۖᙟழࠌױشಖԵ܃ऱ႓८ૠቤᔁ֪ऱ႓८Ꮭଖΰ۩ءط۩ءە༉ࣚء೭ᅝழࢬऱ႓८ഇᏝۖ
᠖ࡳαΔאᇞೈֶ܃Հ۩ءऱٚ۶႘ΰլᓵ᥆ኔᎾࢨࢨྥࢤᔆΕࢨൕ᥆ΕലࠐऱࢨڶऱΕᗑࢨᜤהࠡٵΕࠩཚࢨࠩآཚऱαΖ
ڇᇠൣउՀΔ܃ڇऱ႓८ૠቤᔁ֪փਊ۩ء༉ࣚء೭ᅝழࢬऱ႓८ഇᏝנഇࢬࢨڶຝ։႓८ऱԫٝࢨאՂऱٽપലီ܂բݔၞ
۩Ζآ܃ڕ౨֭בٚ۶ᚨཱིבႈΔঞ۩ءৰױ౨۩ࠌءڇ۩ءයऱᦞܓΖ!

7/!
7/!

֗ᒔᎁ!
֗ᒔᎁ!

7/2!

۩ء༉բૡمऱޢԫٝٽપല܃ٻ࿇נᒔᎁΖ!

7/3!

۩ء༉܃ऱ႓८ૠቤᔁ֪ല܃ٻ࿇ִנΖྥۖΔڕᔞشऄࠏΕࠏࢨ۩ښঞࠀྤࡳΔࠏ۞ڕՂԫ്ֲִཚࠐאΔ܃ڇऱ
႓८ૠቤᔁ֪փࠀྤ႓८ࢨࠀྤٚ۶ٌ࣐Δঞ۩ءലլᄎ࿇ִנΖ!

7/4!

ᒔᎁִ֗ലאၡബΕሽၡٙࢨࡳެ۩ءऱࠡ܃ٻڤֱה࿇נΖ!

7/5!

ױ۩ءଥૡٚ۶ִࢨᒔᎁΔإޓאٚ۶լᅝࢨᙑᎄऱᇷறΖ!

8/!
8/!

ؓପ
ؓପጩ!

8/2!

࣍ڕٚ۶ழၴΔ༉۩ءጵٽයཱི֗යٙ!.!ދᇷขร :/9 යΰ༼ַึڰαբ࿇֗سᥛ࿇سሔપࠃٙΔױ۩ءૡمԫٝࢨאՂऱٽપא
נഇ܃ऱ႓८ૠቤᔁ֪փऱࢬࢨڶٚ۶႓८Δ֗Яࢨ܃ޔऱٚ۶ࡸآച۩ऱ၇႓८ٽપΔۖٺڇൣउՀΔ݁ਊ۩ء༉ࣚء೭ᅝ
ழࢬऱ႓८ഇᏝၞ۩Δۖࢬཱིႈΰڬೈࢬڶڶᣂၲ֭৵αലਊ۩ءᎁᔞᅝऱ࣍شڤֱࢨݧڻᚍᝫֶ܃Հࢨᚨבऱٚ۶ཱིႈΖ܃ႊ
ܛمᚨב֭۩ءٻޣٚ۶լߩհᑇΖ!

8/3!

ΰڶڇง࢙ࢨਚრ؈ຂऱൣउՀαྤ۩ءႊ༉ᖕร 8/2 යආ࠷ࢨլආ࠷ٚ۶۩೯ࢬᖄીऱٚ۶ჾ؈ࢨၲ֭܃ٻՂຂٚΔᇠ۩೯ץ
ਔ!
)b*! آ౨ܛمૡمٚ۶ٽપΙࢨ!
)c*! ਊኙ܃լܓऱᏝૡمٚ۶ٽપΖ!
ᆖڬೈࢬڶ၄֗شၲ֭৵Δᇠٽપࢬขسऱٚ۶ܓᑮࢨჾ؈ΰီൣउۖࡳαല܃۞۩ءطऱᔁ֪ڬೈࢨಖԵ܃ऱᔁ֪Ζ!

9/!
9/!

ࠡࠃהႈ!
ࠡࠃהႈ!

9/2!

܃অᢞ܃ലאᅝࠃԳऱߪ։ۖࠀॺٚ۶ࠡהԳՓऱ࠹ಜԳࢨזԳૡޢمٝٽપΖ!

9/3!

܃ຂؘႊڶٻᣂᅝݝΰլᓵਢਙࢌࢨࠡהαᎠٌऱڶᣂٚ۶ٽપऱࢬژڶᚾΕ࿔।֗ܫΔב֭֗אٚ۶ٽપࢬขسऱࢨڶᣂٚ۶ٽ
પऱࢬڶ࿔ཱིΕᣂ࿔Εٌ࣐ᐛ၄ࢨ࿔၄Εࢨٚ۶႘ࢨཱིבΖ!

9/4!

܃ٻ۩ء࿇ ֟۟נ41 ֲࠃ٣ຏव৵Δױᙟழॵءޏޓٙ֗ٚ۶ᔞش၄گࢨش၄Ζ!

!
၆८᥆ૠቤᔁ֪ʳ
ॵٙ 8Κ၆८᥆ૠቤᔁ֪
˄ˁʳ
˄ˁʳ

ᤩᆠʳ

ʳ˄ˁ˄ʳ

࣍ॵءٙփΔೈॺ֮რࢬڶਐΚʳ
ψᛜᄐֲωਐଉཽᄐᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱֲΰլץਔਣཚք֗ਣཚֲαΖʳ
ψᒔᎁωਐ۩ء༉ٽપ࿇נऱ૿ᒔᎁΔᒔᎁڼ༉ᇠٽપ࠰ࡳऱයཱིΖʳ
ψٽપωਐਊ۩ءፖࡳ࠰܃ऱයཱི၇ᔄ၆८᥆ऱٽપΖʳ
ψ၆८᥆ωਐ᥆࣍ઌᣂᒔᎁխૡࡳऱऱػᎬΕሬ८Ε☕८ࢨᇠࠡה၆८᥆ΰ܀լץਔ႓८αΖʳ
ψ၆८᥆ૠቤᔁ֪ωਐ۩ء࣍܃ၲऱॺૠஒᔁ֪Δۖᇠᔁ֪ലಖᙕ܃ᖕٽપ၇ᔄऱ၆८᥆ᑇၦΖʳ

˄ˁ˅ʳ

س܍ጊംΔʳ
ʻ˴ʼʳ

ॵٙዌ۩ءګऱጵٽයཱི֗යٙʳΩʳދᇷขऱԫຝ։Ι֗ʳ

ʻ˵ʼʳ

Յ۩ءڇऱጵٽයཱི֗යٙʳΩʳދᇷข༼૪ऱᢞࠦץਔ၆८᥆Ζʳ

˄ˁˆʳʳ
ˁˆʳʳ

ʳᓮาᔹᦰ
ᓮาᔹᦰءයཱི֗යٙΔ
ᓮาᔹ
ءයཱི֗යٙΔ֠ࠡਢॵءٙՀ֮ร ˆΕˇΕˈ ֗ ˊ යΖʳ

˅ˁʳ
˅ˁʳ

ٽપʳ
ٽપʳ

ʳ˅ˁ˄ʳ

ױ܃լழ۩ءޣፖ܃ૡٽمપΔ៶۩ءٻ࿇נਐګݙאق၇ᔄ၆८᥆Ζױ۩ءΰྤ܀ᆠ೭α൷܃ऱ၇ᔄ၆८᥆ਐقΖ۩ءڕ൷
܃ऱਐقΔءයཱི֗යٙΔຑ۩ءٵല࿇נऱᒔᎁሉ٨ऱයཱི֗යٙዌ܃ګፖ۩ء༉ٽપૡمऱ٤ຝ࠰ᤜΖڶᣂٽપऱᒔᎁױૡࣔ
ଥૡΕࢨ֗ޏޓᇖءךයཱི֗යٙऱࠡהයཱི֗යٙΔ൫ڼڕאૡࣔृࢨፖءයཱི֗යٙࣂڶᤛृૻΖʳ

˅ˁ˅ʳ

၇ᔄ၆८᥆ऱᏝ۩ءطᅃەᇷขऱᏝΕሽႪ؆ኞຄႪΕ۩ءऱܓᑮΰᇠֺլ၌ማ၇Ե֗ᔄנᏝऱ ˄ʸα֗ਊࠡటᇨ֗
ᄐՂٽऱֱڤᎁᔞᅝऱࠡؑהైڂᏝΖ࣍۩ء࿇נᒔᎁছࢬऱٚ۶ᏝႛࠎەΔኙྤࠀ۩ءપޔԺΖٺٝٽપऱᏝ֗
ࠡהයཱིሉ࣍ઌᣂᒔᎁփΖʳ

˅ˁˆʳ

ױ۩ءլழࡳ၆८᥆ऱ່܅ۯΕٽપऱ່܅८ᠰ֗ࠡהයཱིΖױ۩ءլழޏޓૡٽمપऱٌ࣐ழၴΖ܃ऱਐقႛ۩ء࣍ױլழवᄎ
܃ऱழၴփၞ۩Ζڶᣂຏवழၴ৵ࠩگऱਐقലီ࣍Հԫଡᛜᄐֲ࿇נΖʳ

ʳ˅ˁˇʳ

ೈॺ܃ڇऱਐࡳᔁ֪փբߩڶജऱբ堚ጩᇷ८ࢨ܃բߩࠎ༼۩ءٻ۩ജऱբ堚ጩᇷ८Δٽב֭אપ٤ຝཱིႈΔຑڶࢬٵઌᣂ၄شΕگ၄
֗ၲ֭Δܡঞࢴױ۩ء൷ࢨ၇၆८᥆ٽપऱਐقΖ۩ءٻڇ࿇נਐق৵Δ܃լᚨאٚ۶܃ڇڤݮਐࡳऱᔁ֪ၞ۩ٚ۶၇ᔄΔ
܃܍אऱਐࡳᔁ֪փऱᔁ֪塒྇֟۟࣍܅ጩٽપࢬᏁऱ٤ຝཱིႈऱֽؓΖʳ
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ʳ˅ˁˈʳ

ڇڕٚ۶ழၴΔ܃ऱਐࡳᔁ֪փױ೯ॾش၊塒ࠀլߩאᇞೈٽ࣍܃પՀऱᆠ೭Δױ۩ءΰྤ܀ᆠ೭αൕ۩ءڇ܃ၲمऱࠡהᔁ֪ڬೈ
ڇ܃ᇠٽપՀᚨ֭בऱཱིႈࢨࠡٚ۶ຝ։ΰլᓵڶᣂཱིႈऱຄኞαΔࠀਊ۩ءਐࡳऱ۩ຄႪ܋ངԫጟຄኞԫጟຄኞΖʳ

˅ˁˉʳ

ৱʻ˼ʼ࠷گ۩ءᇞೈڇ܃Ե၆८᥆ٽપՀऱᆠ೭ࢬᏁऱբ堚ጩᇷ८ऱ٤ຝཱིႈຑڶࢬٵઌᣂ၄شΕگ၄֗ၲ֭৵Δ֗ʻ˼˼ʼٽપآึ۩ء
ַΰࠏ܃ڂڕऱਐࡳᔁ֪ᇷ८լߩαΔ۩ءലᄎ܃ނᖕᇠٽપԵऱ၆८᥆ᑇၦಖԵ܃ऱ၆८᥆ૠቤᔁ֪փΖʳ

˅ˁˊʳ

ೈॺ܃ऱ၆८᥆ૠቤᔁ֪ߩڶജ၆८᥆ᑇၦאጩٽપࢬࡳऱ٤ຝ၆८᥆ᑇၦΔܡঞࢴױ۩ء൷ࢨנഇ၆८᥆ٽપऱ
ਐقΖʳ

˅ˁˋʳ

ڬ࣍۩ءೈᇠႈנഇࢬᔞشऱࢬڶઌᣂ၄شΕگ၄֗ၲ֭৵Δ۩ءലᄎ܃ނᖕٽપנഇऱٺۯऱ၆८᥆ऱࢬཱིႈಖԵ܃ऱਐࡳᔁ
֪փΖʳ

˅ˁˌʳ

ଣૉ۩ءᙇᖗאᠰഗᄷጩ۩ءऱཱིבᆠ೭֗܃ᖕٽપ࣍ٚ۶ֲཚऱཱིבᆠ೭ΔঞᄎਊՂ૪ֱࠃ۩ڤΖʳ

ʳˆˁ
ˆˁʳ
ˆˁʳ

ٌבʳ
ٌבʳ

ˆˁ˄ʳ

ڇ۩ءٚ۶ൣउՀ݁լᄎבٌ܃ٻٚ۶၆८᥆ኔຄΔٍլᄎ܃࣍܃ऱ၆८᥆ૠቤᔁ֪ڶٚ۶၆८᥆ኔຄΖ၆८᥆ૠቤᔁ֪փۯ
ऱ։ႛټᆠՂऱ։Δ܃ኙٚ۶၆८᥆ኔຄࠀྤٚ۶ᦞܓΔڇᦞڶ܀ጩਊᅃઌᣂٽપයཱིנഇऱ၆८᥆ᑇၦ৵Δ࠷گಖԵ܃ऱ
၆८᥆ૠቤᔁ֪փऱᇠᑇၦ၆८᥆ऱࢬཱིႈΖʳ

ˆˁ˅ʳ

܃լבٌ۩ءٻױٚ۶၆८᥆ኔຄאጩ܃ऱٚ۶נഇٌ࣐Ζʳ

ʳˆˁˆʳ

ڂٚ۶܃ַึۖطऱ၆८᥆ૠቤᔁ֪ழΔ܃ലؘႊਊ۩ء༉ࣚء೭ᅝழࢬऱ۩၆८᥆ഇᏝנ۩ءٻഇಖԵ܃ऱ၆८᥆ૠቤᔁ
֪փऱࢬڶ၆८᥆ۯΖאױ۩ءటᇨ֗ٽᄐֱڤൣउՀΔ່࣍֟ ˆ˃ ֲছ܃ٻ࿇נ૿ຏव৵ึַ၆८᥆ૠቤᔁ֪Ζʳ

ˇˁʳ
ˇˁʳ

ᚦᚍঅᢞ֗ຂٚऱ
ᚦᚍঅᢞ֗ຂٚऱૻࠫʳ
ૻࠫʳ

ˇˁ˄ʳ

ڇଉཽᔞشऄ৳֗Яࢨࠏױऱ່ՕᒤփΔ܃ႊ༉ᖕॵءٙၞ۩ऱٚ۶ٌ࣐ۖऴ൷ࢨၴ൷אٚ۶ֱڤขسऱࢬ္ڶΕعΕऄ৳
ຂٚΕჾ؈Εٽ၄֗شၲ֭ࠎ༼۩ءٻᚦᚍΖʳ

ˇˁ˅ʳ

༉ᖕॵءٙၞ۩ऱٚ۶ٌ࣐ࢨٽપאٚ۶ֱڤขࢨسፖࠡڶᣂհٚ۶ࢤᔆհٚ۶ჾ؈Ε၄عࢨشΔࢨآڂ౨ࢨᙈച۩ٚ۶ਐقΕٚ
۶ຏಛߓอਚᎽࢨ؈ᨋࢨٚ۶ྤ۩ءऄ൳ࠫࢨቃறऱאطٚ۶ֱڤขࢨسፖࠡڶᣂհٚ۶ࢤᔆհٚ۶ჾ؈Ε၄عࢨشΔֹ۩ءႊΰڇ
ڶง࢙ࢨਚრ؈ᅝ۩ऱൣउՀαՂऄ৳ຂٚΖʳ

ˇˁˆʳ

س܍ጊംΔॵءٙร ˇ ය۩ءऱጵٽයཱི֗යٙʳΩʳᎬ۩ࣚ೭ร ˄˃ යΰ۩ءຂٚऱૻࠫα֗ร ˄˄ යΰ܃ऱᚦᚍঅᢞαऱᏺᇖΖʳ

ˈˁʳ
ˈˁʳ

ࣂᔭᦞ
ࣂᔭᦞʳ

ڇլჾ୭֗ೈᖕଉཽऄ৳ΰྤᓵࣔࢨقᄆقαՀऱٚ۶ԫఎᆜᦞΕࣂࢽΕᔆࢽΕࠡהᖜঅΕ۩ءऱࣂᔭᦞࢨࠡࢨܓᦞהᇖᚍᦞ؆Κʳ
ˈˁ˄ʳ

ᦞڶ۩ءലڇ܃၆८᥆ૠቤᔁ֪փऱٚ۶ၞᔁ塒ࢨࠓٽნႃΔࣂאᔭ܃ֶ۩ءऱٚ۶႘೭Ι֗ʳ

ˈˁ˅ʳ

ױ۩ءլ܃ٻ࿇ࠃנ٣ຏवۖᙟழࠌױشಖԵ܃ऱ၆८᥆ૠቤᔁ֪ऱ၆८᥆Ꮭଖΰ۩ءط۩ءە༉ࣚء೭ᅝழࢬऱ၆८᥆ഇᏝ
ۖ᠖ࡳαΔאᐌ۩֗ᇞೈ܃ऱٚ۶ᆠ೭֗Яࢨֶ۩ءऱٚ۶႘ΰլᓵ᥆ኔᎾࢨࢨྥࢤᔆΕࢨൕ᥆ΕലࠐऱࢨڶऱΕᗑࢨᜤٵ
ࠡהΕࠩཚࢨࠩآཚऱαΖڇᇠൣउՀΔ܃ڇऱ၆८᥆ૠቤᔁ֪փਊ۩ء༉ࣚء೭ᅝழࢬऱ၆८᥆ഇᏝנഇࢬࢨڶຝ։၆८᥆ऱ
ԫٝࢨאՂऱٽપലီ܂բݔၞ۩Ζءයཱིլᇭᤩዌګԫႈࣂࢽᦞ墿ΰྤᓵຘመࣂࢽࢨࠡڤֱהαΖʳ

ˉˁʳ
ˉˁʳ

֗ᒔᎁ
֗ᒔᎁʳ
֗ᒔᎁ

ʳˉˁ˄ʳ

۩ء༉ޢԫٝٽપല܃ٻ࿇נᒔᎁΖʳʳ

ʳˉˁ˅ʳ

۩ء༉܃ऱ၆८᥆ૠቤᔁ֪ല܃ٻ࿇ִנΖྥۖΔ۞ڕՂԫ്ֲִཚࠐאΔ܃ڇऱ၆८᥆ૠቤᔁ֪փࠀྤ၆८᥆ࢨࠀྤ
ٚ۶ٌ࣐Δࢨᔞشऄ৳ࢨࠏڶࡳΔঞ۩ءലլᄎ࿇ִנΖʳ

ʳˉˁˆʳ

ᒔᎁִ֗ലאၡബΕሽၡٙࢨࡳެ۩ءऱࠡ܃ٻڤֱה࿇נΖʳ

ʳˉˁˇʳ

ֹױ۩ءႊٵ܃რۖኙᒔᎁሉ٨ऱය֮נ܂ٚ۶ٽ۩ءچᎁ᥆ڤإΕาპࢨݾࢤᔆऱଥޏΔאଥ᧩ࣔإᙑᎄΔࢨᙅښଉཽऄ৳
ࢨࠏऱൎࠫࡳۖ᥆ؘृΖٚ۶ڶᣂଥૡലኙڶࠠ܃પޔԺΖʳ

ˊˁʳ
ˊˁʳ

ؓପʳ
ؓପʳ

ˊˁ˄ʳ

ଣૉሔપࠃٙΰࡳრߠ۩ءጵٽයཱི֗යٙʳ ˀʳ ދᇷขร ˌˁˋ යΰ༼ַึڰαα࣍ٚ۶ழၴ࿇سᥛ࿇سΔঞױ۩ءਊࠡഄԫ֗ኙ಼ൣ
ᦞૡمԫٝࢨאՂऱٽપΔנאഇ܃ऱ၆८᥆ૠቤᔁ֪փऱࢬࢨڶٚ۶၆८᥆Δ֗Яࢨ܃ޔऱٚ۶ࢨ٤ຝࡸآച۩ऱٽપΔۖٺڇ
ൣउՀΔ݁ਊ۩ء༉ࣚء೭ᅝழࢬऱ၆८᥆ഇᏝၞ۩Δۖࢬཱིႈΰڬೈࢬڶڶᣂၲ֭৵αലਊ۩ءᎁᔞᅝऱ࣍شڤֱࢨݧڻᚍᝫ
܃ֶࢨᚨבऱٚ۶ཱིႈΖ܃ႊܛمᚨב֭۩ءٻޣٚ۶լߩհᑇΖʳ

ˊˁ˅ʳ

ڇଉཽᔞشऄ৳֗Яࢨࠏւऱ່ՕᒤփΔΰڶڇง࢙ࢨਚრ؈ຂऱൣउՀα۩ءലլᄎ༉ᖕร ˊˁ˄ යආ࠷ࢨլආ࠷ٚ۶۩೯ࢬᖄ
ીऱٚ۶ჾ؈ࢨၲ֭ࢭ܃ٻᖜຂٚΔᇠ۩೯ץਔΚʳ
ʻ˴ʼʳ

آ౨ܛمૡمٚ۶ٽપΙࢨʳ

ʻ˵ʼʳ

ਊኙ܃լܓऱᏝૡمٚ۶ٽપΖʳ

ᆖڬೈࢬڶ၄֗شၲ֭৵Δᇠٽપऱٚ۶塒Հࢬཱིႈല܃۞۩ءطऱᔁ֪ڬೈࢨಖԵ܃ऱᔁ֪Ζʳ
ˋˁʳ
ˋˁʳ

ࠡࠃהႈʳ
ࠡࠃהႈʳ

ʳˋˁ˄ʳ

܃অᢞ܃ലࠃאԳऱߪٝۖլਢٚ۶ࠡהԳՓऱ࠹ಜԳࢨזԳߪٝૡޢمٝٽપΖʳ

ʳˋˁ˅ʳ

ؘ܃ႊຂڶٻᣂᅝݝΰլᓵਢਙࢌࢨࠡהαᎠٌऱڶᣂٚ۶ٽપऱࢬژڶᚾΕ࿔।֗ܫΔב֭֗אٚ۶ٽપࢬขسऱࢨڶᣂٚ۶ٽ
પऱࢬڶ࿔ཱིΕᣂ࿔Εٌ࣐ᐛ၄ࢨ࿔၄Εࢨٚ۶ࠡה႘ࢨཱིבΖʳ

ˋˁˆʳ

܃ٻ۩ء࿇ࠃֲ ˃ˆ ֟۟נ٣ຏव৵Δױᙟழኙءයཱི֗යٙऱය֮֗ٚ۶ᔞش၄گࢨش၄נ܂ٚ۶ଥૡΖʳ

ˋˁˇʳ

܃լآڇױᆖࠃ۩ء٣૿ٵრऱൣउՀנᨃΕ᠏ᨃࢨޓཙڶ܃ᣂٽપऱٚ۶ᦞࢨܓຂٚΖʳ

!
\խ֮ڶڕءլฤΔᄗא֮ءᄷΖ^!
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ॵٙ 9Κዴैຏٌ࣐ࣚ೭!
ጵٽයཱི֗යٙ!Ω!ދᇷขΰዴैຏٌ࣐ࣚ೭αհᇖ֮ךٙ!
2/!

ࡳᆠ֗ᤩᆠ!

2/2!

ೈՀ֮ࡳڶᆠृ؆Δጵٽයཱི֗යٙ!Ω!Ꭼ۩ࣚ೭ΰψՠ
ՠ ᎬࠅᎬ۩යཱིωα֗ጵٽයཱི֗යٙ!Ω!ދᇷขΰψՠ
ՠ Ꭼࠅދᇷය
ཱིωαբࡳᆠࢨࣔऱයཱི࣍ءᇖ֮ךٙΰࡳᆠߠՀ֮αխࠠڶઌٵොᆠΖ!

!
2/3!

࣍ءᇖ֮ךٙΔೈ֮ᆠڶࡳृ؆ΔאՀဲნࠠאڶՀොᆠΚ!
ψᔞ
ᔞشࡳωਐଉཽ֗խഏփچઌᣂਙࢌࢨጥᖲዌլழቇ܉ऱઌᣂऄ৳ΕঞΕऄΕਙΕᇭᤩΕਐ֧Εࡳ֗ࠡהጥ֮ٙΔץਔ
խဎຏঞ֗ٚ۶ਙࢌࢨጥᖲዌΕٌ࣐ࢬࢨጩࢬױլழֆ֗܉Яࢨଥૡऱٚ۶ࠡהઌᣂࡳ֗ЯࢨૻࠫΖ!
८ωਐ۩ءਊءᇖ֮ךٙऱයཱི֗࠷گڶऱࢬڶ८ࢨאᠦࡾԳاኞૠଖऱ८ᏝढΖ!
ψ
ψխ
խ؇ጩߓอωਐطଉཽጩࢬ༉࣍ଉཽᜤٌࢬՂؑࢨ၇ᔄऱᢞ㧥ၞ۩ጩ֗0ࢨ༉խဎຏۖمګऱٚ۶ߓอࢬᛜሎऱխ؇ጩٌ֗ߓگ
อΖ!
խഏጩωਐխഏᢞ࿆ࠦಖጩૻڶຂٚֆΖ!
ψխ
ψխ
խ ဎຏᢞࠦωਐଉཽᜤٌࢬ൷࣍ՂٌࢬՂؑऱٚ۶ᢞࠦΔڶᣂᢞࠦᛧլழ൷ࠎױխဎຏՀଉཽ֗௧؆ދᇷृٌ࣐ऱٽᇷᢞ
ࠦΖೈ֮ᆠڶࡳृ؆ΔψխဎຏᢞࠦωץਔψܑխဎຏᢞࠦωΖ!
ዹឰᖲࠫωਐՂٌࢬᖕዹឰᖲࠫය֮ڇՂٌࢬኔਜࢨඔشऱٚ۶ൻਜΖ!
ψዹ
ψዹ
ዹឰᖲࠫය֮ωਐՂٌࢬঞխΔױᖕؾڼऱኔਜዹឰᖲࠫΔאΰࠡխץਔα྇ࢨ܅ᝩڇ܍Ղٌࢬ၇ᔄऱᢞ㧥ᏝՕ༏ՂይࢨՀၓऱઌ
ᣂය֮ΰץਔᚨ֗شᔭዹឰᖲࠫऱࢬڶઌᣂය֮αΖ!
၄شωץਔ၄شΕگ၄֗ၲ֭ΰץਔ༼ࠎऄ৳რߠऱڶᣂऱ၄شΕگ၄֗ၲ֭αΖ!
ψ၄
ψխ
խഏᢞᄎωਐխഏփچऱխഏᢞࠦᅮጥࡡᄎΖ!
ଉٌཽ࣐ࢬωਐଉٌཽ࣐֗ጩࢬૻڶֆΖ!
ψଉ
ଉཽጩωਐଉཽխ؇ጩૻڶֆΖ!!
ψଉ
ψଉ
ଉཽωਐխဎԳا٥ࡉഏଉܑཽ۩ਙΖ!
ჾ؈ωਐٚ۶ჾ؈Εჾ୭ΕޣΕعΕ႘֗ٚ۶ᣊীऱ၄شΖ!
ψჾ
խഏփچω༉ءᇖ֮ךٙۖߢΔਐխဎԳا٥ࡉഏΰଉཽΕᖾ॰֗ೈ؆αΖ!
ψխ
ψק
ٌ࣐ٻקωਐଉཽ֗௧؆ދᇷृຘመխဎຏၞ۩ऱխဎຏᢞٌ࣐ࠦΖ!
ᠦࡾԳاኞωਐࠎխഏփچቼ؆ऱԫႪؑ܋ٌ࣐ࠌشऱԳاኞΖ!
ψᠦ
ԳاኞωਐխဎԳا٥ࡉഏऄࡳຄኞԳاኞΖ!
ψԳ
ψ؆
؆ጥݝωਐխഏփچऱഏ୮؆ႪጥݝΖ!
ψଉ
ଉཽᜤٌࢬωਐଉཽᜤૻڶࢬٌ࣐ٽֆΖ!
ᢞᄎωਐଉཽऱᢞࠦ֗ཚຄࠃ೭ኘࡡᄎΖ!
ψᢞ
ψᢞ
ᢞࠦ֗ཚຄයࠏωਐπᢞࠦ֗ཚຄයࠏρΰଉཽऄ৳ร 682 ີαΖ!
ψዴ
ዴཽຏωਐطଉཽᜤٌࢬΕՂٌࢬΕଉཽጩ֗խഏጩ༉ଉཽᜤٌࢬፖՂٌࢬࠟچᢞ㧥ؑ৬مऱᢞ㧥ٌ࣐֗ጩۖၲ࿇յᜤյຏᖲ
ࠫΖ!
ψᔄ
ᔄ़ωਐנഇլழץਔڇଉཽᜤٌࢬլழ༉ױᔄ़ۖֆ܉ऱٽᇷՂٌࢬᢞ㧥ټփऱխဎຏᢞ㧥Δۖ܃ழᖇ៶բᖕਬᢞ㧥ଗ၊࠰
ᤜଗڶشᣂᢞ㧥ۖᖑڶԫႈܛழۖࠌ۩ױլॵڶයٙऱᦞܓΔױലڶᣂᔄ़ᢞ㧥᠏ូ࣍ࠡ၇ԳټՀΖ!!
ψ
ܑխဎຏᢞࠦωਐଉཽᜤٌࢬ൷࣍ՂٌࢬՂؑऱٚ۶ᢞࠦΔڶᣂᢞࠦլழᛧ൷ႛࠎױխဎຏՀऱଉཽ֗௧؆ދᇷृנഇۖլ
܂ش၇شຜऱٽᇷैปΖ!
ՂٌࢬωਐՂ௧ᢞٌ࣐ࠦࢬΖ!
ψՂ
ՂٌࢬխဎຏঞωਐՂٌࢬ༉ኔਜዴཽຏۖࠫࡳऱխဎຏऱঞ֗ࠏΰᆖլழଥૡΕᇖךΕଥ֗ޏ0ࢨޏޓαΖ!!
ψՂ
ψՂ
ՂٌࢬঞωਐՂٌࢬխဎຏঞ֗ᆖլழଥૡΕᇖךΕଥ֗ޏ0ࢨޏޓऱՂٌࢬᄐ೭ٌ࣐֗ঞ֗ࠏΖ!
ैปଗ၊ڜඈωਐխဎຏঞࢬሉොᆠΖ!
ψै
խဎຏωਐዴཽຏΔࢨࢨطലطଉٌཽ࣐ࢬၲ࿇ऱᇠࠡהᢞ㧥ٌ࣐֗ጩຑΔ֗אխഏփچऱٌ࣐ؓΰڕᔞشαΖ!!
ψխ
ψխ
խဎຏᖲᣂωਐ༼ࠎࣚ೭֗Яࢨጥխဎຏ֗ፖխဎຏڶᣂऱ೯ऱٌ࣐ࢬΕጩߓอ֗ጥᖲዌΔץਔଉཽ८ᘜጥݝΕᢞᄎΕଉ
ཽᜤٌࢬΰ֗ࠡઌᣂॵ᥆ֆαΕଉཽጩΕխഏԳاᎬ۩ΕխഏᢞᄎΕ؆ጥݝΕՂٌࢬΕխഏጩ֗༉խဎຏࠠऄጥᝤᦞࢨຂٚऱ
ٚ۶ࠡהጥᖲዌΕזࢨᖲᣂΖ!
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ψխ
խဎຏঞω༉խဎຏऱ֮ᆠۖߢΔਐطٚ۶խဎຏᖲᣂ༉ઌᣂؑۖլழ༉ڶᣂխဎຏࢨڂխဎຏࢬขسऱٚ۶೯ۖቇ܉Εֆࢨ܉
ᚨشऱٚ۶ऄ৳ΕঞΕऄΕਙΕᇭᤩΕਐ֧Εࡳࢨࠡהጥ֮ٙΖ!!
ᇖ֮ךٙωਐءጵٽයཱི֗යٙ!Ω!ދᇷขΰዴैຏٌ࣐ࣚ೭αհᇖ֮ךٙΖ!
ψᇖ
ψ࿔
࿔ႈωץਔΚ!
)b*! լᓵאٚ۶ټᆠᐛگΕਜࢨףေ۷ऱٚ۶࿔ႈΕᣂ࿔Ε࿔ཱིΕ྇ڬΕၲ֭Ε࿔Εቃࢨڬᐛ၄ΰץਔਜࢨףᐛگऱቃڬ࿔Ε֗
ࣚ೭࿔Εᏺଖ࿔Εᔭഇ࿔Ε၄࿔Εٱक़࿔ٌ࣐֗ᐛ၄ࢨٚ۶ᣊۿ࿔ཱིαΙ֗!
)c*! ኙࢨ༉אՂࢬ૪ေ۷Εࢨ࠷گਜףऱٚ۶ܓஒΕፆཱིΕگ၄Εፆ८ࢨ၄ࢨشٚ۶ᣊীऱࠡה८ᠰΰץਔፖٚ۶آ౨ࢨཱིבᙈཱིב
ڶᣂृαΖ!!
ψٌ
ֲٌ࣐ωਐ࣍ଉٌཽ࣐ࢬຘመ൷֗گႚᎠٌ࣐ٻקਐחऱߓอၞ۩ٌ࣐ऱֲΖ!
2/4!

ᑇऱࠌץشਔᓤᑇΔ֘հٍྥΖ!

2/5!

Յ༼֗Κ!!
)b*! ψץਔωΕψࠏڕωࢨψᜰࠏۖߢωڗณΰڇᜰࠏழαΔڶᣂڗณऱොᆠࠀլૻ࣍ፖᇠࠏࢨٵᣊࠏڶᣂऱࠏΙ!
)c*! ֮ٙΔ݁ץਔࠡٚ۶ଥૡࢨזཙءΙۖኙ֮ٙࢬሉٚ۶ᇡาᇷறऱٚ۶༼૪ΰᜰࠏۖߢΔૻᠰΕ၄شΕܓࢨᝫཱིڜඈα݁ਐᖕ
۩ءऱᎬ۩࠰ᤜࢨࡳ࠰۩ऱᆖଥૡᇡาᇷறΙ֗!
)d*! ٚ۶ࠃࡵΔ݁ץਔࠡٚ۶ຝ։Ζ!

3/!

ᚨ!ش
ءᇖ֮ךٙᇖךΔլᐙՠᎬࠅᎬ۩යཱིΕՠᎬࠅދᇷයཱི֗܃ፖࡳ࠰۩ءऱٚ۶ᔞشයཱིΖءᇖ֮ךٙ࣍܃ᖕխဎຏຘመ۩ء
၇ᔄխဎຏᢞࠦऱٚ۶ழၴ݁ᔞشΖ༉ڶᣂຘመխဎຏ၇ᔄխဎຏᢞࠦۖߢΔءڕᇖ֮ךٙፖՠᎬࠅᎬ۩යཱིࢨՠᎬࠅދᇷයཱིڶٚ
۶ࣴᆠΔᄗءאᇖ֮ךٙᄷΖ!

4/!

ٽᇷދᇷृ!
܃ᒔᎁٌ࣐ٻקႛࠎଉཽ֗௧؆ދᇷृࠌشΔࠀᥛᜢࣔ֗ࢭᘭ܃լ࠹܃ऱࡺ۰چऱऄጥᝤࢨုچمګםऱऄ৳֗ऄࢬૻࠫຘመק
ދנ܂ٌ࣐ٻᇷΖ!

5/!

ᙅښᔞشࡳ!

5/2!

ٚ۶խဎຏᢞٌ࣐ࠦႊ࠹ᔞشࡳࢬૻΖ!

5/3!

ڇ۩ء൷ᛧࢬؘڶऱਐقΕᇷ८Εತข֮֗ٙհছྤຂٚආ࠷۩೯Δ܀սࠃ۩ڼڕױΖࠃ۩ڼڕ۩ءڕΔᦞڶ۩ء༉ຘመխဎຏၞ۩
ऱٚ۶խဎຏᢞٌ࣐ࠦආ۩ءشਊ಼ࠡൣᦞᎁؘႊࢨࡵٽऱٚ۶࿓ࢨݧࡳΔאᙅښٚ۶ᔞشࡳΕ۩ءऱਙ֗ЯࢨؑክࠏΖڕ
۩ءլࠃ۩ڼڕΔࢨء۩ءထటᇨࢨנ܂ᙊዥٚ۶ࠃൣΔঞ۩ءऱᦞܓլᄎ࠹ࠩᐙΖ!

5/4!

ࠎ༼܃ڕऱٚ۶ਐٽڶ۩ءࢨྤࠀقطઌॾؘࠡآฤٽٚ۶ᔞشࡳࢨ۩ءऱਙΔױ۩ءਊ಼ࠡൣᦞࢴച۩ڶᣂਐقΖࢬڶڶ
ᣂ۩೯֗ᙊዥ݁ኙڶ܃પޔԺΖ۩ءլᄎኙ܃༉ڂᇠࢴۖऴ൷ࢨၴ൷፞࠹ऱٚ۶ჾ؈ࢭᖜຂٚΖ!

6/!

࿇ٌ࣐נૡ!

6/2!

۩ءᄎ൷࠹ฤٽᔞشࡳऱٌ࣐ٻקૡΖ۩ءլኙڂ܃ቫᇢנ܂ٚ۶آ౨ᙅښٚ۶ᔞشࡳऱٌ࣐ٻקૡۖ፞࠹ऱٚ۶ჾ؈ࢭᖜຂ
ٚΖ!!!

6/3!

۩ءլᄎ൷࠹ٚ۶ᣂ࣍խဎຏᢞࠦऱᔄ़ૡΖ܃ᥛᜢࣔ֗ࢭᘭΔנ܂۩ءٻ܃༉խဎຏᢞࠦऱٚ۶ૡࠀॺ֗լᄎਢႊᙅښխဎຏ
ঞΰڶᣂᔄ़αհᔄ़ૡΖ!!

7/!

ٌگΕຄኞ܋ང֗ਐ!ق

7/2!

אٌ࣐݁ٻקԳاኞٌٌ࣐֗گΔ۩ء࣍܃ڕऱ֪ՑࠀྤߩജऱᠦࡾԳاኞאຘመٌ࣐ٻקၞ۩խဎຏᢞࠦऱٚ۶၇ᒌૡࢨᐌ۩ڶᣂ
խဎຏऱཱིࠡבהຂٚΔঞ܃ᦞ۩ءല۩ء࣍܃ऱٚ۶֪Ցխאԫጟຄኞૠଖऱٚ۶ᇷ८܋ངګᠦࡾԳاኞΔאၞ۩ڶᣂխဎຏऱٌ
گΖྥۖΔ࣍ڕٚ۶ڶᣂٌگছࠀྤٚ۶ڶᣂᇷ८ΰࢨڶᣂᇷ८ऱ٤ຝࢨٚ۶ຝ։ྤऄ܋ངߩګജऱᠦࡾԳاኞαΔঞٌࢨگᄎᙈ֗Я
ࢨآ౨ၞ۩Δۖױؘآ܃၇ࢨ᠏ᨃઌᣂऱխဎຏᢞࠦΖ!!

7/3!

ᕣጥՠᎬࠅދᇷයཱིڶٚ۶ࠡהය֮ࡳΔڕᖕࢨ༉ءᇖ֮ךٙࢨءڂᇖ֮ךؘٙڶലԫጟຄኞ܋ངګԫጟຄኞΔঞױ۩ء౨ᄎ
ءထటᇨਊٽ۩ءᎁᔞᅝऱႪ۞೯ၞ۩ڶᣂऱຄኞ܋ངֹۖႊࠃ٣ຏव܃Ζ܃ႊ༉ٚ۶ڶᣂ܋ངขسऱٚ۶լߩհᑇנ܂۩ءٻᚦ
ᚍΖ!

7/4!

࣋܃ඵ࣍ٚ۶ऄጥᝤࠩאཚཱིႈא؆ऱࠡהຄኞ֭בٚ۶ཱིႈऱᦞܓΖࠩאࠩگ۩ءڕཚཱིႈא؆ऱࠡהຄኞૠଖऱཱིႈΚ!
)b*! ٽ۩ء࣍ױ۩ءᎁᔞᅝऱֲ֗Ⴊലڶᣂཱིႈ܋ངࠩཚཱིႈऱຄኞֹۖႊࠃ٣ຏव܃Ζࢨ۩ءᄎ܋࣍۩ء྇ڬངழขسऱ
၄شΙ֗!
)c*! ࠩא܃ཚཱིႈऱຄኞᐌ۩܃ऱཱིבຂٚႛ܋אངࢬऱࠩཚཱིႈऱຄኞ࣍܋྇ڬང၄ش৵ऱཱིᠰૻΖ!!

7/5!

ؘ܃ႊᙅښፖءᇖ֮ךٙ֗ٚ۶ڶٌ࣐ٻקᣂऱԫ֊ᔞشऱ؆Ⴊጥࠫऄ৳֗ࡳΖ!!

!
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7/6!

۩ءڕᎁ܃ऱ֪Ց࣍ᔞشऱኲַழၴΰਊ۩ءլழຏव܃ऱழၴαছࠀྤߩജױ೯شऱխဎຏᢞࠦࢨڂ۩ءٚ۶ࠡהطᎁٚ۶ᔞ
شࡳࠀྤࢨױ౨ࠀྤᙅښΔঞױ۩ءਊ಼ࠡൣᦞࢴ܃ऱᔄᒌૡΖ܃ႊ༉ڂٚ۶ࠀྤࢨױ౨ࠀྤᙅٌ࣐ښছᛀ֗Яࢨٚ۶ᔞش
ࡳࢬขسऱٚ۶ჾ؈נ܂۩ءٻᚦᚍΖ!

7/7!

ࢨ۩ءᄎᚨଉཽᜤٌࢬ֗ЯࢨՂٌࢬऱڇࢨޣ࿇ڕࠏسଉཽᣬԶᇆᏈଅಛᇆጹ৺ൣउՀΔࢴࢨ࠷܃ऱ၇ᒌࢨᔄᒌૡΖ۩ءᄗ
լ༉ڂ܃ٚ۶ڶᣂଉཽᜤٌࢬ֗ЯࢨՂٌࢬऱٚ۶ᇠࢨޣٚ۶ጹ৺ൣउࢬขسऱٚ۶ჾ؈ຂΖ!

7/8!

ૉڂ۩ء࿇سጹ৺ൣउΰڕଉཽᜤٌࢬፖՂٌࢬհၴऱࢬڶຏಛᜤߓ؈ᨋࢨਚᎽαۖآ౨ਊ܃࠷ޣૡΔঞૉઌᣂૡբᛧኙᒌ֗ച
۩Δ܃սڶຂٚᐌ۩܃ऱٌگᆠ೭Ζ!

7/9!

ૉ࣍طՂٌࢬᑉೖച۩၇ᔄΰࠏڕՂٌࢬኔਜዹឰᖲࠫαۖᖄીྤऄച۩܃࿇נऱૡΔ۩ءኙࢬ܃፞࠹ऱٚ۶ჾ؈ᄗլຂΖ!

7/:!

۩ءլᄎ༉ڂ܃ਊ܃ਐقၞ۩ऱٚ۶ٌ࣐ࢬขسऱٚ۶ჾ؈ຂΖྤ۩ءऄലٚ۶ٌ࣐ؓପΔٍۖ܃ᚨఎრڶᣂխဎຏՀխဎຏᢞࠦऱٌ
ڜگඈΕٌ࣐ছᛀࡳ֗אኙڃ᠏ٌ࣐ऱૻࠫΔڶᣂૻࠫױ౨ᐙ྇܃᎘ߪء܃ऱᙑᎄٌ࣐ऱ৵࣠ऱ౨ԺΖ!

8/!

נഇऱᦞ!
אڶڕՀൣउΔ܃ᦞ۩ءਊ۩ءኙ಼ൣᦞ᠖ࡳऱᇠᏝ֗යཱིנഇࢨڜඈנഇז।܃ڶऱٚ۶ᑇၦऱխဎຏᢞࠦΚ!
)b*! ۩ءऴ൷ࢨၴ൷۞ՂٌࢬࢨࠡהխဎຏᖲᣂࠩگਐقΔנ܃ޣഇ֗堚ጩٚ۶ਐࡳऱխဎຏᢞࠦΙ!!
)c*! ۩ءᎁ܃ሔ֘ࢨױ౨ሔ֘ٚ۶ᔞشࡳΙࢨ!
)d*! ז۩ء।܃ڶᇠխဎຏᢞࠦऱழၴբ၌መ۩ءլழຏव܃ऱࡳཚၴΖ!

9/!

ຂٚ֗ᚦᚍૻࠫ!

9/2!

ೈॺᔞشࡳᆃַ܍۩ءೈࢨૻࠫ۩ءऱຂٚࢨڕჾ؈ԯ۩ء࣍طऱᣤૹง࢙Ε့ུࢨ፝რլᅝ۩ࢬऴ൷ᖄીΔܡঞֹ۩ءႊ༉ءᇖ
֮ךٙࢨٚ۶ٌ࣐ٻקΰץਔ༉༼ࠎΕآ౨༼ࠎࢨآ౨إൄሎ܂ٚ۶խဎຏઌᣂࣚ೭Εႚಬٚ۶ሽཱིב᠏ᔁנᎄࢨᙑᎄΕآ౨ࢨ
ᙈച۩ٚ۶ਐقΕٚ۶ຏಛߓอ؈ᨋࢨਚᎽΕᙈࠎ༼܃ٻᇷ८Ε܃ࢨ܃ऱᦞԳՓऱਐࢨقٚ۶آᛧᦞਐ۩ءࢨقٚ۶ࠡ܂הࢨլ
܂αࢬขسऱٚ۶ჾ؈ຂΖຍᔞڂ࣍شٚ۶ڂທګჾ؈Δࠌܛჾ؈ਢٽױቃߠऱΔࢨ۩ءբܫवჾ؈ऱױ౨ࢤΖ!

9/3!

࣍ᔞشࡳ୲ऱ່Օ࿓৫ՀΔ܃ႊ༉۩ءլᓵऴ൷ࢨၴ൷۞ࢨ܃ᄭ۞܃ᖕխဎຏၞ۩ऱխဎຏᢞٌ࣐ࠦขسऱࢬڶऄ৳࿓֗ݧЯࢨ࿔
ႈۖٽขسऱٚ۶ჾ؈נ܂۩ءٻᚦᚍΔࠀؘႊڇޣழཱིבנ܂۩ءٻΖ!

9/4!

س܍ጊംΔءร 9 යՠᎬࠅᎬ۩යཱིร 21 යΰ۩ءຂٚऱૻࠫα֗ร 22 යΰ܃ऱᚦᚍঅᢞαء֗אᇖ֮ךٙΕՠᎬࠅދᇷය
ཱིΕՠᎬࠅᎬ۩යཱིࢨࠡࢬֱچהሉٚ۶ࠡ܍הೈࢨૻࠫ۩ءຂٚ֗ᚦᚍঅᢞऱᏺᇖΖ!

:/!

ࠡࠃהႈ!

:/2!

ٵ܃რᆟױ۩ء౨ٽޣऱٚ۶֮ࠡהٙ֗༼ࠎٚ۶ޗற֗ЯࢨᇷறΔאᨃ۩ءᐌ۩࣍խဎຏঞլழᆖޓᄅΕଥૡ֗Яࢨ࠷ཙழࠡ
࣍ءᇖ֮ךٙՀױ౨ګؘऱຂ֗ᆠ೭Ζ܃ૉآ౨ᙅءښය֮ࢨᄎᖄીᑉೖࠎ༼܃ٻխဎຏࣚ೭Ζ!!

:/3!!! ڇլᐙՠᎬࠅᎬ۩යཱིࡉՠᎬࠅދᇷයཱིऱൣउՀΔ܃ᒔᎁࢬ܃شࠌאױ۩ءղऱٚ۶ᇠޗற֗ЯࢨᇷறΔאᙅښᔞشࡳΔ
ࠀױᖕᔞشࡳ۩ءڇᎁᔞᅝऱཚၴঅఎٚ۶ᇠޗற֗Яࢨൕࢬ܃ᛧऱᇷறΖ!
:/4!

۩ءঅఎᦞܓᖕՠᎬࠅᎬ۩යཱིร 25 යΰ᧢ޏαנ܂܃ٻ૿ຏवΔאଥءޏᇖ֮ךٙऱٚ۶යཱིΖ!

:/5!

ೈՂ֮ร 9 ය؆Δءᇖ֮ךٙ࣍ึַՠᎬࠅދᇷයཱི৵۞೯ึַΖ!

:/6!

ೈृࡳ࠰ڶ؆Δءᇖ֮ךٙ֗ፖ܃ऱխဎຏڶᣂऱࢬ࠹ٌ࣐݁ڶଉཽऄ৳ጥΖٵ܃რ൷࠹ଉཽऄೃऱॺറ᥆ऄᦞጥᝤΖ!

21/!

ଅᙠࢶ֗ᒔᎁ!

21/2!

܃ᒔᎁ܃բᔹᦰࠀࣔءػᇖ֮ךٙॵᙕ 2 ࢬሉऱଅᙠࢶ֗ࠡהᇷறΔٍۖ܃Աᇞॵᙕ 2 ࢬሉڶᣂ܃ऱᆠ೭Ζ!

21/3!

܃ᒔᎁ֗ػࣔ܃բေ۷ፖխဎຏڶᣂऱଅᙠΰץਔ܀լૻ࣍ॵᙕ 2 ࢬሉृαΔۖ܃ᣋრࢭᖜᇠଅᙠΖ!

21/4!

܃ᒔᎁ۩ءᄗլᄎ༉ॵڂ܃ᙕ 2 ࢬሉऱٚ۶ଅᙠࢨ༉ᖕխဎຏၞ۩ٌ࣐ऱࠡהଅᙠګࠃኔۖࢬ፞࠹ऱٚ۶ჾ؈ຂΖ!

21/5!

܃ᒔᎁΔଉٌཽ࣐ࢬ֗ࠡॵ᥆ֆΕՂٌࢬ֗ࠡॵ᥆ֆΕխဎຏᖲᣂ֗۞ٺऱᇀࠃΕ֗זᄗլᄎ༉ࢨ܃ٚ۶รԿֱऴ൷ࢨၴ
൷ࢨڂ༉ٌ࣐ۖٻק፞࠹ऱٚ۶ჾ؈ࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚࢨຂΖ!

21/6!

܃ᒔᎁࡳؘ܃ᙅښᔞ܃࣍شຘመխဎຏၞ۩ऱխဎຏᢞٌ࣐ࠦऱࢬڶᔞشࡳΖ!

21/7!

܃ᒔᎁΔଉཽᜤٌࢬᦞڶլڶࠎ༼܃ٻᣂຘመխဎຏ၇ᔄխဎຏᢞࠦऱٚ۶ࣚ೭Δᦞڶ֗אڇ۩ءޣ࿇܃Ε֗۩ءѺࢨ۩ءऱٚ۶
ড়֪բᆖࢨױ౨բᆖנ܂խဎຏঞႈՀࢬሉऱٚ۶ॺإൄٌ࣐۩ࢨآ౨ᙅښٚ۶խဎຏঞΖ!!

21/8!

܃ᒔᎁࠀ൷Κ!
)b*! ءᇖ֮ךٙࠀॺڶࢶڇڱᣂࢨٌ࣐ٻקԫᢞٌ࣐ࠦऱࢬڶଅᙠࢨࠡૹהەᐞైڂΙ!
)c*! ءᇖ֮ךٙࠀྤଥޏٚ۶ᔞشࡳΰ൫ءᇖ֮ךٙࢬሉ֗ᖕᔞشࡳࢬւृೈ؆αΙ!
)d*! ءᇖ֮ךٙࠀլዌګٚ۶ᄐΕऄ৳Ε࿔೭ࢨᄎૠრߠΔۖڇ܃ຘመխဎຏၞ۩ٚ۶ٌ࣐ছΔᚨ༈ޣᗑمറᄐრߠࠀ۞۩ၞ۩ઔߒ
֗ေ۷Ι֗!
)e*! ೈॺ܃բ٤૿Աᇞઌᣂٌ࣐ऱයཱི֗ଅᙠΰץਔױ܃౨፞࠹ჾ؈ऱ࿓৫αΔܡঞ܃լᚨຘመխဎຏၞ۩ٚ۶ٌ࣐Ζ!
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ॵᙕ 2Κଅᙠࢶ֗ࠡהᇷற!
ॵءᙕ༴૪ഗ࣍۩ءழኙᔞشࡳ֗խഏփैچปؑऱᇞۖڶנᣂխဎຏऱຝ։ଅᙠైڂΖྤࠀ۩ءுኔխഏփैچปؑࢨঞऱ
ᄷᒔࢤΖॵءᙕࠀॺ٤૿ො።ٍྤࢶڶᣂٌ࣐ٻקऱࢬڶଅᙠ֗ࠡૹהփ୲Ζ܃ᚨᒔঅػࣔ܃խဎຏऱࢤᔆΔࠀڂᚨߪءൣउᐉშەᐞΰࠀ
ؘڇழᘬᇬߪءംα܃ਢܡᔞٽ၇ᔄխဎຏᢞࠦΖਢܡ၇ᔄխဎຏᢞࠦొ᥆܃ऱଡԳެࡳΔೈॺ܃բ٤૿Աᇞࠀᣋრࢭᖜፖխဎຏઌᣂऱଅ
ᙠΔܡঞ܃լᚨ၇ᔄխဎຏᢞࠦΖ!
ࠀ۩ءլ।ॵءقᙕࢬሉᇷற᥆່ᄅࢨݙᖞΔٍլຂլழޓנ܂ᄅΖڶᣂၞԫޡᇷறΔᓮᔹଉٌཽ࣐ࢬጻీΕᢞᄎጻీ֗ЯࢨՂٌࢬጻీᔞ
࣍شխဎຏࢬլழֆ܉ऱᇷற֗ࠡהઌᣂࠐᄭΖڶڕٚ۶ጊംΔ܃ᚨ༈ޣറᄐრߠΖ!
!
2/!

ؘႊၞ۩ٌ࣐ছᛀ!
ᖕխഏփچऱࡳΔૉދᇷृ֪࣍ࠡՑփࠀྤߩജױ೯شऱխဎຏᢞࠦΔՂٌࢬࢴױࠡᔄᒌૡΖଉཽᜤٌࢬലٌ࣐࣍ࢬፖृᐋ૿
ኙࢬٌ࣐ٻקڶऱᔄᒌૡਜ۩ᣊۿऱᛀΔᒔঅٚ۶ԫٌ࣐ࢬፖृࠀྤ၌ഇऱൣउ࿇سΰψٌ
ٌ࣐ছᛀωαΖڼڂΔؘ܃ႊᙅطښ
խဎຏᖲᣂࡳࢨ۩ءຏवڶ܃ᣂٌ࣐ছᛀऱٚ۶ࡳΖٍؘ܃ႊᒔঅ܃ऱ֪Ցࠠߩڶജऱױ೯شխဎຏᢞࠦאᚨבٚ۶ᚵנ܂ऱᔄᒌ
ૡΖ!!

3/!

ٌڜگඈ!
ٌ࣐ٻקᙅൕ࣍ՂٌࢬՂؑऱ B ैऱٌگၜཚΖڇխဎຏᢞࠦऱٌ૿ֱگΔխഏጩല࣍࿇נૡΰཱིבآ܀αऱֲٌ࣐ᅝֲΰψU
U
ֲωα۞ࠡፖृΰץਔ܂ጩፖृऱଉཽጩαऱᢞ֪ࠦՑנ܂ಖᔁࢨڬᔁΖೈॺٵ۩ءრ٣۩ᐸᇷΔܡঞڶᣂᇠٌ࣐ऱᇷ८ٌگ
ല࣍ U ֲ৵Հԫଡֲٌ࣐ၞ۩ΰψUU,2 ֲωαΖ!

4/!

ٌ࣐ٻקऱᠰ৫!
ઌᣂਙࢌࢨጥᖲዌױ౨ᄎီؑउ֗ᄷໂ࿓৫Εሀቼᇷ८ੌֽؓΕؑࡳࢤ֗ࠡەࡉైڂהᐞۖైڂլழኙխဎຏᢞࠦऱٌ࣐ਜףᠰ
৫Ζ܃ᚨᔹᦰڶᣂᇠᠰ৫ૻࠫऱઌᣂᇡൣΔץਔᠰ৫ૻᠰΕ೯شᠰ৫ऱֽؓΕشױᠰ৫塒ᠰ֗࣍ଉཽᜤٌࢬጻీլழֆ܉ऱઌᣂૻࠫ֗
ڜඈΔאᒔঅ࠷܃່ᄅऱᇷಛΖ!
ຘመխဎຏ၇խဎຏᢞࠦؾছႊ࠹Հ֮ᇡ૪ऱૉեᠰ৫ጥࠫࢬૻΖଉཽᜤٌࢬڶኙ಼ൣᦞආ࠷ࠡᎁؘࢨᔞٽऱԫ֊ڶᣂ۩೯Ε
ޡᨏࢨൻਜΔאᒔঅࢨআࠌᙅښઌᣂऱᠰ৫ࡳࢨૻࠫΔץਔ܀լૻ࣍אՀٺႈΚ!
)b* ૻࠫࢨࢴڶᣂٌ࣐ٻקऱ၇ᒌૡΙ!
)c* ᑉೖࢨૻࠫ࠷ࢨࠌش٤ຝࢨٚ۶ຝ։ٌٌ࣐࣐ࣚٻק೭Ι֗!
)d* ଥٌ࣐ٻקޏऱሎ܂ழၴ֗ઌᣂڜඈΖ!
ڼڂΔࠀլঅᢞפګױຘመխဎຏڶנ܂ᣂٌ࣐ٻקऱ၇ᒌૡΖኙֲٌ࣐࣍ٺऱֲޢᠰ৫ਢᖕխဎຏၞ۩ऱሀቼٌ࣐ऱ၇ᒌᏝଖۖ
مऱՂૻΰψޢ
ֲޢᠰ৫ωαΖֲޢᠰ৫ױլழֹۖޏޓႊࠃ٣ຏवΔۖ܃ᚨ۞۩࣍ଉٌཽ࣐ࢬጻీ֗ଉٌཽ࣐ࢬֆ܉ऱࠡהᇷற࠷່
ᄅᇷಛΖ!
ᖕଉཽᜤٌࢬঞΔދᇷृڇױլᓵܡڶሔֲ֘ޢᠰ৫ऱൣउՀנഇࠡխဎຏᢞࠦΖૉڂሔֲ֘ޢᠰ৫ۖᑉೖຘመٌ࣐ٻק၇Եխဎຏ
ᢞࠦΔ۩ءലྤऄၞ۩ٚ۶၇ᒌૡΔۖٚ۶բ༼ٌآࡸ܀ച۩ऱਐقലࢴΖ᠃ᓮࣹრΔբᛧ൷ऱ၇ᒌૡլᄎֲޢڂᠰ৫شጐۖ
࠹ࠩᐙΔೈॺઌᣂٌ࣐ࢬፖृ࠷ૡΔܡঞലፂڇՂٌࢬऱૡધᙕփΖ!

5/!

ڃ᠏ٌ࣐ऱૻࠫ!
խഏփ چB ैؑլ୲ֲؓܛପ၇ᔄٌ࣐ΰڃ᠏ٌ࣐αΖૉ ࣍܃U ֲ၇ԵխဎຏᢞࠦΔ܃ႛ ࣍ױU,2 ֲᅝֲࢨհ৵ᔄנᇠैٝΔۖ܃
ڼڂലႊࢭᖜ طU ֲ۟ U,2 ֲڶᇠैٝऱؑଅᙠΖٌ࣐࣍طছᛀऱࡳΔૉ۩ءٻ܃࿇ננഇ ࣍܃U ֲ၇Եऱխဎຏᢞࠦऱਐ
قΔ۩ءႛ࣍ױᔞ ڇشU,2 ֲऱኲַழၴΰਊ۩ءլழࢬຏव܃ऱழၴαࢨհ৵൷ᇠਐقΖ!!

6/!

ֱٌ࣐ऄ֗փኟٌ࣐ऱᑨڇᐙ!!
࣍խഏփچऱխဎຏᢞࠦऱٌ࣐ழ௫֗ࠌشႚటᖲ࿇נૡΔۖڶᣂૡؘႊ࣍ᚵၞ۩ٌ࣐ᅝֲڰՂਐࡳழၴছႚಬΖڶᣂ܃ऱٌ࣐ᇷ
றױ౨൷ᤛᇠᇷறऱԳՓ࠷ࠀࠌشΔᇠԳՓױ౨ࠡܓߪء墿ࠌشᇠᇷறၞ۩ٌ࣐Ζڼ؆Δٌ࣐ڜඈݾڇՂ֭ױؘآག܂ᔹ֗塒
ᠰᇬΔᖄીנԳᙑᎄ֗ЯࢨេऱଅᙠΖ!

7/!

ড়֪ᙑᎄ!
۩ءլᄎ༉ڂ܃ᖕ܃ऱਐࢬقၞ۩ऱٚ۶ٌ࣐ۖ፞࠹ऱٚ۶ჾ؈Εჾ୭ࢨၲ֭ࢨઌᣂჾ؈Εჾ୭ࢨၲ֭ຂΖ۩ءലྤऄؓପٚ۶ٌ
࣐Δۖ܃ᚨఎრڶᣂխဎຏऱխဎຏᢞࠦऱٌڜگඈΔץਔ܀լૻ࣍ױ౨ᐙ྇܅ٚ۶ᙑᎄٌ࣐ઌᣂ৵࣠౨Ժऱᠰ৫ૻࠫΖ!!
ᖕխဎຏঞΔԫᆃַၞ۩؆ٌ࣐ࢨ᠏ฝΔ൫ૉեࠏ؆ൣउΰࢬٌ࣐ڕፖृፖࠡড়֪հၴ࣍ૻڶൣउՀၞ۩ऱ᠏ฝאଥإᙑᎄٌ
࣐αঞೈ؆ΖؾছΔࠀྤڶᣂᛧױၞ۩ऱ؆᠏ฝऱᇡาঞࢨਐ֧Ζڼ؆Δૉଉཽᜤٌࢬٽڶطᡖጊࢨઌॾٌ࣐ࢬፖृױ౨ᛒ
ױࢨش౨ᆖբᛒشᇠଥڜإඈࢨױ౨شܓᇠଥڜإඈאᝩಾኙ؆ٌ࣐ࢨ᠏ฝऱᆃחΔঞଉཽᜤٌࢬٍױᑉೖਬࡳٌ࣐ࢬፖृၞ۩
ॺٌ࣐᠏ฝאଥإᙑᎄٌ࣐ऱᦞܓΖྤࠀ۩ءᆠ೭ၞ۩ٚ۶؆ٌ࣐אଥإᙑᎄٌ࣐Δڶ۩ء܀ኙ಼ൣᦞެࡳਢܡၞ۩ٚ۶؆᠏ฝΖ
۩ءᄗլ༉ڂٚ۶ᙑᎄٌ࣐ࢨٚ۶ࢴၞ۩᠏ฝאଥإᙑᎄٌ࣐ࢬऴ൷ࢨၴ൷֧ીऱٚ۶ჾ؈ຂΖ!!

8/!

ᦞ墿ࢶ!
ᖕխഏփچࡳΔૉ܃ࢨڶ൳ࠫਬၴ࣍խഏփࢬٌ࣐چՂؑऱխഏփچֆΰψխ
խഏփچՂؑֆωαऱैٝ۟ਬԫઌᣂխဎຏᖲᣂ
ױ౨լழૡࣔऱૉեֽؓΔؘ܃ႊ࣍ઌᣂխဎຏᖲᣂૡࣔऱཚၴփࢶᇠᦞ墿Δٍۖ܃լ࣍ઌᣂխဎຏᖲᣂૡࣔऱཚၴփ၇ᔄٚ۶ᇠ
ैٝΖؘ܃ႊਊઌᣂխဎຏᖲᣂऱࡳࢶٚ۶ڶᣂ܃ऱैၦऱٚ۶ૹՕ᧢೯Ζڶ܃ຂٚլழᙅطښઌᣂխဎຏᖲᣂਜףऱٚ۶ᦞ墿
ࢶঞΔࠀ༉ٚ۶ઌᣂژᚾڜנ܂ඈΖ!
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9/!

ᒵٌ࣐ܓᑮঞ!
ᖕխഏփچऱࡳΔψᒵٌ࣐ܓᑮঞωࡳΔאڶڕՀൣउΔ܃Ꮑಯᝫ༉၇ᔄਬၴխഏփچՂؑֆऱխဎຏᢞࠦࢬऱٚ۶ܓ
ᑮΚ)b*࣍܃խഏփچՂؑֆऱैၦ၌መઌᣂխဎຏᖲᣂլழૡࣔऱֽؓΙ֗)c*ઌᣂऱנഇٌ࣐࣍၇ٌ࣐৵ऱքଡִփ࿇سΰ֘հ
ٍྥαΖ܃ΰ֗ء܃ૻԳαႊຂᙅښխഏփڶچᣂψᒵٌ࣐ܓᑮঞωऱᔞشঞΖ!!

:/!

ᇷ८ࠐᄭ!
ឈྥٌ࣐ٻקԯଉཽ֗௧؆ދᇷृۖΔآ܀౨ᒔࡳխഏփچֆދاᇷृࢨشܓᄭ۞խഏփچᇷ८ऱދᇷृ౨ܡຘመࠡᠦࡾ֪Ցၞ۩ק
ٌ࣐ٻΖ!

21/!

௧؆ᖑᦞڶऱૻᠰ!
ᖕխഏփچࡳΔԫ௧؆ދᇷृᛧڶਬၴԫխഏփچՂؑֆऱैٝᑇؾૡૻڶᠰΔۖࢬڶ௧؆ދᇷृ࣍ਬၴԫխഏփچՂ
ؑֆऱࠓٽैၦٍڶՂૻΖᇠ௧؆ᖑૻᦞڶᠰױਊٽૠഗᄷΰٵܛழො።ٵԫՂؑֆऱփᇷ֗؆ᇷբ࿇۩ैٝΔլᓵઌᣂैၦ
ਢܡຘመٌ࣐ٻקΕٽቼ؆ᖲዌދᇷृЯԳاኞٽቼ؆ᖲዌދᇷृࠫ৫ࢨࠡދהᇷຜஉۖڶαᚨشΖଣਬၴԫխഏփچՂؑֆ
ऱٽૠ௧؆ᖑᦞڶሒ۟ਐࡳۍ։ֺΔঞଉٌཽ࣐ࢬΰࢨࠡઌᣂॵ᥆ֆαലᑉೖ൷࠹ٚ۶ຘመխဎຏၞ۩ऱઌᣂխဎຏᢞࠦऱ၇ᒌૡΔ
ऴ۟ᇠՂؑֆऱ௧؆ᖑۍᦞڶ։ֺڃ༚۟ૉեֽؓΖ!
ڶ܃ຂٚᙅښᔞشࡳլழਜףऱࢬڶ௧؆ᖑૻᦞڶᠰΖᅝᖑᦞڶሒ۟ਐࡳۍ։ֺழΔٍ܃ႊٻઌᣂᖲᣂႪΖૉ۩ء൜܃բሔ֘ΰࢨ
ٽچᎁ࣍܃ച۩ڍޓ၇ᒌૡழױڶ౨ሔ֘αٚ۶௧؆ᖑૻᦞڶᠰΔࢨૉۖڼڂ۩ءٚ۶խဎຏᖲᣂޣΰץਔ܀լૻ࣍ڂՂٌࢬ
࿇נൎࠫנഇຏवαΔঞ।܃قᦞנ۩ءഇٚ۶խဎຏᢞࠦΔאᒔঅᙅڶࢬښᔞشࡳΖྥۖΔྤࠀ۩ءᆠ೭ࠃ۩ڼڕΔۖ܃լᚨࠉᘸ
۩ءऱڶᣂ۩೯אᒔঅ܃ᙅښٚ۶ᔞشࡳΖ!!

22/!

ٽᇷ܂ٌ࣐ٻקऱխဎຏᢞࠦ!
ଉཽᜤٌࢬലᖕխဎຏঞࢬૡࣔऱᄷঞΔലᢞࠦԵ֗լૠԵխဎຏᢞࠦΖ!ڕΰjαխဎຏᢞࠦᙟ৵լ٦ګઌᣂਐᑇऱګ։ैΔ
ΰjjαխဎຏᢞࠦᙟ৵᠏۟ଅᙠᤞࣨقၞ۩ٌ࣐Δ֗Яࢨΰjjjαխဎຏᢞࠦऱઌᚨ I ैᙟ৵ೖַڇଉཽᜤٌࢬ၇ᔄΔ܃ঞႛᛧנഇ܀ᆃ
ַ܂ၞԫޡ၇ᇠխဎຏᢞࠦΖ!!
ᖕጥՂٌࢬՂؑऱᢞࠦঞΰψՂ
ՂٌࢬՂؑঞωαΔૉٚ۶ՂٌࢬՂؑֆإ࣍ึַՂؑ࿓ݧΔࢨࠡᛜሎڂತਙࢨࠡנۖڂה
լࡳൣउᖄીࠡڇژึַՂؑऱଅᙠࢨދᇷृᦞ墿ױ౨࠹ࠩჾ୭ΔᇠՂٌࢬՂؑֆലኔਜଅᙠᤞقΔࠀႊ࣍ଅᙠᤞٌ࣐ࣨقΖ!
ଅᙠᤞֹڇױࣨقႊࠃ٣ຏवऱൣउՀנٚ۶᧢೯Ζଣ࣍ٽᇷ܂խဎຏٌ࣐ऱխဎຏᢞࠦࠡ৵᠏۟ଅᙠᤞࣨقၞ۩ٌ࣐Δঞխဎຏऱ
ދᇷृലႛᛧנഇڶᣂैٝۖլ٦۩၇ैٝΖڶᣂଅᙠᤞࣨقऱᇡൣΔᓮᔹՂٌࢬՂؑঞ֗Ղٌࢬଅᙠᤞैࣨقปٌ࣐ᑉ۩ᙄ
ऄΖ!

23/!

լᄎ܂؆᠏ฝ!
ؘآ۩ءᄎ༉ٚ۶ຘመխဎຏא؆ֱڤ᠏ฝऱխဎຏᢞ㧥༼ࠎٚ۶؆ࣚ೭Δೈॺխဎຏᖲᣂڶࡳΰࠏڕഗ८ᆖࠡڇጥऱഗ८֗Я
ࢨഗ८ၞ۩ٌ࣐৵ैٝ։Δխဎຏᢞࠦऱᢞ㧥ଗ၊ٽᇷ܂شො።ᔄ़Δࠀࠠڶլ၌መԫଡִऱཚૻΔ֗אՂٌࢬ֗խഏጩਐࡳऱٚ
۶ࠡהൣउαΖ!

24/!

ᠦࡾԳاኞႪଅᙠ!
ፖࠡה؆ኞᣊٵΔᠦࡾԳاኞऱႪױ֒ױၓΖࠀլঅᢞԳاኞլᄎ၈ଖΖ!!
ᠦࡾԳاኞऱႪല࠹ΰࠡխץਔαխഏփچխ؇ਙࢌլழኔਜऱ؆ႪጥࠫΰࠏڕԳاኞ܋ངהࠡګຄኞऱࠫૻڶαᐙΖૉԳاኞࠀ
ॺ܃ऱءഏຄኞΔঞދڇᇷխဎຏᢞࠦழΔࢨ܃Ꮑല܃ऱءഏຄኞ܋ངګԳاኞΔۖڇխဎຏᢞࠦՀऱٌ࣐ऱٚ۶ԳاኞཱིבΔױٍ܃౨
ᏁലԳاኞ܋ང܃ګऱءഏຄኞΖ܃ല༉ڼขسຄኞ܋ང၄شΰܛ၇ᔄᠦࡾԳاኞழऱᏝαΔࠀႊࢭᖜٚ۶ᇠຄኞ܋ངऱႪं೯ଅ
ᙠΔۖڶᣂଅᙠࢨᄎኙխဎຏᢞࠦऱؑଖທګլܓᐙΖ!!

25/!

܋ངԳاኞऱૻࠫ!
Գاኞ࠹ૻ࣍խഏփچխ؇ਙࢌऱ؆Ⴊጥࠫ֗ૻࠫΖ!
խഏփچऱઌᣂᖲᣂױ౨ᚵࢨലቇױ܉౨ፖ࣍܃խဎຏऱދᇷઌᣂऱᠰ؆ঞΕऄ֗ૻࠫΖ࣍܃၇ᔄխဎຏᢞࠦছᚨᔹ່ᄅऱᇷற֗
ᇡൣΖ!!

26/!

խဎຏᢞࠦऱᏝૻࠫ!
۩ءႛ൷࠹ᇠᙅښᔞشࡳऱٌ࣐ٻקૡΖழΔխဎຏᢞࠦ࠹ਊՂԫଡֲٌ࣐ऱؑگᏝऱ²21&!ഗᄷऱԫᏝૻࠫࢬૻΰۖ࣍
ଅᙠᤞقՀၞ۩ٌ࣐ऱैปঞছؑگᏝऱ²6&αΖᏝૻࠫױլழޏޓΖࢬڶᣂ࣍խဎຏᢞࠦऱૡؘႊ࣍ᏝૻאփΖٚ۶Ꮭ၌נᏝ
ૻऱૡ݁լᛧՂٌࢬ࠹Ζ!

27/!

೯ኪᏝᛀ!
ֲַޢᠰ৫ᛒشΔଉཽᜤٌࢬലم၇ᒌૡऱ೯ኪᏝᛀΖᙁԵᏝ࣍܅ࠋ່ڶᤁᏝΰࢨྤڕࠋ່ڶᤁᏝΔঞ່ᄅٌ࣐
ᏝΙࢨྤڕࠋ່ڶᤁᏝ່֗ᄅٌګᏝΔঞছؑگᏝαਬଡਐࡳۍ։ֺऱ၇ᒌૡലլᛧ࠹Ζ!
࣍ၲؑႃٽᤁᏝழΔڶᤁᏝΰࢨྤڕڶᤁᏝΔঞছؑگᏝαല܂شᏝᛀΖ೯ኪᏝᛀ࣍ޢଡֲٌ࣐݁ղאᚨشΔطၲؑႃ
ٽᤁᏝழၲࡨছऱն։ᤪᙁԵழ۟Հ֑ऱຑᥛᤁᏝழޔַΖଉཽᜤٌࢬᚵ࣍խဎຏॣཚല೯ኪᏝᛀૡ 4&ΖᇠᏝᛀۍ
։ֺױਊؑउլழᓳᖞΖ!

28/!

נഇխဎຏᢞࠦऱૻࠫ!
ދᇷृլࠌشຘመխဎຏ၇ऱխဎຏᢞٌࠦگٚ۶ຘመխဎຏא؆྄ሐנ܂ऱᔄᒌૡΖڼڂΔຘመխဎຏ၇ऱխဎຏᢞࠦऱؑ
ᑓױ౨֗ૻڶЯࢨੌຏၦለ܅ΰፖຘመ྄ࠡהሐ၇ઌैٵֺٝለαΖڼ؆Δ܃༉խဎຏᢞࠦ࠷گऱٚ۶ಬैᦞ墿ٍࠫૻڶΖૉᇠಬ
ैᦞ墿᥆ܑխဎຏᢞࠦڤݮΔঞࠡႛٽᇷຘመխဎຏנഇΰܛլ౨ֱٺהࠡطຘመխဎຏ၇αΖૉᇠಬैᦞ墿ࠀॺ᥆ܑխဎຏ
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ᢞࠦڤݮΔࠡലլฤٽխဎຏٌ࣐ᇷΖΰࠡܛႛ࣍ױխഏփچऱઌᣂैปٌ࣐ؑαΖڼڂΔאಬैᦞ墿࠷گڤݮᇠैٝࠠ܅ڶΰ
۟ڶαੌຏၦऱଅᙠΖ!
ૉխဎຏᢞࠦ௫֗ሿᅷैΔঞլױຘመխဎຏ၇Ζૉڶᣂ௫֗ሿᅷैऱխဎຏᢞࠦऱᔄᒌૡፖנഇ༉ᇠխဎຏᢞࠦࢬऱ٤ຝۖॺຝ
։ऱሿैڶᣂΔঞױᛧנഇᇠխဎຏᢞࠦΖڼڂΔຘመխဎຏ၇௫֗ሿᅷຝ։ऱխဎຏᢞࠦऱؑᑓױ౨֗ૻڶЯࢨੌຏၦለ܅Ζ!!
!
29/!

࿔ႈ!
ؾছຘመխဎຏ၇ᔄऱխဎຏᢞࠦڶࠆױխഏփچᇷܓء࿔ࡉխഏփچᛜᄐ࿔ऱᑉழ܍Ζؾছࡸآ堚ᄑᇠ܍ല࣍۶ழࡻየΔ֗א
ࠡהխഏփچ࿔ႈਢܡᔞ࣍شຘመխဎຏ၇ᔄऱխဎຏᢞࠦΖᄭ۞խဎຏᢞࠦऱैஒႊᢆխഏփچቃڬ࿔ΖխဎຏᢞࠦڇխဎຏՀऱٌ
ٍ࣐ႊ֭בխഏփٱچक़࿔Ζ܃Ꮑڶᣂխဎຏᢞࠦऱٚ۶࿔ႈ٤ຂΔࠀٵრ࣍ޣழ༉ࢬ܃ڂ۩ءڶΕ၇ᔄࢨڤֱהࠡאऱ
ٚ۶խဎຏᢞࠦۖױ౨ขسऱࢬڶ࿔ႈנ܂۩ءٻᚦᚍΖ۩ءլᄎ༉ڶᣂխဎຏऱٚ۶࿔೭ംᠲΕຂٚ֗0ࢨᆠ೭༼ࠎᘬᇬࢨᇠࠃࡵ
ۖຂΔٍ۩ءլᄎڇຍֱ૿༼ࠎٚ۶ࣚ೭ࢨ࠰ܗΖ!ދڇᇷխဎຏᢞࠦছΔ۩ءൎ௺৬ᤜ܃༉ຍᣊދᇷኙױ܃౨ขسऱ࿔೭৵࣠ᘬᇬء܃
ߪऱ࿔೭ംΔڂᇠ࿔೭৵࣠ױ౨ڂլދٵᇷृۖࢬڶլٵΖ!

2:/!

ଉཽড়֪ᢞࠦ֗ঞ!
܂ԫঞΔፖٌ࣐ٻקऱދᇷृࠀլࠆڶᢞࠦ֗ཚຄයࠏ֗ࠡઌᣂॵ᥆ऄࠏࢬ༼ࠎऱ٤૿অᎽΖ֠ࠡਢΔ࣍طຘመխဎຏٌ࣐ऱխ
ဎຏᢞࠦࠀॺ࣍ଉཽᜤٌࢬՂؑࢨ၇ᔄΔࠀലॺطᢞᄎྨԳՓאಜጥԳߪٝڶΔਚ܃ലլᄎ࠹ড়֪ᢞࠦঞࢬঅᎽΔᢞᄎࢨٚ۶
ࠡהઌᣂऱխဎຏᖲᣂڶਐࣔृೈ؆Ζ!!!

31/!

ދᇷृᓽᚍഗ८!
၇ᔄխဎຏᢞࠦࠀլࠆڶᖕᢞࠦ֗ཚຄයࠏمऱދᇷृᓽᚍഗ८ࢬ༼ࠎऱঅᎽΖڼڂΔፖᜤٌࢬՂؑᢞٌ࣐ࠦլٵΔދᇷृᓽᚍഗ८
լᄎ༉ٚ۶ᢞᄎྨԳࢨုםԳڂሔપۖᖄી܃፞࠹ऱٚ۶ჾ؈༼ࠎٚ۶অᎽΖ!

32/!

խဎຏᢞࠦऱᖑ!ᦞڶ
խဎຏᢞࠦ᥆ྤᢞᢞࠦΔࠀطଉཽጩ֪ࠡזՑڶԳڶΖٌ࣐ٻקլᄎ༼ࠎኔढژԵ֗༼࠷ࣚ೭Ζ!!
ᖕ۩խഏփچࠏΔխဎຏᢞࠦലಖԵଉཽጩࢬፖխഏጩࢬၲمऱזԳᔁ֪Δۖ࣍܃խဎຏᢞࠦऱࢬܓࢨᦞڶ墿Δڶ֗אᣂᦞ
墿ΰլᓵਢऄ৳Εᘝؓऄࢨࠡߢۖהαႊ࠹ᔞشࡳΰץਔፖٚ۶ᦞ墿ࢶࡳࢨ௧؆ैᦞૻࠫڶᣂऱऄ৳αࢬૻΖڼᓤᠧऱऄ৳ᒤ
ᡱΔ܃ᚨ༈ޣᗑمറᄐრߠΖ!!

33/!

ॾஒࢶ֗࿇ٌ࣐ؒॾஒ!
ଉཽᜤٌࢬࢨᄎڶࠎ༼۩ءޣᣂ܃ऱଡԳᇷறΔ֗אਊଉཽᜤٌࢬլழਐࣔऱᇠழၴ֗ڶࠎ༼ڤᣂ܃༉ٌ࣐ٻקႈՀऱխဎຏᢞࠦ
ٌ࣐֗ݺଚ܃זച۩ऱٌ࣐ऱૡᣊী֗ᏝଖΔঁא࿇ؒΕႚᐾࢨֆၲ࿇ؒխဎຏႈՀऱխဎຏᢞٌ࣐ࠦΕٌ࣐ၦΕދᇷृ១տ֗ࠡהઌ
ᣂᑇᖕጵٽᇷறΖ!

34/!

ࠀྤॺ۞೯ኙᒌٌ࣐ࢨՕᠰٌ࣐!
ٌ࣐ٻקլٚ۶ॺ۞೯ኙᒌࢨՕᠰٌ࣐Ζ!

35/!

ૡଥࡉޏᚌ٣ᦞჾ؈!
ፖխഏփچऱ۩ክࠏԫીΔૉၞ۩ٌ࣐ٻקऱދᇷृڶრଥޏૡΔؘࠡႊଈ٣࠷ڶૡΔྥ৵٦ૹᄅᙁԵᄅૡΖڼڂΔڶ
ૡऱᔚଢݧڻലլڇژΔֲޢࠩ࠹ᠰ৫塒ᠰऱૻࠫࢬૻΔٚ۶ࠡ৵ᙁԵऱૡٵ࣍ױؘآԫֲٌ࣐נ܂ჄᇖΖ!

36/!

ֲٌ࣐ऱܑ!
խဎຏႛ)ڇb*ଉٌཽ࣐ࢬ֗Ղٌࢬ۞ٺၲ॰ࠎၞ۩ٌ࣐Ι֗)c*ଉཽ֗Ղ௧ऱᎬ۩࣍ၞ۩ઌᣂཱིႈֲٌگࠎ༼ڶᎬ۩ࣚ೭ழΔխဎຏֱ
ٌ࣐܂ױΖଣٚ۶ઌᣂٌ࣐ࢬࠀྤၲ॰ࢨૉଉཽࢨՂ௧ऱᎬ۩ࠀྤၲ॰ཱི܂ႈٌگᄐ೭Δঞ܃ലྤऄၞ۩ٚ۶ٌ࣐ٻק၇ᔄΖ܃ᚨఎრዴ
ཽຏሎ܂ऱֲΔࠀڂᚨߪء܃ऱଅᙠࢭ࠹࿓৫ެࡳ౨ࢭܡᖜխဎຏᢞࠦ࣍խဎຏྤऄ༼ࠎٌ࣐ٻקཚၴऱᏝं೯ଅᙠΖ!

37/!

ሎ܂ழၴ!!
ଉཽᜤٌࢬڶኙ಼ൣᦞլழ᠖ࡳխဎຏऱሎ܂ழၴΔࠀലڶኙ಼ൣᦞᙟழֹ֗ڇႊࠃ٣ຏवऱൣउՀޏޓխဎຏऱሎ܂ழၴ֗ڜඈ
ΰլᓵਢᜯழࢨࠡࢤהᔆαΖྤࠀ۩ءٚ۶ᆠ೭ຏव܃ଉཽᜤٌࢬኙ࣍խဎຏሎ܂ழၴऱٚ۶ڶᣂެࡳΖ᠃ᓮ܃ఎრխဎຏᢞࠦ࣍խဎຏ
آ౨ၞ۩ٌ࣐ٻקཚၴᏝं೯ଅᙠΖ!

38/!

խഏጩ؈ຂऱଅᙠ!
խഏጩբمଅᙠጥਮ֗ᆖխഏᢞᄎޅ֗ኘऱൻਜΖᖕխഏጩऱԫঞΔૉխഏጩΰ܂խ؇ٌ࣐ኙֱ֫α؈
ຂΔଉཽጩലਊటᇨຘመشױऱٽऄຜஉ֗ຘመխഏጩऱ堚ᒌ࿓ݧΰڕᔞشα༈ٻޣխഏጩڃگ࿇۩ڇ؆ऱխဎຏᢞࠦ֗آᚍᝫཱི
ႈΖଉཽጩᤉۖᄎਊઌᣂխဎຏᖲᣂࡳऱֺࠏലࢬڃگऱխဎຏᢞࠦ֗Яࢨཱིႈ։ղጩፖृΖឈྥխഏጩ؈ຂऱױ౨ࢤᄕ
܅Δދ܀ᇷृڇၞ۩ٌ࣐ٻקছᚨఎრڼႈڜඈ֗ױ౨ڇژଅᙠࢭᖜΖ!

39/!

ଉཽጩ؈ຂऱଅᙠ!
۩ءᖕءᇖ֮ךٙ༼ࠎࣚ೭ऱ౨Ժႊ࠹ଉཽጩ౨ݔܡᐌ۩ࠡᆠ೭ࢬૻΖଉཽጩऱٚ۶܂ࢨլ܂ࢨآ౨ࢨᙈᐌ۩ࠡᆠ೭ࢨ
ᄎᖄીآ౨ٌگխဎຏᢞࠦΔࢨᖄીխဎຏᢞࠦ֗Яࢨፖࠡڶᣂऱཱིႈנჾ؈Δۖױ܃౨ڼڂ፞࠹ჾ؈Ζ۩ءᄗլ༉ٚ۶ᇠჾ؈
ຂΖ!

3:/!

ڶᣂٞᄐ۩ऱֆֆ!ܫ
ڶᣂխဎຏᢞࠦऱٚ۶ٞᄐ۩ؾছԯطઌᣂ࿇۩ԳຘመՂٌࢬጻీ֗ࡴֱᎁױີ֗ጻీᢞࠦழΕխഏᢞࠦΕᢞֲࠦ֗
www.cninfo.com.cn ࿇܉Ζଉཽጩٍᄎ࣍խ؇ጩߓอಖᙕڶᣂխဎຏᢞࠦऱࢬڶٞᄐ۩Δࠀ֊ڇኔ۩ױൣउՀጐ࣍ݶֆ܉ᅝֲຘመխ
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؇ጩߓอึጤᖲຏवࠡጩፖृڶᣂᇡൣΖၞ۩ٌ࣐ٻקऱދᇷृױᔹՂٌࢬጻీ֗ઌᣂີΔאោᥦ່२ཚऱՂؑֆֆܫΔࢨ
ױᔹଉٌཽ࣐ࢬऱխഏैปؑጻࢨڶᣂ࣍Ղԫଡֲٌ࣐࿇۩ऱխဎຏᢞࠦऱٞᄐ۩ΖދᇷृᚨఎრΔՂٌࢬՂؑऱ࿇۩Գႛᄎא
խ֮ע࿇ٞᄐ֮ٙΔࠀլ༼ࠎ֮ठءΖ!
ڼ؆Δᖕխ؇ጩߓอԫঞΔଉཽጩലጐԺ֗ழጩፖृࠀ࠷گ࿇ڶᣂխဎຏᢞࠦऱ८ैஒΖैࠩگڇஒᠰ৵Δଉཽ
ጩലڇኔᎾᖙ܂ւऱൣउՀΔڜඈ࣍ٻֲٵઌᣂऱጩፖृ࿇ڶᣂ८ैஒΖ!!
ܑ࣍ڶଉཽڶᣂଉཽᜤٌࢬՂؑैٝऱڶክࠏΔਊᅃխഏփچழऱؑክࠏΔፖٌ࣐ٻקऱދᇷृྤᦞࡡז।ࢨࠡזᘣߪஂנᄎ
ᤜΖ!
ྤࠀ۩ءுኔٍլঅᢞڶᣂٞᄐ۩ऱٚ۶ֆֆܫऱᄷᒔࢤΕױᔾࢤࢨᔞழࢤΔٍլᄎ༉ࠉڂᘸڶᣂֆࢬܫขسऱٚ۶ᙑᎄΕլᒔΕ
ᎄࢨᙊዥࢨࢬආ࠷ऱٚ۶۩೯ۖขسऱٚ۶ჾ؈ࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΰլᓵਢॿᦞࢨٽપࢨࠡהαΖࣔ۩ءᒔ।قլᄎ༉ᣂ࣍ٚ۶ֆֆܫऱᄷ
ᒔࢤࢨڶᣂᇷறਢܡᔞ܂ٽٚ۶شຜऱࢬڶঅᢞΰլᓵࣔࢨقᚈृقαຂΖ!
41/!

ഇैٝ!
ଣ۞܃խဎຏᢞࠦऱ࿇۩Գैࠩگٝࢨࠡהᣊীᢞࠦ܂ᦞ墿Δ܃ᚨఎრΔڇૉեൣउՀΰࠏڕΚૉᇠᦞ墿ᢞࠦ࣍ՂٌࢬՂؑאॺࠀ܀Գ
اኞ၇ᔄࢨૉᇠᦞ墿ᢞࠦࠀॺ࣍ՂٌࢬՂؑαױؘآ܃ຘመխဎຏ၇ᔄᇠᦞ墿ᢞࠦΖ!

42/!

ፖދᇷխဎຏᢞࠦઌᣂऱԫؑଅᙠ!
ދᇷխဎຏᢞࠦ௫ܑ֗ऱەᐞ֗ైڂଅᙠΔץਔ܀լૻ࣍խഏփैچปؑለऱᏝं೯ࢤΕጥ֗ऄ৳ਮ࿇୶ࡸګآᑵΔ֗אᆖ
ᛎΕषᄎ֗ਙएऱլࡳࢤΖ!

43/!

ᤞַࣚึ֗ܫ೭!
ࢨ۩ءᄎᚨଉཽᜤٌࢬ֗ЯࢨՂٌࢬ܃ٻޣ࿇נՑᙰࢨ૿ᤞܫΔڇ֗אଉཽᜤٌࢬ֗ЯࢨՂٌࢬױ౨ࡳऱཚၴึַٌٻקࠎ༼܃ٻ
࣐ࣚ೭Ζ!

44/!

խဎຏኛᄅࢤ!
խဎຏਢՂٌࢬፖଉٌཽ࣐ࢬআၞຘመଉٌཽ࣐ࢬၞ۩խဎຏᢞࠦऱٌ࣐ۖ٥ٵංנऱኛᄅૠቤΖᖕٌ࣐ٻקၞ۩ऱխဎຏᢞٌ࣐ࠦ
ႊ࠹ࢬڶᔞشࡳࢬૻΖᔞشࡳऱٚ۶᧢೯ࢨᄎኙխဎຏᢞࠦऱٌ࣐ທګլܓᐙΖڶᣂᐙױ౨ኙ࣍܃խဎຏᢞࠦऱދᇷڶլܓᐙ
Ζ່࣍ᡏൣउՀΔױ܃౨ჾ؈܃Օຝ։࣍խဎຏऱխဎຏᢞࠦދᇷΖ!

45/!

ᔄ़ऱૻࠫ!
ଉཽ֗௧؆ދᇷृؾছᆃַၞ۩ྤᖜঅխဎຏᢞࠦᔄ़Δڶᖜঅխဎຏᢞࠦᔄ़ঞᛧၞ۩Δ൫ႊ࠹խဎຏঞխऱਬࠄࡳࢬૻΖ
ྥۖΔ۩ءլᄎআࠌၞ۩ڶᖜঅխဎຏᢞࠦᔄ़Ζ܃ႊ٤ᦞຂᇞ֗ᙅښլழسயऱᔄ़֗אޣլٽऱٚ۶৵࣠Ζ!

46/!

ዹឰᖲࠫ!!
խဎຏᢞٌ࣐ࠦऱച۩࠹Ղٌࢬխဎຏঞΰץਔዹឰᖲࠫය֮αऱૻΖᕣጥዹឰᖲࠫؾছᑉᒷച۩Δ܃ᚨࣹრڇٚ۶Ղٌࢬֲٌ࣐ਜ
ףዹឰᖲࠫലᖄીڇዹឰᖲࠫය֮խࡳऱԫࢨڍழၴփᑉೖച۩ຘመՂٌࢬၞ۩ऱٌ࣐Ζ!
ೈॺଉཽᜤٌࢬࡳެڶΔዹឰᖲࠫය֮୲ڇዹឰᖲࠫسயཚၴ࠷խဎຏᢞࠦ၇ᔄਐחΔױ۩ءԫڇאڕᇠཚၴຘመխဎຏᙁԵ
ਐ࠷חޣΖᕣጥڼڕΔೈॺ֗ऴ۟ઌᣂՂٌࢬߓอ࿇࠷נᒔᎁΔܡঞխဎຏਐחലլᄎီբ࠷Δۖଉཽᜤٌࢬࢨࠡॵ᥆ֆ
ٍլᄎ࠷נ༼ڇ۩ءڂޣ৵ڂٚ۶ڂլᛧ൷ۖຂΖ!!!
!
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ॵٙ :Κैຏٌ࣐ࣚ೭!
ጵٽයཱི֗යٙ!Ω!ދᇷขΰैຏٌ࣐ࣚ೭αհᇖ֮ךٙ!
2/!

ࡳᆠ֗ᤩᆠ!

2/2!

ೈՀ֮ࡳڶᆠृ؆Δጵٽයཱི֗යٙ!Ω!Ꭼ۩ࣚ೭ΰψՠ
ՠ ᎬࠅᎬ۩යཱིωα֗ጵٽයཱི֗යٙ!Ω!ދᇷขΰψՠ
ՠ Ꭼࠅދᇷය
ཱིωαբࡳᆠࢨࣔऱයཱི࣍ءᇖ֮ךٙΰࡳᆠߠՀ֮αխࠠڶઌٵොᆠΖ!

2/3!
!

࣍ءᇖ֮ךٙΔೈ֮ᆠڶࡳृ؆ΔאՀဲნࠠאڶՀොᆠΚ!
ᔞشࡳωਐଉཽ֗խഏփچઌᣂਙࢌࢨጥᖲዌլழቇ܉ऱઌᣂऄ৳ΕঞΕऄΕਙΕᇭᤩΕਐ֧Εࡳ֗ࠡהጥ֮ٙΔץਔ
ψᔞ
խဎຏঞ֗ٚ۶ਙࢌࢨጥᖲዌΕٌ࣐ࢬࢨጩࢬױլழֆ֗܉Яࢨଥૡऱٚ۶ࠡהઌᣂࡳ֗ЯࢨૻࠫΖ!!
!ψ
८ωਐ۩ءਊءᇖ֮ךٙऱයཱི֗࠷گڶऱࢬڶ८ࢨאᠦࡾԳاኞૠଖऱ८ᏝढΖ!
խ؇ጩߓอωਐطଉཽጩࢬ༉࣍ଉཽᜤٌࢬՂؑࢨ၇ᔄऱᢞ㧥ၞ۩ጩ֗0ࢨ༉խဎຏۖمګऱٚ۶ߓอࢬᛜሎऱխ؇ጩٌ֗ߓگ
ψխ
อΖ!
ψխ
խഏጩωਐխഏᢞ࿆ࠦಖጩૻڶຂٚֆΖ!
խ ဎຏᢞࠦωਐଉཽᜤٌࢬ൷ٌ࣍ࢬՂؑऱٚ۶ᢞࠦΔڶᣂᢞࠦᛧլழ൷ࠎױխဎຏՀଉཽ֗௧؆ދᇷृٌ࣐ऱٽᇷᢞ
ψխ
ࠦΖೈ֮ᆠڶࡳृ؆ΔψխဎຏᢞࠦωץਔψܑխဎຏᢞࠦωΖ!
ψ໌
໌ᄐࣨैٝωਐٚ۶լழᛧ൷ٌ࣍ࢬᛜሎऱ໌ᄐࣨؑՂؑ֗၇ᔄऱᢞ㧥Ζ!
ዹឰᖲࠫωਐٌࢬᖕዹឰᖲࠫය֮ڇٌࢬኔਜࢨඔشऱٚ۶ൻਜΖ!
ψዹ
ዹឰᖲࠫය֮ωਐٌࢬঞխΔױᖕؾڼऱኔਜዹឰᖲࠫΔאΰࠡխץਔα྇ࢨ܅ᝩڇ܍ٌࢬ၇ᔄऱᢞ㧥ᏝՕ༏ՂይࢨՀၓऱઌ
ψዹ
ᣂය֮ΰץਔᚨ֗شᔭዹឰᖲࠫऱࢬڶઌᣂය֮αΖ!
၄شωץਔ၄شΕگ၄֗ၲ֭ΰץਔ༼ࠎऄ৳რߠऱڶᣂऱ၄شΕگ၄֗ၲ֭αΖ!
ψ၄
խഏᢞᄎωਐխഏփچऱխഏᢞࠦᅮጥࡡᄎΖ!
ψխ
ψଉ
ଉٌཽ࣐ࢬωਐଉٌཽ࣐֗ጩࢬૻڶֆΖ!
ଉཽጩωਐଉཽխ؇ጩૻڶֆΖ!!
ψଉ
ଉཽωਐխဎԳا٥ࡉഏଉܑཽ۩ਙΖ!
ψଉ
ψᖲ
ᖲዌറᄐދᇷृωਐᢞ㧥֗ཚຄයࠏॵ। 2 ร 2 ຝร 2 ᆏψറᄐދᇷृωऱࡳᆠร)b*!Ε)c*!Ε)d*!Ε)e*!Ε)f*!Ε)g*!Ε)h*!Ε)i*ࢨ
)j*ࢬਐऱψറᄐދᇷृωΖ!!
ჾ؈ωਐٚ۶ჾ؈Εჾ୭ΕޣΕعΕ႘֗ٚ۶ᣊীऱ၄شΖ!
ψჾ
ψխ
խഏփچω༉ءᇖ֮ךٙۖߢΔਐխဎԳا٥ࡉഏΰଉཽΕᖾ॰֗ೈ؆αΖ!
ٌ࣐ٻקωਐଉཽ֗௧؆ދᇷृຘመխဎຏၞ۩ऱխဎຏᢞٌ࣐ࠦΖ!
ψק
ᠦࡾԳاኞωਐࠎխഏփچቼ؆ऱԫႪؑ܋ٌ࣐ࠌشऱԳاኞΖ!
ψᠦ
ψԳ
ԳاኞωਐխဎԳا٥ࡉഏऄࡳຄኞԳاኞΖ!
؆ጥݝωਐխഏփچऱഏ୮؆ႪጥݝΖ!
ψ؆
ଉཽᜤٌࢬωਐଉཽᜤૻڶࢬٌ࣐ٽֆΖ!
ψଉ
ψᢞ
ᢞᄎωਐଉཽऱᢞࠦ֗ཚຄࠃ೭ኘࡡᄎΖ!!
ᢞࠦ֗ཚຄයࠏωਐπᢞࠦ֗ཚຄයࠏρΰଉཽऄ৳ร 682 ີαΖ!
ψᢞ
ཽຏωਐطଉཽᜤٌࢬΕٌࢬΕଉཽጩ֗խഏጩ༉ଉཽᜤٌࢬፖٌࢬࠟچᢞ㧥ؑ৬مऱᢞ㧥ٌ࣐֗ጩۖၲ࿇յᜤյຏᖲ
ψ
ࠫΖ!
ᔄ़ωਐנഇլழץਔڇଉཽᜤٌࢬլழ༉ױᔄ़ۖֆ܉ऱٽᇷٌࢬᢞ㧥ټփऱैຏᢞ㧥Δۖ܃ழᖇ៶բᖕਬᢞ㧥ଗ၊࠰
ψᔄ
ᤜଗڶشᣂᢞ㧥ۖᖑڶԫႈܛழۖࠌ۩ױլॵڶයٙऱᦞܓΔױലڶᣂᔄ़ᢞ㧥᠏ូ࣍ࠡ၇ԳټՀΖ!
ψ
ܑխဎຏᢞࠦωਐଉཽᜤٌࢬ൷ٌ࣍ࢬՂؑऱٚ۶ᢞࠦΔڶᣂᢞࠦլழᛧ൷ႛࠎױխဎຏՀऱଉཽ֗௧؆ދᇷृנഇۖլ
܂ش၇شຜऱٽᇷैปΖ!!
ٌࢬωਐڅᢞٌ࣐ࠦࢬΖ!
ψ
ψ
ٌࢬխဎຏঞωਐٌࢬ༉ኔਜཽຏۖࠫࡳऱཽຏऱঞ֗ࠏΰᆖլழଥૡΕᇖךΕଥ֗ޏ0ࢨޏޓαΖ!!
ٌࢬঞωਐٌࢬխဎຏঞ֗ᆖլழଥૡΕᇖךΕଥ֗ޏ0ࢨޏޓऱٌࢬᄐ೭ٌ࣐֗ঞ֗ࠏΖ!
ψ
ैปଗ၊ڜඈωਐխဎຏঞࢬሉොᆠΖ!
ψै
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ψխ
խဎຏωਐཽຏΔࢨࢨطലطଉٌཽ࣐ࢬၲ࿇ऱᇠࠡהᢞ㧥ٌ࣐֗ጩຑΔ֗אխഏփچऱٌ࣐ؓΰڕᔞشαΖ!!
ψխ
խဎຏᖲᣂωਐ༼ࠎࣚ೭֗Яࢨጥխဎຏ֗ፖխဎຏڶᣂऱ೯ऱٌ࣐ࢬΕጩߓอ֗ጥᖲዌΔץਔଉཽ८ᘜጥݝΕᢞᄎΕଉ
ཽᜤٌࢬΰ֗ࠡઌᣂॵ᥆ֆαΕଉཽጩΕխഏԳاᎬ۩ΕխഏᢞᄎΕ؆ጥݝΕٌࢬΕխഏጩ֗༉խဎຏࠠऄጥᝤᦞࢨຂٚऱ
ٚ۶ࠡהጥᖲዌΕזࢨᖲᣂΖ!
խဎຏঞω༉խဎຏऱ֮ᆠۖߢΔਐطٚ۶խဎຏᖲᣂ༉ઌᣂؑۖլழ༉ڶᣂխဎຏࢨڂխဎຏࢬขسऱٚ۶೯ۖቇ܉Εֆࢨ܉
ψխ
ᚨشऱٚ۶ऄ৳ΕঞΕऄΕਙΕᇭᤩΕਐ֧Εࡳࢨࠡהጥ֮ٙΖ!!
ᇖ֮ךٙωਐءጵٽයཱི֗යٙ!Ω!ދᇷขΰैຏٌ࣐ࣚ೭αऱᇖ֮ךٙΖ!
!ψᇖ
࿔ႈωץਔΚ!
ψ࿔
)b*! լᓵאٚ۶ټᆠᐛگΕਜࢨףေ۷ऱٚ۶࿔ႈΕᣂ࿔Ε࿔ཱིΕ྇ڬΕၲ֭Ε࿔Εቃࢨڬᐛ၄ΰץਔਜࢨףᐛگऱቃڬ࿔Ε֗
ࣚ೭࿔Εᏺଖ࿔Εᔭഇ࿔Ε၄࿔Εٱक़࿔ٌ࣐֗ᐛ၄ࢨٚ۶ᣊۿ࿔ཱིαΙ֗!
)c*! ኙࢨ༉אՂࢬ૪ေ۷Εࢨ࠷گਜףऱٚ۶ܓஒΕፆཱིΕگ၄Εፆ८ࢨ၄ࢨشٚ۶ᣊীऱࠡה८ᠰΰץਔፖٚ۶آ౨ࢨཱིבᙈཱིב
ڶᣂृαΖ!!
ψٌ
ֲٌ࣐ωਐ࣍ଉٌཽ࣐ࢬຘመ൷֗گႚᎠٌ࣐ٻקਐחऱߓอၞ۩ٌ࣐ऱֲΖ!
2/4!

ᑇऱࠌץشਔᓤᑇΔ֘հٍྥΖ!

2/5!

Յ༼֗Κ!!
)b*! ψץਔωΕψࠏڕωࢨψᜰࠏۖߢωڗณΰڇᜰࠏழαΔڶᣂڗณऱොᆠࠀլૻ࣍ፖᇠࠏࢨٵᣊࠏڶᣂऱࠏΙ!
)c*! ֮ٙΔ݁ץਔࠡٚ۶ଥૡࢨזཙءΙۖኙ֮ٙࢬሉٚ۶ᇡาᇷறऱٚ۶༼૪ΰᜰࠏۖߢΔૻᠰΕ၄شΕܓࢨᝫཱིڜඈα݁ਐᖕ
۩ءऱᎬ۩࠰ᤜࢨࡳ࠰۩ऱᆖଥૡᇡาᇷறΙ֗!
)d*! ٚ۶ࠃࡵΔ݁ץਔࠡٚ۶ຝ։Ζ!

3/!

ᚨ!ش
ءᇖ֮ךٙᇖךΔլᐙՠᎬࠅᎬ۩යཱིΕՠᎬࠅދᇷයཱི֗܃ፖࡳ࠰۩ءऱٚ۶ᔞشයཱིΖءᇖ֮ךٙ࣍܃ᖕխဎຏຘመ۩ء
၇ᔄխဎຏᢞࠦऱٚ۶ழၴ݁ᔞشΖ༉ڶᣂຘመխဎຏ၇ᔄխဎຏᢞࠦۖߢΔءڕᇖ֮ךٙፖՠᎬࠅᎬ۩යཱིࢨՠᎬࠅދᇷයཱིڶٚ
۶ࣴᆠΔᄗءאᇖ֮ךٙᄷΖ!

4/!

ٽᇷދᇷृ!
܃ᒔᎁٌ࣐ٻקႛࠎଉཽ֗௧؆ދᇷृࠌشΔࠀᥛᜢࣔ֗ࢭᘭڕՀΚ!!
)b*! ܃լ࠹܃ऱࡺ۰چऱऄጥᝤࢨုچمګםऱऄ৳֗ऄࢬૻࠫຘመދנ܂ٌ࣐ٻקᇷΖ!
)c*! ೈॺ)j*܃ᖲዌറᄐދᇷृΔᇠߪٝբᛧ۩ءᒔᎁࢨΔ)jj*܃ฤٽխဎຏঞ؆ૡࣔᔞ໌࣍شᄐࣨैٝऱٽᇷދᇷृ
ࡳΔ܃ലլᄎ࿇נٚ۶ਐࢨחਐڇقխဎຏ၇ࢨנഇ໌ᄐࣨैٝΰٽᇷႛנ܂ഇਐחऱܑխဎຏᢞ㧥ೈ؆αΖ!

5/!

ᙅښᔞشࡳ!

5/2!

ٚ۶խဎຏᢞٌ࣐ࠦႊ࠹ᔞشࡳࢬૻΖ!

5/3!

ڇ۩ء൷ᛧࢬؘڶऱਐقΕᇷ८Εತข֮֗ٙհছྤຂٚආ࠷۩೯Δ܀սࠃ۩ڼڕױΖࠃ۩ڼڕ۩ءڕΔᦞڶ۩ء༉ຘመխဎຏၞ۩
ऱٚ۶խဎຏᢞٌ࣐ࠦආ۩ءشਊ಼ࠡൣᦞᎁؘႊࢨࡵٽऱٚ۶࿓ࢨݧࡳΔאᙅښٚ۶ᔞشࡳΕ۩ءऱਙ֗ЯࢨؑክࠏΖڕ
۩ءլࠃ۩ڼڕΔࢨء۩ءထటᇨࢨנ܂ᙊዥٚ۶ࠃൣΔঞ۩ءऱᦞܓլᄎ࠹ࠩᐙΖ!

5/4!

ࠎ༼܃ڕऱٚ۶ਐٽڶ۩ءࢨྤࠀقطઌॾؘࠡآฤٽٚ۶ᔞشࡳࢨ۩ءऱਙΔױ۩ءਊ಼ࠡൣᦞࢴച۩ڶᣂਐقΖࢬڶڶ
ᣂ۩೯֗ᙊዥ݁ኙڶ܃પޔԺΖ!۩ءլᄎኙ܃༉ڂᇠࢴۖऴ൷ࢨၴ൷፞࠹ऱٚ۶ჾ؈ࢭᖜຂٚΖ!

6/!

࿇ٌ࣐נૡ!

6/2!

۩ءᄎ൷࠹ฤٽᔞشࡳऱٌ࣐ٻקૡΖ۩ءլኙڂ܃ቫᇢנ܂ٚ۶آ౨ᙅښٚ۶ᔞشࡳऱٌ࣐ٻקૡۖ፞࠹ऱٚ۶ჾ؈ࢭᖜຂ
ٚΖ!!

6/3!

۩ءլᄎ൷࠹ٚ۶ᣂ࣍խဎຏᢞࠦऱᔄ़ૡΖ܃ᥛᜢࣔ֗ࢭᘭΔנ܂۩ءٻ܃༉խဎຏᢞࠦऱٚ۶ૡࠀॺ֗լᄎਢႊᙅښխဎຏ
ঞΰڶᣂᔄ़αհᔄ़ૡΖᔄ़ૡႊᙅڶښᣂᔄ़ऱխဎຏঞΖ!

6/4!

ೈॺ۩ءਊኙ಼ൣᦞ᠖ࡳ)j*܃ਢᖲዌറᄐދᇷृࢨΔ)jj*܃ฤٽխဎຏঞ؆ૡࣔᔞ໌࣍شᄐࣨैٝऱٽᇷދᇷृࡳΔܡঞ۩ء
լᄎ൷࠹ٚ۶ڶᣂ໌ᄐࣨैٝऱٌ࣐ٻק၇ᒌૡΖ!

7/!

ٌگΕຄኞ܋ང֗ਐ!ق

7/2!

אٌ࣐݁ٻקԳاኞٌٌ࣐֗گΔ۩ء࣍܃ڕऱ֪ՑࠀྤߩജऱᠦࡾԳاኞאຘመٌ࣐ٻקၞ۩խဎຏᢞࠦऱٚ۶၇ᒌૡࢨᐌ۩ڶᣂ
խဎຏऱཱིࠡבהຂٚΔঞ܃ᦞ۩ءല۩ء࣍܃ऱٚ۶֪Ցխאԫጟຄኞૠଖऱٚ۶ᇷ८܋ངګᠦࡾԳاኞΔאၞ۩ڶᣂխဎຏऱٌ
گΖྥۖΔ࣍ڕٚ۶ڶᣂٌگছࠀྤٚ۶ڶᣂᇷ८ΰࢨڶᣂᇷ८ऱ٤ຝࢨٚ۶ຝ։ྤऄ܋ངߩګജऱᠦࡾԳاኞαΔঞٌࢨگᄎᙈ֗Я
ࢨآ౨ၞ۩Δۖױؘآ܃၇ࢨ᠏ᨃઌᣂऱխဎຏᢞࠦΖ!!
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7/3!

ᕣጥՠᎬࠅދᇷයཱིڶٚ۶ࠡהය֮ࡳΔڕᖕࢨ༉ءᇖ֮ךٙࢨءڂᇖ֮ךؘٙڶലԫጟຄኞ܋ངګԫጟຄኞΔঞױ۩ء౨ᄎ
ءထటᇨਊٽ۩ءᎁᔞᅝऱႪ۞೯ၞ۩ڶᣂऱຄኞ܋ངֹۖႊࠃ٣ຏव܃Ζ܃ႊ༉ٚ۶ڶᣂ܋ངขسऱٚ۶լߩհᑇנ܂۩ءٻᚦ
ᚍΖ!

7/4!

࣋܃ඵ࣍ٚ۶ऄጥᝤࠩאཚཱིႈא؆ऱࠡהຄኞ֭בٚ۶ཱིႈऱᦞܓΖࠩאࠩگ۩ءڕཚཱིႈא؆ऱࠡהຄኞૠଖऱཱིႈΚ!
)b*! ٽ۩ء࣍ױ۩ءᎁᔞᅝऱֲ֗Ⴊലڶᣂཱིႈ܋ངࠩཚཱིႈऱຄኞֹۖႊࠃ٣ຏव܃Ζࢨ۩ءᄎ܋࣍۩ء྇ڬངழขسऱ
၄شΙ֗!
)c*! ࠩא܃ཚཱིႈऱຄኞᐌ۩܃ऱཱིבຂٚႛ܋אངࢬऱࠩཚཱིႈऱຄኞ࣍܋྇ڬང၄ش৵ऱཱིᠰૻΖ!!

7/5!

ؘ܃ႊᙅښፖءᇖ֮ךٙ֗ٚ۶ڶٌ࣐ٻקᣂऱԫ֊ᔞشऱ؆Ⴊጥࠫऄ৳֗ࡳΖ!!

7/6!

۩ءڕᎁ܃ऱ֪Ց࣍ᔞشऱኲַழၴΰਊ۩ءլழຏव܃ऱழၴαছࠀྤߩജױ೯شऱխဎຏᢞࠦࢨڂ۩ءٚ۶ࠡהطᎁٚ۶ᔞ
شࡳࠀྤࢨױ౨ࠀྤᙅښΔঞױ۩ءਊ಼ࠡൣᦞࢴ܃ऱᔄᒌૡΖ܃ႊ༉ڂٚ۶ࠀྤࢨױ౨ࠀྤᙅٌ࣐ښছᛀ֗Яࢨٚ۶ᔞش
ࡳࢬขسऱٚ۶ჾ؈נ܂۩ءٻᚦᚍΖ!

7/7!

ࢨ۩ءᄎᚨଉཽᜤٌࢬ֗Яࢨٌࢬऱڇࢨޣ࿇ڕࠏسଉཽᣬԶᇆᏈଅಛᇆጹ৺ൣउՀΔࢴࢨ࠷܃ऱ၇ᒌࢨᔄᒌૡΖ۩ءᄗ
լ༉ڂ܃ٚ۶ڶᣂଉཽᜤٌࢬ֗Яࢨٌࢬऱٚ۶ᇠࢨޣٚ۶ጹ৺ൣउࢬขسऱٚ۶ჾ؈ຂΖ!

7/8!!

ૉ۩ءᎁ܃լฤٽᇷګᖲዌറᄐދᇷृࢨڶآየߩፖᇠᢞٌ࣐ࠦڶᣂऱٚ۶ࠡהᔞشࡳΔࢴאױ۩ء܃၇ࢨנഇ໌ᄐࣨै
ٝऱૡΖ!࣠ڕઌᣂૡࢴΔ۩ءլᄎኙࢬ܃፞࠹ऱٚ۶ჾ؈ࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΖ!

7/9!

ૉڂ۩ء࿇سጹ৺ൣउΰڕଉཽᜤٌࢬፖٌࢬհၴऱࢬڶຏಛᜤߓ؈ᨋࢨਚᎽαۖآ౨ਊ܃࠷ޣૡΔঞૉઌᣂૡբᛧኙᒌ֗ച
۩Δ܃սڶຂٚᐌ۩܃ऱٌگᆠ೭Ζ!

7/:!

ૉ࣍طٌࢬᑉೖച۩၇ᔄΰࠏڕٌࢬኔਜዹឰᖲࠫαۖᖄીྤऄച۩܃࿇נऱૡΔ۩ءኙࢬ܃፞࠹ऱٚ۶ჾ؈ᄗլຂΖ!

7/21!

۩ءլᄎ༉ڂ܃ਊ܃ਐقၞ۩ऱٚ۶ٌ࣐ࢬขسऱٚ۶ჾ؈ຂΖྤ۩ءऄലٚ۶ٌ࣐ؓପΔٍۖ܃ᚨఎრڶᣂխဎຏՀխဎຏᢞࠦऱٌ
ڜگඈΕٌ࣐ছᛀࡳ֗אኙڃ᠏ٌ࣐ऱૻࠫΔڶᣂૻࠫױ౨ᐙ྇܃᎘ߪء܃ऱᙑᎄٌ࣐ऱ৵࣠ऱ౨ԺΖ!

8/!

נഇऱᦞ!
אڶڕՀൣउΔ܃ᦞ۩ءਊ۩ءኙ಼ൣᦞ᠖ࡳऱᇠᏝ֗යཱིנഇࢨڜඈנഇז।܃ڶऱٚ۶ᑇၦऱխဎຏᢞࠦΚ!
)b*! ۩ءऴ൷ࢨၴ൷۞ٌࢬࢨࠡהխဎຏᖲᣂࠩگਐقΔנ܃ޣഇ֗堚ጩٚ۶ਐࡳऱխဎຏᢞࠦΙ!!
)c*! ۩ءᎁ܃ሔ֘ࢨױ౨ሔ֘ٚ۶ᔞشࡳΙࢨ!
)d*! ז۩ء।܃ڶᇠխဎຏᢞࠦऱழၴբ၌መ۩ءլழຏव܃ऱࡳཚၴΖ!

9/!

ຂٚ֗ᚦᚍૻࠫ!

9/2!

ೈॺᔞشࡳᆃַ܍۩ءೈࢨૻࠫ۩ءऱຂٚࢨڕჾ؈ԯ۩ء࣍طऱᣤૹง࢙Ε့ུࢨ፝რլᅝ۩ࢬऴ൷ᖄીΔܡঞֹ۩ءႊ༉ءᇖ
֮ךٙࢨٚ۶ٌ࣐ٻקΰץਔ༉༼ࠎΕآ౨༼ࠎࢨآ౨إൄሎ܂ٚ۶խဎຏઌᣂࣚ೭Εႚಬٚ۶ሽཱིב᠏ᔁנᎄࢨᙑᎄΕآ౨ࢨ
ᙈച۩ٚ۶ਐقΕٚ۶ຏಛߓอ؈ᨋࢨਚᎽΕᙈࠎ༼܃ٻᇷ८Ε܃ࢨ܃ऱᦞԳՓऱਐࢨقٚ۶آᛧᦞਐ۩ءࢨقٚ۶ࠡ܂הࢨլ
܂αࢬขسऱٚ۶ჾ؈ຂΖຍᔞڂ࣍شٚ۶ڂທګჾ؈Δࠌܛჾ؈ਢٽױቃߠऱΔࢨ۩ءբܫवჾ؈ऱױ౨ࢤΖ!

9/3!

࣍ᔞشࡳ୲ऱ່Օ࿓৫ՀΔ܃ႊ༉۩ءլᓵऴ൷ࢨၴ൷۞ࢨ܃ᄭ۞܃ᖕխဎຏၞ۩ऱխဎຏᢞٌ࣐ࠦขسऱࢬڶऄ৳࿓֗ݧЯࢨ࿔
ႈۖٽขسऱٚ۶ჾ؈נ܂۩ءٻᚦᚍΔࠀؘႊڇޣழཱིבנ܂۩ءٻΖ!

9/4!

س܍ጊംΔءร 7 යՠᎬࠅᎬ۩යཱིร 21 යΰ۩ءຂٚऱૻࠫα֗ร 22 යΰ܃ऱᚦᚍঅᢞαء֗אᇖ֮ךٙΕՠᎬࠅދᇷය
ཱིΕՠᎬࠅᎬ۩යཱིࢨࠡࢬֱچהሉٚ۶ࠡ܍הೈࢨૻࠫ۩ءຂٚ֗ᚦᚍঅᢞऱᏺᇖΖ!

:/!

ࠡࠃהႈ!

:/2!

ٵ܃რᆟױ۩ء౨ٽޣऱٚ۶֮ࠡהٙ֗༼ࠎٚ۶ޗற֗ЯࢨᇷறΔאᨃ۩ءᐌ۩࣍խဎຏঞլழᆖޓᄅΕଥૡ֗Яࢨ࠷ཙழࠡ
࣍ءᇖ֮ךٙՀױ౨ګؘऱຂ֗ᆠ೭Ζ܃ૉآ౨ᙅءښය֮ࢨᄎᖄીᑉೖࠎ༼܃ٻխဎຏࣚ೭Ζ!!

:/3!

ڇլᐙՠᎬࠅᎬ۩යཱིࡉՠᎬࠅދᇷයཱིऱൣउՀΔ܃ᒔᎁࢬ܃شࠌאױ۩ءղऱٚ۶ᇠޗற֗ЯࢨᇷறΔאᙅښᔞشࡳΔ
ࠀױᖕᔞشࡳ۩ءڇᎁᔞᅝऱཚၴঅఎٚ۶ᇠޗற֗Яࢨൕࢬ܃ᛧऱᇷறΖ!

:/4!

۩ءঅఎᦞܓᖕՠᎬࠅᎬ۩යཱིร 25 යΰ᧢ޏαנ܂܃ٻ૿ຏवΔאଥءޏᇖ֮ךٙऱٚ۶යཱིΖ!

:/5!

ೈՂ֮ร 9 ය؆Δءᇖ֮ךٙ࣍ึַՠᎬࠅދᇷයཱི৵۞೯ึַΖ!

:/6!

ೈृࡳ࠰ڶ؆Δءᇖ֮ךٙ֗ፖ܃ऱխဎຏڶᣂऱࢬ࠹ٌ࣐݁ڶଉཽऄ৳ጥΖٵ܃რ൷࠹ଉཽऄೃऱॺറ᥆ऄᦞጥᝤΖ!

21/!

ଅᙠࢶ֗ᒔᎁ!

21/2!

܃ᒔᎁ܃բᔹᦰࠀࣔءػᇖ֮ךٙॵᙕ 2 ࢬሉऱଅᙠࢶ֗ࠡהᇷறΔٍۖ܃Աᇞॵᙕ 2 ࢬሉڶᣂ܃ऱᆠ೭Ζ!

21/3!

܃ᒔᎁ֗ػࣔ܃բေ۷ፖխဎຏڶᣂऱଅᙠΰץਔ܀լૻ࣍ॵᙕ 2 ࢬሉृαΔۖ܃ᣋრࢭᖜᇠଅᙠΖ!

21/4!

܃ᒔᎁ۩ءᄗլᄎ༉ॵڂ܃ᙕ 2 ࢬሉऱٚ۶ଅᙠࢨ༉ᖕխဎຏၞ۩ٌ࣐ऱࠡהଅᙠګࠃኔۖࢬ፞࠹ऱٚ۶ჾ؈ຂΖ!

21/5!! ܃ᒔᎁΔଉٌཽ࣐ࢬ֗ࠡॵ᥆ֆΕٌࢬ֗ࠡॵ᥆ֆΕխဎຏᖲᣂ֗۞ٺऱᇀࠃΕ֗זᄗլᄎ༉ࢨ܃ٚ۶รԿֱऴ൷ࢨၴ
൷ࢨڂ༉ٌ࣐ۖٻק፞࠹ऱٚ۶ჾ؈ࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚࢨຂΖ!
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21/6!

܃ᒔᎁࡳؘ܃ᙅښᔞ܃࣍شຘመխဎຏၞ۩ऱխဎຏᢞٌ࣐ࠦऱࢬڶᔞشࡳΖ!

21/7!

܃ᒔᎁΔଉཽᜤٌࢬᦞڶլڶࠎ༼܃ٻᣂຘመխဎຏ၇ᔄխဎຏᢞࠦऱٚ۶ࣚ೭Δᦞڶ֗אڇ۩ءޣ࿇܃Ε֗۩ءѺࢨ۩ءऱٚ۶
ড়֪բᆖࢨױ౨բᆖנ܂խဎຏঞႈՀࢬሉऱٚ۶ॺإൄٌ࣐۩ࢨآ౨ᙅښٚ۶խဎຏঞΖ!!

21/8!

܃ᒔᎁࠀ൷Κ!
)b*! ءᇖ֮ךٙࠀॺڶࢶڇڱᣂࢨٌ࣐ٻקԫᢞٌ࣐ࠦऱࢬڶଅᙠࢨࠡૹהەᐞైڂΙ!
)c*! ءᇖ֮ךٙࠀྤଥޏٚ۶ᔞشࡳΰ൫ءᇖ֮ךٙࢬሉ֗ᖕᔞشࡳࢬւृೈ؆αΙ!
)d*! ءᇖ֮ךٙࠀլዌګٚ۶ᄐΕऄ৳Ε࿔೭ࢨᄎૠრߠΔۖڇ܃ຘመխဎຏၞ۩ٚ۶ٌ࣐ছΔᚨ༈ޣᗑمറᄐრߠࠀ۞۩ၞ۩ઔߒ
֗ေ۷Ι֗!
)e*! ೈॺ܃բ٤૿Աᇞઌᣂٌ࣐ऱයཱི֗ଅᙠΰץਔױ܃౨፞࠹ჾ؈ऱ࿓৫αΔܡঞ܃լᚨຘመխဎຏၞ۩ٚ۶ٌ࣐Ζ!
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ॵᙕ 2Κଅᙠࢶ֗ࠡהᇷற!
ॵءᙕ༴૪ഗ࣍۩ءழኙᔞشࡳ֗խഏփैچปؑऱᇞۖڶנᣂխဎຏऱຝ։ଅᙠైڂΖྤࠀ۩ءுኔխഏփैچปؑࢨঞऱ
ᄷᒔࢤΖॵءᙕࠀॺ٤૿ො።ٍྤࢶڶᣂٌ࣐ٻקऱࢬڶଅᙠ֗ࠡૹהփ୲Ζ܃ᚨᒔঅػࣔ܃խဎຏऱࢤᔆΔࠀڂᚨߪءൣउᐉშەᐞΰࠀ
ؘڇழᘬᇬߪءംα܃ਢܡᔞٽ၇ᔄխဎຏᢞࠦΖਢܡ၇ᔄխဎຏᢞࠦొ᥆܃ऱଡԳެࡳΔೈॺ܃բ٤૿Աᇞࠀᣋრࢭᖜፖխဎຏઌᣂऱଅ
ᙠΔܡঞ܃լᚨ၇ᔄխဎຏᢞࠦΖ!
ࠀ۩ءլ।ॵءقᙕࢬሉᇷற᥆່ᄅࢨݙᖞΔٍլຂլழޓנ܂ᄅΖڶᣂၞԫޡᇷறΔᓮᔹଉٌཽ࣐ࢬጻీΕᢞᄎጻీ֗Яࢨٌࢬጻీᔞ
࣍شխဎຏࢬլழֆ܉ऱᇷற֗ࠡהઌᣂࠐᄭΖڶڕٚ۶ጊംΔ܃ᚨ༈ޣറᄐრߠΖ!
!
2/!

ؘႊၞ۩ٌ࣐ছᛀ!
ᖕխഏփچऱࡳΔૉދᇷृ֪࣍ࠡՑփࠀྤߩജױ೯شऱխဎຏᢞࠦΔٌࢬࢴױࠡᔄᒌૡΖଉཽᜤٌࢬലٌ࣐࣍ࢬፖृᐋ૿
ኙࢬٌ࣐ٻקڶऱᔄᒌૡਜ۩ᣊۿऱᛀΔᒔঅٚ۶ԫٌ࣐ࢬፖृࠀྤ၌ഇऱൣउ࿇سΰψٌ
ٌ࣐ছᛀωαΖڼڂΔؘ܃ႊᙅطښ
խဎຏᖲᣂࡳࢨ۩ءຏवڶ܃ᣂٌ࣐ছᛀऱٚ۶ࡳΖٍؘ܃ႊᒔঅ܃ऱ֪Ցࠠߩڶജऱױ೯شխဎຏᢞࠦאᚨבٚ۶ᚵנ܂ऱᔄᒌ
ૡΖ!!

3/!

ٌڜگඈ!
ٌ࣐ٻקᙅൕٌ࣍ࢬՂؑऱ B ैऱٌگၜཚΖڇխဎຏᢞࠦऱٌ૿ֱگΔխഏጩല࣍࿇נૡΰཱིבآ܀αऱֲٌ࣐ᅝֲΰψUU
ֲωα۞ࠡፖृΰץਔ܂ጩፖृऱଉཽጩαऱᢞ֪ࠦՑנ܂ಖᔁࢨڬᔁΖೈॺٵ۩ءრ٣۩ᐸᇷΔܡঞڶᣂᇠٌ࣐ऱᇷ८ٌگ
ല࣍ U ֲ৵Հԫଡֲٌ࣐ၞ۩ΰψUU,2 ֲωαΖ!

4/!

ٌ࣐ٻקऱᠰ৫!
ઌᣂਙࢌࢨጥᖲዌױ౨ᄎီؑउ֗ᄷໂ࿓৫Εሀቼᇷ८ੌֽؓΕؑࡳࢤ֗ࠡەࡉైڂהᐞۖైڂլழኙխဎຏᢞࠦऱٌ࣐ਜףᠰ
৫Ζ܃ᚨᔹᦰڶᣂᇠᠰ৫ૻࠫऱઌᣂᇡൣΔץਔᠰ৫ૻᠰΕ೯شᠰ৫ऱֽؓΕشױᠰ৫塒ᠰ֗࣍ଉཽᜤٌࢬጻీլழֆ܉ऱઌᣂૻࠫ֗
ڜඈΔאᒔঅ࠷܃່ᄅऱᇷಛΖ!
ຘመխဎຏ၇խဎຏᢞࠦؾছႊ࠹Հ֮ᇡ૪ऱૉեᠰ৫ጥࠫࢬૻΖଉཽᜤٌࢬڶኙ಼ൣᦞආ࠷ࠡᎁؘࢨᔞٽऱԫ֊ڶᣂ۩೯Ε
ޡᨏࢨൻਜΔאᒔঅࢨআࠌᙅښઌᣂऱᠰ৫ࡳࢨૻࠫΔץਔ܀լૻ࣍אՀٺႈΚ!
)b* ૻࠫࢨࢴڶᣂٌ࣐ٻקऱ၇ᒌૡΙ!
)c* ᑉೖࢨૻࠫ࠷ࢨࠌش٤ຝࢨٚ۶ຝ։ٌٌ࣐࣐ࣚٻק೭Ι֗!
)d*! ଥٌ࣐ٻקޏऱሎ܂ழၴ֗ઌᣂڜඈΖ!
ڼڂΔࠀլঅᢞפګױຘመխဎຏڶנ܂ᣂٌ࣐ٻקऱ၇ᒌૡΖኙֲٌ࣐࣍ٺऱֲޢᠰ৫ਢᖕխဎຏၞ۩ऱሀቼٌ࣐ऱ၇ᒌᏝଖۖ
مऱՂૻΰψޢ
ֲޢᠰ৫ωαΖֲޢᠰ৫ױլழֹۖޏޓႊࠃ٣ຏवΔۖ܃ᚨ۞۩࣍ଉٌཽ࣐ࢬጻీ֗ଉٌཽ࣐ࢬֆ܉ऱࠡהᇷற࠷່
ᄅᇷಛΖ!
ᖕଉཽᜤٌࢬঞΔދᇷृڇױլᓵܡڶሔֲ֘ޢᠰ৫ऱൣउՀנഇࠡխဎຏᢞࠦΖૉڂሔֲ֘ޢᠰ৫ۖᑉೖຘመٌ࣐ٻק၇Եխဎຏ
ᢞࠦΔ۩ءലྤऄၞ۩ٚ۶၇ᒌૡΔۖٚ۶բ༼ٌآࡸ܀ച۩ऱਐقലࢴΖ᠃ᓮࣹრΔբᛧ൷ऱ၇ᒌૡլᄎֲޢڂᠰ৫شጐۖ
࠹ࠩᐙΔೈॺઌᣂٌ࣐ࢬፖृ࠷ૡΔܡঞലፂڇٌࢬऱૡધᙕփΖ!

5/!

ڃ᠏ٌ࣐ऱૻࠫ!
խഏփ چB ैؑլ୲ֲؓܛପ၇ᔄٌ࣐ΰڃ᠏ٌ࣐αΖૉ ࣍܃U ֲ၇ԵխဎຏᢞࠦΔ܃ႛ ࣍ױU,2 ֲᅝֲࢨհ৵ᔄנᇠैٝΔۖ܃
ڼڂലႊࢭᖜ طU ֲ۟ U,2 ֲڶᇠैٝऱؑଅᙠΖٌ࣐࣍طছᛀऱࡳΔૉ۩ءٻ܃࿇ננഇ ࣍܃U ֲ၇Եऱխဎຏᢞࠦऱਐ
قΔ۩ءႛ࣍ױᔞ ڇشU,2 ֲऱኲַழၴΰਊ۩ءլழࢬຏव܃ऱழၴαࢨհ৵൷ᇠਐقΖ!!

6/!

ֱٌ࣐ऄ֗փኟٌ࣐ऱᑨڇᐙ!!
࣍խഏփچऱխဎຏᢞࠦऱٌ࣐ழ௫֗ࠌشႚటᖲ࿇נૡΔۖڶᣂૡؘႊ࣍ᚵၞ۩ٌ࣐ᅝֲڰՂਐࡳழၴছႚಬΖڶᣂ܃ऱٌ࣐ᇷ
றױ౨൷ᤛᇠᇷறऱԳՓ࠷ࠀࠌشΔᇠԳՓױ౨ࠡܓߪء墿ࠌشᇠᇷறၞ۩ٌ࣐Ζڼ؆Δٌ࣐ڜඈݾڇՂ֭ױؘآག܂ᔹ֗塒
ᠰᇬΔᖄીנԳᙑᎄ֗ЯࢨេऱଅᙠΖ!

7/!

ড়֪ᙑᎄ!
۩ءլᄎ༉ڂ܃ᖕ܃ऱਐࢬقၞ۩ऱٚ۶ٌ࣐ۖ፞࠹ऱٚ۶ჾ؈Εჾ୭ࢨၲ֭ࢨઌᣂჾ؈Εჾ୭ࢨၲ֭ຂΖ۩ءലྤऄؓପٚ۶ٌ
࣐Δۖ܃ᚨఎრڶᣂխဎຏऱխဎຏᢞࠦऱٌڜگඈΔץਔ܀լૻ࣍ױ౨ᐙ྇܅ٚ۶ᙑᎄٌ࣐ઌᣂ৵࣠౨Ժऱᠰ৫ૻࠫΖ!!
ᖕխဎຏঞΔԫᆃַၞ۩؆ٌ࣐ࢨ᠏ฝΔ൫ૉեࠏ؆ൣउΰࢬٌ࣐ڕፖृፖࠡড়֪հၴ࣍ૻڶൣउՀၞ۩ऱ᠏ฝאଥإᙑᎄٌ
࣐αঞೈ؆ΖؾছΔࠀྤڶᣂᛧױၞ۩ऱ؆᠏ฝऱᇡาঞࢨਐ֧Ζڼ؆Δૉଉཽᜤٌࢬٽڶطᡖጊࢨઌॾٌ࣐ࢬፖृױ౨ᛒ
ױࢨش౨ᆖբᛒشᇠଥڜإඈࢨױ౨شܓᇠଥڜإඈאᝩಾኙ؆ٌ࣐ࢨ᠏ฝऱᆃחΔঞଉཽᜤٌࢬٍױᑉೖਬࡳٌ࣐ࢬፖृၞ۩
ॺٌ࣐᠏ฝאଥإᙑᎄٌ࣐ऱᦞܓΖྤࠀ۩ءᆠ೭ၞ۩ٚ۶؆ٌ࣐אଥإᙑᎄٌ࣐Δڶ۩ء܀ኙ಼ൣᦞެࡳਢܡၞ۩ٚ۶؆᠏ฝΖ
۩ءᄗլ༉ڂٚ۶ᙑᎄٌ࣐ࢨٚ۶ࢴၞ۩᠏ฝאଥإᙑᎄٌ࣐ࢬऴ൷ࢨၴ൷֧ીऱٚ۶ჾ؈ຂΖ!!

8/!

ᦞ墿ࢶ!
ᖕխഏփچࡳΔૉ܃ࢨڶ൳ࠫਬၴ࣍խഏփࢬٌ࣐چՂؑऱխഏփچֆΰψխ
խഏփچՂؑֆωαऱैٝ۟ਬԫઌᣂխဎຏᖲᣂ
ױ౨լழૡࣔऱૉեֽؓΔؘ܃ႊ࣍ઌᣂխဎຏᖲᣂૡࣔऱཚၴփࢶᇠᦞ墿Δٍۖ܃լ࣍ઌᣂխဎຏᖲᣂૡࣔऱཚၴփ၇ᔄٚ۶ᇠ
ैٝΖؘ܃ႊਊઌᣂխဎຏᖲᣂऱࡳࢶٚ۶ڶᣂ܃ऱैၦऱٚ۶ૹՕ᧢೯Ζڶ܃ຂٚլழᙅطښઌᣂխဎຏᖲᣂਜףऱٚ۶ᦞ墿
ࢶঞΔࠀ༉ٚ۶ઌᣂژᚾڜנ܂ඈΖ!!
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9/!

ᒵٌ࣐ܓᑮঞ!
ᖕխഏփچࡳΔψᒵٌ࣐ܓᑮঞωࡳΔאڶڕՀൣउΔ܃Ꮑಯᝫ༉၇ᔄਬၴխഏփچՂؑֆऱխဎຏᢞࠦࢬऱٚ۶ܓ
ᑮΚ)b*࣍܃խഏփچՂؑֆऱैၦ၌መઌᣂխဎຏᖲᣂլழૡࣔऱֽؓΙ֗)c*ઌᣂऱנഇٌ࣐࣍၇ٌ࣐৵ऱքଡִփ࿇سΰ֘հ
ٍྥαΖ܃ΰ֗ء܃ૻԳαႊຂᙅښխഏփڶچᣂψᒵٌ࣐ܓᑮঞωऱᔞشঞΖ!!

:/!

ᇷ८ࠐᄭ!
ឈྥٌ࣐ٻקԯଉཽ֗௧؆ދᇷृۖΔآ܀౨ᒔࡳխഏփچֆދاᇷृࢨشܓᄭ۞խഏփچᇷ८ऱދᇷृ౨ܡຘመࠡᠦࡾ֪Ցၞ۩ק
ٌٌ࣐࣐ٻΖ!

21/!

௧؆ᖑᦞڶऱૻᠰ!
ᖕխഏփچࡳΔԫ௧؆ދᇷृᛧڶਬၴԫխഏփچՂؑֆऱैٝᑇؾૡૻڶᠰΔۖࢬڶ௧؆ދᇷृ࣍ਬၴԫխഏփچՂ
ؑֆऱࠓٽैၦٍڶՂૻΖᇠ௧؆ᖑૻᦞڶᠰױਊٽૠഗᄷΰٵܛழො።ٵԫՂؑֆऱփᇷ֗؆ᇷբ࿇۩ैٝΔլᓵઌᣂैၦ
ਢܡຘመٌ࣐ٻקΕٽቼ؆ᖲዌދᇷृЯԳاኞٽቼ؆ᖲዌދᇷृࠫ৫ࢨࠡދהᇷຜஉۖڶαᚨشΖଣਬၴԫխഏփچՂؑֆ
ऱٽૠ௧؆ᖑᦞڶሒ۟ਐࡳۍ։ֺΔঞଉٌཽ࣐ࢬΰࢨࠡઌᣂॵ᥆ֆαലᑉೖ൷࠹ٚ۶ຘመխဎຏၞ۩ऱઌᣂխဎຏᢞࠦऱ၇ᒌૡΔ
ऴ۟ᇠՂؑֆऱ௧؆ᖑۍᦞڶ։ֺڃ༚۟ૉեֽؓΖ!
ڶ܃ຂٚᙅښᔞشࡳլழਜףऱࢬڶ௧؆ᖑૻᦞڶᠰΖᅝᖑᦞڶሒ۟ਐࡳۍ։ֺழΔٍ܃ႊٻઌᣂᖲᣂႪΖૉ۩ء൜܃բሔ֘ΰࢨ
ٽچᎁ࣍܃ച۩ڍޓ၇ᒌૡழױڶ౨ሔ֘αٚ۶௧؆ᖑૻᦞڶᠰΔࢨૉۖڼڂ۩ءٚ۶խဎຏᖲᣂޣΰץਔ܀լૻ࣍ڂٌࢬ
࿇נൎࠫנഇຏवαΔঞ।܃قᦞנ۩ءഇٚ۶խဎຏᢞࠦΔאᒔঅᙅڶࢬښᔞشࡳΖྥۖΔྤࠀ۩ءᆠ೭ࠃ۩ڼڕΔۖ܃լᚨࠉᘸ
۩ءऱڶᣂ۩೯אᒔঅ܃ᙅښٚ۶ᔞشࡳΖ!!

22/!

ٽᇷ܂ٌ࣐ٻקऱխဎຏᢞࠦ!
ଉཽᜤٌࢬലᖕխဎຏঞࢬૡࣔऱᄷঞΔലᢞࠦԵ֗լૠԵխဎຏᢞࠦΖ!ڕΰjαխဎຏᢞࠦᙟ৵լ٦ګઌᣂਐᑇऱګ։ैΔ
ΰjjαխဎຏᢞࠦᙟ৵᠏۟ଅᙠᤞࣨقၞ۩ٌ࣐Δ֗Яࢨΰjjjαխဎຏᢞࠦऱઌᚨ I ैᙟ৵ೖַڇଉཽᜤٌࢬ၇ᔄΔ܃ঞႛᛧנഇ܀ᆃ
ַ܂ၞԫޡ၇ᇠխဎຏᢞࠦΖ!!
ᖕጥٌࢬՂؑऱᢞࠦঞΰψ
ٌࢬՂؑঞωαΔૉٚ۶ٌࢬՂؑֆإ࣍ึַՂؑ࿓ݧΔࢨࠡᛜሎڂತਙࢨࠡנۖڂה
լࡳൣउᖄીࠡڇژึַՂؑऱଅᙠࢨދᇷृᦞ墿ױ౨࠹ࠩჾ୭ΔᇠٌࢬՂؑֆലኔਜଅᙠᤞقΔࠀႊ࣍ଅᙠᤞٌ࣐ࣨقΖ
ଅᙠᤞֹڇױࣨقႊࠃ٣ຏवऱൣउՀנٚ۶᧢೯Ζଣ࣍ٽᇷ܂խဎຏٌ࣐ऱխဎຏᢞࠦࠡ৵᠏۟ଅᙠᤞࣨقၞ۩ٌ࣐Δঞխဎຏऱ
ދᇷृലႛᛧנഇڶᣂैٝۖլ٦۩၇ैٝΖڶᣂଅᙠᤞࣨقऱᇡൣΔᓮᔹٌࢬՂؑঞٌ֗ࢬଅᙠᤞैࣨقปٌ࣐ᑉ۩ᙄ
ऄΖ!!!

23/!

լᄎ܂؆᠏ฝ!
ؘآ۩ءᄎ༉ٚ۶ຘመխဎຏא؆ֱڤ᠏ฝऱխဎຏᢞ㧥༼ࠎٚ۶؆ࣚ೭Δೈॺխဎຏᖲᣂڶࡳΰࠏڕഗ८ᆖࠡڇጥऱഗ८֗Я
ࢨഗ८ၞ۩ٌ࣐৵ैٝ։Δխဎຏᢞࠦऱᢞ㧥ଗ၊ٽᇷ܂شො።ᔄ़Δࠀࠠڶլ၌መԫଡִऱཚૻΔ֗אٌࢬ֗խഏጩਐࡳऱٚ
۶ࠡהൣउαΖ!

24/!

ᠦࡾԳاኞႪଅᙠ!
ፖࠡה؆ኞᣊٵΔᠦࡾԳاኞऱႪױ֒ױၓΖࠀլঅᢞԳاኞլᄎ၈ଖΖ!!
ᠦࡾԳاኞऱႪല࠹ΰࠡխץਔαխഏփچխ؇ਙࢌլழኔਜऱ؆ႪጥࠫΰࠏڕԳاኞ܋ངהࠡګຄኞऱࠫૻڶαᐙΖૉԳاኞࠀ
ॺ܃ऱءഏຄኞΔঞދڇᇷխဎຏᢞࠦழΔࢨ܃Ꮑല܃ऱءഏຄኞ܋ངګԳاኞΔۖڇխဎຏᢞࠦՀऱٌ࣐ऱٚ۶ԳاኞཱིבΔױٍ܃౨
ᏁലԳاኞ܋ང܃ګऱءഏຄኞΖ܃ല༉ڼขسຄኞ܋ང၄شΰܛ၇ᔄᠦࡾԳاኞழऱᏝαΔࠀႊࢭᖜٚ۶ᇠຄኞ܋ངऱႪं೯ଅ
ᙠΔۖڶᣂଅᙠࢨᄎኙխဎຏᢞࠦऱؑଖທګլܓᐙΖ!

25/!

܋ངԳاኞऱૻࠫ!
Գاኞ࠹ૻ࣍խഏփچխ؇ਙࢌऱ؆Ⴊጥࠫ֗ૻࠫΖ!
խഏփچऱઌᣂᖲᣂױ౨ᚵࢨലቇױ܉౨ፖ࣍܃խဎຏऱދᇷઌᣂऱᠰ؆ঞΕऄ֗ૻࠫΖ࣍܃၇ᔄխဎຏᢞࠦছᚨᔹ່ᄅऱᇷற֗
ᇡൣΖ!!

26/!

խဎຏᢞࠦऱᏝૻࠫ!
۩ءႛ൷࠹ᇠᙅښᔞشࡳऱٌ࣐ٻקૡΖழΔխဎຏᢞࠦ࠹ਊՂԫଡֲٌ࣐ऱؑگᏝऱ²21&!ഗᄷऱԫᏝૻࠫࢬૻΰۖ࣍
ଅᙠᤞقՀၞ۩ٌ࣐ऱैปঞছؑگᏝऱ²6&αΖᏝૻࠫױլழޏޓΖࢬڶᣂ࣍խဎຏᢞࠦऱૡؘႊ࣍ᏝૻאփΖٚ۶Ꮭ၌נᏝ
ૻऱૡ݁լᛧٌࢬ࠹Ζ!

27/!

೯ኪᏝᛀ!
ֲַޢᠰ৫ᛒشΔଉཽᜤٌࢬലم၇ᒌૡऱ೯ኪᏝᛀΖᙁԵᏝ࣍܅ࠋ່ڶᤁᏝΰࢨྤڕࠋ່ڶᤁᏝΔঞ່ᄅٌ࣐
ᏝΙࢨྤڕࠋ່ڶᤁᏝ່֗ᄅٌګᏝΔঞছؑگᏝαਬଡਐࡳۍ։ֺऱ၇ᒌૡലլᛧ࠹Ζ!
࣍ၲؑႃٽᤁᏝழΔڶᤁᏝΰࢨྤڕڶᤁᏝΔঞছؑگᏝαല܂شᏝᛀΖ೯ኪᏝᛀ࣍ޢଡֲٌ࣐݁ղאᚨشΔطၲؑႃ
ٽᤁᏝழၲࡨছऱն։ᤪᙁԵழ۟Հ֑ऱຑᥛᤁᏝழޔַΖଉཽᜤٌࢬᚵ࣍խဎຏॣཚല೯ኪᏝᛀૡ 4&ΖᇠᏝᛀۍ
։ֺױਊؑउլழᓳᖞΖ!

28/!

נഇխဎຏᢞࠦऱૻࠫ!
ދᇷृլࠌشຘመխဎຏ၇ऱխဎຏᢞٌࠦگٚ۶ຘመխဎຏא؆྄ሐנ܂ऱᔄᒌૡΖڼڂΔຘመխဎຏ၇ऱխဎຏᢞࠦऱؑ
ᑓױ౨֗ૻڶЯࢨੌຏၦለ܅ΰፖຘመ྄ࠡהሐ၇ઌैٵֺٝለαΖڼ؆Δ܃༉խဎຏᢞࠦ࠷گऱٚ۶ಬैᦞ墿ٍࠫૻڶΖૉᇠಬ
ैᦞ墿᥆ܑխဎຏᢞࠦڤݮΔঞࠡႛٽᇷຘመխဎຏנഇΰܛլ౨ֱٺהࠡطຘመխဎຏ၇αΖૉᇠಬैᦞ墿ࠀॺ᥆ܑխဎຏ
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ᢞࠦڤݮΔࠡലլฤٽխဎຏٌ࣐ᇷΰࠡܛႛ࣍ױխഏփچऱઌᣂैปٌ࣐ؑαΖڼڂΔאಬैᦞ墿࠷گڤݮᇠैٝࠠ܅ڶΰ۟
ڶαੌຏၦऱଅᙠΖ!
ૉխဎຏᢞࠦ௫֗ሿᅷैΔঞլױຘመխဎຏ၇Ζૉڶᣂ௫֗ሿᅷैऱխဎຏᢞࠦऱᔄᒌૡፖנഇ༉ᇠխဎຏᢞࠦࢬऱ٤ຝۖॺ
ຝ։ऱሿैڶᣂΔঞױᛧנഇᇠխဎຏᢞࠦΖڼڂΔຘመխဎຏ၇௫֗ሿᅷຝ։ऱխဎຏᢞࠦऱؑᑓױ౨֗ૻڶЯࢨੌຏၦለ
܅Ζ!!!
29/!

࿔ႈ!
ؾছຘመխဎຏ၇ᔄऱխဎຏᢞࠦڶࠆױխഏփچᇷܓء࿔ࡉխഏփچᛜᄐ࿔ऱᑉழ܍Ζؾছࡸآ堚ᄑᇠ܍ല࣍۶ழࡻየΔ֗א
ࠡהխഏփچ࿔ႈਢܡᔞ࣍شຘመխဎຏ၇ᔄऱխဎຏᢞࠦΖ!ᄭ۞խဎຏᢞࠦऱैஒႊᢆխഏփچቃڬ࿔ΖխဎຏᢞࠦڇխဎຏՀऱٌ
ٍ࣐ႊ֭בխഏփٱچक़࿔Ζ܃Ꮑڶᣂխဎຏᢞࠦऱٚ۶࿔ႈ٤ຂΔࠀٵრ࣍ޣழ༉ࢬ܃ڂ۩ءڶΕ၇ᔄࢨڤֱהࠡאऱ
ٚ۶խဎຏᢞࠦۖױ౨ขسऱࢬڶ࿔ႈנ܂۩ءٻᚦᚍΖ۩ءլᄎ༉ڶᣂխဎຏऱٚ۶࿔೭ംᠲΕຂٚ֗0ࢨᆠ೭༼ࠎᘬᇬࢨᇠࠃࡵ
ۖຂΔٍ۩ءլᄎڇຍֱ૿༼ࠎٚ۶ࣚ೭ࢨ࠰ܗΖ!ދڇᇷխဎຏᢞࠦছΔ۩ءൎ௺৬ᤜ܃༉ຍᣊދᇷኙױ܃౨ขسऱ࿔೭৵࣠ᘬᇬء܃
ߪऱ࿔೭ംΔڂᇠ࿔೭৵࣠ױ౨ڂլދٵᇷृۖࢬڶլٵΖ!

2:/!

ଉཽড়֪ᢞࠦ֗ঞ!
܂ԫঞΔፖٌ࣐ٻקऱދᇷृࠀլࠆڶᢞࠦ֗ཚຄයࠏ֗ࠡઌᣂॵ᥆ऄࠏࢬ༼ࠎऱ٤૿অᎽΖ֠ࠡਢΔ࣍طຘመխဎຏٌ࣐ऱխ
ဎຏᢞࠦࠀॺ࣍ଉཽᜤٌࢬՂؑࢨ၇ᔄΔࠀലॺطᢞᄎྨԳՓאಜጥԳߪٝڶΔਚ܃ലլᄎ࠹ড়֪ᢞࠦঞࢬঅᎽΔᢞᄎࢨٚ۶
ࠡהઌᣂऱխဎຏᖲᣂڶਐࣔृೈ؆Ζ!!!

31/!

ދᇷृᓽᚍഗ८!
၇ᔄխဎຏᢞࠦࠀլࠆڶᖕᢞࠦ֗ཚຄයࠏمऱދᇷृᓽᚍഗ८ࢬ༼ࠎऱঅᎽΖڼڂΔፖᜤٌࢬՂؑᢞٌ࣐ࠦլٵΔދᇷृᓽᚍഗ८
լᄎ༉ٚ۶ᢞᄎྨԳࢨုםԳڂሔપۖᖄી܃፞࠹ऱٚ۶ჾ؈༼ࠎٚ۶অᎽΖ!

32/!

խဎຏᢞࠦऱᖑ!ᦞڶ
խဎຏᢞࠦ᥆ྤᢞᢞࠦΔࠀطଉཽጩ֪ࠡזՑڶԳڶΖٌ࣐ٻקլᄎ༼ࠎኔढژԵ֗༼࠷ࣚ೭Ζ!!
ᖕ۩խഏփچࠏΔխဎຏᢞࠦലಖԵଉཽጩࢬፖխഏጩࢬၲمऱזԳᔁ֪Δۖ࣍܃խဎຏᢞࠦऱࢬܓࢨᦞڶ墿Δڶ֗אᣂᦞ
墿ΰլᓵਢऄ৳Εᘝؓऄࢨࠡߢۖהαႊ࠹ᔞشࡳΰץਔፖٚ۶ᦞ墿ࢶࡳࢨ௧؆ैᦞૻࠫڶᣂऱऄ৳αࢬૻΖڼᓤᠧऱऄ৳ᒤ
ᡱΔ܃ᚨ༈ޣᗑمറᄐრߠΖ!!

33/!

ॾஒࢶ֗࿇ٌ࣐ؒॾஒ!
ଉཽᜤٌࢬࢨᄎڶࠎ༼۩ءޣᣂ܃ऱଡԳᇷறΔ֗אਊଉཽᜤٌࢬլழਐࣔऱᇠழၴ֗ڶࠎ༼ڤᣂ܃༉ٌ࣐ٻקႈՀऱխဎຏᢞࠦ
ٌ࣐֗ݺଚ܃זച۩ऱٌ࣐ऱૡᣊী֗ᏝଖΔঁא࿇ؒΕႚᐾࢨֆၲ࿇ؒխဎຏႈՀऱխဎຏᢞٌ࣐ࠦΕٌ࣐ၦΕދᇷृ១տ֗ࠡהઌ
ᣂᑇᖕጵٽᇷறΖ!

34/!

ࠀྤॺ۞೯ኙᒌٌ࣐ࢨՕᠰٌ࣐!
ٌ࣐ٻקլٚ۶ॺ۞೯ኙᒌࢨՕᠰٌ࣐Ζ!

35/!

ૡଥࡉޏᚌ٣ᦞჾ؈!
ፖխഏփچऱ۩ክࠏԫીΔૉၞ۩ٌ࣐ٻקऱދᇷृڶრଥޏૡΔؘࠡႊଈ٣࠷ڶૡΔྥ৵٦ૹᄅᙁԵᄅૡΖڼڂΔڶ
ૡऱᔚଢݧڻലլڇژΔֲޢࠩ࠹ᠰ৫塒ᠰऱૻࠫࢬૻΔٚ۶ࠡ৵ᙁԵऱૡٵ࣍ױؘآԫֲٌ࣐נ܂ჄᇖΖ!

36/!

ֲٌ࣐ऱܑ!
խဎຏႛ)ڇb*ଉٌཽ࣐ࢬٌ֗ࢬ۞ٺၲ॰ࠎၞ۩ٌ࣐Ι֗)c*ଉཽ֗څऱᎬ۩࣍ၞ۩ઌᣂཱིႈֲٌگࠎ༼ڶᎬ۩ࣚ೭ழΔխဎຏֱ
ٌ࣐܂ױΖଣٚ۶ઌᣂٌ࣐ࢬࠀྤၲ॰ࢨૉଉཽࢨڅऱᎬ۩ࠀྤၲ॰ཱི܂ႈٌگᄐ೭Δঞ܃ലྤऄၞ۩ٚ۶ٌ࣐ٻק၇ᔄΖ܃ᚨఎრ
ཽຏሎ܂ऱֲΔࠀڂᚨߪء܃ऱଅᙠࢭ࠹࿓৫ެࡳ౨ࢭܡᖜխဎຏᢞࠦ࣍խဎຏྤऄ༼ࠎٌ࣐ٻקཚၴऱᏝं೯ଅᙠΖ!

37/!

ሎ܂ழၴ!!
ଉཽᜤٌࢬڶኙ಼ൣᦞլழ᠖ࡳխဎຏऱሎ܂ழၴΔࠀലڶኙ಼ൣᦞᙟழֹ֗ڇႊࠃ٣ຏवऱൣउՀޏޓխဎຏऱሎ܂ழၴ֗ڜඈ
ΰլᓵਢᜯழࢨࠡࢤהᔆαΖྤࠀ۩ءٚ۶ᆠ೭ຏव܃ଉཽᜤٌࢬኙ࣍խဎຏሎ܂ழၴऱٚ۶ڶᣂެࡳΖ᠃ᓮ܃ఎრխဎຏᢞࠦ࣍խဎຏ
آ౨ၞ۩ٌ࣐ٻקཚၴᏝं೯ଅᙠΖ!

38/!

խഏጩ؈ຂऱଅᙠ!
խഏጩբمଅᙠጥਮ֗ᆖխഏᢞᄎޅ֗ኘऱൻਜΖᖕխഏጩऱԫঞΔૉխഏጩΰ܂խ؇ٌ࣐ኙֱ֫α؈
ຂΔଉཽጩലਊటᇨຘመشױऱٽऄຜஉ֗ຘመխഏጩऱ堚ᒌ࿓ݧΰڕᔞشα༈ٻޣխഏጩڃگ࿇۩ڇ؆ऱխဎຏᢞࠦ֗آᚍᝫཱི
ႈΖଉཽጩᤉۖᄎਊઌᣂխဎຏᖲᣂࡳऱֺࠏലࢬڃگऱխဎຏᢞࠦ֗Яࢨཱིႈ։ղጩፖृΖឈྥխഏጩ؈ຂऱױ౨ࢤᄕ
܅Δދ܀ᇷृڇၞ۩ٌ࣐ٻקছᚨఎრڼႈڜඈ֗ױ౨ڇژଅᙠࢭᖜΖ!

39/!

ଉཽጩ؈ຂऱଅᙠ!
۩ءᖕءᇖ֮ךٙ༼ࠎࣚ೭ऱ౨Ժႊ࠹ଉཽጩ౨ݔܡᐌ۩ࠡᆠ೭ࢬૻΖଉཽጩऱٚ۶܂ࢨլ܂ࢨآ౨ࢨᙈᐌ۩ࠡᆠ೭ࢨ
ᄎᖄીآ౨ٌگխဎຏᢞࠦΔࢨᖄીխဎຏᢞࠦ֗Яࢨፖࠡڶᣂऱཱིႈנჾ؈Δۖױ܃౨ڼڂ፞࠹ჾ؈Ζ۩ءᄗլ༉ٚ۶ᇠჾ؈
ຂΖ!

3:/!

ڶᣂٞᄐ۩ऱֆֆ!ܫ
!
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ڶᣂխဎຏᢞࠦऱٚ۶ٞᄐ۩ؾছԯطઌᣂ࿇۩Գຘመٌࢬጻీ֗ࡴֱᎁױີ֗ጻీΚᢞࠦழΕխഏᢞࠦΕᢞֲࠦ֗
www.cninfo.com.cn ࿇܉Ζଉཽጩٍᄎ࣍խ؇ጩߓอಖᙕڶᣂխဎຏᢞࠦऱࢬڶٞᄐ۩Δࠀ֊ڇኔ۩ױൣउՀጐ࣍ݶֆ܉ᅝֲຘመ
խ؇ጩߓอึጤᖲຏवࠡጩፖृڶᣂᇡൣΖၞ۩ٌ࣐ٻקऱދᇷृױᔹٌࢬጻీ֗ઌᣂີΔאោᥦ່२ཚऱՂؑֆֆܫΔ
ࢨױᔹଉٌཽ࣐ࢬऱխഏैปؑጻࢨڶᣂ࣍Ղԫଡֲٌ࣐࿇۩ऱխဎຏᢞࠦऱٞᄐ۩Ζ໌ڇᄐࣨՂؑऱ࿇۩Գലႛࠡڇֆጻీ
֗ࡴֱਐࡳऱጻీ࿇ؒਬࠄٞᄐֆܫΖދᇷृᚨఎრΔٌࢬՂؑऱ࿇۩Գႛᄎאխ֮ע࿇ٞᄐ֮ٙΔࠀլ༼ࠎ֮ठءΖ!
ڼ؆Δᖕխ؇ጩߓอԫঞΔଉཽጩലጐԺ֗ழጩፖृࠀ࠷گ࿇ڶᣂխဎຏᢞࠦऱ८ैஒΖैࠩگڇஒᠰ৵Δଉཽ
ጩലڇኔᎾᖙ܂ւऱൣउՀΔڜඈ࣍ٻֲٵઌᣂऱጩፖृ࿇ڶᣂ८ैஒΖ!!
ܑ࣍ڶଉཽڶᣂଉཽᜤٌࢬՂؑैٝऱڶክࠏΔਊᅃխഏփچழऱؑክࠏΔፖٌ࣐ٻקऱދᇷृྤᦞࡡז।ࢨࠡזᘣߪஂנᄎ
ᤜΖ!
ྤࠀ۩ءுኔٍլঅᢞڶᣂٞᄐ۩ऱٚ۶ֆֆܫऱᄷᒔࢤΕױᔾࢤࢨᔞழࢤΔٍլᄎ༉ࠉڂᘸڶᣂֆࢬܫขسऱٚ۶ᙑᎄΕլᒔΕ
ᎄࢨᙊዥࢨࢬආ࠷ऱٚ۶۩೯ۖขسऱٚ۶ჾ؈ࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΰլᓵਢॿᦞࢨٽપࢨࠡהαΖࣔ۩ءᒔ।قΔլᄎ༉ᣂ࣍ٚ۶ֆֆܫऱ
ᄷᒔࢤࢨڶᣂᇷறਢܡᔞ܂ٽٚ۶شຜऱࢬڶঅᢞΰլᓵࣔࢨقᚈृقαຂΖ!
41/!

ഇैٝ!
ଣ۞܃խဎຏᢞࠦऱ࿇۩Գैࠩگٝࢨࠡהᣊীᢞࠦ܂ᦞ墿Δ܃ᚨఎრΔڇૉեൣउՀΰࠏڕΚૉᇠᦞ墿ᢞٌࠦ࣍ࢬՂؑאॺࠀ܀Գ
اኞ၇ᔄࢨૉᇠᦞ墿ᢞࠦࠀॺٌ࣍ࢬՂؑαΔױؘآ܃ຘመխဎຏ၇ᔄᇠᦞ墿ᢞࠦΖ!

42/!

ፖދᇷխဎຏᢞࠦઌᣂऱԫؑଅᙠ!
ދᇷխဎຏᢞࠦ௫ܑ֗ऱەᐞ֗ైڂଅᙠΔץਔ܀լૻ࣍խഏփैچปؑለऱᏝं೯ࢤΕጥ֗ऄ৳ਮ࿇୶ࡸګآᑵΔ֗אᆖ
ᛎΕषᄎ֗ਙएऱլࡳࢤΖ!

43/!

ᤞַࣚึ֗ܫ೭!
ࢨ۩ءᄎᚨଉཽᜤٌࢬ֗Яࢨٌࢬ܃ٻޣ࿇נՑᙰࢨ૿ᤞܫΔڇ֗אଉཽᜤٌࢬ֗Яࢨٌࢬױ౨ࡳऱཚၴึַٌٻקࠎ༼܃ٻ
࣐ࣚ೭Ζ!

44/!

խဎຏऱኛᄅࢤ!
խဎຏਢٌࢬፖଉٌཽ࣐ࢬআၞຘመଉٌཽ࣐ࢬၞ۩խဎຏᢞٌ࣐ࠦۖ٥ٵංנऱኛᄅૠቤΖᖕٌ࣐ٻקၞ۩ऱխဎຏᢞٌ࣐ࠦႊ
࠹ࢬڶᔞشࡳࢬૻΖᔞشࡳऱٚ۶᧢೯ࢨᄎኙխဎຏᢞࠦऱٌ࣐ທګլܓᐙΖڶᣂᐙױ౨ኙ࣍܃խဎຏᢞࠦऱދᇷڶլܓᐙ
Ζ່࣍ᡏൣउՀΔױ܃౨ჾ؈܃Օຝ։࣍խဎຏऱխဎຏᢞࠦދᇷΖ!!

45/!

ᔄ़ऱૻࠫ!
ଉཽ֗௧؆ދᇷृؾছᆃַၞ۩ྤᖜঅխဎຏᢞࠦᔄ़Δڶᖜঅխဎຏᢞࠦᔄ़ঞᛧၞ۩Δ൫ႊ࠹խဎຏঞխऱਬࠄࡳࢬૻΖ!
ྥۖΔ۩ءլᄎআࠌၞ۩ڶᖜঅխဎຏᢞࠦᔄ़Ζ!܃ႊ٤ᦞຂᇞ֗ᙅښլழسயऱᔄ़֗אޣլٽऱٚ۶৵࣠Ζ!

46/!

໌ᄐࣨैٝ၇ᔄ!
໌ᄐࣨैٝ၇ᔄႊࢭᖜאڂՀࠃႈۖขسऱଅᙠΚ!
)b*! ैᏝं೯֗۷ᏝመΙ!
)c*! ፖխഏփچऱؑࣨઌֺΔ໌ᄐࣨؑኙઆܓ౨Ժ֗ैءޣઌኙچլᣤ!<!
)d*! ᦸ࣍໌ᄐࣨؑऱՂؑֆᛜሎኙݾࠉᘸΔਚᇠֆ۞ٺڇ࣐୲ޓऱᄐ೭ᏆנݾਚᎽംᠲ!<!֗!
)e*! ໌࣍طᄐࣨؑઌᣂ۩ᄐऱଅᙠࢤᔆΔൄ۷ଖֱऄױ౨լݙ٤ᔞ໌࣍شᄐࣨؑՂؑऱֆΖ!
ؾছΔڶᖲዌറᄐދᇷृᛧ۩ءٻՀૡΔאຘመࠌشխဎຏ၇ࢨנഇᛧ൷խဎຏᢞࠦΰႛٽᇷ܂ᔄᒌૡऱܑխဎຏ
ᢞࠦೈ؆αऱ໌ᄐࣨैٝΖ!

47/!

ዹឰᖲࠫ!!
խဎຏᢞٌ࣐ࠦऱച۩࠹ٌࢬխဎຏঞΰץਔዹឰᖲࠫය֮αऱૻΖᕣጥዹឰᖲࠫؾছᑉᒷച۩Δ܃ᚨࣹრڇٚ۶ٌࢬֲٌ࣐ਜ
ףዹឰᖲࠫലᖄીڇዹឰᖲࠫය֮խࡳऱԫࢨڍழၴփᑉೖച۩ຘመٌࢬၞ۩ऱٌ࣐Ζ!
ೈॺଉཽᜤٌࢬࡳެڶΔዹឰᖲࠫය֮୲ڇዹឰᖲࠫسயཚၴ࠷խဎຏᢞࠦ၇ᔄਐחΔױ۩ءԫڇאڕᇠཚၴຘመխဎຏᙁԵ
ਐ࠷חޣΖᕣጥڼڕΔೈॺ֗ऴ۟ઌᣂٌࢬߓอ࿇࠷נᒔᎁΔܡঞխဎຏਐחലլᄎီբ࠷Δۖଉཽᜤٌࢬࢨࠡॵ᥆ֆ
ٍլᄎ࠷נ༼ڇ۩ءڂޣ৵ڂٚ۶ڂլᛧ൷ۖຂΖ!!!
!
ΰءڕᇖ֮ךٙऱ֮ठፖխ֮ठհၴڶٚ۶ࣴᆠΔᄗא֮ठᄷΖα!

!
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Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (Asia) Limited
Master Terms and Conditions - Investment Products
1.

Application

1.1

These Terms and Conditions, together with the Schedules and our current Master Terms and Conditions - Banking Services, apply, to
the extent applicable, to all transactions with you (the customer) in securities, shares, stocks, debentures, bonds, notes, collective
investment schemes, funds, currencies, related rights, options and interests, and other investments (securities).
We (Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (Asia) Limited) are a licensed bank under the Banking Ordinance and a registered
institution under the Securities and Futures Ordinance, CE Number AAI670].

1.2

The Schedules form part of these Terms and Conditions. If there is inconsistency, the provisions for a particular service will prevail over
general provisions.

1.3

Please read these Terms and Conditions carefully, particularly Clauses 6 (Limit of our liability) and 9 (Transacting as principal,
including 9.8 (Early termination)), and also our Risk Disclosure Statements.

2.

Information

2.1

Our information is based on information provided by the person involved in the issue or management of the relevant securities, an
information vendor or a public source. For example, prices of securities on the Hong Kong stock exchange are provided by The Stock
Exchange of Hong Kong Limited (and while they endeavour to ensure the accuracy of the information, no guarantee is given and no
liability is accepted for any error). We believe the information to be correct, but have not verified it. The information provider does not
accept responsibility in relation to the information. We are not responsible for third party information.

2.2

Reports, accounts, notices and any other documents received by us in respect of your securities will be held for a period reasonably
decided by us, and will be available for your inspection during such period at our designated office. Thereafter we will destroy the
documents. Unless otherwise agreed in writing, you do not require us to forward these documents to you or notify you of their receipt or
contents. We will respond promptly to your request for information on corporate actions in relation to your securities in our custody.

2.3

You will not copy, disseminate, exploit or change any price, rate or other quotation provided by us or use them for any purposes other
than for your own reference.

2.4

We will inform you of any material change to our name, principal address, registration status, CE number, the nature of our services, fees
or charges.

3.

Our services

3.1

You agree to read, understand and be bound by any offering documents, terms, application forms, procedures and other documents
relating to the securities, before giving any instruction. You confirm that you are qualified to buy the securities and that your instructions
conform to all relevant requirements. We are not responsible to check if this is so, and may execute any instruction as received, or make
any changes to conform to relevant requirements, without notice to you.

3.2

We may execute your instructions in our or our nominee’s name and as part of a larger order. We will allocate acquired securities among
you and other customers in a fair manner.

3.3

On receipt of your instructions, we may debit the relevant sums from your accounts, and thereafter:
(a)

instruct brokers or others to buy or sell the securities; or

(b)

apply to the issuer, manager or others to subscribe or apply for units or interests in the securities, or to redeem, transfer, switch
or convert units or interests held for you.

3.4

We do not act for the manager of any securities or other persons. They may reject your application. You accept the dealing and other
procedures that we agree with the manager.

3.5

Unless otherwise agreed in writing or we are already holding sufficient cash or securities in your account, you will pay us cleared funds or
deliver to us securities in deliverable form, by noon on the business day on which your instruction is given, or by the time we notify you,
to enable us to settle each transaction. If you fail to do so, we may terminate the transaction, or sell the purchased securities, or borrow
or purchase securities to settle the transaction. You will indemnify us against all liabilities, reasonable losses and expenses.

3.6

We will credit your account with securities, proceeds, refunds, and income only after actual receipt by us and after deducting reasonable
expenses. We may credit any one or more of your accounts. Unless it forms part of the services that we have agreed with you in writing,
we may (but are not obliged to) take action to collect securities or money due to you. We need not inform you if any payment becomes
due or overdue or if any action is required in respect of your securities. If not collected in person, delivery of securities to you will be at
your risks.

3.7

You will as required designate one or more accounts as settlement accounts. Your authorised signatories for your securities account or
settlement account may operate both accounts.

3.8

Acting reasonably, we may sell your securities or any part of it to raise any amounts for the purposes of our services.

3.9

If you are not the ultimate beneficiary or the person ultimately responsible for originating an instruction in relation to securities listed or
traded on the Hong Kong stock exchange, or derivatives, including over-the-counter derivatives, written over such securities:
(a)

you agree to provide full details (including the identity, address and contact details) of the ultimate beneficiary and of the person
ultimately responsible for originating the instructions directly to the Hong Kong stock exchange and the SFC within 2 business
days of a request by us or any of them;

(b)

your agreement in (a) above will survive termination of our services; and

(c)

if a beneficiary or person originating an instruction is located outside Hong Kong, you confirm that these provisions are binding
under the relevant foreign law.

3.10

If you act for a collective investment scheme, discretionary account or discretionary trust and, in respect of a particular transaction, your
investment discretion is overridden by one or more of the beneficiaries of the scheme, account or trust or someone else, you will tell us or
the Hong Kong stock exchange and the SFC within 2 business days of a request when your investment discretion has been overridden
and details of the person who has given the instructions.

3.11

You confirm that all your sell orders in respect of securities at or through the Hong Kong stock exchange will be “long” sales, unless you
notify us at the time of placing a sell order that it relates to securities which you do not own but have a right to obtain, i.e. involves short
selling, and at the same time provide us with the requisite assurance that the sale is "covered".

3.12

If any transaction relates to derivative products, including options, we will provide to you on request (a) product specifications and any
prospectus or other offering document covering such products and (b) a full explanation of margin procedures and the circumstances
under which positions may be closed without your consent.

3.13

You will promptly sign an order when required by us to confirm any oral order.
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3.14

Our employees and representatives are not allowed to accept appointment as your agent to operate your account. Our employees and
representatives are not allowed to trade contracts on their own account.

3.15

We may set limits on the size of the contracts you may establish. We will notify you of the limits and any change in writing.

3.16

We may take the opposite position to your order.

3.17

We may record conversations with you without warning.

3.18

If the securities are traded on more than 1 exchange, we may (acting reasonably) execute a transaction on any of the exchanges, unless
otherwise specifically agreed.

4.

Custody

4.1

You appoint us as your custodian to hold all securities acquired by us on your behalf. We will arrange for your securities to be registered
or held in safe custody in accordance with applicable laws including, at our option, registration of registered securities in our nominee’s
name. Your securities held by us will be recorded in your securities account.

4.2

We may reject any securities for safe custody and (acting reasonably) require any securities to be withdrawn from our custody.

4.3

Your securities will be treated as fungible and held as part of a larger holding of identical securities held for our customers. You will be
entitled to the same share of the payments and rights arising on the holding as your share of the total holding. Any loss will be
apportioned among all owners.

4.4

We may deposit any eligible securities into a clearing system where transfers are made electronically or by book entries. Your securities
may be held overseas by a third party.

4.5

We are not required to attend meetings of holders of any securities or exercise any rights unless otherwise agreed with you in writing.

4.6

You may only withdraw or sell your securities after you have complied with the conditions and made the payments we require (acting
reasonably). You may not do so if we have not actually received the relevant securities or if registration or transfer has not been
completed. You will collect any certificates or documents from the place we reasonably specify.

4.7

Securities may not be withdrawn in a physical form, e.g., if they are in the form of a global certificate or in book-entry form.

5.

Our role

5.1

We act as your agent, not as trustee or fiduciary. We will use reasonable care in carrying out your instructions on your behalf. Our
responsibilities are limited to those expressly set out in our applicable terms and conditions. We may act as principal in a transaction and,
if so, we will notify you. These Terms and Conditions apply, to the extent possible, to transactions on your behalf as well as with us.

5.2

You agree that we may accept from brokers, fund managers and other persons involved in your transactions any cash, goods, services,
rebates or soft commission.

6.

Limit of our liability

6.1

We need not verify the validity or genuineness of any documents or the title to your property to be received or held by us,
which we reasonably believe to be genuine.

6.2

We are not obliged to purchase any securities from you, whether or not we have sold it to you or bought it for you.

6.3

We need not enquire whether the manager of any securities or other relevant person is performing its duties.

7.

Your representations
You represent to us that:
(a)

8.

unless you have notified us otherwise in writing, you are the sole beneficial owner of your accounts, free from third party claims
or interests and will enter into each transaction as principal and not as agent for any other person;

(b)

all documents you deliver to us are valid and complete;

(c)

you have made your own independent decision to enter into each transaction and as to whether the transaction is appropriate for
you based upon your own judgment or upon advice from such third party adviser as you consider necessary; you understand
and accept the terms and risks of the transaction and will not rely on our advice or recommendation; and

(d)

the above representations will be true on the day each transaction is entered into and will survive termination of our services.

Material interest
When effecting transactions for you, our affiliates or we may have a material interest in relation to the transaction. For example, our
affiliates or we may:
(a)

have a position in relation to the securities or be involved as issuer, manager, custodian, trustee or otherwise; or

(b)

match your order with those of other customers.

If we have an actual or potential conflict of interest in relation to a transaction, we will not act unless we have disclosed that conflict to
you and have taken all reasonable steps to treat you fairly.
We may have existing or future commercial or banking relationships with any person involved in the issue or management of any
securities or their affiliates, and will pursue actions which we deem appropriate to protect our interests, without obligation to disclose or
account to you, and regardless of whether such action might adversely affect you.
9.

Transacting as principal

9.1

We may as principal enter into transactions (in Clause 9, each a "transaction") with you, each of which is evidenced by a confirmation
("Confirmation") issued by us and expressed to be subject to these Terms and Conditions. Terms used bear the meaning ascribed in
the Confirmation.

9.2

In the event of inconsistency, the terms of one document will prevail over the other(s) in the following order for the purpose of the
relevant transaction: (1) the Confirmation, (2) the applicable Schedule and (3) these Terms and Conditions.

9.3

A contract between you and us for the sale or purchase of securities is made as soon as its terms have been confirmed orally by our
authorised officer or in writing signed by our authorised officer. The terms of an oral contract will be as set out in our written Confirmation.

9.4

All transactions constitute a single agreement between the parties ("Agreement"). The parties will only enter into transactions in reliance
on such fact.

9.5

The parties will make payments and deliveries in accordance with each Confirmation, subject to the condition precedent that no Event of
Default (see Clause 9.7) or Potential Event of Default has occurred and is continuing. “Potential Event of Default” means any event
which, with the giving of notice or the lapse of time or both, would constitute an Event of Default.

9.6

You will fully perform your obligations before requiring us to perform.
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9.7

Events of Default
The occurrence at any time of any of the following events with respect to you or any person who has provided any guarantee or security
in support of your obligations under the Agreement (each a “relevant party”) constitutes an event of default ("Event of Default"):
(a)

Fail to pay or deliver. Failure to make, when due, any payment or delivery required under the Agreement. Disclaiming,
repudiating or rejecting, in whole or in part, the Agreement (or any transaction).

(b)

Breach. Failure to comply with any other obligation in accordance with the Agreement if not remedied within 14 days after notice
of such failure is given to you.

(c)

Support default.
(i)

Failure to perform any agreement to provide any guarantee or security in support of your obligations under the
Agreement;

(ii)

such guarantee or security expires or ceases to be in full force and effect without our written consent; or

(iii)

any relevant party (or any person appointed to manage it or act on its behalf) disclaims or repudiates, in whole or part, or
challenges the validity of, such guarantee or security.

(d)

Misrepresentation. Any representation proves to be incorrect or misleading in any material respect.

(e)

Cross default. The occurrence or existence of:

(f)

(i)

a default (however described) under one or more financial, securities, derivative or borrowing transactions which has
resulted in such transactions becoming, or becoming capable of being declared, due and payable or deliverable, or
otherwise terminated prematurely,

(ii)

a default in making one or more payments or deliveries on the due date under any financial, securities, derivative or
borrowing transaction (after giving effect to applicable notice requirement or grace period), or

(iii)

a disclaimer, repudiation or rejection, in whole or in part, of any financial, securities, derivative or borrowing transaction
(or such action is taken by any person appointed or empowered to manage any relevant party or act on its behalf).

Insolvency. Any relevant party:
(i)

becomes insolvent or fails or admits in writing its inability to pay its debts as they become due;

(ii)

makes a general assignment, arrangement or composition with or for the benefit of its creditors;

(iii)

or any other person commences any judicial, administrative or other proceeding, or takes any action, (1) seeking a
judgment of or arrangement for insolvency, bankruptcy, liquidation, reorganization or rehabilitation with respect to the
relevant party or its debts or assets, (2) seeking the appointment of a trustee, receiver, liquidator, supervisor or
custodian for the relevant party or any part of its assets, or (3) which has a similar effect;

(iv)

has a resolution passed for its liquidation, reorganization or rehabilitation;

(v)

has a secured party take possession of all or any part of its assets or has a distress, execution, attachment or other
legal process enforced against all or any part of its assets; or

(vi)

causes or is subject to any event which, under any applicable law, has a similar effect to any of the above.

(g)

Merger. Any relevant party amalgamates or merges with or transfers all or any substantial part of its assets to, or reconstitutes
as, another entity.

(h)

Death. If you are an individual and you die or become mentally incapacitated.

(i)

Change of Control. Any person acquires directly or indirectly any ownership interest enabling it to appoint a majority of the
board of directors (or its equivalent), or to exercise control of, of you or any person which has provided any guarantee or security
in support of your obligations. You, such guarantor or security provider effects any substantial change in its capital structure.

(j)

Force majeure.
(i)

Any relevant party, by reason of any event or circumstance, is or would be prevented from complying with, or it is or
would be impossible or impracticable to comply with, any material provision of the Agreement where such event or
circumstance is beyond the control of the affected party; or

(ii)

It is or would be unlawful under any applicable law for any relevant party to comply with any material provision of the
Agreement.

For this purpose, material provisions include the obligation to make or receive a payment or delivery on a timely basis under a
transaction.
(k)

9.8

Adequate assurances. You fail to provide adequate assurances of your ability to perform your outstanding obligations under the
Agreement or any other agreement between the parties on or before the second business day after our written request when we
have reasonable grounds for insecurity.

Early termination
(a)

If at any time an Event of Default has occurred and is continuing, we may, by not more than 14 days notice to you specifying the
Event of Default, designate a day as an Early Termination Date in respect of the affected or all outstanding transactions (which
will terminate on the designated date).

(b)

We will determine in good faith our losses or gains, and costs, that are or would be incurred or realized under then prevailing
circumstances in replacing or providing the economic equivalent of the material terms of each terminated transaction including
the remaining payments, deliveries and rights. We will determine such amounts as of a commercially reasonable date, using
commercially reasonable procedures and to produce a commercially reasonable result. We may apply different valuation
methods to different transactions depending on type, complexity or other relevant factors. We may take into account any relevant
information including market data and information from internal sources, and without duplication:
(i)

cost of funding;

(ii)

any reasonable loss, cost or gain incurred in connection with our terminating or obtaining any hedge related to a
terminated transaction.

All amounts will be expressed in Hong Kong dollars or another currency reasonably chosen by us. We will convert amounts in
another currency at our spot exchange rate.
We will net off (i) amounts that became payable to either party in respect of all terminated transactions on or prior to the Early
Termination Date and which remain unpaid as at such date and (ii) an amount equal to the fair market value as of the original
scheduled date for delivery (as reasonably determined by us) of anything which was required to be delivered to either party in
respect of each terminated transaction on or prior to the Early Termination Date and which has not been so delivered as at such
date, together with interest from (and including) the original due date to (but excluding) the Early Termination Date, at the rate for
overdue interest.
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10.

(c)

As soon as reasonably practicable after an Early Termination Date, we will provide to you a statement showing, in reasonable
detail, the calculations and any amount payable following our calculation under paragraph (b) above. Such amount will be
payable on the day specified in the notice (being at least 7 days after the date of the notice), together with interest thereon
(before and after judgment) from (and including) the Early Termination Date to (but excluding) the date such amount is paid, at
the rate for overdue amounts.

(d)

The parties agree that an amount recoverable under paragraph (b) above is a reasonable pre-estimate of loss and not a penalty.
Such amount is payable for loss of bargain and loss of protection against future risks. Except as otherwise provided in the
Agreement neither party will be entitled to recover any additional damages for such losses.

Suitability Requirement
If we solicit the sale of or recommend any financial product to you, the financial products must be reasonably suitable for you having
regard to your financial situation, investment experience and investment objectives. No other provision of these Terms and Conditions or
any other document we may ask you to sign and statement we may ask you to make derogates from this clause.
N.B. "Financial products" means any securities, futures contracts or leveraged foreign exchange contracts as defined under the SFO.
Regarding “leveraged foreign exchange contracts”, it is only applicable to those traded by persons licensed for Type 3 regulated activity.

Schedule 1: Securities margin account
Please read carefully, particularly 2 (Additional margins), 5 (Events of Default), 6 (Interest) and 7 (Additional risk disclosure) below.
1.

Securities margin account

1.1

You may request us to open a securities margin account. You may give us instructions to buy securities on your behalf. For each
transaction, you will pay an initial cash margin set by us. We may at our discretion accept or decline your instructions. If we accept your
instructions, we will finance the balance of the price payable for the securities by way of a loan to you. All purchased securities will be
held in your margin account.

1.2

We may at any time, without notice, change the type or issue of securities which we will buy for your margin account, the amount of
margins required, or the amount of the loan available in your margin account.

1.3

All amounts owing by you on your margin account are repayable on demand.

1.4

We may not have time to check whether you have not paid the initial cash margin or have exceeded the undrawn amount of the available
loan in the margin account. If either of the foregoing occurs, we may without notice cancel the instruction or sell the purchased securities.
You will indemnify us against all reasonable losses and expenses.

1.5

Upon termination of your margin account for any reason, you will repay all debit balance together with interest thereon.

2.

Additional margins

2.1

You will on demand pay such additional cash margins as we require from time to time. We may debit any initial and additional margins
from any of your accounts.

2.2

We may at any time without notice apply any cash in your margin account including margins to reduce any amounts owing by you, in the
order we reasonably select.

2.3

You will at all times maintain sufficient initial and additional margins in your margin account, so that the margins plus the market value (as
reasonably determined by us) of the unsold securities held in your margin account will at all times exceed your outstanding loan by the
percentage determined by us and previously notified to you. Failure to do so (whether or not you receive a demand for additional margin)
is an Event of Default.

2.4

You will stand ready to receive margin calls. A demand for any margin is effective upon a message being left at your telephone number
on any machine or with any person, or upon sending an email or fax to your email address or fax number known to us, whether or not (or
when) the communication is received by you.

3.

Charge

3.1

You will charge to us all securities purchased by us for your margin account as continuing security for the payment of all amounts owing
by you to us (whether or not in connection with your margin account). The charge will extend to all dividends, interest, distributions,
allotments, offers, benefits, entitlements, securities and rights accruing, paid, made, offered or arising in respect of, and the proceeds of
sale of, the securities.

3.2

You will within the time required by us do all things which we reasonably require to perfect our security interests. You will (where
applicable) deposit with us all share and other certificates, and duly signed and stamped instruments of transfer and sold notes, in
respect of the charged securities. They will be held at your sole risk and reasonable expense. They may be held by our nominees or
agents in or outside Hong Kong. We may at any time register any charged securities in the name of our nominees, and deposit any
charged securities in any clearing system, without notice and at your reasonable cost and risk.

3.3

We will not be liable for any failure to collect any amount payable on the charged securities, to pay any call or instalment, or to take any
action in respect of them, or for any loss in connection with them.

3.4

On release of any securities, we will discharge our liabilities to you by transferring to an account nominated by you or by making available
for your collection securities (or certificates, instrument of transfer and sold note) of the same class and denomination (subject to any
capital reorganisation which may have occurred).

4.

Sale
Before the occurrence of an Event of Default, and subject to our consent, you may instruct us to sell the securities in your margin
account.

5.

Events of Default

5.1

If any Event of Default (as defined in 2.3 above or in Clause 9 of our Master Terms and Conditions - Investment Products) occurs, or if
any circumstances arise which in our opinion might jeopardize our interests in relation to your margin account, whether or not we have
made a call for margin and whether the time to meet the call has expired, all sums owing by you in your margin account will immediately
become due and payable, and we may without notice:

5.2

(a)

transfer from any or all of your accounts (of any nature, and whether the amounts are matured or not) any amounts to your
margin account; and

(b)

sell any or all of the securities in your margin account and use the sale proceeds after deducting all reasonable expenses to pay
any amounts owing by you in the order we reasonably select.

If any Event of Default occurs, we may cancel any outstanding instructions or terminate any contracts for your margin account without
notice and without liability.
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6.

Interest

6.1

Interest will accrue on the debit balance in your margin account at the rates and in the manner decided by us from time to time, and will
be debited to your account at the times decided by us.

6.2

Interest will accrue on all sums due from you but unpaid, and on any debit exceeding the pre-arranged loan limit, at the rates decided by
us from time to time from the due date until full repayment (before and after judgment).

6.3

We will pay interest on the net credit cash balance in your margin account at our rate for savings account for the relevant currency.

7.

Additional risk disclosure
There is a high degree of leverage associated with margined transactions in securities because of the small initial margin payable. High
leverage can work for as well as against you and can lead to large losses as well as gains. Under certain market conditions, you may
find it difficult or impossible to liquidate a position and therefore the losses may not be limited to the margins or securities you have paid
or charged to us.

Schedule 2: IPO subscription (loan)
Please read carefully, particularly 6 below.
1.

We may at your request grant a loan in the amount determined by us, to be applied by us on your behalf to pay for part of the
subscription price. You will put us in funds for the balance of the full subscription price and all charges and expenses 2 business days
before expiry of the subscription period or an earlier date notified by us.

2.

The subscription application will be made in the name of our nominee. You authorise our nominee and us to do all things necessary for
the purpose of the application, and will indemnify our nominee and us (acting reasonably) against any liability.

3.

Interest will accrue on the loan at the agreed rate and in the agreed manner, from the date the subscription application is sent to the
issuer to the date of full repayment (before and after judgment).

4.

The loan and interest will be repayable on demand and, in the absence of a demand, within 5 business days after we have notified you of
the result of your subscription.

5.

Any refund in respect of your application will be applied to reduce the amounts owing by you, in the order we reasonably select. You will
immediately pay to us any refund received by you and will hold the money in trust for us.

6.

If any part of the loan or interest thereon is not paid when due, we may without notice sell any or all of the securities allotted to you and
use the sale proceeds after deducting all reasonable expenses to pay any amounts owing by you, in the order we reasonably select. You
will charge to us all rights arising from your application and all securities allotted to you as continuing security for the payment of all
amounts owing by you to us. You will within the time required by us do all things which we reasonably require to perfect our security
interests.

Schedule 3: Securities savings plan
1.

We may from time to time offer certain securities (including stock, unit trusts, mutual funds and other investments) for selection and
specify the requirements for a securities savings plan. If you wish to establish a plan, you should apply in the form provided by us. You
will select the securities you wish to buy from the available securities, and specify in conformity with our requirements the monthly
contribution amounts you will pay for each issue of securities.

2.

If your application is accepted, we will notify you of the commencement date of your plan. You will pay by direct debit in Hong Kong
dollars through an account acceptable to us the agreed monthly contribution amounts on the agreed date in each calendar month (or, if it
is not a business day, on the next business day). No reminder will be sent. If there are insufficient funds, we may make another attempt
to collect the monthly contribution amount within the month. You will pay all reasonable charges and fees.

3.

You may change or terminate your plan by giving us 14 daysʼ prior notice and complying with our reasonable requirements (a fee may be
incurred). The time required to change your direct debit authorization will depend on the bank with which your account is kept. We may
terminate your plan by 30 daysʼ prior notice to you.

4.

We will use each monthly contribution amount actually received from you (after deducting our service charges and all reasonable fees
and expenses) towards buying, on your behalf, a whole number of the agreed securities.

5.

No interest will be paid for the period before the amount is used to purchase the securities, or on any unused portion. Any unused
nd
monthly amount may be withdrawn after the 2 business day after the date for purchasing the securities.

6.

If any purchased securities are less than the total requirements of similar plans of all our customers, we may allocate them in a fair
manner.

Listed securities
7.

Purchase of listed securities will be made by way of a market order placed on the relevant exchange at any time on the exchange trading
day next following the date of receipt of the monthly contribution amount.

8.

In determining the price payable by you, we may use the average price of purchases of the securities under similar plans of all our
customers.

Unit trusts, mutual funds and other collective investment schemes
9.

Application to purchase the units will usually be made by us within 4 business days (subject to change by us) after the date of receipt of
the monthly contribution amount.

10.

Any distributions in respect of your units will be invested in purchasing additional units or, if permitted by the funds concerned and
selected by you, be credited to your settlement account.

11.

Additional Risk Disclosure
There may not be an active market for securities in odd lots, and odd lots may only be sold at a price substantially less than board lots.
We may not be able to buy for you the securities in the required or any quantity.
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Schedule 4: FX & Precious Metal Trading / Margin FX & Precious Metal Trading
A.

APPLICATION

1.

You may, if we agree, enter into one or more transactions with us by way of FX & Precious metal trading / margin FX & Precious Metal
trading (each a "Transaction"), each evidenced by a confirmation ("Confirmation") and expressed to be subject to these Terms and
Conditions. The parties will be legally bound by each Transaction as soon as they have made an agreement (orally or otherwise). We
will issue a Confirmation to evidence the terms of each Transaction. The terms of each Transaction will be as set out in the relevant
Confirmation. Any other information provided by any means by us or others is for reference only.

2.

These Terms and Conditions (which expression includes the Appendix), together with our current Master Terms and Conditions Banking Services and, to the extent applicable, our current Master Terms and Conditions - Investment Products, apply to each
Transaction. In the event of inconsistency,
(a)

the Confirmation will prevail over these Terms and Conditions;

(b)

these Terms and Conditions will prevail over the Master Terms and Conditions - Banking Services and the Master Terms and
Conditions - Investment Products; and

(c)

in relation to a particular product, the provisions for that product will prevail over other provisions.

3.

Terms bear the meaning used in the relevant Confirmation and these Terms and Conditions. Currency, interest and other rates, day
count fraction, prices, sources and any terms used without definition in a Confirmation or these Terms and Conditions have the meaning
determined by us by reference to market practice or any sources we deem appropriate. We may adjust any date that would otherwise
fall on a non-business day by reference to market practice. We may round down or up percentages and amounts by reference to market
practice. We may for any purpose notionally or actually convert one currency into another at a spot rate determined by us.

4.

If any provisions of these Terms and Conditions are not appropriate to a Transaction, or if any event is not dealt with in the Confirmation
or these Terms and Conditions, we may make any adjustments to the prices, rates and any other variable relevant to the Transaction to
preserve the economic terms of the Transaction.

5.

We draw your attention to our risk disclosure statements explained and delivered to you upon opening of your account(s), in the Master
Terms and Conditions - Banking Services and the Master Terms and Conditions - Investment Products and also in the Transaction
documents, including the facility letter, term sheet and Confirmation.

B.

FX & PRECIOUS METAL TRADING / MARGIN FX & PRECIOUS METAL TRADING

1.

Transactions

1.1

You may, if we agree, enter into one or more Transactions with us by way of FX & Precious metal trading / margin FX & Precious Metal
trading. We will on request specify the available terms and conditions, which you will be considered to have accepted by entering into
the relevant Transaction.

1.2

Your instruction to enter into a Transaction does not bind us until it has been accepted by us and may be accepted or declined by us
without giving any reason.

2.

Interest
In respect of each amount payable by you under any Transaction which we allow to be outstanding by way of FX & Precious metal
trading / margin FX & Precious Metal trading, you will pay interest on such amount at the rates determined by us from time to time (or in
the form of swap points determined by us). Different rates (or swap points) may apply on the amounts outstanding under different
Transactions. Such interest is payable daily (or as otherwise decided by us) and on demand.

3.

Margins

3.1

FX & Precious Metal Trading
For FX & Precious Metal Trading, there is no leverage facility provided, hence you are required to pay 100% of notional amount or
eqvalent deposit to make the transactions, i.e. initial percentage will be 100%. Details will be shown in the facility letters.

3.2

Margin FX & Precious Metal Trading
(a)

You will, before entering into a Transaction, deposit with us a margin equal to the initial percentage ("Initial Percentage"),
notified by us from time to time, multiplied by the value (as determined by us) of the Transaction and any outstanding
Transactions.

(b)

You will on request immediately deposit with us additional margin equal to the additional percentage (notified by us) multiplied
by the value (as determined by us) of the outstanding Transactions.

(c)

All initial and additional margins will take the form of cash deposited with us. However, we may accept collateral over an asset
(other than cash) acceptable to us and which has been perfected in our favour within the time required by us, as margin. All
cash margins will be deposited into the specified account agreed with us. You will pay interest on any debit balance in such
account (without double counting) at the rates determined by us from time to time (or in the form of swap points determined by
us). Such interest is payable monthly (or as otherwise decided by us) and on demand.

(d)

If at any time your margin deposited with us (expressed as a percentage of the values determined by us of the outstanding
Transactions) falls below the maintenance percentage ("Maintenance Percentage") being such percentage as notified by us
from time to time, you will immediately pay cash to top up the margin to the Initial Percentage and any additional percentage as
determined by us.

(e)

In consideration of you entering or continuing to enter into the Transaction(s) with us, you as beneficial owner hereby charge
and agree to charge in favour of us, with the intent that it shall take effect by way of first fixed charge any and all moneys now or
at any time hereafter standing to the credit or for the benefit of you on all accounts being held as collateral for the Transactions
together with all rights and benefits attaching or accruing thereto, as a continuing security for the punctual repayment of any
indebtedness arising under or out of this Agreement. Margins will be held by us as security for the due performance of your
obligations, and may not be withdrawn except with our consent. Unless otherwise agreed by us, no interest will be paid on
margins. Any interest payable (or swap points) will be calculated at the rate and in the manner determined by us. If your margin
is not sufficient, interest (or swap points) will accrue on the deficit at the rate determined by us from time to time. If an Event of
Default occurs, the Bank shall be entitled to enforce this security.

(f)

We may, for the purpose of determining the amount of any margin required, from time to time calculate the values of all
outstanding Transactions with reference to a formula determined by us from time to time. We may discount the amount of
currency or the value (as determined by us) of other collateral held as margin by the percentages notified by us for the purposes
of calculating the amount of margin required and take into account any accrued net interest. For cross currency trades and
locked positions, unless we decide otherwise, only one set of margin is required.
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(g)

You will stand ready to receive margin calls and notices. A demand for any margin is effective upon a message being left at
your telephone number on any machine or with any person, or upon sending an email or fax to your email address or fax
number, in each case as last known to us, whether or not (or when) the communication is received by you.

(h)

We will inform you of details of the margin requirements and a description of the methods or procedures adopted by us in
choosing the prices or interest rates for the purposes of marking to market your open positions and in calculating your interest
income and expenses.

4.

Close Out

4.1

If at any time, any Event of Default (as defined in Clause 5 (Event of Default) of Part C of Schedule 4 of these Terms and Conditions)
has occurred and is continuing, for the purposes of Clause 6 (Early Termination) of Part C of Schedule 4 of these Terms and Conditions
or (if we so determine in any particular case) in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Appendix, we may, in our sole and
absolute discretion, close out, one or more outstanding Transactions at any time and without notice, and you shall on demand pay to us
any sum owing or payable by you.

4.2

To the maximum extent permitted under the applicable laws and/or regulations of Hong Kong, we will not (in the absence of negligence
or wilful default) be liable to you for any loss or expense resulting from any action taken or not taken pursuant to clause 4.1.

C.

OTHER GENERAL PROVISIONS
Please read these Terms and Conditions carefully, particularly Clauses 2.5 (Default Interest), 5 (Events of Default), 6 (Early
Termination), 7 (Authorized Representatives), and 9 (Expenses) of this Part C of Schedule 4 of these Terms and Conditions.

1.

Single Agreement
All Transactions pursuant to these Terms and Conditions constitute a single agreement between the parties ("Agreement" which
expression includes each or any Transaction) and will be entered into in reliance on such fact. The parties would not otherwise enter
into any Transaction.

2.

Payment/Delivery

2.1

Conditions Precedent The parties will make payments and deliveries in accordance with each Confirmation, subject to the condition
precedent that no Event of Default (see Clause 5) or Potential Event of Default has occurred and is continuing. “Potential Event of
Default” means any event which, with the giving of notice or the lapse of time or both, would constitute an Event of Default.

2.2

Manner Payments will be made in freely transferable and cleared funds and in the manner customary for payments in the relevant
currency. Deliveries will be made in the manner customary for the relevant securities or property or as reasonably determined by us.

2.3

Gross-Up All payments by you will be made without deduction or withholding on account of any Tax unless required by law. If you are
required by law to deduct or withhold, you will:
(a)

promptly notify us;

(b)

promptly pay to the relevant authority the full amount required to be deducted or withheld and send us an official receipt; and

(c)

unless such Tax would not be imposed but for a connection between the jurisdiction of the taxation authority and us, pay to us,
in addition to the payment to which we are otherwise entitled, an additional amount to ensure that the net amount actually
received by us (free of Taxes) equals the full amount we would have received had no deduction or withholding been required.

"Tax" includes any present or future tax, levy, duty or assessment of any nature (including interest and penalties) imposed by any taxing
authority other than a stamp, registration, documentation or similar tax.
2.4

Netting If on any date amounts would be payable in the same currency under 2 or more Transactions by each party, then on such date,
each partyʼs obligation to pay such amounts will be discharged and be replaced by an obligation on the party by whom the larger
aggregate amount would otherwise have been payable to pay to the other party the excess of such amount over the smaller aggregate
amount.

2.5

Default Interest
(a)

If you fail to pay any amount when due, you will pay to us interest on the overdue amount, from (and including) the due date to
(but excluding) the date of actual payment (before and after judgment), at our interest rate for unarranged overdraft,
compounded monthly and calculated by reference to the actual number of days elapsed.

(b)

If you fail to make any delivery when required, you will indemnify us against any loss (including all reasonable costs in respect of
insurance, vaulting, transportation etc. and borrowing costs) as reasonably determined by us, and pay to us interest on an
amount equal to the fair market value (as reasonably determined by us) of that which was required to be delivered from (and
including) the original scheduled delivery date to (but excluding) the date of actual delivery.

2.6

Payment Currency Your payments will be made in the currency of the liability. A sum received by us in another currency only
constitutes a discharge to the extent of the net amount of the currency of your liability which we would be able to purchase with the
amount received as soon as it is practicable to do so. You will, as a separate obligation and notwithstanding any judgment, indemnify us
against any reasonable loss and expense. It will be sufficient for us to show that we would have suffered a loss had an actual exchange
or purchase been made.

3.

Representations
You represent to us on the date on which each Transaction is entered into that:

3.1

Status If you are a corporate, you are duly organised and validly existing under the law of the jurisdiction of your organisation and in
good standing.

3.2

Powers You have the power to enter into and perform the obligations and have taken all necessary actions to authorise the entry and
performance of the Transaction.

3.3

No Violation Such entry and performance do not violate or conflict with your constitutional documents (if applicable), or any law, order or
requirement of any court or government agency, or any contractual obligation affecting you or any of your assets.

3.4

Authorisations All government and other authorisations, notices or filings required to be obtained by you with respect to the Agreement
have been obtained and are in full force and effect and all related conditions have been complied with.

3.5

Binding Your obligations under the Agreement constitute your legal, valid and binding obligations enforceable in accordance with its
terms.

3.6

No Event of Default No Event of Default or Potential Event of Default has occurred and is continuing.
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3.7

No Litigation You are not aware of any pending or threatened action before any court, tribunal, government agency or arbitrator that
would affect the legality, validity or enforceability of the Agreement or your ability to perform your obligations under the Agreement.

3.8

No reliance You are not relying on any advice, recommendation, assurance or guarantee (whether written or oral) from us regarding
that Transaction or any expected results, but have made your own independent decision to enter into that Transaction and as to
whether that Transaction is appropriate or proper for you based upon your own judgment or upon advice from such third party advisors
as you have deemed necessary.

3.9

Principal You are entering into that Transaction as principal and not as agent or trustee for any other person.

4.

Obligations
You agree that so long as you have any obligation under the Agreement:

4.1

Information You will deliver to us any information relating to your financial conditions or business as we may reasonably request,
provided that, if you are a listed company, such disclosure is consistent with applicable listing rules.

4.2

Authorisations You will obtain and maintain in full force and effect all authorisations, notices or filings of any government or other
authority that may be required to be obtained by you with respect to the Agreement.

4.3

Laws You will comply in all material respects with applicable laws and regulations.

4.4

Stamp Tax You will pay any stamp, registration, documentation or similar tax imposed on any Transaction and will indemnify us against
any failure to do so.

5.

Events of Default
The occurrence at any time of any of the Event of Default with respect to you or any person who has provided any guarantee or security
in support of your obligations under the Agreement (each a “relevant party”) . For the purpose of the Terms and Conditions in this
Schedule, the Event of Default means any of the Event of Default as specified in Clause 9.7 (Event of Default) of the Master Terms and
Conditions – Investment Products and the following events:
(a)

Death If any relevant party is an individual, such relevant party dies or becomes mentally incapacitated.

(b)

Change of Control Any person acquires directly or indirectly any ownership interest enabling it to appoint a majority of the
board of directors (or its equivalent), or to exercise control of, of any relevant party. Any relevant party effects any substantial
change in its capital structure.

(c)

Adequate assurances Any relevant party fails to provide adequate assurances of its ability to perform its outstanding
obligations under the Agreement or any other agreement between the parties on or before the second business day after our
written request if we have reasonable grounds for insecurity.

(d)

Margin If you fail to comply with Clause 3(d) of Part B of Schedule 4 of these Terms and Conditions or if your margin
(expressed as a percentage of the values determined by us of the outstanding Transactions) falls at or below the close out
percentage ("Close Out Percentage") being such percentage as notified by us from time to time.

6.

Early Termination

6.1

If at any time an Event of Default has occurred and is continuing, we may, by not more than 14 daysʼ notice to you identifying the Event
of Default, designate a day as an Early Termination Date in respect of the affected or all outstanding Transactions (which will terminate
on the designated date).

6.2

We will determine in good faith our losses or gains, and costs, that are or would be incurred or realized under then prevailing
circumstances in replacing or providing the economic equivalent of the material terms of each terminated Transaction including the
remaining payments, deliveries and rights. We will determine such amounts as of a commercially reasonable date, using commercially
reasonable procedures and to produce a commercially reasonable result. We may apply different valuation methods to different
Transactions depending on type, complexity or other relevant factors. We may take into account any relevant information including
market data and information from internal sources, and without duplication:
(a)

cost of funding;

(b)

any reasonable loss, cost or gain incurred in connection with our terminating or obtaining any hedge related to a terminated
Transaction.

All amounts will be expressed in US dollars or another currency reasonably chosen by us. We will convert amounts in another currency
at our spot exchange rate.
We will net off (i) amounts that became payable to either party in respect of all terminated Transactions on or prior to the Early
Termination Date and which remain unpaid as at such date and (ii) an amount equal to the fair market value as of the original scheduled
date for delivery (as reasonably determined by us) of anything which was required to be delivered to either party in respect of each
terminated Transaction on or prior to the Early Termination Date and which has not been so delivered as at such date, together with
interest from (and including) the original due date to (but excluding) the Early Termination Date, at the rate for overdue interest.
6.3

As soon as reasonably practicable after an Early Termination Date, we will provide to you a statement showing, in reasonable detail, the
calculations and any amount payable following our calculation under Clause 6.2. Such amount will be payable on the day specified in
the notice (being at least 7 days after the date of the notice), together with interest thereon (before and after judgment) from (and
including) the Early Termination Date to (but excluding) the date such amount is paid, at the rate for overdue amounts.

6.4

The parties agree that an amount recoverable under Clause 6.2 is a reasonable pre-estimate of loss and not a penalty. Such amount is
payable for loss of bargain and loss of protection against future risks. Except as otherwise provided in the Agreement, neither party will
be entitled to recover any additional damages for such losses.

7.

Authorized Representatives

7.1

Unless otherwise notified by you in writing to us, your authorized representatives have full authority to act for you in all respects,
including to enter into any Transactions on your behalf, make or receive payments or deliveries of any securities or properties, and give
any instructions on your behalf to us.

7.2

Our employees and representatives are not allowed to accept appointment as your agent to operate your account. Our employees and
representatives are not allowed to trade contracts on their own account.

8.

Changes
We may change these Terms and Conditions at any time by notice to you. The notice will take effect, where practicable, after 30 days
or any other date as determined by us.
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9.

Expenses
To the maximum extent permitted under the applicable laws and/or regulations of Hong Kong, you will indemnify us against all
reasonable out-of-pocket expenses, including legal fees, execution fees, and stamp, registration, documentation or similar tax,
reasonably incurred by reason of the enforcement or protection of our rights under the Agreement or by reason of the early termination
of any Transaction, including costs of collection.

10.

Miscellaneous

10.1

We may take the opposite position to your order.

10.2

All telephone conversations between you and us made in the course of business will be recorded on a centralized tape recording
system operated by us.

10.3

You will promptly sign an order when required by us to confirm any oral order.

10.4

We may set limits on the size of the contracts you may establish. We will notify you of the limits and any change in writing.

10.5

You may be affected by any curtailment of, or restriction on, our capacity to trade in respect of open positions as a result of action taken
by a regulator under applicable rules and regulations or for any other reason. In such circumstances, you may be required to reduce or
close out your open positions with us.

10.6

The Agreement constitutes the entire agreement and understanding of the parties with respect to its subject matters and supersedes all
oral communication and prior writings with respect thereto. Nothing affects any liability for fraud.

10.7

You irrevocably waive, to the fullest extent permitted by law, all immunity on the grounds of sovereignty or other grounds from suit,
jurisdiction of any court, relief by way of any order, attachment of your assets (before or after judgment) and execution or enforcement
of judgment.

10.8

We may change the office through which we act for the purpose of a Transaction.
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APPENDIX 1
FX TRADING AND CURRENCY OPTIONS
A.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Business Day Convention
The following terms, used in conjunction with “Business Day Convention”, mean that an adjustment will be made if any relevant date would
otherwise fall on a day that is not a Business Day, so that:
(i)

“Following”: that date will be the first following day that is a Business Day;

(ii)

“Modified Following” or “Modified”: that date will be the first following day that is a Business Day unless that day falls in the next
calendar month, in which case that date will be the first preceding day that is a Business Day;

(iii)

“Nearest”: that date will be the first preceding day that is a Business Day, if the relevant date otherwise falls on a day other than
a Sunday or a Monday, and will be the first following day that is a Business Day, if the relevant date otherwise falls on a Sunday
or a Monday;

(iv)

“Preceding”: that date will be the first preceding day that is a Business Day.

Price source / rate / rounding
If a specified price source or currency exchange rate is not available on the date a calculation is required to be made, then any other available
price source or successor rate as determined by us may be used.
For the purposes of any calculation, percentages resulting from the calculation, and any currency amounts used in or resulting from the calculation,
will be rounded as we deem appropriate.
Some common definitions:
Call Currency
Call Currency Amount
Call Option

Commencement Date
Deliverable
“European” option
Exercise Period
Expiration Date

Forward Rate

FX Transaction
Non-Deliverable
Notional (Contract)
Amount

Latest Exercise Time
Premium
Put Currency
Put Currency Amount
Put Option

Reference Currency Buyer
Reference Currency
Notional Amount

Settlement Rate

Strike Price
Trade Date
Valuation Date

if not specified in the Confirmation, the currency to be purchased by Buyer.
if not specified in the Confirmation, the Put Currency Amount multiplied by the Strike Price where the Strike Price
is expressed as the amount of Call Currency to be paid per unit of Put Currency.
entitles Buyer upon exercise to purchase the Call Currency Amount at Strike Price (in the case of a Deliverable
Currency Option Transaction), and to receive In-the-Money Amount, if positive (in the case of a Non-Deliverable
Currency Option Transaction), subject to any condition precedent and these Terms and Conditions.
the first day on which the option may be exercised, being the Trade Date unless otherwise specified in the
Confirmation.
a Transaction will be Deliverable, unless the Confirmation otherwise provides.
may be exercised only on the Expiration Date.
for a “European” option, at the Expiration Time on the Expiration Date specified in the Confirmation.
the "Expiration Date" of an option shall be the date specified as such in a Confirmation, which date is the last
date on which the option can be exercised, which date, unless otherwise specified, shall be subject to adjustment
in accordance with the Following Business Day Convention. The "Expiration Time" of an option shall be the time
specified as such in a Confirmation, which time is the latest time on the Expiration Date on which the option can
be exercised.
a rate expressed by way of Reference Currency per unit of Settlement Currency, or if not specified in the
Confirmation, the rate obtained by dividing the Reference Currency Notional Amount by the Notional (Contract)
Amount.
the purchase of an agreed amount of one currency by one party in exchange for the sale by it of an agreed
amount of another currency.
a Transaction is Non-Deliverable, if the Confirmation specifies Non-Deliverable, “Cash Settlement” or
“In-the-Money Settlement”.
if not specified in the Confirmation for a Non-Deliverable FX Transaction, the quantity of the Settlement Currency
equal to the Reference Currency Notional Amount divided by the Forward Rate. If not specified in the
Confirmation for a Non-Deliverable Currency Option Transaction, the Call Currency Amount or the Put Currency
Amount whichever is denominated in the Settlement Currency.
if not specified in the Confirmation, the Expiration Time.
the amount payable by Buyer to Seller on the Premium Payment Date, subject to any condition precedent.
if not specified in the Confirmation, the currency to be sold by Buyer.
if not specified in the Confirmation, the Call Currency Amount divided by the Strike Price where the Strike Price is
expressed as the amount of Call Currency to be paid per unit of Put Currency.
entitles Buyer upon exercise to sell the Put Currency Amount at Strike Price (in the case of a Deliverable
Currency Option Transaction), and to receive In-the-Money Amount, if positive (in the case of a Non-Deliverable
Currency Option Transaction), subject to any condition precedent and these Terms and Conditions.
if not specified in the Confirmation, the party to which the Reference Currency is owed (or would be owed if the
Transaction were a Deliverable Transaction) on the Settlement Date.
if not specified in the Confirmation for a Non-Deliverable FX Transaction, the quantity of the Reference Currency
equal to the Notional (Contract) Amount multiplied by the Forward Rate. If not specified in the Confirmation for a
Non-Deliverable Currency Option Transaction, whichever of the Call Currency Amount or the Put Currency
Amount is denominated in the Reference Currency.
if not specified or determined in accordance with the Confirmation for a Non-Deliverable Transaction, the spot
rate at the time at which the currency exchange rate is to be determined for foreign exchange transactions in the
relevant currency pair for value on the Settlement Date as determined in a commercially reasonable manner by
us.
the currency exchange rate specified as such in the Confirmation.
the date specified as such in the Confirmation, being the date on which the parties entered into the Transaction.
if not specified or determined in accordance with the Confirmation for a Non-Deliverable Transaction, 1 business
day before the Settlement Date (in the case of an FX Transaction payable in Canadian Dollars), 2 business days
before the Settlement Date (in the case of an FX Transaction payable in other currencies), and the business day
on which the option is exercised (in the case of a currency option).

Terms, not otherwise defined, bear the meaning ascribed in the relevant Confirmation.
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B.

FX TRADING

Please read all Terms and Conditions carefully, particularly Clauses 3 (Interest) and 4 (Close Out).
1.

FX Trading / Margin FX Trading
You may, if we agree, enter into FX Transactions with us by way of FX trading / margin FX trading. We will on request specify the
available contract amounts and currencies (which may be changed without notice). We will agree, or designate, a currency to be the
base currency for the purposes of calculating any amount payable. The other currency of the currency pair will be the other currency.
The exchange rate is fixed at the time of the FX Transaction (first FX Transaction) which is thereupon concluded, but delivery will be
deferred until:

2.

(a)

you make another FX Transaction with us for the same currency pair to be delivered by a different party (second FX
Transaction); or

(b)

the parties agree to effect physical delivery.

Netting
The first and second FX Transactions will be netted as follows:

3.

4.

C.

(a)

If the 2 FX Transactions have the same other currency amount, the party having to pay any larger amount in the base currency
will pay the difference in the base currency amount, and both FX Transactions will be discharged.

(b)

If one FX Transaction has a larger other currency amount, it will be deemed divided into 2 FX Transactions: one with the same
other currency amount as the other pre-existing FX Transaction, to be dealt with as in Clause 2(a); and the other FX
Transaction will remain in effect.

(c)

If there is more than one second FX Transaction, we may decide which to net, unless otherwise agreed with you.

(d)

We may defer netting.

Interest
(a)

In respect of an FX Transaction from its original settlement date to the date it is discharged, each party will pay interest on the
amount to be delivered by it at the rates determined by us from time to time (or in the form of swap points determined by us).
Different rates (or swap points) will apply on the amounts payable by you and by us. Such interest is payable daily (or as
otherwise decided by us) and on demand.

(b)

Interests payable may at our option be netted for each currency.

Close Out
(a)

We may close out, or at your cost and risks obtain hedges for, one or more outstanding FX Transactions at any time and without
notice after any Event of Default has occurred. FX Transactions will be closed out by netting in accordance with Clause 2(a) as
if relevant second FX Transactions at the spot rates as of the time of closing out had been made.

(b)

Spot rate mean the spot currency exchange rate determined by us with reference to any internal or external information or
quotations. We may convert for any purpose one currency into another at the spot rate.

NON-DELIVERABLE FX TRANSACTIONS
For a Non-Deliverable FX Transaction, if the Settlement Currency Amount is a positive number, the Reference Currency Buyer will on
the Settlement Date pay that amount in the Settlement Currency to the Reference Currency Seller. If the Settlement Currency Amount
is a negative number, the Reference Currency Seller will on the Settlement Date pay the absolute value of that amount in the
Settlement Currency to the Reference Currency Buyer. In each case, subject to any condition precedent and these Terms and
Conditions.
Settlement Currency Amount = Notional (Contract) Amount x (1 -

Forward Rate )
Settlement Rate

where Forward Rate and Settlement Rate are quoted by way of Reference Currency per unit of Settlement Currency.
D.

CURRENCY OPTION TRANSACTIONS

An option entitles but does not oblige Buyer to exercise certain rights.
In no event shall all or any part of the Premium be refunded, unless otherwise specified in the Confirmation.
Exercise of an option
A Currency Option may be exercised only in whole, unless otherwise specified in the Confirmation.
Unless Automatic Exercise is specified to be applicable in the Confirmation, Buyer must give irrevocable notice of its exercise of an option to
Seller during the Exercise Period. If such notice is not received by Seller before or at the Expiration Time on the Expiration Date (and Automatic
Exercise does not apply), the option will expire and become of no effect.
If Automatic Exercise applies (which will be the case unless otherwise specified in the Confirmation) and the option has not been exercised at
the Expiration time on the Expiration Date, the option will be deemed exercised as of that time, unless Buyer notifies Seller otherwise before that
time, if In-the-Money Amount at that time equals or exceeds the product of:
1% of Strike Price x the Call Currency Amount or the Put Currency Amount, as appropriate.
In the case of a Deliverable Currency Option Transaction, Seller may elect to settle by (1) paying the Call Currency Amount and receiving from
Buyer the Put Currency Amount, or (2) paying to Buyer the In-the-Money Amount (if positive), in each case subject to any condition precedent and
these Terms and Conditions. Seller will notify Buyer of its election as soon as reasonably practicable after the Expiration Time.
Upon exercise of a Non-Deliverable Currency Option Transaction, Seller will pay to Buyer In-the-Money Amount, if positive, on the Settlement
Date, subject to any condition precedent and these Terms and Conditions.
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In-the-Money Amount:
(a)

if a Settlement Currency is specified, an amount expressed in the Settlement Currency calculated by the following formula:
(i)

where Reference Currency is Put Currency and Settlement Currency is Call Currency:
Call Currency Amount x (Settlement Rate – Strike Price)
Settlement Rate
where Settlement Rate and Strike Price are quoted by way of Reference Currency per unit of Settlement Currency;

(ii)

where Reference Currency is Call Currency and Settlement Currency is Put Currency:
Put Currency Amount x (Strike Price ЁSettlement Rate)
Settlement Rate
where Strike Price and Settlement Rate are quoted by way of Reference Currency per unit of Settlement Currency.

(b)

if a Settlement Currency is not specified:
(i)
in the case of a call option, the excess of Settlement Rate over Strike Price, multiplied by Call Currency Amount, where
Strike Price and Settlement Rate are quoted by way of Put Currency per unit of Call Currency.
(ii)

(c)
E.

in the case of a put option, the excess of Strike Price over Settlement Rate, multiplied by Put Currency Amount, where
Strike Price and Settlement Rate are quoted by way of Call Currency per unit of Put Currency.

if a Settlement Amount is specified, the amount so specified in the Confirmation.

BARRIER OPTION TRANSACTIONS

Barrier means a type of Currency Option Transaction that would change the terms of the Currency Option Transaction upon the occurrence or
non-occurrence of a Barrier Event, in the manner specified in the Confirmation.
Barrier Level means the currency exchange rate specified as such in the Confirmation, which will be used to determine the occurrence of a
Barrier Event.
Barrier Events include:
Knock-Out which means that if the Spot Exchange Rate on a relevant determination date, based on the Spot Exchange Rate Direction,
is equal to or beyond the Barrier Level, then Automatic Termination shall apply to the Transaction upon such occurrence; otherwise, the
Transaction shall settle in accordance with part D. (Spot Exchange Rate is the spot exchange rate for the relevant currency pair as
determined by us in accordance with a specified rate source or, if not specified or not available, based on the price for one or more
actual foreign exchange transactions in a foreign exchange market selected by us.)
Knock-In event means that if the Spot Exchange Rate on a relevant determination date, based on the Spot Exchange Rate Direction, is
equal to or beyond the Barrier Level, then the Transaction shall settle in accordance with part D; otherwise, Automatic Termination shall
apply to the Transaction at the date and time specified in the Confirmation.
The occurrence of a Barrier Event shall be determined in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner by us.
Spot Exchange Rate Direction means the direction at which the Spot Exchange Rate must touch or cross the Barrier Level in order to initiate a
Barrier Event.
Exercise: A Barrier Option Transaction may be exercised or deemed exercised only if (a) in the case of a Knock-Out event, such event has not
occurred on a relevant determination date; or (b) in the case of a Knock-In event, such event has occurred on a relevant determination date.
In the case of a Barrier Non-Deliverable Currency Option Transaction, the In-the-Money Amount shall always be positive.
Unless otherwise specified in the Confirmation, the Settlement Amount is paid only once on the Settlement Date, even if a Barrier Event occurs
more than one time during the relevant Period.
Automatic Termination means that the Transaction shall terminate, in whole and not in part, effective on the date specified in the Confirmation
and, if not so specified, in accordance with this part E depending on the occurrence or non-occurrence of a Barrier Event, without payment of any
settlement amount, breakage costs or other amounts representing the future value of the Transaction.
F.

DISRUPTION EVENTS

1.

A Disruption Event occurs if (as determined by us):
(a)

a specified currency exchange rate splits into more than 1 currency exchange rate (Dual Exchange Rate);

(b)

any event occurs that generally makes it impossible to convert the Event Currency into the Non-Event Currency in the Event
Currency Jurisdiction through customary legal channels (General Inconvertibility);

(c)

any event occurs that generally makes it impossible to deliver (i) the Non-Event Currency from inside to outside the Event
Currency Jurisdiction, or (ii) the Event Currency between accounts inside the Event Currency Jurisdiction or to a party that is a
non-resident of the Event Currency Jurisdiction (General Non-Transferability);

(d)

a default, event of default or other similar event (however described) with respect to any security or indebtedness for borrowed
money of, or guaranteed by, a governmental authority including (i) failure of full, timely payment (disregarding any applicable
grace periods), (ii) a declared moratorium, standstill, waiver, deferral, repudiation or rescheduling, or (iii) the amendment or
modification of the terms and conditions of any such security, indebtedness or guarantee without the consent of all holders of
such obligation, in any case, without regard to any lack or alleged lack of authority or capacity of such governmental authority
(Governmental Authority Default)

(e)

it becomes impossible to obtain a firm quote of the Settlement Rate for the Minimum Amount (in one Transaction or a
commercially reasonable number of Transactions) on the Valuation Date (or, if different, the day on which rates for the Valuation
Date would, in the ordinary course, be published by the relevant price source) or by another other date (Illiquidity Valuation
Date) specified for such purpose in the Confirmation (Illiquidity);

(f)

Inconvertibility/Non-Transferability refers to General Inconvertibility, Specific Inconvertibility, General Non-Transferability and
Specific Non-Transferability;
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(g)

any event (other than those specified as Disruption Events in paragraphs (a) to (f), and (h) to (l)) in the Event Currency
Jurisdiction beyond the control of the parties to a Transaction which makes it impossible (i) for a party to fulfil its obligations
under that Transaction and (ii) generally to fulfil obligations similar to such partyʼs obligations under that Transaction (Material
Change in Circumstance).

(h)

any expropriation, confiscation, requisition, nationalization or other action by any authority of the Event Currency Jurisdiction
which deprives a party (or its Affiliate) of all or substantially all of its assets in the Event Currency Jurisdiction (Nationalization);

(i)

Party Specific Events refers to Specific Inconvertibility and Specific Non-Transferability Disruption;

(j)

the Primary Rate (determined according to the Confirmation) differs from the Secondary Rate (determined according to the
Confirmation) by at least the Price Materiality Percentage specified in the Confirmation (Price Materiality);

(k)

it becomes impossible to obtain the Settlement Rate on the Valuation Date (or, if different, the day on which rates for the
Valuation Date would, in the ordinary course, be published by the relevant price source) (Price Source Disruption); Price
Source Disruption will apply to a Non-Deliverable Transaction, whether or not it is specified in the Confirmation;

(l)

any event occurs that makes it impossible for a party (or the Relevant Class) to convert the Minimum Amount of the Event
Currency into the Non-Event Currency in the Event Currency Jurisdiction, other than where such impossibility is due solely to
the failure by that party (or the Relevant Class) to comply with any law or regulation of the Event Currency Jurisdiction, unless
such law or regulation is enacted after the Trade Date and it is impossible for that party (or the Relevant Class) to comply with
such law or regulation due to an event beyond its control (Specific Inconvertibility);

(m)

any event occurs that makes it impossible for a party (or the Relevant Class) to make a delivery as mentioned in (i) or (ii) of
General Non-Transferability, other than where such impossibility is due solely to the failure by that party (or the Relevant Class)
to comply with any law or regulation of the Event Currency Jurisdiction, unless such law or regulation is enacted after the Trade
Date and it is impossible for that party (or the Relevant Class) to comply with such law or regulation due to an event beyond its
control (Specific Non-Transferability).

Event Currency is the currency specified as such in the Confirmation and, in respect of a Non-Deliverable Transaction, if such currency
is not specified, the Reference Currency.
Event Currency Jurisdiction is the country for which the Event Currency is the lawful currency.
Non-Event Currency is the currency of the relevant currency pair specified in the Confirmation that is not the Event Currency.
Minimum Amount, if not specified, means the Reference Currency Notional Amount (for purposes of Illiquidity) or the Event Currency
equivalent of US$1 (for purposes of Specific Inconvertibility).
2.

Consequences
If a Disruption Event occurs on the Valuation Date, Illiquidity Valuation Date or Settlement Date in respect of an FX Transaction or a
Currency Option Transaction, we may postpone, determine or adjust the Valuation Date, Settlement Date or Settlement Rate, or apply
any source, method or basis to settle the Transaction, taking into consideration all relevant information in good faith, including:
(a)

settle the Transaction in any currency, amount and date as determined by us;

(b)

in settlement of our obligations, assign our or our Affiliateʼs official claim against any governmental authority for recovery of the
nationalized assets in an amount equal to the Event Currency Amount to you (Claim) if such assignment is permitted under
applicable law, or if such assignment is not permitted, transfer a beneficial interest in the Claim to you;

(c)

require you to pay any amount payable by it on the Settlement Date into escrow in an interest-bearing account with us, to be
applied towards paying your obligations; and/or

(d)

terminate the Transaction in accordance with Clause 7 (Early Termination) of these Terms and Conditions as if an Event of
Default had occurred, the Transaction was the only affected Transaction, and the Termination Currency is the Non-Event
Currency.
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APPENDIX 2
PRECIOUS METAL TRADING
A.

General

All Transactions in respect of spot Precious Metal Trading / margin Precious Metal trading (each a “Precious Metal Transaction”) shall be
denominated in such currency as specified in the Confirmation, and be settled in cash, in the Settlement Currency. Precious Metal prices will be
quoted in such currency as specified in the Confirmation on a per Unit basis. No physical delivery of Precious Metal will be made in any event for
any Precious Metal Transaction.
A Precious Metal Transaction will be entered into on the Trade Date and will be settled on the Settlement Date.
All Precious Metal Transactions will be subject to the provisions of Clause 2.4 (Netting) of Part C of Schedule 4 of these Terms and Conditions,
Part B (FX & PRECIOUS METAL TRADING / MARGIN FX & PRECIOUS METAL TRADING) of Schedule 4 of these Terms and Conditions and
Part B (FX Trading) of Appendix 1 (FX Trading and Currency Options) (excluding provisions for physical delivery), as if Precious Metal were a
currency (being US dollars). Terms specified in Appendix 1 (FX Trading and Currency Options) as “exchange rate” referred to the Reference Price,
“spot rate” referred to the spot Reference Price, and with other necessary changes being made.
We may from time to time determine the minimum and increment quantities of a Precious Metal Transaction, the hours during which Precious
Metal Transactions may be made, the available tenor, and any other matters relating to Precious Metal Transactions.
Applicable interest rates will be determined by us and be set out in the daily statement to be sent out on the next business day.
Definitions:
Contract Price

means the price per Unit agreed to be paid by Buyer to Seller for the Precious Metal.

London Precious Metal Market

means the market in London on which members of the London Bullion Market Association and the London
Platinum and Palladium Market or such other association as notified to you from time to time (as the case
may be), amongst other things, quote prices for the buying and selling of Precious Metal.

Precious Metal

means the precious metal as notified by us to you from time to time.

Price Source

means any publication (or such other origin of reference, including the London Precious Metal Market)
containing or reporting the relevant Reference Price.

Reference Price

means the price specified as such in the relevant Confirmation.

Settlement Currency

means the currency specified as such in the relevant Confirmation.

Settlement Date

means the second business day after the Termination Date.

Termination Date

means the date on which the Precious Metal Transaction is being terminated.

Trade Date

means the date specified as such in the Confirmation, being the date on which the parties entered into the
relevant Transaction.

Unit

means the trading unit specified as such in the relevant Confirmation.

Terms, not otherwise defined, bear the meaning ascribed in the relevant Confirmation.
Unless otherwise specified, for the purposes of any calculation, (a) if "Rounding of Payments Only" is not specified: (i) all percentages used in or
resulting from such calculation will be rounded, if necessary, to the nearest one ten-thousandth of a percentage point (with five one hundred
thousandths of a percentage point being rounded up), and (ii) all US dollar amounts resulting from such calculation will be rounded to the nearest
cent (with one half cent being rounded up), and (b) if "Rounding of Payments Only" is specified: only the In-the-money Amount will be rounded to
the nearest cent (with one half cent being rounded up).
B.

Market disruption

A Market Disruption Event occurs or exists if (as determined by us):
(a)

the Price Source (if any) fails to announce or publish the relevant Reference Price (or information necessary for determining the
relevant Reference Price) or the Price Source is discontinued or becomes unavailable, temporarily or permanently;

(b)

trading in Precious Metal on the London Precious Metal Market is suspended or limited if such suspension or limitation is, in our
opinion, material ; or

(c)

trading in Precious Metal disappears, or Precious Metal disappears .

Additional Market Disruption Events may be specified for a Precious Metal Transaction in the relevant Confirmation.
If a Market Disruption Event or an Additional Market Disruption Event occurs or exists on or prior to the Termination Date of a Transaction as
determined by us, we may:

C.

(a)

require you to pay any amount, as determined by us, to be payable by you on the Settlement Date into escrow in an interestbearing account with us, to be applied towards paying your obligations; and/or

(b)

terminate the Transaction in question in accordance with Clause 6 (Early Termination) of Part C of Schedule 4 of these Terms
and Conditions as if an Event of Default had occurred, and that Transaction was the only affected Transaction.

Additional Taxes

If any Indirect Tax is chargeable in connection with a Precious Metal Transaction, you shall pay to us (in addition to and at the same time as
paying any amount owe to us) an amount equal to the amount of the Indirect Tax.
"Indirect Tax" means any goods and services tax, consumption tax, value added tax or any tax of a similar nature.
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Schedule 5: Currency-linked &ontract
Please read carefully, particularly 3 and 7 below.
1.

If you wish to place an investment in base currency linked to another currency (“Linked Currency”), you will complete and deliver to us
an order in our form. An order is irrevocable. The currency linked contract will be for a minimum investment amount, be in a Linked
Currency acceptable to us and comply with other requirements set by us from time to time.

2.

We may on receipt of an order place a "hold" in your account for the full amount of the intended investment amount. We may accept or
reject an order. If we reject an order, we will notify you and release the "hold" in your account.

3.

The terms of the contract will be as set out in our Confirmation. Any other rates and information are for reference and are not binding.
Unless otherwise agreed, contract is repayable only in Hong Kong.

4.

Interest will accrue on the principal amount of the contract from the “Effective Date” until the “Maturity Date”, and will be calculated by us
at the rate specified in the Confirmation.

5.

The contract together with the agreed interest will be paid in the base currency or in an amount of the Linked Currency, in accordance
with the terms of the Confirmation.

6.

The “Exchange Rate“ will be determined by us by reference to the spot rate of exchange on the “Determination Date”. If the
Determination Date would otherwise fall on a non-business day or Saturday, it will be such other date as we decide by reference to
market practice.

7.

Contracts may not be terminated before maturity, except with our agreement. If we permit early termination, we may deduct from the
investment of the contract amounts determined by us to compensate for losses and expenses including breakage, hedging and funding
costs. The amount repaid to you may be less than the principal amount of the investment.

8.

Terms bear the meaning ascribed in the Confirmation.

Schedule 6: Paper Gold Scheme Account
Please read carefully, particularly 3, 4, 5, and 7 below.
1.

Interpretation

1.1

In this Schedule, unless the context otherwise requires:
"Contract" means a contract for the sale and purchase of Paper Gold, on such terms as may be agreed between us and you.
"Paper Gold" means gold of such specification as we may prescribe from time to time.
"Paper Gold Scheme Account" means your non-interest bearing account with us in which the quantities of Paper Gold purchased and
sold by you under Contracts will be recorded.
There are two types of Paper Gold Scheme Accounts, namely: Paper Gold Scheme - This is a HKD-denominated account designated for transactions in Hong Kong dollars (HKD); and
 Renminbi Paper Gold Scheme – This is an RMB-denominated account designated for transactions in renminbi (RMB).
Collectively both are referred to as “Paper Gold Scheme Accounts” and each as “Paper Gold Scheme Account”.

1.2

For the avoidance of doubt, references in our Master Terms and Conditions - Investment Products to securities include Paper Gold.

2.

Contracts

2.1

You may from time to time request us to enter into a Contract for you to buy or sell Paper Gold by giving an instruction to us to that effect.
We may, but are not obliged to, accept your instruction to buy Paper Gold. Subject to the terms and conditions of our Master Terms and
Conditions - Investment Products, we will buy the Paper Gold in your Paper Gold Scheme Account from you at the Paper Gold selling
price then quoted by us for this service. All buying and selling prices are denominated in Hong Kong dollars and Renminbi. If we accept
your instruction, the terms and conditions of the Contract will be as set out in the Confirmation issued by us. All Contracts are subject to
this Schedule.

2.2

Prices for the purchase or sale of Paper Gold may be quoted by us with reference to the prices of Loco London Gold, spot telegraphic
transfer foreign currency exchange rates and our profit margins (which would not exceed 1% of buying and selling prices). Any price
quoted by us before issue of the Confirmation is only indicative and does not bind us. The price and other terms for each Contract are as
set out in the relevant Confirmation.

2.3

We may prescribe the minimum unit of Paper Gold, minimum amount and other terms for a Contract from time to time. We may change
our trading hours for entering into Contracts from time to time. Your instruction may only be effected during the hours notified by us from
time to time. An instruction received after such hours will be regarded to be given on our next Business day.

2.4

We may refuse to accept or process an instruction for a Contract to purchase Paper Gold unless there is available in your specified
account, or you have otherwise provided us with, sufficient cleared funds to pay for the full amount of the Contract, together with all
relevant fees, charges and expenses. After giving an instruction, you shall not deal with the relevant account in any way if it would reduce
the account balance to less than the full amounts so required.

2.5

If at any time the available credit balance in your specified account is not sufficient, we may (but are not obliged to) debit the amounts to
be paid by you or any part of it to any of your other accounts with us. We may convert any currency into another currency at our spot
exchange rate.

2.6

Following receipt by us of the full amounts required to settle a Contract to purchase Paper Gold together with all relevant fees, charges
and expenses, and provided the Contract has not been terminated by us (e.g., for insufficient funds in your specified account), we will
credit the quantity of Paper Gold purchased by you under that Contract to your relevant Paper Gold Scheme Account in denomination of
HKD or RMB corresponding to the currency of the transaction(s).

2.7

We may refuse to accept or process an instruction for a Contract to sell Paper Gold unless there is available in your Paper Gold Scheme
Account a sufficient quantity of Paper Gold to settle the full quantity of the Contract.

2.8

We will credit the proceeds of each quantity of Paper Gold sold by you under a Contract to your specified account after deducting all
relevant fees, charges and expenses.

2.9

If we choose to do so, our and your payment obligations pursuant to Contracts on any single day shall be settled on a net basis, so that
each party's payment obligations shall be satisfied and discharged by the payment by the party having the greater payment obligation of
the net aggregate amount payable on that day.
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3.

Delivery

3.1

We will not in any circumstances deliver any physical gold to you, and will not hold any physical gold for your account. The allocation of
units in your Paper Gold Scheme Account is notional. You have no right to any physical gold but only a right to receive the proceeds of
the Paper Gold in your Paper Gold Scheme Account in denomination of HKD or RMB corresponding to the currency of the transaction(s)
on settlement of relevant Contract(s) to sell the Paper Gold.

3.2

You may not deliver any physical gold to us to settle any sale by you.

3.3

On termination for any reason of your Paper Gold Scheme Account(s), you will have to sell all Paper Gold in your Paper Gold Scheme
Account(s) to us at the Paper Gold selling price then quoted by us for this service. We may terminate your Paper Gold Scheme
Account(s) in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner by at least 30 days’ prior notice to you.

4.

Indemnities and Limit of Liabilities

4.1

You shall indemnify us against all proceedings, claims, liabilities, losses, reasonable costs and expenses howsoever arising, directly or
indirectly, out of any transactions effected pursuant to this Schedule.

4.2

We shall not (in the absence of negligence or wilful misconduct) be liable for any losses, costs or claims of any nature and however
arising under or in connection with any transactions effected pursuant to this Schedule, or resulting from failure or delay in the execution
of any instruction, breakdown or failure of any communications system or any cause beyond our control or anticipation.

4.3

For the avoidance of doubt, Clause 4 of this Schedule is in addition to Clauses 10 (Limit of our liability) and 11 (Your indemnity) of our
Master Terms and Conditions - Banking Services.

5.

Set-off
We have the right to combine or consolidate any balances standing to the credit of your Paper Gold Scheme Account(s) to set-off
against any indebtedness owed by you to us. In addition to any lien or similar right to which we may be entitled, we may, at any time and
without prior notice, apply the value (as determined by us with reference to the Paper Gold selling price then quoted by us for this service)
of the Paper Gold standing to the credit of your Paper Gold Scheme Account(s) towards discharge of any of your liabilities to us (whether
actual or contingent, primary or collateral, future or existing, alone or jointly with others, matured or not). In which case, one or more
Contracts for the sale of all or part of the Paper Gold in your Paper Gold Scheme Account(s) at the Paper Gold selling price then quoted
by us for this service will be deemed to have been duly made. Our right under this clause will most likely be exercised by us if you fail to
pay any sum payable by you.

6.

Statements and Confirmations

6.1

We will send a Confirmation to you in respect of each Contract concluded.

6.2

We will send a monthly statement to you in respect of your Paper Gold Scheme Account(s). However, no monthly statement will be sent
if not required by applicable laws, regulations or codes of conduct, such as where there is no Paper Gold in your Paper Gold Scheme
Account(s) and no transaction since the date of the previous monthly statement.

6.3

Confirmations and monthly statements will be sent to you by mail, e-mail or such other means as we may determine.

6.4

We may revise any monthly statement or Confirmation to correct any details which have been wrongly or mistakenly made.

7.

Closing-out

7.1

If at any time an Event of Default has occurred and is continuing, for the purposes of Clause 9.8 (Early termination) of our Master Terms
and Conditions - Investment Products, we may enter into one or more Contracts to sell all or any of the Paper Gold in your Paper Gold
Scheme Account(s) and/or to close out any outstanding Contracts by you to purchase Paper Gold, in each case at the Paper Gold selling
price then quoted by us for this service, and apply the proceeds (after deducting all expenses incurred) towards repayment of any sum
owing or payable by you in such order or manner as we deem fit. You shall pay us forthwith on demand any shortfall.

7.2

We will not (in the absence of negligence or wilful default) be liable to you for any loss or expense resulting from any action taken or not
taken pursuant to clause 7.1, including:
(a) any failure to enter into any Contracts immediately; or
(b) entering into any Contracts at prices unfavourable to you.
After deduction of all costs and expenses, we will debit or credit your account with any profit or loss, as the case may be, resulting from
such Contracts.

8.

Miscellaneous

8.1

You warrant that you will enter into each Contract as principal and not as trustee or agent for any other person.

8.2

You shall be responsible for all filings, tax returns and reports on any Contract which must be made to any relevant authority whether
governmental or otherwise and for the payment of all taxes, imposts, levies or duties, or any other liability or payment arising out of or in
connection with any Contract.

8.3

We may at any time change this Schedule and any applicable fees or charges by giving at least 30 days’ prior notice to you.

Schedule 7: Paper Precious Metal Scheme Account
1.

Interpretation

1.1

In this Schedule, unless the context otherwise requires:
“Business Day” means a day (excluding Saturdays and Sundays) on which commercial banks are open for business in Hong Kong.
“Confirmation” means a written confirmation to be issued by us in respect of a Contract confirming the terms agreed between us for such
Contract.
"Contract" means a contract for the sale and purchase of Paper Precious Metal, on such terms as agreed between us and you.
"Paper Precious Metal" means silver, platinum, palladium or such other precious metal (but excluding gold) of such specification as
specified in the relevant Confirmation.
"Paper Precious Metal Scheme Account" means your non-interest bearing account with us in which the quantities of Paper Precious
Metal purchased and sold by you under the Contracts will be recorded.
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1.2

For the avoidance of doubt,
(a)

this Schedule forms part of our Master Terms and Conditions – Investment Products; and

(b)

references in our Master Terms and Conditions - Investment Products to securities include Paper Precious Metal.

1.3

Please read these Terms and Conditions carefully, particularly Clauses 3, 4, 5, and 7 in this Schedule below.

2.

Contracts

2.1

You may from time to time request us to enter into a Contract with you to buy or sell Paper Precious Metal by giving an instruction to us
to that effect. We may, but are not obliged to, accept your instruction to buy or sell Paper Precious Metal. If we accept your instruction,
these Terms and Conditions, together with the terms and conditions as set out in the Confirmation to be issued by us shall constitute the
entire agreement between you and us in relation to the Contract. The Confirmation in relation to the Contract may specify additional
terms and conditions which shall, to the extent so specified or to the extent inconsistent with these Terms and Conditions, amend, vary
and or supplement these Terms and Conditions. 

2.2

Prices for the purchase or sale of Paper Precious Metal may be quoted by us with reference to the prices of the reference asset, spot
telegraphic transfer foreign currency exchange rates, our profit margins (which would not exceed 1% of buying and selling prices) and
such other market factors as considered appropriate by us in good faith and a commercially reasonable manner. Any price quoted by us
before issue of the Confirmation is only indicative and does not bind us. The price and other terms for each Contract are as set out in the
relevant Confirmation.

2.3

We may prescribe the minimum unit of Paper Precious Metal, minimum amount and other terms for a Contract from time to time. We may
change our trading hours for entering into Contracts from time to time. Your instruction may only be effected during the hours notified by
us from time to time. An instruction received after such notified hours will be deemed to be given on the next Business Day.

2.4

We may refuse to accept or process an instruction for a Contract to purchase Paper Precious Metal unless there is sufficient cleared fund
available in your specified account, or you have otherwise provided us with, sufficient cleared fund to pay for the full amount of the
Contract, together with all relevant fees, charges and expenses. After giving us an instruction, you shall not deal with your specified
account in any way which may reduce the account balance of your specified account to less than the full amounts so required for the
settlement of the Contract.

2.5

If at any time the available credit balance in your specified account is not sufficient to discharge your obligations under a Contract, we
may (but are not obliged to) debit the amounts payable by you under such Contract or any part of it from any of your other accounts
maintained with us (irrespective of the currency of such amounts), and convert a currency into another currency at the prevailing spot
exchange rate specified by us.

2.6

Subject to (i) receipt by us of the full amounts in cleared fund required to settle your obligations under a Contract to purchase Paper
Precious Metal together with all relevant fees, charges and expenses, and (ii) the Contract not being terminated by us (e.g., for
insufficient funds in your specified account), we will credit the quantity of Paper Precious Metal purchased by you under that Contract to
your Paper Precious Metal Scheme Account.

2.7

We may refuse to accept or process an instruction for a Contract to sell Paper Precious Metal unless there is available in your Paper
Precious Metal Scheme Account a sufficient quantity of Paper Precious Metal to settle the full quantity of Paper Precious Metal required
under the Contract.

2.8

We will credit the proceeds of each unit of Paper Precious Metal sold by you under a Contract to your specified account after deducting
all relevant fees, charges and expenses applicable to such sale.

2.9

If we choose to do so, our payment obligations and your payment obligations pursuant to the Contracts on any single day shall be settled
on a net basis.

3.

Delivery

3.1

We will not in any circumstances deliver any physical precious metal to you, and will not hold any physical precious metal for you in your
Paper Precious Metal Scheme Account. The allocation of units in your Paper Precious Metal Scheme Account is notional. You have no
right to any physical precious metal, but only a right to receive the proceeds of the quantity of Paper Precious Metal credited to your
Paper Precious Metal Scheme Account upon the sale of such quantity of Paper Precious Metal in accordance with the terms of the
relevant Contract on settlement.

3.2

You cannot deliver any physical precious metal to us to settle any sale by you.

3.3

Upon termination of your Paper Precious Metal Scheme Account for any reason, you will have to sell all units of Paper Precious Metal
credited in your Paper Precious Metal Scheme Account to us at the prevailing Paper Precious Metal selling price then quoted by us for
this service. We may terminate your Paper Precious Metal Scheme Account in good faith and in a commercially reasonable manner by at
least 30 days’ prior notice to you.

4.

Indemnities and Limit of Liabilities

4.1

To the maximum extent permitted under the applicable laws and/or regulations of Hong Kong, you shall indemnify us against all
proceedings, claims, liabilities, losses, reasonable costs and expenses howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, out of any transactions
effected pursuant to this Schedule.

4.2

We shall not (in the absence of negligence or wilful misconduct) be liable for any losses, costs or claims of any nature and however
arising under or in connection with any transactions or Contracts effected pursuant to this Schedule, or resulting from failure or delay in
the execution of any instruction, breakdown or failure of any communications system or any cause beyond our control or anticipation.

4.3

For the avoidance of doubt, Clause 4 of this Schedule is in addition to Clauses 10 (Limit of our liability) and 11 (Your indemnity) of our
Master Terms and Conditions - Banking Services.

5.

Set-off

Without prejudice and in addition to any general lien, charge, pledge, other security, right of set-off or other right or remedy of us under the laws of
Hong Kong (whether express or implied):
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5.1

we have the right to combine or consolidate any balances standing to the credit of your Paper Precious Metal Scheme Account to set-off
against any indebtedness owed by you to us; and

5.2

we may, at any time and without prior notice, apply the value (as determined by us with reference to the Paper Precious Metal selling
price then quoted by us for this service) of the Paper Precious Metal standing to the credit of your Paper Precious Metal Scheme Account
towards satisfaction and discharge of any of your obligations and/or liabilities to us (whether actual or contingent, primary or collateral,
future or existing, alone or jointly with others, matured or not). In which case, one or more Contracts for the sale of all or part of the Paper
Precious Metal in your Paper Precious Metal Scheme Account at the Paper Precious Metal selling price then quoted by us for this service
will be deemed to have been duly made. Nothing in this clause shall be construed so as to constitute a security interest, whether by way
of charge or otherwise.

6.

Statements and Confirmations

6.1

We will send a Confirmation to you in respect of each Contract.

6.2

We will send a monthly statement to you in respect of your Paper Precious Metal Scheme Account. However, no monthly statement will
be sent if there is no Paper Precious Metal in your Paper Precious Metal Scheme Account and no transaction since the date of the
previous monthly statement or otherwise required by the applicable laws or regulations.

6.3

Confirmations and monthly statements will be sent to you by mail, e-mail or such other means as we may determine.

6.4

We may, without your consent, effect any modification of the provisions as set out in the Confirmation which is, in our reasonable opinion,
of a formal, minor or technical nature, which is made to correct an obvious error, or which is necessary in order to comply with mandatory
provisions of the laws or regulations of Hong Kong. Any such modification shall be binding on you.

7.

Closing-out

7.1

If at any time, an Event of Default has occurred and is continuing, for the purpose of Clause 9.8 (Early termination) of our Master Terms
and Conditions – Investment Products, we may, in our sold and absolute discretion, enter into one or more Contracts to sell all or any of
the Paper Precious Metal in your Paper Precious Metals Scheme Account and/or to close out any or all outstanding Contracts with you, in
each case at the Paper Precious Metal selling price then quoted by us for this service, and apply the proceeds (after deducting all
expenses incurred) towards repayment of any sum owing or payable by you in such order or manner as we deem fit. You shall pay us
forthwith on demand any shortfall.

7.2

To the maximum extent permitted under the applicable laws and/or regulations of Hong Kong, we will not (in the absence of negligence or
willful default) be liable to you for any loss or expense resulting from any action taken or not taken pursuant to clause 7.1, including:
(a)

any failure to enter into any Contract immediately; or

(b)

entering into any Contract at prices unfavourable to your.

After deduction of all costs and expenses, we will debit or credit your account with any remaining proceed from such Contracts.
8.

Miscellaneous

8.1

You warrant that you will enter each Contract as principal and not as trustee or agent for any other person.

8.2

You shall be responsible for all fillings, tax returns and reports on any Contract which must be made to any relevant authority whether
governmental or otherwise and for the payment of all taxes, imposts, levies or duties, or any other liability or payment arising out of or in
connection with any Contract.

8.3

We may at any time effect any modification of the provisions of these Terms and Conditions and any applicable fees or charges by giving
at least 30 daysʼ prior notice to you.

8.4

You cannot assign, transfer or novate any of your rights or obligations in respect of the Contract without our prior written consent.

Schedule 8: Shanghai – Hong Kong Stock Connect Northbound Trading Services
Supplement to Master Terms and Conditions – Investment Products
1.

Definition and interpretation

1.1

Unless otherwise defined below, terms defined or explained in the Master Terms and Conditions – Banking Services (“ICBCA Banking
Terms”) and the Master Terms and Conditions – Investment Products (“ICBCA Investment Terms”) have the same meaning when
used in this Supplement (as defined below).

1.2

In this Supplement, unless the context otherwise requires, the following expressions shall have the following meanings:
"Applicable Requirements" means the relevant laws, rules, regulations, policies, interpretations, guidelines, requirements and other
regulatory documents promulgated by relevant governmental or regulatory bodies of Hong Kong and Mainland China from time to time
including the Stock Connect Rules and any other relevant requirements and/or restrictions of any governmental or regulatory body,
exchange or clearing house as may be published and/or amended from time to time.
"Cash" means all cash or cash equivalents in Offshore RMB received and held by us based on the terms of this Supplement.
"CCASS" means the Central Clearing and Settlement System operated by HKSCC for the clearing of securities listed or traded on SEHK
and/or any system established for the purpose of Stock Connect.
"ChinaClear" means China Securities Depository and Clearing Corporation Limited.
“China Connect Securities” means any securities listed on SSE acceptable to SEHK which are from time to time accepted as eligible
securities for trading by Hong Kong and overseas investors under Stock Connect. Unless the context requires otherwise, “China
Connect Securities” includes “Special China Connect Securities”.
“Circuit Breaker” means any measures that may be imposed or activated by SSE on SSE in accordance with the Circuit Breaker
Provisions.
“Circuit Breaker Provisions” means the relevant provisions in the SSE Rules under which Circuit Breaker may be imposed for the
purpose of, among others, minimising or averting substantial upward or downward price movements of securities traded on the SSE
including all related provisions on the application and lifting of the Circuit Breaker.
“Costs” includes costs, charges and expenses, including those in connection with the provision of legal advice.
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"CSRC" means the China Securities Regulatory Commission of Mainland China.
"HKEx" means the Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited.
"HKSCC" means the Hong Kong Securities Clearing Company Limited.
“Hong Kong” means Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China.
“Loss” includes any loss, damage, demand, claims, liabilities and Costs of any kind.
"Mainland China" means, for the purposes of this Supplement, the People's Republic of China other than Hong Kong, Macau and
Taiwan.
"Northbound Trading" means the trading of China Connect Securities by Hong Kong and overseas investors through Stock Connect.
“Offshore RMB” means RMB available for general exchange market transactions outside Mainland China.
"RMB" means Renminbi, the lawful currency of the People's Republic of China.
"SAFE" means the State Administration of Foreign Exchange of Mainland China.
"SEHK" means The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited.
“SFC” means the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong.
“SFO” means the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571 of the Laws of Hong Kong).
“Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect” means the securities trading and clearing links programme developed by the SEHK, SSE,
HKSCC and ChinaClear for the establishment of mutual market access between the SEHK and the SSE.
“Short Selling” means the sale of China Connect Securities, which are from time to time included in the list of eligible SSE securities for
short selling published by the SEHK from time to time, in respect of which you have a presently exercisable and unconditional right to
vest such securities in the purchaser by virtue of having borrowed such securities under a Stock Borrowing and Lending Arrangement.
“Special China Connect Securities” means any securities listed on SSE acceptable to SEHK which are from time to time accepted as
eligible stocks for sale only but not for purchase by Hong Kong and overseas investors under Stock Connect.
"SSE" means the Shanghai Stock Exchange.
“SSE China Connect Rules” means the rules and regulations on Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect which have been published by
SSE for the purposes of implementing Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect, as amended, supplemented, modified and/or varied from
time to time.
“SSE Rules” means the SSE China Connect Rules and the business and trading rules and regulations of SSE, as amended,
supplemented, modified and/or varied from time to time.
"Stock Borrowing and Lending Arrangement" has the meaning as set out in the Stock Connect Rules.
"Stock Connect" means Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect, or such other securities trading and clearing links programme developed
or to be developed by SEHK and a trading platform in Mainland China as applicable.
"Stock Connect Authorities" means the exchanges, clearing systems and regulators which provide services and/or regulate Stock
Connect and activities relating to Stock Connect, including the Hong Kong Monetary Authority, SFC, SEHK (and its relevant subsidiary),
HKSCC, the People's Bank of China, CSRC, SAFE, SSE, ChinaClear and any other regulator, agency or authority with jurisdiction or
responsibility in respect of Stock Connect.
"Stock Connect Rules" means, in the context of Stock Connect, any laws, rules, regulations, policies, interpretations, guidelines,
requirements or other regulatory documents promulgated, published or applied by any Stock Connect Authority in relation to the relevant
market from time to time in respect of Stock Connect or any activities arising from Stock Connect.
"Supplement" means this Supplement to the Master Terms and Conditions – Investment Products (for Shanghai Connect).
"Taxes" includes:
(a)

any tax, levy, impost, deduction, charge, rate, withholding or duty by whatever name called levied, imposed or assessed
(including withholding tax, goods and services tax, value added tax, sales tax, consumption tax, stamp duty and transaction
duties or any similar impost imposed or levied); and

(b)

any interest, penalty, charge, fine or fee or other amount of any kind assessed, charged or imposed on or in respect of the
above (including in connection with any failure to pay or any delay in payment).

"Trading Day" means a day on which trading is conducted through the system for receiving and routing Northbound Trading orders on
SEHK.
1.3

The singular includes the plural and vice versa.

1.4

A reference to:

2.

(a)

“including”, “such as” or “for example” when introducing an example does not limit the meaning of words to which the example
relates to that example or examples of a similar kind;

(b)

a document includes any variation or replacement of it and any reference to any details set out in a document (for example,
limits, fees, interest rates or repayment arrangements) is a reference to those details as varied in accordance with our banking
agreement or as otherwise agreed; and

(c)

anything includes any part of it.

Application
This Supplement is supplemental to, and without prejudice to, ICBCA Banking Terms, ICBCA Investment Terms and any applicable
terms agreed between you and us. This Supplement applies at any time that you trade China Connect Securities under Stock Connect
through us. In the event of any inconsistency between this Supplement and ICBCA Banking Terms or ICBCA Investment Terms, this
Supplement prevails in relation to the trading of China Connect Securities through Stock Connect.
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3.

Eligible investors
You acknowledge that Northbound Trading is available only to Hong Kong and overseas investors, and represents and undertakes on a
continuing basis that you are not restricted under the laws and regulations of the jurisdiction of your residency or incorporation to make
investments through Northbound Trading.

4.

Compliance with Applicable Requirements

4.1

Trading in any China Connect Securities is subject to the Applicable Requirements.

4.2

We are not obliged to act until we have received all necessary instructions, funds, property and documents, but we may do so. If we do
so, we have the right to apply any procedures or requirements in respect of any trading of China Connect Securities through Stock
Connect which we determine in our discretion to be necessary or desirable for the purpose of complying with any Applicable
Requirements, our policies and/or market practice. Our rights are not affected if we do not do so or as a consequence of anything done
or omitted to be done by us acting in good faith.

4.3

We may, in our discretion, refuse to execute any instruction provided by you, if such instruction is not, or we reasonably believe it may
not be, in compliance with any Applicable Requirements or our policies. All such actions and omissions bind you. We are not liable for
any Loss incurred by you which may result directly or indirectly from such refusal.

5.

Placing orders

5.1

We only accept orders for Northbound Trading that comply with the Applicable Requirements. We are not liable for any Loss that you
may suffer as a result of any attempt by you to place an order for Northbound Trading that does not comply with any Applicable
Requirements.

5.2

We will not accept any Short Selling orders in respect of China Connect Securities. You represent and undertake on a continuing basis
on each date that any order that you place with us in relation to China Connect Securities is not, and will not be, a Short Selling order
which is subject to the Stock Connect Rules in relation to Short Selling.

6.

Settlement, currency conversion and instructions

6.1

Northbound Trading is traded and settled in RMB, if you do not have sufficient Offshore RMB in your account with us for any purchase
order of China Connect Securities through Northbound Trading or other payment obligation in connection with Stock Connect, you
authorise us to convert any funds in another currency in any account you hold with us into Offshore RMB for the purposes of settlement
in connection with Stock Connect. However, if there are no such funds (or all or any part of such funds cannot be converted into
sufficient Offshore RMB) before any such settlement, settlement may be delayed and/or fail and you may not be able to purchase or
transfer the relevant China Connect Securities.

6.2

Notwithstanding any other provision in the ICBCA Investment Terms, where it is necessary to convert one currency to another pursuant
to, in relation to or arising from this Supplement, such currency conversion may be carried out automatically by us in good faith at a rate
we reasonably consider appropriate without prior notice to you. You indemnify us for any shortfall arising from any such conversion.

6.3

You waive any right you have in any jurisdiction to pay any amount other than in the currency in which it is due. If we receive an amount
in a currency other than that in which it is due:
(a)

we may convert the amount into the due currency on the date and at rates we reasonably consider appropriate without prior
notice to you. We may deduct our Costs incurred in the conversion; and

(b)

you satisfy your obligations to pay in the due currency only to the extent of the amount of the due currency obtained from the
conversion after deducting the Costs of the conversion.

6.4

You must comply with all applicable exchange control laws and requirements in connection with this Supplement and any Northbound
Trading.

6.5

We may in our discretion reject your sell order if we consider that you do not have sufficient available China Connect Securities in your
account by the applicable cut-off time (as notified to you by us from time to time) or if for any other reason we consider that there is or
may be non-compliance with any Applicable Requirement. You indemnify us for any Loss incurred in connection with any noncompliance or potential non-compliance with pre-trade checking and/or any Applicable Requirement.

6.6

We may reject or cancel your purchase order or sell order upon a request from SEHK and/or SSE or in case of contingency such as
hoisting of Typhoon Signal No 8 in Hong Kong. We are not liable for any Loss incurred by you in connection with any such request from
SEHK and/or SSE or in case of contingency.

6.7

If we are unable to effect an order cancellation request received from you due to the occurrence of a contingency (such as a breakdown
or failure of all communication links between SEHK and SSE), you shall remain liable for your settlement obligations if the relevant order
has already been matched and executed.

6.8

If we are unable to effect an order received from you due to suspension of trade execution on SSE (such as imposition of a Circuit
Breaker by SSE), we are not liable for any Loss incurred by you.

6.9

We are not liable for any Loss incurred by you in connection with any trading based on your instructions. We are not able to unwind any
trade, and you should also take note of the settlement arrangements in respect of China Connect Securities under Stock Connect, the
pre-trade checking requirement and the restriction on day (turnaround) trading which may affect your ability to mitigate the
consequences of your own error trades.

7.

Authority to sell
You authorise us to sell or arrange for the sale of any quantity of China Connect Securities held on your behalf at such price and on such
terms as we may determine in our absolute discretion if:
(a)

we receive an instruction directly or indirectly from SSE or other Stock Connect Authority requiring you to sell and liquidate any
specified China Connect Securities;

(b)

we are of the view that you are in breach or may be in breach of any Applicable Requirements; or

(c)

we have held on your behalf such China Connect Securities for a period longer than our prescribed period as notified to you
from time to time.

8.

Limitation of liability and indemnity

8.1

Unless an Applicable Requirement prohibits us from excluding or limiting our liability or where the Loss is directly caused by our gross
negligence, fraud or wilful misconduct, we are not liable for any Loss incurred in connection with this Supplement or any Northbound
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Trading (including in connection with the provision, unavailability or improper functioning of any Stock Connect related services, delay or
error in the transmission of any electronic payment transfer, failure or delay in the execution of any instruction, breakdown or failure of
any communications system, delay in providing you funds, your or an authorised person’s instructions or any unauthorised instructions
or any other things we do or do not do). This applies where the Loss arises for any reason and even if the Loss was reasonably
foreseeable or we had been advised of the possibility of the Loss.
8.2

To the maximum extent permitted by Applicable Requirements, you indemnify us against, and must pay us on demand for, any Loss we
reasonably incur in connection with all proceedings and/or Taxes howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, out of or resulting from your
trading of China Connect Securities pursuant to Stock Connect.

8.3

For the avoidance of doubt, this Clause 8 is in addition to Clause 10 (Limit of our liability) and Clause 11 (Your indemnity) of the ICBCA
Banking Terms and any other exclusions or limitations of our liability and indemnities set out in this Supplement, the ICBCA Investment
Terms, the ICBCA Banking Terms or otherwise.

9.

Miscellaneous

9.1

You agree to execute any further documents and provide any materials and/or information as we may reasonably request to enable us
to perform our duties and obligations under this Supplement which may become necessary as and when the Stock Connect Rules are
updated, amended and/or replaced from time to time. Your failure to comply with this provision may result in a suspension of Stock
Connect services to you.

9.2

Without prejudice to the ICBCA Banking Terms and ICBCA Investment Terms, you acknowledge that we may use any such materials
and/or information received from you for compliance with the Applicable Requirements and may retain any such materials and/or
information received from you for such period as we deem appropriate pursuant to the Applicable Requirements.

9.3

We reserve the right to vary any of the terms of this Supplement by written notice to you in accordance with Clause 14 (Changes) of the
ICBCA Banking Terms.

9.4

Save for Clause 8 above, this Supplement automatically terminates upon the termination of the ICBCA Investment Terms.

9.5

This Supplement and all transactions in relation to Stock Connect with you are, unless otherwise agreed, governed by the laws of Hong
Kong. You agree to submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the Hong Kong courts.

10.

Risk disclosures and acknowledgement

10.1

You acknowledge that you have read and understand the risk disclosures and other information set out in Appendix 1 and that you
understand your obligations set out in Appendix 1.

10.2

You acknowledge that you understand and have assessed the risks relating to Stock Connect (including but not limited to those as set
out in Appendix 1) and you are willing to undertake those risks.

10.3

You acknowledge that we are not liable for any Loss you may suffer as a result of the materialisation of any of the risks described in
Appendix 1 or other risks relating to trading under Stock Connect.

10.4

You acknowledge HKEx and its subsidiaries, SSE and its subsidiaries, the Stock Connect Authorities, and their respective directors,
employees and agents shall not be responsible or held liable for any Loss directly or indirectly suffered by you or any third parties arising
from or in connection with Northbound Trading.

10.5

You acknowledge that you must comply with all Applicable Requirements applicable to your trading of China Connect Securities through
Stock Connect.

10.6

You acknowledge that SEHK has the power not to extend any service relating to trading China Connect Securities through Stock
Connect to you and the power to require us not to accept instructions from you if it is found that you, we and/or any of our clients
has/have or may have committed any abnormal trading conduct set out in the Stock Connect Rules or failed to comply with any Stock
Connect Rules.

10.7

You acknowledge and accept that:
(a)

this Supplement does not purport to disclose all the risks or other material considerations in connection with Northbound Trading
or securities transactions in general;

(b)

this Supplement does not modify any Applicable Requirements (except to the extent set out in this Supplement and permitted
under Applicable Requirements);

(c)

this Supplement does not constitute any business, legal, tax or accounting advice and that you should seek independent
professional advice and undertake your own research and assessment before entering into any transaction through Stock
Connect; and

(d)

you should refrain from entering into any transaction through Stock Connect unless you have fully understood the terms and
risks of the relevant transaction, including the extent of your potential risk of loss.
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APPENDIX 1: RISK DISCLOSURES AND OTHER INFORMATION

This Appendix describes some of the key risk factors concerning Stock Connect based on our current understanding of Applicable Requirements
and the Mainland China stock market. We have not verified the accuracy of the Mainland China stock market requirements or rules. This
Appendix is not exhaustive and does not disclose all the risks and other significant aspects of Northbound Trading. You should ensure that you
understand the nature of Stock Connect and you should consider carefully (and consult your own advisers where necessary) whether trading in
China Connect Securities is suitable for you in light of your circumstances. The decision to trade in China Connect Securities is yours, but you
should not trade in China Connect Securities unless you fully understand and are willing to assume the risks associated with Stock Connect.
We do not represent that the information set out in this Appendix is up to date or complete, nor do we undertake to update it from time to time. For
further information, please refer to the materials published on the HKEx website, the SFC website and/or the SSE website applicable to Stock
Connect from time to time and other relevant sources. If in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
1.

Pre-Trade Checking required
Under Mainland Chinese requirements, SSE may reject a sell order if an investor does not have sufficient available China Connect
Securities in its account. SEHK will apply similar checking on all sell orders of Northbound Trading at the exchange participant level to
ensure there is no overselling by any individual exchange participant ("Pre-Trade Checking"). Accordingly, you must comply with any
requirements relating to Pre-Trade Checking mandated by the Stock Connect Authorities or as notified to you by us. You must also
ensure there are sufficient available China Connect Securities in your account to cover any proposed sell order.

2.

Settlement arrangements
Northbound Trading follows the settlement cycle of A shares listed on SSE. For settlement of China Connect Securities trades,
ChinaClear will debit or credit the securities accounts of its participants (including HKSCC as clearing participant) on the trading day on
which the order is made (“T day”) free of payment. Unless we agree to prefund, settlement of funds relating to such trading will be
effected on the trading day following T day (“T+1 day”).

3.

Quota on Northbound Trading
Relevant governmental or regulatory bodies may impose quotas on the trading of China Connect Securities from time to time depending
on market conditions and readiness, the level of cross-boundary fund flows, stability of the markets and other factors and considerations.
You should read the relevant details on such quota restrictions, including the quota limit, level of quota utilisation, balance of available
quota and the applicable restrictions and arrangements published on SEHK website from time to time to ensure you have the most
updated information.
Purchases of China Connect Securities through Stock Connect are currently subject to certain quota controls as detailed below. SEHK
has absolute discretion to take all such actions, steps or measures as it considers necessary or appropriate to ensure or facilitate
compliance with the relevant quota requirements or restrictions including, without limitation, the following:
(a)

restricting or rejecting buy orders for Northbound Trading;

(b)

suspending or restricting the access to or the use of all or any part of the trading services for Northbound Trading; and

(c)

amending the operational hours and related arrangements of Northbound Trading.

As a result, there is no assurance that a buy order for Northbound Trading can be successfully placed through Stock Connect. The daily
quota caps the net buy value of cross-boundary trades under Stock Connect on each Trading Day ("Daily Quota"). The Daily Quota
may change from time to time without prior notice and you should refer to the HKEx website and other information published by the
HKEx for up-to-date information.
Under SEHK rules, investors may sell their China Connect Securities regardless of whether there is a breach of the Daily Quota. If there
is a suspension of buying China Connect Securities through Northbound Trading as a result of a breach of the Daily Quota, we will be
unable to carry out any buy orders and any instruction to buy submitted but not yet executed will be rejected. Please note that buy orders
already accepted will not be affected by the Daily Quota being used up and will remain on the order book of SSE unless otherwise
cancelled by the relevant exchange participants.
4.

Restriction on day trading
Day (turnaround) trading is not permitted on the Mainland Chinese A share market. If you buy China Connect Securities on T day, you
can sell such shares only on or after T+1 day and as a result, you will be exposed to the market risk of holding such shares from T day
to T+1 day. Due to Pre-Trade Checking requirements, if you send us instructions to sell the China Connect Securities you bought on T
day, we can only accept such instructions on or after the applicable cut-off time (as notified to you by us from time to time) on T+1 day.

5.

Trading methods and insider trading implications
Trading in China Connect Securities in Mainland China currently involves the use of fax machines for placing orders and orders must be
transmitted by a specific time on the morning of the desired trade. Information about your trade may be accessed and utilised by persons
privy to the information to trade for their own benefit. Further, the trading arrangements may not be supported by technological checks
and balances, resulting in a risk of human error and/or malfeasance.

6.

Client errors
We shall not be liable for any loss, damage or expense or consequential loss, damage or expense suffered by you as a result of any
trading based on your instructions. We will not be able to unwind any trade, and you should take note of the settlement arrangements in
respect of China Connect Securities under Stock Connect, including but not limited to quota restrictions which may affect the ability to
mitigate the consequences of any error trades.
There is a general prohibition on off-exchange trading or transfers under the Stock Connect Rules, subject to certain exceptions (such as
transfers effected to rectify error trades between an exchange participant and its clients in limited circumstances). Currently, there are no
detailed rules or guidelines on permissible off-exchange transfers. In addition, SEHK may also suspend the right of a particular
exchange participant to conduct non-trade transfers for error trade rectification if SEHK has reasonable cause to suspect or to believe
that the exchange participant may abuse or may have abused such rectification arrangements or may have used such rectification
arrangements to circumvent the prohibition against off-exchange trades or transfers. We are not obliged to effect any off-exchange
transfer for rectification of error trades but have absolute discretion to determine whether to conduct such off-exchange transfers. We are
not liable for any losses which may result directly or indirectly from any error trade or any refusal to conduct a transfer to rectify an error
trade.

7.

Disclosure of interests
Under Mainland Chinese requirements, if you hold or control shares in a Mainland Chinese company which is listed on a Mainland
Chinese stock exchange (a "Mainland Chinese Listco") up to a certain threshold as may be specified from time to time by a relevant
Stock Connect Authority, you must disclose such interest within the period specified by the relevant Stock Connect Authority, and you
must not buy or sell any such shares within the period specified by the relevant Stock Connect Authority. You must also disclose any
substantial change in your holding as required by the relevant Stock Connect Authority. It is your responsibility to comply with any
disclosure of interest rules from time to time imposed by the relevant Stock Connect Authorities and arrange for any relevant filings.
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8.

Short swing profit rule
Under Mainland Chinese requirements, the "short swing profit rule" requires you to return any profits made from purchases and sales in
respect of China Connect Securities of a Mainland Chinese Listco if: (a) your shareholding in the Mainland Chinese Listco exceeds the
threshold prescribed by the relevant Stock Connect Authority from time to time; and (b) the corresponding sale transaction occurs within
the six months after a purchase transaction, or vice versa. You (and you alone) are responsible for complying with the Mainland
Chinese’s rules applicable to the "short swing profit rule".

9.

Source of funding
Although Northbound Trading is designated for Hong Kong and overseas investors, it is unclear whether Mainland Chinese Citizen
investors or investors using funds sourced from Mainland China are able to enter into Northbound Trading via their offshore accounts.

10.

Foreign ownership limits
Under Mainland Chinese requirements, there is a limit to how many shares a single foreign investor is permitted to hold in a single
Mainland Chinese Listco, and also a limit to the maximum combined holdings of all foreign investors in a single Mainland Chinese Listco.
Such foreign ownership limits may be applied on an aggregate basis (i.e. across both domestically and overseas issued shares of the
same listed company, whether the relevant holdings are through Northbound Trading, qualified foreign institutional investor/RMB
qualified foreign institutional investor regime or other investment channels). Where the aggregated foreign ownership of a single
Mainland Chinese Listco reaches a designated percentage, the HKEx (or its relevant subsidiary) will suspend accepting any purchase
order of the relevant China Connect Securities through Stock Connect until the percentage of foreign ownership of such Listco is
reduced to a certain level.
It is your responsibility to comply with all foreign ownership limits from time to time imposed by Applicable Requirements. You may also
be required to report to the relevant authorities when a designated percentage of ownership is reached. If we become aware that you
have breached (or reasonably believe that you may breach upon execution of further buy orders) any foreign ownership limits, or if we
are so required by any Stock Connect Authority (including without limitation, as a result of a forced-sale notice issued by SSE), you
authorise us to sell any China Connect Securities in order to ensure compliance with all Applicable Requirements. However, we are not
obliged to do so and you should not rely on such action by us to ensure your compliance with any Applicable Requirements.

11.

China Connect Securities Eligible for Northbound Trading
SEHK will include and exclude securities as China Connect Securities based on the prescribed criteria under the Stock Connect Rules.
You will only be allowed to sell a China Connect Security and be restricted from further buying, if (i) the China Connect Security
subsequently ceases to be a constituent stock of the relevant indices, (ii) the China Connect Security subsequently moves to the risk
alert board, and/or (iii) the corresponding H share of the China Connect Security subsequently ceases to be traded on SEHK.
According to the rules governing the listing of securities on SSE (“SSE Listing Rules”), if any SSE-listed company is in the delisting
process, or its operation is unstable due to financial or other reasons such that there is a risk of being delisted or exposing investors’
interest to undue damage, the SSE-listed company will be earmarked and traded on the risk alert board. Any change to the risk alert
board may occur without prior notice. If a China Connect Security which is eligible for Stock Connect trading is subsequently moved to
the risk alert board, investors under Stock Connect will only be allowed to sell the shares and are restricted from further buying. For
details concerning the risk alert board, please refer to the SSE Listing Rules and the provisional trading arrangement on the risk alert
board of SSE.

12.

No off-exchange transfers
We may not provide any off-exchange services relating to the transfer in any China Connect Securities otherwise than through the Stock
Connect, unless otherwise provided by a Stock Connect Authority (such as post-trade allocation of shares by a fund manager across the
funds and/or sub-funds it manages, stock borrowing and lending of China Connect Securities which are eligible for covered short selling
and with a tenor of no more than one month and any other situations specified by SSE and ChinaClear).

13.

Offshore RMB exchange rate risks
Similar to other foreign currencies, the exchange rate of Offshore RMB may rise or fall. There is no guarantee that RMB will not
depreciate.
The exchange rate of Offshore RMB will be affected by, amongst other things, foreign exchange control imposed by the Mainland
Chinese central government from time to time (for example, there are currently restrictions on the conversion of RMB into other
currencies). If RMB is not your home currency, you may have to convert your home currency into RMB when investing in China Connect
Securities and vice versa for any payments in RMB from transactions under the China Connect Securities. You will be incurring currency
conversion costs (being the spread between buying and selling of Offshore RMB) and subject to exchange rate fluctuation risks in any
such currency conversion, which may adversely affect the market value of China Connect Securities.

14.

Limitations on the conversion of RMB
RMB is subject to foreign exchange control and restrictions by the Mainland Chinese central government.
There may be additional rules, regulations and restrictions under contemplation or to be issued by the relevant Mainland Chinese
authorities that may be relevant to your investment in the Stock Connect. You should check for updates and details before you buy or
sell your China Connect Securities.

15.

Price limits for China Connect Securities
We only accept orders for Northbound Trading that comply with the Applicable Requirements. Currently, China Connect Securities are
subject to a general price limit of ±10% based on the previous trading day's closing price (and ±5% for stocks under risk alert based on
the previous closing price). The price limit may be changed from time to time. All orders in respect of China Connect Securities must be
within the price limit. Any orders with a price beyond the price limit are rejected by SSE.

16.

Dynamic Price Check
To prevent mischievous behavior towards the use of the Daily Quota, SEHK will put in place a dynamic price checking for buy orders.
Buy orders with input prices lower than the current best bid (or the last traded price in the absence of current best bid, or the previous
closing price in the absence of both current best bid and last traded price) beyond a prescribed percentage will be rejected.
During the opening call auction session, the current bid (or the previous closing price in the absence of the current bid) will be used for
checking. Dynamic price checking will be applied throughout each trading day, from the 5-minute input period before the start of an
opening call auction session until the end of the relevant continuous action session in the afternoon. SEHK intends to set the dynamic
price checking at 3% during the initial phase of Stock Connect. Such price checking percentage may be adjusted from time to time
subject to market conditions.

17.

Restrictions on selling China Connect Securities
Investors are prohibited from using China Connect Securities purchased through Stock Connect to settle any sell orders placed through
channels other than Stock Connect. Accordingly, there may be a limited market and/or lower liquidity for China Connect Securities
purchased through Stock Connect (as compared to the same shares purchased through other channels). In addition, there are
restrictions on any scrip entitlements received by you in respect of China Connect Securities. If such scrip entitlements are in form of
Special China Connect Securities, they are only eligible for sale through Stock Connect (i.e. they cannot be purchased by other parties
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through Stock Connect). If such scrip entitlements are not in form of Special China Connect Securities, they are not eligible for trading
through Stock Connect (i.e. they are only available for trading in the relevant stock market in Mainland China). Accordingly, there is a
risk of low (or no) liquidity for such shares received by way of scrip entitlement.
If China Connect Securities involve odd lots, they cannot be purchased through Stock Connect. A sale of China Connect Securities
involving odd lots is allowed if the sale order of such China Connect securities relates to the sale of all, but not part, of the odd lots held
in respect of such China Connect Securities. Accordingly, there may be a limited market and/or lower liquidity for China Connect
Securities involving odd lots purchased through Stock Connect
18.

Taxation
China Connect Securities traded under Stock Connect currently enjoy a temporary exemption from Mainland Chinese capital gain tax
and Mainland Chinese business tax. It is uncertain when such exemptions will expire and whether other Mainland Chinese Taxes will be
applicable to trading of China Connect Securities under Stock Connect. Dividends derived from China Connect Securities are subject to
Mainland Chinese withholding tax. Mainland Chinese stamp duty is also payable for transactions in China Connect Securities under
Stock Connect. You are fully responsible for any Taxes in respect of China Connect Securities, and agree to indemnify us on demand
from and against all Taxes which we may incur in connection with any China Connect Securities which you hold, trade or otherwise deal
in. We assume no responsibility for advising on or handling any tax issues, liabilities and/or obligations in connection with Stock Connect,
and we will not provide any service or assistance in this regard. Prior to investing in China Connect Securities, you are strongly urged to
consult your own tax advisers with respect to the possible tax consequences to you of such investment since such tax consequences
may differ in respect of different investors.

19.

Hong Kong client securities rules
As a general rule, investors participating in Northbound Trading do not enjoy the full protection afforded under the SFO and its related
subsidiary legislation. In particular, as the China Connect Securities traded through Stock Connect are not listed or traded on SEHK and
will be held by non-SFC licensed persons as custodian, you will not have protection under the Client Securities Rules, unless otherwise
specified by the SFC or any other relevant Stock Connect Authority.

20.

Investor Compensation Fund
Trading in China Connect Securities does not enjoy the protections afforded by the Investor Compensation Fund established under the
SFO. Accordingly, unlike the trading of SEHK-listed securities, you will not be covered by the Investor Compensation Fund in respect of
any loss you may sustain by reason of a default by any SFC licensed or registered person.

21.

Ownership of China Connect Securities
China Connect Securities are uncertificated and are held by HKSCC for its account holders. Physical deposit and withdrawal of China
Connect Securities are not available under the Northbound Trading.
Under current Mainland China regulations, China Connect Securities will be recorded in a nominee account opened by HKSCC with
ChinaClear and your title or interests in, and entitlements to, China Connect Securities (whether legal, equitable or otherwise) will be
subject to Applicable Requirements, including laws relating to any disclosure of interest requirement or foreign shareholding restriction.
This is a complicated area of law and you should seek independent professional advice.

22.

Disclosure of information and publication of trade information
The SEHK may require us to provide information on your profile, and the type and value of your orders in relation to Northbound Trading
of China Connect Securities and the trades which we executed for you, at such intervals and in such form as SEHK may specify from
time to time for purposes of the publication, dissemination or public distribution of aggregated information in respect of China Connect
Securities trades under Stock Connect, trading volumes, investor profiles and other related data.

23.

No manual trade or block trade
There is no manual trade facility or block trade facility for Northbound Trading.

24.

Amendment of orders and loss of priority
Consistent with the current practice in Mainland China, if an investor engaged in Northbound Trading wishes to amend an order, the
investor must first cancel the original order and then input a new one. Accordingly, order priority will be lost and, subject to the
restrictions on the balance of the Daily Quota, any subsequent order may not be filled on the same trading day.

25.

Difference in Trading Day
Stock Connect is open for trading only when (a) each of the HKEx and SSE is open for trading; and (b) banking services are available in
both Hong Kong and Shanghai on the corresponding money settlement days. If any of the relevant exchange is not open or if the banks
in either Hong Kong or Shanghai are not open for money settlement business, you will not be able to conduct any Northbound Trading.
You should take note of the days on which the Stock Connect operates and decide according to your own risk tolerance capability
whether or not to take on the risk of price fluctuations in China Connect Securities during the time when the Stock Connect is not
available for Northbound Trading.

26.

Operational hours
The SEHK has an absolute discretion to determine from time to time the operational hours of the Stock Connect, and will have absolute
discretion to change the operational hours and arrangements of the Stock Connect at any time and without advance notice whether on a
temporary basis or otherwise. We shall not be under any obligation to inform you of any such determinations by SEHK as to the
operational hours of the Stock Connect. You should be aware of the risk of price fluctuations in China Connect Securities during the time
when Stock Connect is not available for Northbound Trading.

27.

Risk of ChinaClear default
ChinaClear has established a risk management framework and measures that are approved and supervised by the CSRC. Pursuant to
the General Rules of CCASS, if ChinaClear (as the host central counterparty) defaults, HKSCC will, in good faith, seek recovery of the
outstanding China Connect Securities and monies from ChinaClear through available legal channels and through ChinaClear's liquidation
process, if applicable. HKSCC will in turn distribute the China Connect Securities and/or monies recovered to clearing participants on a
pro-rata basis as prescribed by the relevant Stock Connect Authorities. Although the likelihood of a default by ChinaClear is considered
to be remote, investors should be aware of this arrangement and of this potential exposure before engaging in Northbound Trading.

28.

Risk of HKSCC default
Our ability to provide the services under this Supplement is subject to the due performance by HKSCC of its obligations. Any action or
inaction of the HKSCC or a failure or delay by the HKSCC in the performance of its obligations may result in a failure of settlement, or
the loss, of China Connect Securities and/or monies in connection with them and you may suffer losses as a result. We are not
responsible or liable for any such losses.

29.

Company announcements on corporate actions
Any corporate action in respect of China Connect Securities is announced by the relevant issuer through the SSE website and the
officially appointed newspapers and website (presently being the Shanghai Securities News, Securities Times, China Securities Journal
and Securities Daily and www.cninfo.com.cn). HKSCC also records all corporate actions relating to China Connect Securities in CCASS
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and informs its clearing participants of the details via the CCASS terminals as soon as practicable on the announcement date. Investors
engaged in Northbound Trading may refer to the SSE website and the relevant newspapers for the latest listed company
announcements or, alternatively, the HKEx website’s China Stock Markets Web for corporate actions in respect of China Connect
Securities issued on the previous trading day. Investors should note that SSE-listed issuers publish corporate documents in Chinese
only, and official English translations are not available.
In addition, pursuant to the General Rules of CCASS, HKSCC endeavours to collect and distribute cash dividends relating to China
Connect Securities to clearing participants in a timely manner. Upon receipt of the dividend amount, HKSCC will arrange to distribute it
to relevant clearing participants on the same day, to the extent practicable.
Following existing market practice in Mainland China, investors engaged in Northbound Trading are not entitled to attend meetings by
proxy or in person, unlike the current practice in Hong Kong in respect of SEHK-listed shares.
We do not verify or warrant the accuracy, reliability or timeliness of any company announcements of corporate actions and we accept no
liability (whether in tort or contract or otherwise) for any Loss arising from any errors, inaccuracies, delays or omissions or any actions
taken in reliance thereon. We expressly disclaim all warranties, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy of any company announcement
or as to the fitness of the information for any purpose.
30.

Rights issuance
Where you receive shares or other types of securities from an issuer of a China Connect Security as entitlements, you should note that
you may not be able to buy or sell such entitlement security through the Stock Connect in certain circumstances (for example, if such
entitlement security is listed on the SSE but is not traded in RMB or if such entitlement security is not listed on SSE).

31.

General market risks associated with investing in China Connect Securities
Investing in China Connect Securities involves special considerations and risks, including without limitation greater price volatility, less
developed regulatory and legal framework, economic, and social and political instability of the stock market in Mainland China.

32.

Warning statements and termination of service
We may be required by SEHK and/or SSE to issue to you, either verbally or in writing, a warning statement and terminate the pro vision
of Northbound Trading services to you for a period which SEHK and/or SSE may prescribe.

33.

Novelty of Stock Connect
Stock Connect is an unprecedented scheme launched jointly between SSE and HKEx to facilitate cross-border trading of China Connect
Securities through the HKEx. Trading in China Connect Securities under Northbound Trading is subject to all Applicable Requirements.
Any change in the Applicable Requirements may have an adverse impact on the trading of China Connect Securities. Such impact may
adversely affect your investment in China Connect Securities. In the worst case scenario, you may lose a substantial part of your
investments in China Connect Securities under Stock Connect.

34.

Limits on Short Selling
Hong Kong and overseas investors are currently prohibited from naked Short Selling China Connect Securities. Covered Short Selling of
China Connect Securities is permitted subject to certain requirements in the Stock Connect Rules. However, we will not facilitate
covered Short Selling of China Connect Securities. You shall be fully responsible for understanding and complying with the Short Selling
requirements in effect from time to time and for any consequences of non-compliance.

35.

Circuit Breaker Mechanism
The execution of trades in China Connect Securities is subject to the SSE China Connect Rules including the Circuit Breaker Provisions.
Although the Circuit Breaker mechanism has been currently suspended, you should note that any imposition of a Circuit Breaker on any
SSE trading day will result in the suspension of the execution of trades through SSE for such period or periods as set out in the Circuit
Breaker Provisions.
Unless otherwise determined by the SEHK, where the Circuit Breaker Provisions allow orders in respect of China Connect Securities to
be cancelled during the period when a Circuit Breaker is in effect, we may input order cancellation requests through the Stock Connect
during such period as usual. Notwithstanding this, no Stock Connect order is regarded as cancelled unless and until a cancellation
confirmation has been issued by SSE system, and neither the SEHK nor its subsidiaries shall have any liability in the event that a Stock
Connect order which we are required to be cancelled is not cancelled for any reason whatsoever.
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Schedule 9: Shenzhen – Hong Kong Stock Connect Northbound Trading Services
Supplement to Master Terms and Conditions – Investment Products
1.

Definition and interpretation

1.1

Unless otherwise defined below, terms defined or explained in the Master Terms and Conditions – Banking Services (“ICBCA Banking
Terms”) and the Master Terms and Conditions – Investment Products (“ICBCA Investment Terms”) have the same meaning when
used in this Supplement (as defined below).

1.2

In this Supplement, unless the context otherwise requires, the following expressions shall have the following meanings:
"Applicable Requirements" means the relevant laws, rules, regulations, policies, interpretations, guidelines, requirements and other
regulatory documents promulgated by relevant governmental or regulatory bodies of Hong Kong and Mainland China from time to time
including the Stock Connect Rules and any other relevant requirements and/or restrictions of any governmental or regulatory body,
exchange or clearing house as may be published and/or amended from time to time.
"Cash" means all cash or cash equivalents in Offshore RMB received and held by us based on the terms of this Supplement.
"CCASS" means the Central Clearing and Settlement System operated by HKSCC for the clearing of securities listed or traded on SEHK
and/or any system established for the purpose of Stock Connect.
"ChinaClear" means China Securities Depository and Clearing Corporation Limited.
“China Connect Securities” means any securities listed on SZSE acceptable to SEHK which are from time to time accepted as eligible
securities for trading by Hong Kong and overseas investors under Stock Connect. Unless the context requires otherwise, “China
Connect Securities” includes “Special China Connect Securities”.
“ChiNext Shares” means any securities accepted for listing and admitted to trading on the ChiNext market operated by SZSE from time
to time.
“Circuit Breaker” means any measures that may be imposed or activated by SZSE on SZSE in accordance with the Circuit Breaker
Provisions.
“Circuit Breaker Provisions” means the relevant provisions in the SZSE Rules under which Circuit Breaker may be imposed for the
purpose of, among others, minimising or averting substantial upward or downward price movements of securities traded on the SZSE
including all related provisions on the application and lifting of the Circuit Breaker.
“Costs” includes costs, charges and expenses, including those in connection with the provision of legal advice.
"CSRC" means the China Securities Regulatory Commission of Mainland China.
"HKEx" means the Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited.
"HKSCC" means the Hong Kong Securities Clearing Company Limited.
“Hong Kong” means Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China.
“Institutional Professional Investor” means a “professional investor” within the meaning of paragraph (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h) or
(i) of the definition of “professional investor” in section 1 of Part 1 of Schedule 1 to SFO.
“Loss” includes any loss, damage, demand, claims, liabilities and Costs of any kind.
"Mainland China" means, for the purposes of this Supplement, the People's Republic of China other than Hong Kong, Macau and
Taiwan.
"Northbound Trading" means the trading of China Connect Securities by Hong Kong and overseas investors through Stock Connect.
“Offshore RMB” means RMB available for general exchange market transactions outside Mainland China.
"RMB" means Renminbi, the lawful currency of the People's Republic of China.
"SAFE" means the State Administration of Foreign Exchange of Mainland China.
"SEHK" means The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited.
“SFC” means the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong.
“SFO” means the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571 of the Laws of Hong Kong).
“Shenzhen-Hong Kong Stock Connect” means the securities trading and clearing links programme developed by the SEHK, SZSE,
HKSCC and ChinaClear for the establishment of mutual market access between the SEHK and the SZSE.
“Short Selling” means the sale of China Connect Securities, which are from time to time included in the list of eligible SZSE securities
for short selling published by the SEHK from time to time, in respect of which you have a presently exercisable and unconditional right to
vest such securities in the purchaser by virtue of having borrowed such securities under a Stock Borrowing and Lending Arrangement.
“Special China Connect Securities” means any securities listed on SZSE acceptable to SEHK which are from time to time accepted as
eligible stocks for sale only but not for purchase by Hong Kong and overseas investors under Stock Connect.
“SZSE” means the Shenzhen Stock Exchange.
“SZSE China Connect Rules” means the rules and regulations on Shenzhen-Hong Kong Stock Connect which have been published by
SZSE for the purposes of implementing Shenzhen-Hong Kong Stock Connect, as amended, supplemented, modified and/or varied from
time to time.
“SZSE Rules” means the SZSE China Connect Rules and the business and trading rules and regulations of SZSE, as amended,
supplemented, modified and/or varied from time to time.
"Stock Borrowing and Lending Arrangement" has the meaning as set out in the Stock Connect Rules.
"Stock Connect" means Shenzhen-Hong Kong Stock Connect, or such other securities trading and clearing links programme developed
or to be developed by SEHK and a trading platform in Mainland China as applicable.
"Stock Connect Authorities" means the exchanges, clearing systems and regulators which provide services and/or regulate Stock
Connect and activities relating to Stock Connect, including the Hong Kong Monetary Authority, SFC, SEHK (and its relevant subsidiary),
HKSCC, the People's Bank of China, CSRC, SAFE, SZSE, ChinaClear and any other regulator, agency or authority with jurisdiction or
responsibility in respect of Stock Connect.
"Stock Connect Rules" means, in the context of Stock Connect, any laws, rules, regulations, policies, interpretations, guidelines,
requirements or other regulatory documents promulgated, published or applied by any Stock Connect Authority in relation to the relevant
market from time to time in respect of Stock Connect or any activities arising from Stock Connect.
"Supplement" means this Supplement to the Master Terms and Conditions – Investment Products (for Shenzhen Connect).
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"Taxes" includes:
(a)

any tax, levy, impost, deduction, charge, rate, withholding or duty by whatever name called levied, imposed or assessed
(including withholding tax, goods and services tax, value added tax, sales tax, consumption tax, stamp duty and transaction
duties or any similar impost imposed or levied); and

(b)

any interest, penalty, charge, fine or fee or other amount of any kind assessed, charged or imposed on or in respect of the
above (including in connection with any failure to pay or any delay in payment).

"Trading Day" means a day on which trading is conducted through the system for receiving and routing Northbound Trading orders on
SEHK.
1.3

The singular includes the plural and vice versa.

1.4

A reference to:

2.

(a)

“including”, “such as” or “for example” when introducing an example does not limit the meaning of words to which the example
relates to that example or examples of a similar kind;

(b)

a document includes any variation or replacement of it and any reference to any details set out in a document (for example,
limits, fees, interest rates or repayment arrangements) is a reference to those details as varied in accordance with our banking
agreement or as otherwise agreed; and

(c)

anything includes any part of it.

Application
This Supplement is supplemental to, and without prejudice to, ICBCA Banking Terms, ICBCA Investment Terms and any applicable
terms agreed between you and us. This Supplement applies at any time that you trade China Connect Securities under Stock Connect
through us. In the event of any inconsistency between this Supplement and ICBCA Banking Terms or ICBCA Investment Terms, this
Supplement prevails in relation to the trading of China Connect Securities through Stock Connect.

3.

Eligible investors
You acknowledge that Northbound Trading is available only to Hong Kong and overseas investors, and represents and undertakes on a
continuing basis that:
(a)

you are not restricted under the laws and regulations of the jurisdiction of your residency or incorporation to make investments
through Northbound Trading; and

(b)

unless (i) you are an Institutional Professional Investor and such status has been confirmed by us or (ii) you otherwise satisfy
the applicable investor eligibility requirements prescribed under the Stock Connect Rules with respect to ChiNext Shares, you
will not place any order or giving an instruction to buy or sell ChiNext Shares under China Connect (other than Special China
Connect Securities which are eligible for sell orders only).

4.

Compliance with Applicable Requirements

4.1

Trading in any China Connect Securities is subject to the Applicable Requirements.

4.2

We are not obliged to act until we have received all necessary instructions, funds, property and documents, but we may do so. If we do
so, we have the right to apply any procedures or requirements in respect of any trading of China Connect Securities through Stock
Connect which we determine in our discretion to be necessary or desirable for the purpose of complying with any Applicable
Requirements, our policies and/or market practice. Our rights are not affected if we do not do so or as a consequence of anything done
or omitted to be done by us acting in good faith.

4.3

We may, in our discretion, refuse to execute any instruction provided by you, if such instruction is not, or we reasonably believe it may
not be, in compliance with any Applicable Requirements or our policies. All such actions and omissions bind you. We are not liable for
any Loss incurred by you which may result directly or indirectly from such refusal.

5.

Placing orders

5.1

We only accept orders for Northbound Trading that comply with the Applicable Requirements. We are not liable for any Loss that you
may suffer as a result of any attempt by you to place an order for Northbound Trading that does not comply with any Applicable
Requirements.

5.2

We will not accept any Short Selling orders in respect of China Connect Securities. You represent and undertake on a continuing basis
on each date that any order that you place with us in relation to China Connect Securities is not, and will not be, a Short Selling order
which is subject to the Stock Connect Rules in relation to Short Selling.

5.3

We will not accept any Northbound buy order for ChiNext Shares unless we determine in our absolute discretion that (i) you are an
Institutional Professional Investor or (ii) you otherwise satisfy the applicable investor eligibility requirements prescribed under the Stock
Connect Rules with respect to ChiNext Shares.

6.

Settlement, currency conversion and instructions

6.1

Northbound Trading is traded and settled in RMB, if you do not have sufficient Offshore RMB in your account with us for any purchase
order of China Connect Securities through Northbound Trading or other payment obligation in connection with Stock Connect, you
authorise us to convert any funds in another currency in any account you hold with us into Offshore RMB for the purposes of settlement
in connection with Stock Connect. However, if there are no such funds (or all or any part of such funds cannot be converted into
sufficient Offshore RMB) before any such settlement, settlement may be delayed and/or fail and you may not be able to purchase or
transfer the relevant China Connect Securities.

6.2

Notwithstanding any other provision in the ICBCA Investment Terms, where it is necessary to convert one currency to another pursuant
to, in relation to or arising from this Supplement, such currency conversion may be carried out automatically by us in good faith at a rate
we reasonably consider appropriate without prior notice to you. You indemnify us for any shortfall arising from any such conversion.

6.3

You waive any right you have in any jurisdiction to pay any amount other than in the currency in which it is due. If we receive an amount
in a currency other than that in which it is due:
(a)

we may convert the amount into the due currency on the date and at rates we reasonably consider appropriate without prior
notice to you. We may deduct our Costs incurred in the conversion; and

(b)

you satisfy your obligations to pay in the due currency only to the extent of the amount of the due currency obtained from the
conversion after deducting the Costs of the conversion.

6.4

You must comply with all applicable exchange control laws and requirements in connection with this Supplement and any Northbound
Trading.

6.5

We may in our discretion reject your sell order if we consider that you do not have sufficient available China Connect Securities in your
account by the applicable cut-off time (as notified to you by us from time to time) or if for any other reason we consider that there is or
may be non-compliance with any Applicable Requirement. You indemnify us for any Loss incurred in connection with any noncompliance or potential non-compliance with pre-trade checking and/or any Applicable Requirement.
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6.6

We may reject or cancel your purchase order or sell order upon a request from SEHK and/or SZSE or in case of contingency such as
hoisting of Typhoon Signal No 8 in Hong Kong. We are not liable for any Loss incurred by you in connection with any such request from
SEHK and/or SZSE or in case of contingency.

6.7

We may reject or cancel your purchase or sell order of ChiNext Shares if we consider that you do not qualify as an Institutional
Professional Investor or satisfy any other Applicable Requirement in relation to trading of such securities. We are not liable for any Loss
incurred by you if the relevant order is rejected.

6.8

If we are unable to effect an order cancellation request received from you due to the occurrence of a contingency (such as a breakdown
or failure of all communication links between SEHK and SZSE), you shall remain liable for your settlement obligations if the relevant
order has already been matched and executed.

6.9

If we are unable to effect an order received from you due to suspension of trade execution on SZSE (such as imposition of a Circuit
Breaker by SZSE), we are not liable for any Loss incurred by you.

6.10

We are not liable for any Loss incurred by you in connection with any trading based on your instructions. We are not able to unwind any
trade, and you should also take note of the settlement arrangements in respect of China Connect Securities under Stock Connect, the
pre-trade checking requirement and the restriction on day (turnaround) trading which may affect your ability to mitigate the
consequences of your own error trades.

7.

Authority to sell
You authorise us to sell or arrange for the sale of any quantity of China Connect Securities held on your behalf at such price and on such
terms as we may determine in our absolute discretion if:
(a)

we receive an instruction directly or indirectly from SZSE or other Stock Connect Authority requiring you to sell and liquidate any
specified China Connect Securities;

(b)

we are of the view that you are in breach or may be in breach of any Applicable Requirements; or

(c)

we have held on your behalf such China Connect Securities for a period longer than our prescribed period as notified to you
from time to time.

8.

Limitation of liability and indemnity

8.1

Unless an Applicable Requirement prohibits us from excluding or limiting our liability or where the Loss is directly caused by our gross
negligence, fraud or wilful misconduct, we are not liable for any Loss incurred in connection with this Supplement or any Northbound
Trading (including in connection with the provision, unavailability or improper functioning of any Stock Connect related services, delay or
error in the transmission of any electronic payment transfer, failure or delay in the execution of any instruction, breakdown or failure of
any communications system, delay in providing you funds, your or an authorised person’s instructions or any unauthorised instructions
or any other things we do or do not do). This applies where the Loss arises for any reason and even if the Loss was reasonably
foreseeable or we had been advised of the possibility of the Loss.

8.2

To the maximum extent permitted by Applicable Requirements, you indemnify us against, and must pay us on demand for, any Loss we
reasonably incur in connection with all proceedings and/or Taxes howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, out of or resulting from your
trading of China Connect Securities pursuant to Stock Connect.

8.3

For the avoidance of doubt, this Clause 8 is in addition to Clause 10 (Limit of our liability) and Clause 11 (Your indemnity) of the ICBCA
Banking Terms and any other exclusions or limitations of our liability and indemnities set out in this Supplement, the ICBCA Investment
Terms, the ICBCA Banking Terms or otherwise.

9.

Miscellaneous

9.1

You agree to execute any further documents and provide any materials and/or information as we may reasonably request to enable us
to perform our duties and obligations under this Supplement which may become necessary as and when the Stock Connect Rules are
updated, amended and/or replaced from time to time. Your failure to comply with this provision may result in a suspension of Stock
Connect services to you.

9.2

Without prejudice to the ICBCA Banking Terms and ICBCA Investment Terms, you acknowledge that we may use any such materials
and/or information received from you for compliance with the Applicable Requirements and may retain any such materials and/or
information received from you for such period as we deem appropriate pursuant to the Applicable Requirements.

9.3

We reserve the right to vary any of the terms of this Supplement by written notice to you in accordance with Clause 14 (Changes) of the
ICBCA Banking Terms.

9.4

Save for Clause 8 above, this Supplement automatically terminates upon the termination of the ICBCA Investment Terms.

9.5

This Supplement and all transactions in relation to Stock Connect with you are, unless otherwise agreed, governed by the laws of Hong
Kong. You agree to submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the Hong Kong courts.

10.

Risk disclosures and acknowledgement

10.1

You acknowledge that you have read and understand the risk disclosures and other information set out in Appendix 1 and that you
understand your obligations set out in Appendix 1.

10.2

You acknowledge that you understand and have assessed the risks relating to Stock Connect (including but not limited to those as set
out in Appendix 1) and you are willing to undertake those risks.

10.3

You acknowledge that we are not liable for any Loss you may suffer as a result of the materialisation of any of the risks described in
Appendix 1 or other risks relating to trading under Stock Connect.

10.4

You acknowledge HKEx and its subsidiaries, SZSE and its subsidiaries, the Stock Connect Authorities, and their respective directors,
employees and agents shall not be responsible or held liable for any Loss directly or indirectly suffered by you or any third parties arising
from or in connection with Northbound Trading.

10.5

You acknowledge that you must comply with all Applicable Requirements applicable to your trading of China Connect Securities through
Stock Connect.

10.6

You acknowledge that SEHK has the power not to extend any service relating to trading China Connect Securities through Stock
Connect to you and the power to require us not to accept instructions from you if it is found that you, we and/or any of our clients
has/have or may have committed any abnormal trading conduct set out in the Stock Connect Rules or failed to comply with any Stock
Connect Rules.

10.7

You acknowledge and accept that:
(a)

this Supplement does not purport to disclose all the risks or other material considerations in connection with Northbound Trading
or securities transactions in general;

(b)

this Supplement does not modify any Applicable Requirements (except to the extent set out in this Supplement and permitted
under Applicable Requirements);
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(c)

this Supplement does not constitute any business, legal, tax or accounting advice and that you should seek independent
professional advice and undertake your own research and assessment before entering into any transaction through Stock
Connect; and

(d)

you should refrain from entering into any transaction through Stock Connect unless you have fully understood the terms and
risks of the relevant transaction, including the extent of your potential risk of loss.
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APPENDIX 1
RISK DISCLOSURES AND OTHER INFORMATION
This Appendix describes some of the key risk factors concerning Stock Connect based on our current understanding of Applicable Requirements
and the Mainland China stock market. We have not verified the accuracy of the Mainland China stock market requirements or rules. This
Appendix is not exhaustive and does not disclose all the risks and other significant aspects of Northbound Trading. You should ensure that you
understand the nature of Stock Connect and you should consider carefully (and consult your own advisers where necessary) whether trading in
China Connect Securities is suitable for you in light of your circumstances. The decision to trade in China Connect Securities is yours, but you
should not trade in China Connect Securities unless you fully understand and are willing to assume the risks associated with Stock Connect.
We do not represent that the information set out in this Appendix is up to date or complete, nor do we undertake to update it from time to time. For
further information, please refer to the materials published on the HKEx website, the SFC website and/or the SZSE website applicable to Stock
Connect from time to time and other relevant sources. If in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
1.

Pre-Trade Checking required
Under Mainland Chinese requirements, SZSE may reject a sell order if an investor does not have sufficient available China Connect
Securities in its account. SEHK will apply similar checking on all sell orders of Northbound Trading at the exchange participant level to
ensure there is no overselling by any individual exchange participant ("Pre-Trade Checking"). Accordingly, you must comply with any
requirements relating to Pre-Trade Checking mandated by the Stock Connect Authorities or as notified to you by us. You must also
ensure there are sufficient available China Connect Securities in your account to cover any proposed sell order.

2.

Settlement arrangements
Northbound Trading follows the settlement cycle of A shares listed on SZSE. For settlement of China Connect Securities trades,
ChinaClear will debit or credit the securities accounts of its participants (including HKSCC as clearing participant) on the trading day on
which the order is made (“T day”) free of payment. Unless we agree to prefund, settlement of funds relating to such trading will be
effected on the trading day following T day (“T+1 day”).

3.

Quota on Northbound Trading
Relevant governmental or regulatory bodies may impose quotas on the trading of China Connect Securities from time to time depending
on market conditions and readiness, the level of cross-boundary fund flows, stability of the markets and other factors and considerations.
You should read the relevant details on such quota restrictions, including the quota limit, level of quota utilisation, balance of available
quota and the applicable restrictions and arrangements published on SEHK website from time to time to ensure you have the most
updated information.
Purchases of China Connect Securities through Stock Connect are currently subject to certain quota controls as detailed below. SEHK
has absolute discretion to take all such actions, steps or measures as it considers necessary or appropriate to ensure or facilitate
compliance with the relevant quota requirements or restrictions including, without limitation, the following:
(a)

restricting or rejecting buy orders for Northbound Trading;

(b)

suspending or restricting the access to or the use of all or any part of the trading services for Northbound Trading; and

(c)

amending the operational hours and related arrangements of Northbound Trading.

As a result, there is no assurance that a buy order for Northbound Trading can be successfully placed through Stock Connect. The daily
quota caps the net buy value of cross-boundary trades under Stock Connect on each Trading Day ("Daily Quota"). The Daily Quota may
change from time to time without prior notice and you should refer to the HKEx website and other information published by the HKEx for
up-to-date information.
Under SEHK rules, investors may sell their China Connect Securities regardless of whether there is a breach of the Daily Quota. If there
is a suspension of buying China Connect Securities through Northbound Trading as a result of a breach of the Daily Quota, we will be
unable to carry out any buy orders and any instruction to buy submitted but not yet executed will be rejected. Please note that buy orders
already accepted will not be affected by the Daily Quota being used up and will remain on the order book of SZSE unless otherwise
cancelled by the relevant exchange participants.
4.

Restriction on day trading
Day (turnaround) trading is not permitted on the Mainland Chinese A share market. If you buy China Connect Securities on T day, you
can sell such shares only on or after T+1 day and as a result, you will be exposed to the market risk of holding such shares from T day to
T+1 day. Due to Pre-Trade Checking requirements, if you send us instructions to sell the China Connect Securities you bought on T day,
we can only accept such instructions on or after the applicable cut-off time (as notified to you by us from time to time) on T+1 day.

5.

Trading methods and insider trading implications
Trading in China Connect Securities in Mainland China currently involves the use of fax machines for placing orders and orders must be
transmitted by a specific time on the morning of the desired trade. Information about your trade may be accessed and utilised by persons
privy to the information to trade for their own benefit. Further, the trading arrangements may not be supported by technological checks
and balances, resulting in a risk of human error and/or malfeasance.

6.

Client errors
We shall not be liable for any loss, damage or expense or consequential loss, damage or expense suffered by you as a result of any
trading based on your instructions. We will not be able to unwind any trade, and you should take note of the settlement arrangements in
respect of China Connect Securities under Stock Connect, including but not limited to quota restrictions which may affect the ability to
mitigate the consequences of any error trades.
There is a general prohibition on off-exchange trading or transfers under the Stock Connect Rules, subject to certain exceptions (such as
transfers effected to rectify error trades between an exchange participant and its clients in limited circumstances). Currently, there are no
detailed rules or guidelines on permissible off- exchange transfers. In addition, SEHK may also suspend the right of a particular
exchange participant to conduct non-trade transfers for error trade rectification if SEHK has reasonable cause to suspect or to believe
that the exchange participant may abuse or may have abused such rectification arrangements or may have used such rectification
arrangements to circumvent the prohibition against off-exchange trades or transfers. We are not obliged to effect any off-exchange
transfer for rectification of error trades but have absolute discretion to determine whether to conduct such off-exchange transfers. We are
not liable for any losses which may result directly or indirectly from any error trade or any refusal to conduct a transfer to rectify an error
trade.

7.

Disclosure of interests
Under Mainland Chinese requirements, if you hold or control shares in a Mainland Chinese company which is listed on a Mainland
Chinese stock exchange (a "Mainland Chinese Listco") up to a certain threshold as may be specified from time to time by a relevant
Stock Connect Authority, you must disclose such interest within the period specified by the relevant Stock Connect Authority, and you
must not buy or sell any such shares within the period specified by the relevant Stock Connect Authority. You must also disclose any
substantial change in your holding as required by the relevant Stock Connect Authority. It is your responsibility to comply with any
disclosure of interest rules from time to time imposed by the relevant Stock Connect Authorities and arrange for any relevant filings.
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8.

Short swing profit rule
Under Mainland Chinese requirements, the "short swing profit rule" requires you to return any profits made from purchases and sales in
respect of China Connect Securities of a Mainland Chinese Listco if: (a) your shareholding in the Mainland Chinese Listco exceeds the
threshold prescribed by the relevant Stock Connect Authority from time to time; and (b) the corresponding sale transaction occurs within
the six months after a purchase transaction, or vice versa. You (and you alone) are responsible for complying with the Mainland
Chinese’s rules applicable to the "short swing profit rule".

9.

Source of funding
Although Northbound Trading is designated for Hong Kong and overseas investors, it is unclear whether Mainland Chinese Citizen
investors or investors using funds sourced from Mainland China are able to enter into Northbound Trading via their offshore accounts.

10.

Foreign ownership limits
Under Mainland Chinese requirements, there is a limit to how many shares a single foreign investor is permitted to hold in a single
Mainland Chinese Listco, and also a limit to the maximum combined holdings of all foreign investors in a single Mainland Chinese Listco.
Such foreign ownership limits may be applied on an aggregate basis (i.e. across both domestically and overseas issued shares of the
same listed company, whether the relevant holdings are through Northbound Trading, qualified foreign institutional investor/RMB
qualified foreign institutional investor regime or other investment channels). Where the aggregated foreign ownership of a single
Mainland Chinese Listco reaches a designated percentage, the HKEx (or its relevant subsidiary) will suspend accepting any purchase
order of the relevant China Connect Securities through Stock Connect until the percentage of foreign ownership of such Listco is reduced
to a certain level.
It is your responsibility to comply with all foreign ownership limits from time to time imposed by Applicable Requirements. You may also
be required to report to the relevant authorities when a designated percentage of ownership is reached. If we become aware that you
have breached (or reasonably believe that you may breach upon execution of further buy orders) any foreign ownership limits, or if we
are so required by any Stock Connect Authority (including without limitation, as a result of a forced-sale notice issued by SZSE), you
authorise us to sell any China Connect Securities in order to ensure compliance with all Applicable Requirements. However, we are not
obliged to do so and you should not rely on such action by us to ensure your compliance with any Applicable Requirements.

11.

China Connect Securities Eligible for Northbound Trading
SEHK will include and exclude securities as China Connect Securities based on the prescribed criteria under the Stock Connect Rules.
You will only be allowed to sell a China Connect Security and be restricted from further buying, if (i) the China Connect Security
subsequently ceases to be a constituent stock of the relevant indices, (ii) the China Connect Security subsequently moves to the risk
alert board, and/or (iii) the corresponding H share of the China Connect Security subsequently ceases to be traded on SEHK.
According to the rules governing the listing of securities on SZSE (“SZSE Listing Rules”), if any SZSE-listed company is in the delisting
process, or its operation is unstable due to financial or other reasons such that there is a risk of being delisted or exposing investors’
interest to undue damage, the SZSE-listed company will be earmarked and traded on the risk alert board. Any change to the risk alert
board may occur without prior notice. If a China Connect Security which is eligible for Stock Connect trading is subsequently m oved to
the risk alert board, investors under Stock Connect will only be allowed to sell the shares and are restricted from further buying. For
details concerning the risk alert board, please refer to the SZSE Listing Rules and the provisional trading arrangement on the risk alert
board of SZSE.

12.

No off-exchange transfers
We may not provide any off-exchange services relating to the transfer in any China Connect Securities otherwise than through the Stock
Connect, unless otherwise provided by the a Stock Connect Authority (such as post-trade allocation of shares by a fund manager across
the funds and/or sub-funds it manages, stock borrowing and lending of China Connect Securities which are eligible for covered short
selling and with a tenor of no more than one month and any other situations specified by SZSE and ChinaClear).

13.

Offshore RMB exchange rate risks
Similar to other foreign currencies, the exchange rate of Offshore RMB may rise or fall. There is no guarantee that RMB will not
depreciate.
The exchange rate of Offshore RMB will be affected by, amongst other things, foreign exchange control imposed by the Mainland
Chinese central government from time to time (for example, there are currently restrictions on the conversion of RMB into other
currencies). If RMB is not your home currency, you may have to convert your home currency into RMB when investing in China Connect
Securities and vice versa for any payments in RMB from transactions under the China Connect Securities. You will be incurring currency
conversion costs (being the spread between buying and selling of Offshore RMB) and subject to exchange rate fluctuation risks in any
such currency conversion, which may adversely affect the market value of China Connect Securities.

14.

Limitations on the conversion of RMB
RMB is subject to foreign exchange control and restrictions by the Mainland Chinese central government.
There may be additional rules, regulations and restrictions under contemplation or to be issued by the relevant Mainland Chinese
authorities that may be relevant to your investment in the Stock Connect. You should check for updates and details before you buy or sell
your China Connect Securities.

15.

Price limits for China Connect Securities
We only accept orders for Northbound Trading that comply with the Applicable Requirements. Currently, China Connect Securities are
subject to a general price limit of ±10% based on the previous trading day's closing price (and ±5% for stocks under risk alert based on
the previous closing price). The price limit may be changed from time to time. All orders in respect of China Connect Securities must be
within the price limit. Any orders with a price beyond the price limit are rejected by SZSE.

16.

Dynamic Price Check
To prevent mischievous behavior towards the use of the Daily Quota, SEHK will put in place a dynamic price checking for buy orders.
Buy orders with input prices lower than the current best bid (or the last traded price in the absence of current best bid, or the previous
closing price in the absence of both current best bid and last traded price) beyond a prescribed percentage will be rejected.
During the opening call auction session, the current bid (or the previous closing price in the absence of the current bid) will be used for
checking. Dynamic price checking will be applied throughout each trading day, from the 5-minute input period before the start of an
opening call auction session until the end of the relevant continuous action session in the afternoon. SEHK intends to set the dynamic
price checking at 3% during the initial phase of Stock Connect. Such price checking percentage may be adjusted from time to time
subject to market conditions.

17.

Restrictions on selling China Connect Securities
Investors are prohibited from using China Connect Securities purchased through Stock Connect to settle any sell orders placed through
channels other than Stock Connect. Accordingly, there may be a limited market and/or lower liquidity for China Connect Securities
purchased through Stock Connect (as compared to the same shares purchased through other channels). In addition, there are
restrictions on any scrip entitlements received by you in respect of China Connect Securities. If such scrip entitlements are in form of
Special China Connect Securities, they are only eligible for sale through Stock Connect (i.e. they cannot be purchased by other parties
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through Stock Connect). If such scrip entitlements are not in form of Special China Connect Securities, they are not eligible for trading
through Stock Connect (i.e. they are only available for trading in the relevant stock market in Mainland China). Accordingly, there is a risk
of low (or no) liquidity for such shares received by way of scrip entitlement.
If China Connect Securities involve odd lots, they cannot be purchased through Stock Connect. A sale of China Connect Securities
involving odd lots is allowed if the sale order of such China Connect securities relates to the sale of all, but not part, of the odd lots held in
respect of such China Connect Securities. Accordingly, there may be a limited market and/or lower liquidity for China Connect Securities
involving odd lots purchased through Stock Connect
18.

Taxation
China Connect Securities traded under Stock Connect currently enjoy a temporary exemption from Mainland Chinese capital gain tax
and Mainland Chinese business tax. It is uncertain when such exemptions will expire and whether other Mainland Chinese Taxes will be
applicable to trading of China Connect Securities under Stock Connect. Dividends derived from China Connect Securities are subject to
Mainland Chinese withholding tax. Mainland Chinese stamp duty is also payable for transactions in China Connect Securities under
Stock Connect. You are fully responsible for any Taxes in respect of China Connect Securities, and agree to indemnify us on demand
from and against all Taxes which we may incur in connection with any China Connect Securities which you hold, trade or otherwise deal
in. We assume no responsibility for advising on or handling any tax issues, liabilities and/or obligations in connection with Stock Connect,
and we will not provide any service or assistance in this regard. Prior to investing in China Connect Securities, you are strongly urged to
consult your own tax advisers with respect to the possible tax consequences to you of such investment since such tax consequences
may differ in respect of different investors.

19.

Hong Kong client securities rules
As a general rule, investors participating in Northbound Trading do not enjoy the full protection afforded under the SFO and its related
subsidiary legislation. In particular, as the China Connect Securities traded through Stock Connect are not listed or traded on SEHK and
will be held by non-SFC licensed persons as custodian, you will not have protection under the Client Securities Rules, unless otherwise
specified by the SFC or any other relevant Stock Connect Authority.

20.

Investor Compensation Fund
Trading in China Connect Securities does not enjoy the protections afforded by the Investor Compensation Fund established under the
SFO. Accordingly, unlike the trading of SEHK-listed securities, you will not be covered by the Investor Compensation Fund in respect of
any loss you may sustain by reason of a default by any SFC licensed or registered person.

21.

Ownership of China Connect Securities
China Connect Securities are uncertificated and are held by HKSCC for its account holders. Physical deposit and withdrawal of China
Connect Securities are not available under the Northbound Trading.
Under current Mainland China regulations, China Connect Securities will be recorded in a nominee account opened by HKSCC with
ChinaClear and your title or interests in, and entitlements to, China Connect Securities (whether legal, equitable or otherwise) will be
subject to Applicable Requirements, including laws relating to any disclosure of interest requirement or foreign shareholding restriction.
This is a complicated area of law and you should seek independent professional advice.

22.

Disclosure of information and publication of trade information
The SEHK may require us to provide information on your profile, and the type and value of your orders in relation to Northbound Trading
of China Connect Securities and the trades which we executed for you, at such intervals and in such form as SEHK may specify from
time to time for purposes of the publication, dissemination or public distribution of aggregated information in respect of China Connect
Securities trades under Stock Connect, trading volumes, investor profiles and other related data.

23.

No manual trade or block trade
There is no manual trade facility or block trade facility for Northbound Trading.

24.

Amendment of orders and loss of priority
Consistent with the current practice in Mainland China, if an investor engaged in Northbound Trading wishes to amend an order, the
investor must first cancel the original order and then input a new one. Accordingly, order priority will be lost and, subject to the restrictions
on the balance of the Daily Quota, any subsequent order may not be filled on the same trading day.

25.

Difference in Trading Day
Stock Connect is open for trading only when (a) each of the HKEx and SZSE is open for trading; and (b) banking services are available
in both Hong Kong and Shenzhen on the corresponding money settlement days. If any of the relevant exchange is not open or if the
banks in either Hong Kong or Shenzhen are not open for money settlement business, you will not be able to conduct any Northbound
Trading. You should take note of the days on which the Stock Connect operates and decide according to your own risk tolerance
capability whether or not to take on the risk of price fluctuations in China Connect Securities during the time when the Stock Connect is
not available for Northbound Trading.

26.

Operational hours
The SEHK has an absolute discretion to determine from time to time the operational hours of the Stock Connect, and will have absolute
discretion to change the operational hours and arrangements of the Stock Connect at any time and without advance notice whether on a
temporary basis or otherwise. We shall not be under any obligation to inform you of any such determinations by SEHK as to the
operational hours of the Stock Connect. You should be aware of the risk of price fluctuations in China Connect Securities during the time
when Stock Connect is not available for Northbound Trading.

27.

Risk of ChinaClear default
ChinaClear has established a risk management framework and measures that are approved and supervised by the CSRC. Pursuant to
the General Rules of CCASS, if ChinaClear (as the host central counterparty) defaults, HKSCC will, in good faith, seek recovery of the
outstanding China Connect Securities and monies from ChinaClear through available legal channels and through ChinaClear's
liquidation process, if applicable. HKSCC will in turn distribute the China Connect Securities and/or monies recovered to clearing
participants on a pro-rata basis as prescribed by the relevant Stock Connect Authorities. Although the likelihood of a default by
ChinaClear is considered to be remote, investors should be aware of this arrangement and of this potential exposure before engaging in
Northbound Trading.

28.

Risk of HKSCC default
Our ability to provide the services under this Supplement is subject to the due performance by HKSCC of its obligations. Any action or
inaction of the HKSCC or a failure or delay by the HKSCC in the performance of its obligations may result in a failure of settlement, or the
loss, of China Connect Securities and/or monies in connection with them and you may suffer losses as a result. We are not responsible
or liable for any such losses.

29.

Company announcements on corporate actions
Any corporate action in respect of China Connect Securities is announced by the relevant issuer through the SZSE website and the
officially appointed newspapers and website (presently being Securities Times, China Securities Journal, Securities Daily and
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www.cninfo.com.cn). HKSCC also records all corporate actions relating to China Connect Securities in CCASS and informs its clearing
participants of the details via the CCASS terminals as soon as practicable on the announcement date. Investors engaged in Northbound
Trading may refer to the SZSE website and the relevant newspapers for the latest listed company announcements or, alternatively, the
HKEx weEVLWHҋV China Stock Markets Web for corporate actions in respect of China Connect Securities issued on the previous trading
day. Issuers listed on the ChiNext Market will publish certain corporate announcements on their corporate websites and the officially
appointed websites only. Investors should note that SZSE-listed issuers publish corporate documents in Chinese only, and official
English translations are not available.
In addition, pursuant to the General Rules of CCASS, HKSCC endeavours to collect and distribute cash dividends relating to China
Connect Securities to clearing participants in a timely manner. Upon receipt of the dividend amount, HKSCC will arrange to distribute it to
relevant clearing participants on the same day, to the extent practicable.
Following existing market practice in Mainland China, investors engaged in Northbound Trading are not entitled to attend meetings by
proxy or in person, unlike the current practice in Hong Kong in respect of SEHK-listed shares.
We do not verify or warrant the accuracy, reliability or timeliness of any company announcements of corporate actions and we accept no
liability (whether in tort or contract or otherwise) for any Loss arising from any errors, inaccuracies, delays or omissions or any actions
taken in reliance thereon. We expressly disclaim all warranties, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy of any company announcement
or as to the fitness of the information for any purpose.
30.

Rights issuance
Where you receive shares or other types of securities from an issuer of a China Connect Security as entitlements, you should note that
you may not be able to buy or sell such entitlement security through the Stock Connect in certain circumstances (for example, if such
entitlement security is listed on the SZSE but is not traded in RMB or if such entitlement security is not listed on SZSE).

31.

General market risks associated with investing in China Connect Securities
Investing in China Connect Securities involves special considerations and risks, including without limitation greater price volatility, less
developed regulatory and legal framework, economic, and social and political instability of the stock market in Mainland China.

32.

Warning statements and termination of service
We may be required by SEHK and/or SZSE to issue to you, either verbally or in writing, a warning statement and terminate the provision
of Northbound Trading services to you for a period which SEHK and/or SZSE may prescribe.

33.

Novelty of Stock Connect
Stock Connect is an unprecedented scheme launched jointly between SZSE and HKEx to facilitate cross-border trading of China
Connect Securities through the HKEx. Trading in China Connect Securities under Northbound Trading is subject to all Applicable
Requirements. Any change in the Applicable Requirements may have an adverse impact on the trading of China Connect Securities.
Such impact may adversely affect your investment in China Connect Securities. In the worst case scenario, you may lose a substantial
part of your investments in China Connect Securities under Stock Connect.

34.

Limits on Short Selling
Hong Kong and overseas investors are currently prohibited from naked Short Selling China Connect Securities. Covered Short Selling of
China Connect Securities is permitted subject to certain requirements in the Stock Connect Rules. However, we will not facilitate
covered Short Selling of China Connect Securities. You shall be fully responsible for understanding and complying with the Short Selling
requirements in effect from time to time and for any consequences of non-compliance.

35.

Trading of ChiNext Shares
The trading of ChiNext Shares is subject to the risks arising from the following:
(a)

volatility and overvaluation of the share prices;

(b)

the less stringent requirements on profitability and share capital of the ChiNext market (compared to the main board markets in
Mainland China);

(c)

given the technological focus of the companies listed on the ChiNext market, such companies are more susceptible to technical
failures in their respective business areas; and

(d)

conventional valuation methods may not be entirely applicable to companies listed on the ChiNext market due to the high-risk
nature of the relevant industries.

Presently only Institutional Professional Investors are allowed to place orders with us to buy or sell ChiNext Shares which are accepted
as China Connect Securities (other than Special China Connect Securities which are eligible for sell orders only) through the use of
Stock Connect.
36.

Circuit Breaker Mechanism
The execution of trades in China Connect Securities is subject to the SZSE China Connect Rules including the Circuit Breaker Provisions.
Although the Circuit Breaker mechanism has been currently suspended, you should note that any imposition of a Circuit Breaker on any
SZSE trading day will result in the suspension of the execution of trades through SZSE for such period or periods as set out in the Circuit
Breaker Provisions.
Unless otherwise determined by the SEHK, where the Circuit Breaker Provisions allow orders in respect of China Connect Securities to
be cancelled during the period when a Circuit Breaker is in effect, we may input order cancellation requests through the Stock Connect
during such period as usual. Notwithstanding this, no Stock Connect order is regarded as cancelled unless and until a cancellation
confirmation has been issued by SZSE system, and neither the SEHK nor its subsidiaries shall have any liability in the event that a Stock
Connect order which we are required to be cancelled is not cancelled for any reason whatsoever.
(The English version of this Supplement shall prevail if there is any discrepancy between the English version and the Chinese version.)
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